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Good News for Members of the

SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE
T HE following list of essentials has been prepared

for members of (he SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE
by the officers at Headquarters.

A F£W WORDS AS TO THE PURPOSE
OF THE LEAGUE

The SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE was founded
In February, 1984. The Executive Directors are as
follows :

Forrest J. Ackerman, Eaado Binder, Jack Darrow,
Edmond Hamilton, David H. Roller, M.D., P.
Schuyler Mtiler, Clark Ashton Smith, and R. F.
Starzl. Hugo Gemsback, Executive Secretary. Charles
D. Hornig. Assistant Secretary.
The 8C1ENCB FICTION LEAGUE Is a member-

ship organization for the promotion of science fiction.

There are no dues, no fees, no Initiations, in connec-
tion with the LEAGUE. No one makes any money
from It; no one derives any salary. The only income
which the LEAGUE has la from its membership
essentials. A pamphlet setting forth the LEAGUE'S
numerous aspirations and purposes will be sent to
anyone on receipt of a 8c stamp to cover postage.
One of the purposes of the SCIENCE FICTION

LEAGUE Is to enhanoe the popularity of science
tiotlon, to Increase the number of its loyal followers
by converting potential advocate* to the cause. To
this end, the SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE supplies
members with membership letterheads, envelopes,
lapel buttons, and other essentials. As soon as you
are enrolled as a member, a beautiful certificate
with the LEAGUE'S seal will be sent to you, pro-
viding 15c in stamps or ooin is sent for mailing and
handling charge*. However, this will be given free
to all those enrolled members who find it possible
to call pertonally at Headquarters for it.

Another consideration which greatly benefits mem-
bers is that they are entitled to preferential dis-
counts when buying science fiction books from numer-
ous firm* who have agreed to allow lower prices to
all SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE members. The
book publishers realize that, the more fervid fans
there are to boost science fiction, the more business
will result therefrom; end a goodly portion of the
publishing business la willing, for this reason, to
assist SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE members kn
increasing their science fiction collections by secur-
ing the latest books of this type at discounted price*.

SCIENCE FICTION ESSENTIAL8
LISTED HERE SOLD ONLY TO

SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE MEMBERS
11 the essentials listed on this page are never

sold to outsiders. They cannot be bought by anyone
unless he has already enrolled as one of the members
of the SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE or signs the
blank on this page (which automatically enrolls him
m a member, always provided that he Is a, science
fiction enthusiast).

If, therefore, you order any of the science fiction
essentials without filling out 'the blank, or a facsimile
(unless you are already enrolled as a LEAGUE mem-
ber). your money will be returned to you.

Inasmuch as the LEAGUE Is International, it

makes no difference whether you are a citizen of
tbs United Buies or any other country. The LEAGUE
(I open to all.
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FREE
CERTIFICATE

To the left U an illu»-

tration of the certifi-

cate provided all

member* of the SCI-
ENCE FICTION
LEAGUE. It is sent

to aD members upon
receipt ot 15c in

stamps to cover mail

charges.

WONDER STORIES
is the voice of the

SCIENCE FICTION
LEAGUE— a morrth'j

department appears

in the magazine.

LEAGUE LETTERHEADS
A beautiful letterhead has been especially de-

signed for members' correspondence. It is the
official letterhead for all members of the LEAGUE
and is invaluable when it becomes necessary to

correspond with other members or witn Head-
quarters.

A—SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE letter-
heads, per 100 Prepaid 50c

LEAGUE ENVELOPES
60 that letters mailed to members of the

LEAGUE can bj immediately recognized, special
envelope? that harmonize with the letterheads
have been printed.

B—SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE envel-
opes, per 100 Prepaid 50c

LEAGUE SEALS
These- seals, or stickers, are printed In three

colors and measure 1*4" In diameter, and are
gummed on one side. They are used by members
to affix to stationery, letterheads, envelopes,
postal cards and the like. The seals signify that
you are a member of the SCIENCE FICTION
LEAGUE. Sold in lota of 26'a or multiples
thereof.

C—SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE seal*,
per 25 Prepaid 15c

LEAGUE LAPEL BUTTON
This beautiful button is made In hard enamel

In four colors—red. white, blue and gold. It
measures in diameter. By wearing this but-
ton, other members will recognize you. Many
friends will perhaps also want to join thb
LEAGUE. The button must be seen to be ap-
preciated.

D—SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE lapel
button Prepaid 85c

DD—SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE lapel
button, like the one described above,
but in solid gold Prepaid $2.50

If you do not wish to mutilate this magazine,
any number of applications will be supplied upon

(Bk
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A—50c per 100

D—35c each

SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE, 99 Hudson Street, New York, N.Y—
Application for Membership
SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE

SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE, 99 Hudson Street. New York. N. Y.
I. the undersigned, herewith desire to apply for membership in the

SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE. In Joining the LEAGUE. I understand
th3l I am not assessed for membership and that there are no dues and no
fees of any kind. I pledge myself to abide by all the rules and regula-
tions of the SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE, which rules you are to sand
me on receipt of this application.

I belong to the following class (put mi X In correct apaoe): ( ) Pro-
fessional: ( ) Business; ( ) Student; ( ) (Please
print information)

Name Aga.

Address

City and State.

Country. Date «t
1

I enclose 15o, for postage and handling, for my Membership Certificate.

SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE. 99 Hudson Street. New York. N. Y.
Gentlemen:

[ 1 I am already enrolled In the SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE.
[ ] I am a new member and attach my application to this coupon.

Please send me the following SCIENCE FICTION LEAGUE essen-

tials listed In this advertisement: (Please print Information)

for which I enclose $... herewith.
(The LEAGUE accepts money orders, cash or new U.

any denomination. Register cash or stamps.)
8. stamps la

Address

City 8tate S—1035

When answering advertisements, please mention Magazinb Readers’ Group
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EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND
MECHANICS is the finest scien-

tific - technical - mechanical-con-
structional magazine in the field.

Up - to - the - minute with news
flashes of scientific events. Dozens of construc-
tional articles and many popular experiments.
Ideas from which you can make things to sell.

A HOST OF INTEREST-
ING SUBJECTS

COVERED:
Woodworking — Photogra-
phy—Magic—Patents and
Inventions — Book Re-
views — Metalworking —
Chemistry — Engineering— Microscopy — Electrical
Experiments — Household
Helps — Shop Hints and
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today
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CONTINENTAL PUBLICATIONS. INC.
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THE increasing demand by our readers for new
titles to be added to the SCIENCE FICTION

SERIES has now been met. Six new books have been
published and are now ready. Many new authors
have contributed excellent stories which you will en-
joy reading. A short summary of the new titles will

be found below.
These new books, as usual, are printed on a good

grade of paper, and contain brand new stories never
published before in any magazine.
Each book (size 6x8 inches) contains one or two

stories by a well-known science fiction author.

The Titles Are:
IS—MEN FROM THE

METEOR
by Panzle E. Black

In the unexplored heart of Australia
lay the bizarre and cruel civilization

of the meteormen. And into their

midst came the two men from Outside,

to pit their puny strength against the
meteormen’s power.

14—THE FLIGHT OF THE
AEROFIX

by Maurice Renard
Renard is the H. G. Wells of France.

With sly humor and yet grim reality

he describes the most unusual and
startling flight made by man. An en-

tirely new type of transportation

dawns upon the world in this master-
ly story 1

15—THE INVADING
ASTEROID

by Manly Wade Wellman
Into the vision of the Earth swam

the huge but innocent asteroid. Mara,

at death grips with the Earth, was far

away ; but the asteroid loomed
ominous, menacing. Two men were
delegated to solve the mystery; and
what they found is revealed in this

startling story.

16—IMMORTALS OF
MERCURY

by Clark Ashton Smith
Under the sun-parched surface of

Mercury, we follow in this story, the

experiences of a man, reminiscent of

Dante’s Inferno. Every force of

grotesque nature, the bitter enmity of

the Immortals track him down in hif

wild escape to the surface.

17—THE SPECTRE BULLET
by Thomas Mack

and
THE AVENGING NOTE

by Alfred Sprissler

are two surprises for the lovers of

scientific detective mysteries. Death
strikes suddenly in these stories ; clever

scientific minds and cleverer detectives

are pitted against each other in a duel

with Death.

18—THE SHIP FROM
NOWHERE

by Sidney Patzer
A trip to infinity is this unusual

story ; a mad chase across the infinite

emptiness. tracked always by the

avenging Marauder. Here is a story

that deals with millions of years and
billions of billions of miles.
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WONDERS OF EXTRAVAGANCE

By HUGO GERNSBACK

WHEN it comes to extravagance and

downright waste, there is probably

nothing to match Mother Nature.

This is particularly so in the matter of repro-

duction, whether in vegetable life, or in the

animal kingdom. Consider the seeds of most

plants
;
you will find that Nature here is tre-

mendously prolific in her waste. There is hardly

a plant or flower or tree that does not give

forth thousands or, in some cases, millions of

seeds. Most of these seeds are wasted
;
and only

an insignificantly small amount are ever used

to produce the particular plant. In the animal

field it is even worse. We find that male animals

produce several million seeds at one union,

each one of which would fertilize and bring into

life a new living being; but, of course, the

overwhelming majority is wasted completely.

It has been computed that, without loss, the

offspring of one oyster would in a few years be

a mass larger than the earth. As to the human

being, one man gives forth millions of sperms,

yet only one egg can be fertilized. Hence, we
have here the proportion of a hundred-million-

to-one loss ; yet Nature goes madly on—and has

been doing so for millions and billions of years

—in the same fashion, manufacturing billions

upon billions of seeds, spores, etc., practically

all of which are wasted.

What is the reason for this tremendous ex-

travagance? As far as scientists can ascertain,

it is only an effort of Nature in order that, un-

der all circumstances, reproduction shall be

insured, no matter what almost unsurmountable

obstacles the coming generation will encounter.

When it comes to life, Nature apparently does

not wish to take any chances at all and, under

such circumstances, the titanic waste is probably

justified.

But Nature is concerned, not only with our

own puny little planet, but evidently with myriad

other worlds. Thus many years ago the Swed-

ish scientist, Svante Arrhenius, was certain that

living spores, microscopically small, are con-

tinuously leaving the Earth’s atmosphere, never

to return. These spores travel by the pressure

of light, for billions of years in space ; then per-

haps encounter another world where conditions

for life might make reproduction possible.

Given a sufficient amount of spores, billions

upon billions, floating in space for an unlimited

period, some of the spores are sure to find, in

time, surroundings where life might begin anew.

Who knows?—life itself originally may have

come to us, on this planet, in the self-same

manner.

As I said before, Nature does not take many

chances. For that reason, she is just as ex-

travagant in worlds as she is in seeds. When we

contemplate the firmament that contains billions

upon billions of stars and worlds, we can ap-

preciate this extravagance still better.
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(Illustration by Paul)

The suicide rate increased a thousand times; men and women flung themselves
from windows and cliff-tops.
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THE PERFECT WORLD

By BENSON HERBERT

PART ONE

• Ilse Lieben was sitting in an electric

tramcar, reading a Bible. She was not

reading it reverently, but hastily and rath-

er anxiously, as she had been asked by a

friend to take a Bible class. Now she was
turning over the pages, trying to ascer-

tain which writers wrote in which Testa-

ment.

Fraulein Ilse, an athletic girl of twenty-

two, was the secretary of the Grafin von

Freiburg, the sociological writer. She was
an expert fencer, and a member of a
ladies’ boxing club; she was quick at lan-

guages, spoke Spanish like the Spaniards

and French like the Swiss.

After a time, she began to turn the

pages mechanically and her thoughts wan-

dered to her father, who was working

studiously in the fuel laboratories.

“He works too hard,” she muttered,

“far too hard. Fancy working on a Sun-

day !”

But Herr Lieben thought nothing of

working on a Sunday. Was he not one

of the great pioneers of fuel who had

helped to make soaring machines pos-

sible, and ought not his daughter to be

proud of him? Only a few years ago,

aeroplanes had to fly on internal-combus-

tion engines—petrol blowing itself up, in-

side—then, a spark of genius, came the

great simplification, the external-combus-

tion engine—fuel blowing itself up out-

side! As a result came the soaring ma-
chine or “rocket,” as it used to be called,

which could do things that no aeroplane

could ever do.

In six months, transportation had been

transformed. Unheeding the fluttering

pages of her Bible, Use’s mind went back

to all the excitement and strangeness of

• A few months ago we presented to
you the first novel by one of our pop-

ular English authors, Festus Pragnell,

entitled “The Green Man of Graypec.”
Here, once again, we are publishing the

first novel of another English author who
has made himself famous through a num-
ber of shorter stories.

There is something about the various
styles of writing that makes stories from
foreign authors particularly interesting.

We find here a typical English inter-

planetary story, though it also boasts of

the German thoroughness that is so well

liked. Much of the first installment takes

place in Germany.

A couple of years ago, the American
public was thrilled by those amazing
novels, “When Worlds Collide” and
“After Worlds Collide,” by Edwin Balm-
er and Philip Wylie—novels written in

the United States by Americans. Here is

your opportunity to compare American
and English styles on the same theme.

In this first installment, we meet the

characters face to face that are to carry
us through the rest of the novel. Action
and realism are but two of the cleverly-

handled qualities of these first chapters.

those few months. She was just old

enough to be able to remember them.

With the new fuels and metal alloys,

people built mechanical devices which

could, in a crude and frequently fatal

manner, ascend above the earth’s atmos-

phere and proceed through space by the

powers of reaction. People experienced

the awful thrill of leaving the earth com-

pletely behind. They came back and de-

manded better fuel and got it—better

metal also, but they did not get that for

a long time.

Ilse had read in the papers of the first

flights to the moon; she recalled her fa-

ther’s jubilation at the wonderful news.

There was also the time (she was very

young) when she went out one night,
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with opera glasses, and stared hard at the

cold full moon, trying to see the human
beings who had landed there.

Up to the present, it had been found
impossible to travel to other planets,

which were so much further away than

the moon, owing to the enormous diffi-

culties of fuel and provision capacity; but

Engineer Lieben was always telling his

daughter that, one day, he would find a

fuel which would take him to Venus and
back.

Fuel, fuel! Fraulein Lieben was sick

of the subject.

“Aren’t you content with the moon?”
she demanded. “Isn’t that far enough?”

“No, no,” her father would reply, “noth-

ing is far enough.”

He had spent half his life in the fuel

laboratories at Munich ; for a whole year,

he had been working on an improved ex-

ternal-combustion engine of his own de-

sign, but it was not yet fit for applica-

tion. But one day he would finish it, and

then he would make a fortune.

Use sighed. She would very much like

to have a fortune. Was she to be secre-

tary to this woman all her life? Use felt

that she had typed out every corner of

the Grafin’s mind, and there could not

possibly be anything left in it. She was
certainly a voluminous writer, and she

was always fingering the beautiful string

around her neck—one of the famous neck-

laces of the world.

What a lot Use could do with all the

marks that necklace had cost. Would they

have as much as all that, if her father

made a fortune?

“The harder he works, all day Sunday
and every other day, the sooner we shall

have money; but if he works too hard, he

will make himself ill ; then we shall never

have money.”

Engineer Lieben was a hard worker,

but he was getting old
;
yet he had an ease

of movement and firmness of skin which

showed athletic health.

He found it very difficult to understand

anyone who took no interest in fuel. It

seemed to him that the whole principle

of the universe was fuel. All transporta-

tion and power depended finally upon it.

We were immersed in a matrix which we
breathed and which burnt the fuel inside

us. We ate fuel, in effect, and often drank

it. All plants and animals consumed air

in slow burning. All around us were liv-

ing flames—oxidization was the key-note

of existence.

That was what Use’s father thought,

and he had a dream of one day discov-

ering the perfect fuel, which would yield

unlimited power per kilogram. But he

had not yet thought out what he would
do with it if he got it

• Fraulein Lieben’s attention was at-

tracted by a roaring overhead; she

looked out of the window of the tram and

saw, with longing eyes, a large soaring ma-
chine flying over them. Rockets sym-

bolized freedom to her
;
people with money

could walk into a soaring machine at any

time they wished and blow themselves off

the face of the globe, right out of the

trivial world, into places where there were

new and exciting sensations.

She peered up at the huge mass driv-

ing across the sky ; below the row of win-

dows in the metal hull, red words shone

on a grey background: MUNCHEN-
BOMBAY FXW2.

In a moment the “soarer” drove sharp-

ly into a feathery cloud and was lost.

Use let her gaze drop, and in doing so

she noticed the newspaper of the pas-

senger sitting in front of her. There was
a large photograph which drew her at-

tention with the irresistible attraction

which other people’s newspapers possess.

It showed the head and shoulders of a

plain-looking Parisian of twenty-two,

Grindin by name.

Though plain-looking from a photo-

graphic point of view, in person he was
vivid and striking, one of those people

who make everyone turn around and look

at him when they pass.

Use looked closely at the photograph,

then leaned forward over the shoulder

of the man who was holding the paper,
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in order to read the caption under the

photograph

:

“Monsieur Paul Grindin, the Parisian geologist, who
has been enjoying a vacation in Switzerland, is re-

ported to be leaving Europe today for India.”

“I wonder if he was in that soarer,”

the girl thought, listening to the distant

rattle of the machine echoing from the

clouds.

She glanced at a page of the Bible,

resting on her knee: “And. a new star

had risen.” A few pages fluttered over.

“And he looked up, and he saw fire and
death dropping from the sky.”

When Use had finished with her Bible

class, which passed off more pleasantly

than she had expected, she returned home
as quickly as she could so as to make tea

for her father, who might come back at

any moment. She unlocked the front door

herself, as the maid was away on a trip

to Hohenlinden.

The house was an old one in the Kaiser-

platz, so old that the front of it was en-

tirely covered with deep ingrained dirt.

It had certainly been built before 1940,

and it showed all the signs of the artificial

old-fashioned architecture of the fourth

decade. Somewhere about 1950, two
rooms in the front had been knocked into

one, to form a very roomy lounge. This

was twenty years before the Liebens had

rented it, partly furnished.

There were three sofas in the lounge,

and numerous gilded chairs, built to with-

stand generations of sitters. There was
an old upright piano in one corner, whose
strings had been stretched so many times

that it was a fine tribute to the stretch-

ability of copper.

In another corner, on a small table,

stood a heavy paper-weight, made of

bronze and moulded to represent a soar-

ing machine in flight, with exaggerated

rocket-tubes sticking out at the back, and
curling bronze flames coming out of the

tubes.

In a third corner, on a shelf, was a

domed glass case containing a very or-

dinary-looking piece of yellow rock, which

had been brought all the way from the

Sea of Serenity on the moon. The fourth

corner was empty, and always draughty,

because of a crack between the bricks

which let the wind through.

There were two fireplaces in the double

room, and two mantels. One of the fire-

places had been papered over, but it was
still obviously there. Hanging above one

of the mantels was a mirror, while over

the other was a large coloured sketch of a

lunar landscape—a jagged fantastic out-

line of wild crags, the eastern slopes of

the Crater of Copernicus.

The room was invisibly lighted at night

by narrow electric gas-tubes, hidden in the

cornice and running right around the

room. The year-old wallpaper, in the

polychromatic fashion of the tenth decade,

designed to startle and stimulate rather

than harmonise, was entirely black on one

wall, green on another, yellow circles with

red background on the third, and purple

triangles with white background on the

fourth. There were no carpets, since

those comfortable collectors and conceal-

ers of dirt had become unpopular in the

fifth decade; the floor was strewn with

small octagonal rubber mats. In the mid-

dle of the floor, with chairs and sofas

arranged around it, was a circular depres-

sion—a sunken copper vessel or basin,

where cigarette ends and other litter

could be thrown.

Below the mirror, partly hiding the

mark on the wallpaper made by the con-

cealed fireplace, was a small silver harp

with one string missing.

When Use came in, she opened the door

of the lounge and threw the Sunday pa-

per onto one of the sofas. Her father

usually went into the lounge after Sun-

day tea and liked to be the first to read

the paper, while it was still unhandled and

neat.

• Stepping across the passage-way, she

glanced into her father’s study, to see if

anything needed tidying.

This room was less than half the size

of the lounge; its floor had no rubber

mats
;

it was not lighted by gas-tubes, but

in a striking and original manner—by the
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old-fashioned electric globe. There was

a hard angular chair, with gilded legs,

drawn up to Otto Lieben’s desk. He
could never work in an easy-chair, he

said
;
it was too comfortable, and he could

not keep himself awake. But he allowed

himself a thin cushion on his chair, to

save his trousers. The Liebens had al-

ways been careful of expenses, even now,

when their income kept them in comfort,

though not in luxury.

The cushion had slipped off the chair,

so Ilse put it back. Then she dusted the

desk with a handkerchief and smiled as

she saw the old ragged logarithmic tables

lying beside the slide-rule. Her father re-

fused to get a new set of tables, though

the back was off, and the corners were

all turned down and torn.

On the desk there was a copy of The
Weekly Rocketeer, yesterday’s issue. It

was a trade magazine, cost one and a half

marks, and was full of advertisements

for soarers, metal hulls, rocket-tubes, ex-

ternal-combustion engines, fuel mixtures,

and so on. On the back was a coloured

picture of a soarer breaking out of a

cloud, and underneath it

:

Schweiner & Schweiner, Augsburg, Bavaria

Second-hand Soaring Machines. Perfect Condi-

tion. Certificate of Airworthiness. From
20,000 Marks. Machines Bought.

At the side of the desk was a low cush-

ioned chair, bearing a pile of reference

books. Ilse picked them up and impa-

tiently put them on a shelf fastened to

the wall above the desk.

“I wish he would try to keep things in

order,” she muttered with a frown.

As she turned to leave the room, she

caught sight of a white laboratory jacket

hanging behind the door. The ends of

the sleeves and the outside of the pockets

were thickly covered with dirt and there

was a yellow-edged acid hole in the back.

“I must get that put among the other

things, or I’m sure to forget it for the

laundry tomorrow morning.”

She jerked it off the hook and pulled

the detachable buttons from it, slipping

them into her pocket.

Turning, she gave the desk another

flick, then ran out into the hallway. She
found time to look closely at her face in

the hall mirror. She felt as tired as she

looked; she had been fatigued the day
before, mainly due to the Grafin von Frei-

burg, who had dictated to her for three

hours on Saturday morning without a

stop. The material she had had to plough

through on her electric typer was so pon-

derous that it had exhausted her. That
same night she had recklessly spent two
days’ salary for a seat in the Munich Fes-

tival Theatre, and the thought of that

extravagance exhausted her nearly as

much as the typing had done.

She hurried into the kitchen, flinging

the jacket on a pile of laundry, and be-

gan to prepare the tea.

The water was just on the boil when
she heard the front door open and Herr
Lieben came in. There was a character-

istic sharp hollow sound from the hall-

way ; Ilse always knew it was her father

by this noise. Invariably he banged the

glass of the barometer with his knuckles

several times, as if doing his best to make
it point to “fair.” After a last enthusi-

astic bang, he came down the passage

and entered the dining room, which was
next to the kitchen at the back of the

house.

Ilse followed with a tray and set the

table for tea.

“Guten abend, Ilschen”

“Good evening, father.”

• The engineer always spoke in a slow

and regular voice, making a pause at

nearly every consonant. He was not very

old, and his pale blue eyes had a healthy

look about them. He had shaved off his

beard two years ago. He was a level-

headed man, but his thoughts were not

elastic; he was prejudiced on many sub-

jects.

“Well, Ilschen,” he said, as she was
pouring out the tea, “how did you come
on with your Bible class?”

“Oh,” she laughed, “not so bad. I think

the pupils taught me more than I taught

them.”
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Lieben frowned. He did not like levity

in such matters. He had hardly read a

chapter of the Bible himself, but he al-

ways pretended he was familiar with it.

“By the way,” he added, “have you
asked the Grafin for a rise yet?”

“No, not yet,” replied Use, and blushed

faintly. She had been going to ask for

a rise for several months now, but she

had not been able to summon up the mor-

al courage.

In, order to change the conversation,

she went on quickly.

“Isn’t it time you stopped working on
a Sunday, father? Here you are, tiring

yourself out every weekend, when you
should be taking things easy, and walk-

ing with me in the park
!”

“What,” cried her father, looking up,

“haven’t you got any young men to take

you out?”

“Yes, plenty.” She sighed wearily, for

he always evaded.

“Well, then,” he said, and bit a piece

of cake. “Just a little more, Ilschen, of

this hard work. Another month should

do it, at the most, then I shall have it
!”

“What ?” asked Ilse sharply. She knew
perfectly well what he was talking about,

but a young girl who spoke three or four

languages fluently had a right to be pre-

cise, now and then, in the matter of gram-
mar.

“Improved fuel, of course,” retorted

her father, briefly, for he was annoyed.

Ilse sat down and commenced tea.

“Can you guess what one of the pupils

in the Sunday School asked me today?

He was just a little fellow of six, with

a mop of red hair, and when I was get-

ting ready to leave, he came up to me
quite seriously, and whispered, ‘Miss

Lieben, do you think they’ll ever make
soaring machines big enough to take us

to Heaven?’ What do you think of

that?”

“Ha! What did you say?”

“Well, for the moment I couldn’t think

of anything at all. At last I said, ‘No, they

will never get as far as that.’ ‘Why not ?’

he persisted. ‘Oh, the fuel isn’t good
enough,’ I answered, and he went away
with a puzzled look on his face!”

“Not a bad answer at that
!”

After tea, Herr Lieben walked towards

the lounge in order to read his paper,

but his daughter ran after him and pulled

him back.

“Do you know what you’ll do if you
go in there, father?” she asked, banter-

ingly. “You’ll read the news for half an
hour, then it will be too dark to go out.

You’ll go into your study and work till

midnight, and make yourself ill! Now
isn’t that right? Come and have a walk
before it gets too dark.”

“Ordered about by my own daughter
!”

grumbled Lieben. Then their faces re-

laxed and they laughed at each other.

“All right, I suppose a bit of fresh air

won’t do me any harm. But not more than

twenty minutes, mind you!”

In high spirits, Ilse pushed a hat on
his head and practically dragged him
through the front door.

They sauntered between the formal

flower-borders of the park in the chilly

sunset light.

“Do you know, father, this is the very

first time you’ve walked out on a Sunday
since that night two years ago, when
mother died.”

“So it is ; so it is
!”

Frau Lieben had been drowned acci-

dentally in the Danube.

Ilse glanced sideways at her father and

wondered how he would take it if she

asked him to give up work and rest for

a whole week or more. It struck her that

he would worry far more and make him-

self really ill through impatience. She

decided she had better not suggest any

such thing as a holiday, at least for an-

other few weeks.

They turned a corner by a shrubbery

and came to a large open space with a

bandstand where a brass band was play-

ing rather loudly, and in a bouncing man-
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ner, the familiar hymn-tune by Leo
Cheovrensky

:

“Men of space I Men of space!
“God save those who fly through space
“Beyond the Moont
“God save those who brave the Depths,
“May they return soon!
“Let the men who in their chrome-steel vessels ride,

the starry night rending,
“Come at last to a safe haven and attain a happy

landing!
“In Thy Wisdom and Peace may they lie,

“For they seek Thy Wonders in the sky!”

“Let’s get out of here,” said the en-

gineer, turning around. “I don’t like

noise, except explosions,” he added, rath-

er grimly. -

They returned to the house and Herr
Lieben sat on the sofa in the lounge,

reading his paper. His daughter was
looking over his shoulder and caught

sight of that photograph she had already

seen a few hours previously in the elec-

tric tram.

“Didn’t you meet him once in Paris,

father ?” she asked, pointing at the photo-

graph.

“Who’s that? Grindin? Never heard

of him before.”

“Why, I remember you telling me that

you had met him at an International Con-

vention in Paris—you know, the one last

autumn.”

“Paul Grindin? Oh, yes, recollect now.

Middle of October, raining cats and dogs;

tons of boring speeches—only one sen-

sible speech, about fuel. Grindin gave an

address on geology, but I didn’t take any
of it in.”

“Is he anything like his photograph?”

“Nowhere near it. He looks better than

that, I should hope. It’s a rotten photo.”

Ilse was startled, and did not speak.

To her, the photo seemed attractive.

“Yes, he’s more or less good-looking,

but he puts enormous quantities of oil

on his hair. All the time I was talking

to him, when I met him after the speeches

were finished, drops of oil were trickling

down his face from his hair. Can’t under-

stand the fellow—dressed to a vulgar de-

gree of perfection—and invariably clicked

his heels together and bowed stiffly every

time he shook hands. I thought that had

passed out years ago. Also,” continued

Otto Lieben, “he’s a barbarian—hardly

speaks a word of German! Talks high-

class Paris, quickly, and a bit nervously.

“When the convention was over, some
of us went to a cafe and got absolutely

soaked in the rain, merely while stepping

into a cab. Quite a number of us—Lor-

rain, high-explosives, a fine chap ; Devine

and Lecocq, ferro-chemists ; Chortle, an

Englishman—in petroleum, I think; and
Gabbi, specialist in asbestos insulation.

Our interests were all more or less con-

nected, you see, and I can’t imagine how
Grindin joined us. He’s geology, you know
—oh yes, he was a friend of Chortle;

that’s how he came in.

“Hadn’t a hat, for some reason, and
the rain made a mess of his hair. When
we went into the cafe, the water and oil

made a queer mixture on his forehead.

He took quite an intelligent interest in

fuel and soarers, so I suppose he must
have been human. Wasn’t greatly struck

by him, however. The paper says he’s go-

ing to India?”

“Yes. Did you see the Bombay soarer

pass over the town this afternoon ? It was
nearly half-an-hour late.”

“No, I didn’t see it—too busy. But I

heard it, all right—awful row! He was
flying below the regulation height, I’m

sure.”

“Would Monsieur Grindin be in it, do

you think?”

“Very likely—wouldn’t be surprised.”

* * *

• Grindin was sitting alone on a front

seat in the soarer, looking calmly out of

the window. He was not thinking of geol-

ogy or the Swiss glaciers but of the ter-

rible distance the hard earth was below

him, and how undignified was this fash-

ionable method of travel.

He picked up a paper and began read-

ing it, but he saw an account of a soarer

accident, so put the paper down. Paul

Grindin was a nervous man. He described

it to himself as “an affliction of the

nerves,” a kind expression. But he did not

allow his nervousness to become evident

to other people; he was calm always,

without emotion, judging by his face.
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The soarer was crowded with passeng-

ers; there was hardly a vacant seat and

the luggage-racks were overflowing.

Paul Grindin looked down the soarer

to see if there was anyone there he knew.

In the seat just behind him a big man and

a small man were sitting together. The big

man’s face seemed familiar; he did not

remember it, but he had seen it numbers
of times in journals and magazines. The
small man had a good-looking face, and by
his nimble motions, he seemed to be alert.

They were talking in tones so low that

Grindin could not hear, although the de-

tonations of the exploding gases outside

could not pierce through the sound-proof

walls.

The big man was Henry Guidance, of

the Bombay Institute of Technology; he

was the most courageous financier of the

latter half of the twentieth century.

He appeared especially big beside his

small companion. His face was amazingly

wide, and this gave him a look of great

resolution and wisdom; nor was his jaw
much less powerful than his cheek-bones.

He had been bom in India and had
spent all his early life there; from the

moment the first successful aeroplane

driven by reaction left the ground, he had

shown an increasing interest in soaring

machines. Most people had heard of

Guidance—when the first soarers flew to

the moon, he had supplied money and
plans for the building of his Soaring

Rocket No. 1.

Eagerly he had waited till it was fin-

ished, and he had proudly watched its de-

parture on its first trial flight. It came
back safe and sound, and was at once put

into commercial operation. It leaped from
the ground, with a useful load of many
tons, but half-an-hour later it fell from
a height of thirty miles and burst into

flames off the coast of Portugal; all the

crew perished, drowned or burned.

With admirable persistence, Guidance

at once commenced his Soaring Rocket

No. II and Soaring Rocket No. III. As
soon as Number Two left the workshops,

she started her career and completed four

successful flights to the moon. On taking

off for the fifth flight, however, she blew

to smithereens as she left the ground.

This disaster cost Guidance so much
money that he was compelled to postpone

the completion of Number Three ; he felt

it keenly, because there were only a few
minor fittings to finish.

He was waiting impatiently till he
could gather together more resources

while his machine lay idle in a great iron

factory on the left bank of the Rhine.

Mr. Guidance’s friend, who was sit-

ting next to him in the Munchen-Bombay
soarer, was Gystak. He had formerly been

an aeroplane pilot; in fact, he was the

man who had taken the Number Two on
her first two flights to the moon; but

after she had blown herself up, he had lost

his nerve and taken to journalism. Just

now he was working on the staff of a

Stuttgart periodical.

He was explaining to Mr. Guidance, in

his clear, sharp voice, that he was going

to be dropped at Baghdad, in order to

travel to the canal zone where he was go-

ing to contribute a series of articles to his

paper.

When Gystak had finished, Guidance

stood up to take a newspaper from the

rack above, but he fumbled and the paper

fell on the head of Paul Grindin on the

seat in front. He started nervously, but

in a moment he had dived again behind

his rampart of coolness, and picked up
the paper.

Very soon they were deep in conversa-

tion, and Monsieur Grindin told Guidance

all about his excursions into geology,

while Mr. Guidance informed Grindin

of his exploits in Soaring Machine fi-

nance. Mr. Gystak was backward with

people he did not know well, unless he

was seeking news, so he did not join in

the conversation a great deal.

A lady came walking up the passage-

way between the seats carrying a bird-

cage in her hand containing a small bird.

She set it down near the outlet of a ven-

tilation pipe, so that the bird could get

some air, and the pipe happened to be just

in front of Grindin’s seat.
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Mr. Guidance’s face went strangely

stiff, and he hid himself behind his news-

paper. After a few moments, he rose and

turned to Gystak and Grindin.

“Come on, shall we sit at the back for

a change?”

Without waiting for an answer, he led

the way to the back of the soarer, and the

other two followed him, greatly surprised.

For what reason should Henry Guid-

ance turn pale and shudder at the sight

of a bird-cage?

•It was remembered that, when he was
twelve years old, he was climbing with

an older friend in the foothills of the

Canadian Rockies and a large fierce bird

attacked his friend. The man was sup-

posed to have died later from his in-

juries, but Guidance would never repeat

the story. Ever since then, so rumor said,

Guidance had had a hopeless fear of birds,

of any size—a feeling of horror which he

found impossible to overcome.

His companions were too polite to ask

what was wrong, and he did not offer to

explain
;
naturally, he was ashamed of his

idee fixe. The Parisian sat silent, wonder-

ing, but not speaking, while Gystak, who
had known such a thing to happen before,

racked his brains to discover a topic of

conversation, so as to put an end to this

incident.

There was an awkward silence, then

the journalist spoke abruptly.

“What do you think of this fellow,

Jonathan Gorstein—the robber, I mean. I

see he has got away again with someone’s

jewels—this time, at the Bayreuth Opern-
haus. The Stuttgart Tageblatt—that’s my
paper, you know—has a front page col-

umn on it.”

The Frenchman responded brightly.

“One day he’ll get a little too bold, that

Gorstein fellow, then he’ll get nabbed.”

After that, there was nothing more to

be said; Guidance did not speak, but sat

wrapped in gloomy morbidness.

Then happily an idea struck Mr. Gy-
stak, something which he knew would be

a catching topic:

“What d’you think of the new star?”

CHAPTER II

The Blue Planet

• Never before in the history of the world

had so many people been convinced that

the Day of Judgment had arrived at last.

Waves of unprecedented emotion swept

through all nations and sects and civiliza-

tion came near to extinction. The suicide

rate increased a thousand times
; men and

women flung themselves from windows
and cliff-tops, under trains and omnibuses,

strangled themselves, gassed, poisoned,

shot themselves, stabbed, hanged,
drowned.

Disorganization and immorality were
universal and excesses of all kinds were
freely practiced.

Every kind of crank raised his voice

and shouted unheeded. Mass prayers took

place in the public streets. Pilgrimages

were started, but many of the pilgrims dis-

banded before their destination was
reached, in order to loot or destroy them-
selves. In America, on the average, five

new creeds were founded every day, to

swell the ranks of the fanatics among
the Latter-day Saints, the Theosophists,

the Spiritualists, the Christian Scientists,

and many others.

Although this was the last decade of

the twentieth century, not all the wonder-
ful advancements in scientific thought

could allay the fear of universal cataclysm.

The beginning of these frightful condi-

tions was a singular but quite unspectacu-

lar occurrence in the sky on Midsummer’s
Eve.

A Czecho-Slovakian amateur astrono-

mer was observing the midnight sky

through a cheap low-powered telescope,

when he noticed the sudden eclipse of a
star of the fourth magnitude near the

constellation of Orion.

With instant presence of mind, he

glanced at his wrist-watch and kept his

telescope pointed towards the vanished

star. The star reappeared ten and a half

minutes later. Looking up records, he

could see no mention of such an eclipse

at that time, so he telephoned his observa-

tions to Prague University the next day.
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More expert object-glasses confirmed

the existence of a dark body of unknown
dimensions which was crossing the heav-

ens in a westerly direction.

The following night was perfectly

clear, and as the sunset-line passed around

the globe, telescopes and field-glasses

everywhere swung to a certain locality in

the heavens, as if directed by a magnet.

Tokyo Observatory was the first to call

attention to the faint crescent of light

hanging in the sky.

Astronomers watched the new planet

with great curiosity, not to say amaze-

ment. Day by day it waxed, until the full

disc was displayed, about half the width

of Mars. It was established beyond doubt

that this was no comet ; it was pursuing a

closed conic around the sun. Why had it

never been seen before—where had it

come from?

There was a singular air of mystery at-

tached to this wanderer of the heavens

which drew excited attention from the

press.

Then the remarkable controversy arose

as to who had the right to name it.

A newspaper brought forward proof

that three hours before Hesker had tele-

phoned Prague, a youth living in Riigen-

walde on the Baltic had reported the same
phenomenon. “Therefore,” said the news-

paper, “we suggest that the planet should

be named New Pomerania.”

Immediately messages came from all

over the world, claiming priority in the

discovery. An astronomer in Oslo was
one of the first.

“The name must be Christiania,” said

Norway.

“No, no,” protested Milwaukee, “
‘Wis-

consia!’
”

A professor of Manchester University

put forward Georgia, in honour of King
George the Eighth. A Rumanian de-

manded Buchar; a Slav Belgradia; while

the indignant Hesker, from the suburbs

of Koniggrat, vainly suggested Titanus,

in honour of King Titan the Second.

Incidentally, at a congress held a fort-

night later, all these were discarded in

favour of Arion, the ancient Greek bard

become immortalized in the heavens—for

no particular reason, except that celestial

convention demanded classical titles.

But while these undignified discus-

sions were proceeding, from the moment
the new planet swam into human percep-

tion, soberer astronomers were calculat-

ing its elements, its mass, diameter, spe-

cific gravity, major axis, and ellipticity

of the orbit.

The first person to make the horrible

discovery was a professor of Durham
University. He sat down at once and be-

gan his calculations all over again. Find-

ing only a minor mistake, which barely af-

fected the result, he repeated them a third

time. Then he sat for a long time, staring

at the scribbled figures. He went to the

mirror and looked at his calm, pale face,

while gripping the mantel-piece with

hands which had lost their strength.

Finally he took his papers to a colleague

as a check; neither of them slept that

night.

The news that reached the public the

next day was very vague and conflicting.

Some periodicals spoke of it in a light-

hearted manner, as if it were a joke or

an obvious hoax. The people of Glasgow
were puzzled by large posters announc-

ing: “END OF WORLD!” while the

Manchester Guardian proclaimed : “DUR-
HAM PROFESSOR’S PAINFUL
LAPSE!” and the Yorkshire Post had:

“UNDIGNIFIED LEVITY IN UNI-
VERSITY.”

• For the most part, people took no no-

tice whatever, and for five days an at-

tempt was made to erase the affair alto-

gether. Then, on the sixth day, came the

most remarkable broadcast the B. B. C.

had ever given.

It expressed the results of hundreds of

calculations, repetitions by numerous peo-

ple of the work of the Durham professor.

The Astronomer-Royal, sitting grim-

faced in the Observatory at Greenwich,

looked down at the green bank of the

Thames and spoke to the Empire for

twenty-five minutes.
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An inn-keeper in Shrewsbury was
drinking port and listening to his wireless

set.

“According to the irrefutable laws of

celestial mechanics, the fact is definitely

established that, on the evening of the

forty-seventh day from today, with a

probable error of four thousand miles

either way, the planet Arion and the earth

will coincide in space.”

“What does ’e mean ?” demanded a cus-

tomer.

The innkeeper pointed his glass towards
the loud-speaker and laughed.

“
’E means a ’ead-on collision,” he said,

and slapped his hands together.

“Do you realize what this means, ladies

and gentlemen ?” continued the announcer.

“It is very necessary that you should

realize exactly what this means .... in

seven weeks time, every living creature

on the globe will suffer immediate anni-

hilation. The heat produced will be enough
to boil sixty billion billion pans of water.

In an instant, nothing will remain of the

two planets but a vast cloud of tenuous

gas, while you and I, and all humanity,

will be floating in that cloud.”

The innkeeper did not finish his glass

of port.

Even then it was several days before the

world became convinced of its imminent
destruction

; indeed, full realization only

came on the day when Arion grew visible

to the naked eye. Distributors of cheap

telescopes and field-glasses made unpre-

cedented sales, and the prices of lenses

soared to an absurd figure. Every night,

millions of people turned out of doors to

catch a glimpse of Arion, and strained

their necks and their eyes. People had al-

ways regarded the heavens as harmless,

so this unwarrantable intrusion from the

pretty twinkling depths of space seemed
incredible.

Soon the apparent angular diameter of

Arion began to grow perceptibly.

It was about this time that the first

signs of the fall of civilization com-
menced.

All life was to come to a sudden stop,

leaving nothing ! The blood-stained finger

of the Creator was to write The End, close

the book with a snap, and fling it into

the waste-paper basket.

The people who prepared the posters

and banners for the Salvation Army set

to work with eager zeal. All trades, ex-

cept Optical Instruments, began to de-

cline; the followers of Spineza enjoyed
an astonishing prosperity. The roar of

traffic in the cities was replaced by the

rattle. and blare of brass bands, by the

loud singing of pious hymns, and the

chanting of prayers, all desperately try-

ing to attract the attention of God.
But Arion grew in the skies daily.

• The more fatalistic scientists found
plenty to occupy their attention during

the last seven weeks of the earth’s career.

The new planet was describing a defi-

nite ellipse, like any other planet, and
countless times previously it must have
been in conjunction with the earth. It

was inconceivable that such a large body,

so near at hand, had entirely escaped at-

tention till now. Moreover, its presence

could have been calculated by its perturb-

ing effects on other planets, unless Ein-

stein’s mechanics was no nearer an ap-

proximation to reality than Newton’s.

It looked as though this new world had
presented a startling mystery, and then

was committing the incivility of destroy-

ing them before they had time to solve the

mystery. They set to work impatiently,

for they knew that they had only seven

weeks.

They recorded all the known facts

about the planet as accurately as possible.

What was the length of the major axis

of its orbit ? About a hundred and twenty
million miles.

What was its ellipticity? It was very

eccentric, more so than Mercury.
Its weight? It turned the scales at

three-quarter earth weight.

Diameter? Six thousand miles.

Its year was a little longer than that

of the earth, its colour was distinctly blue,

even to the unaided eye, but reports as

to the length of its day were unreliable;

there were no landmarks on the surface.
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No one had as yet seen any satellites.

Spectroscopy indicated the presence of

oxygen in the atmosphere.

All this information had been obtained

in the first two weeks, so advanced was
the astronomy of the last decade of the

twentieth century.

Appeals were made to the European
Bureau for Interplanetary Communica-
tion—could they not offer some hope of

escape from the approaching cataclysm?

The headquarters of the Bureau was the

great Tempelhof Aerodrome at Berlin,

where hundreds of telegrams were re-

ceived daily, bearing suggestions and ap-

peals.

Could they not build a monstrous fleet

of soaring machines, and transport the

entire population of the globe to another

planet, before the day of the disaster?

Impossible 1 The record flight by a soar-

ing machine was a mere six hundred thou-

sand miles, and then the crew had suc-

cumbed to starvation.

Why not transfer mankind to the moon,
and construct shelters beneath its lifeless

surface ?

Absurd ! It would be an impossible task

to manufacture air indefinitely for mil-

lions of people; besides, how could they

turn out so many machines in a few
weeks? In any case, it would be useless,

for the moon must be involved in the

collision, if indeed the whole solar system

were not gravely affected.

What, then, was the use of astronomers,

or any other scientists, for that matter?

They plunged humanity into despair, then

;

with all their boasted learning, their com-
placent, well-fed professors in dignified

gowns, their expensive Universities, which
made undergraduates feel superior to the

common herd, they could offer no help or

hope of any description!

Tliere came a time during those seven

weeks when a movement was begun to

assassinate all scientists
;

it was shown
that they had always been dangerous
parasites in society; it was demonstrated
that they were responsible for unemploy-
ment, armaments, discontent, atheism, and

a thousand other evils; but soon all this

was forgotten, despite the logic of the

arguments ! The end of the world was too

near for humanity to think of other

things
; all irrelevant thoughts were

swept aside by the shadow of universal

Death.

A dreadful day came when the placards

announced: THREE MORE WEEKS!

• Beggars, kings, thieves, policemen,

murderers, judges, prostitutes, priests,

Christians, Jews, Islamites, Brahmins, ag-

nostics, spiritualists, and at last even

Christian Scientists, listened to their

trembling hearts, and whispered, three

more weeks!

Everyone fell on their knees and prayed

at the rising and setting of the blue planet

—that is, all except the isolated explorers,

who looked upon the new star with as-

tonishment, for it was now half the width

of the moon.
The famous volcano in Japan, said to

claim a victim a day, now saw hundreds

together jump from the crater’s edge in a

frenzy.

Previously a man had been hired to

keep the people from the edge of the

crater, but now they had to put in his

place several armed men. Then, one day,

the guards themselves jumped over as

well.

One sixth of the world’s population

went insane.

Soon the blue planet outshone the moon,
making the night quaint with its peculi-

ar radiance. One night, the watchers in

London gasped and shivered with fear

at its unbelievable size
; it rose slowly into

the sky, a monstrous arc of blue, now more
than twice the size of the moon. But the

most incredible spectacle was the sight of

its blue disc in full phase. It took the

breath away. It was so bright as to be just

bearable to the eye. All who saw it thus

became convinced from that moment that

nothing whatever could prevent the colli-

sion. The frightful cold vision in the sky,

blotting out thousands of stars, did more
than all the astronomical calculations to

convince men that here was their doom.
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Disease and starvation arose through

the dislocation of commerce and com-
munications. The whole world experi-

enced what Europe and Asia went through

in 1348, when the Black Death began

which slew forty million souls. The pas-

sionate religious revivals helped to make
conditions worse. People stayed up at

night to count the passing of their last

hours. Many thousands tried to escape

from the earth ; they bought soaring ma-
chines and blew themselves up or starved

to death in space. Several commercial en-

terprises advertised and sold “New im-

proved machines,” guaranteed to reach

Mars or Venus. Undreamed-of profits

were made by these fraudulent manufac-

turers, for not one of them was brought

to justice. Law was a thing forgotten.

Meanwhile the astronomers were no
nearer explaining why the blue planet had

never been seen before. Indeed most of

them had given up the attempt; however

they might proclaim the impersonal de-

tachment of the true scientist, the intense

emotions of the time showed them to be

ordinary human beings.

“Two weeks more,” whispered the

crowds in the neglected streets, with ach-

ing eyes, whirling brains, and empty stom-

achs. “Two weeks more!” Look how
Arion filled a quarter of the heav-

ens .... their faces shone ghastly in

this blue light. Two weeks, fourteen days,

three hundred hours ....
Eight days

!

One week more of life

!

CHAPTER III

Chaos

• By far the greater part of the popu-

lation of the globe had given in to a

most frightful horror and fear, the like of

which had never before been conceived.

But an exceedingly small percentage

retained an amount of calmness and dig-

nity, continuing their ordinary labors to

the last minute. Among these few were
Henry Guidance and Herr Lieben of

Munich

Guidance believed in a self-contained

strength of soul, and was always striving

to keep up to that belief.

As he saw the immense battering-ram

of the planet Arion rushing towards the

earth, preparing to break it into a million

fragments, he declared firmly:

“I will not be put out by this thing.

Whatever happens, I will continue along

the road of my destiny up to the ultimate

second of mortal time, the very dawn of

doomsday. I will go on with my business,

just as if that thing were not there at

all.”

He carried this out so effectively that

he took advantage of the chaotic crisis

in the world’s finance and brought off a

deal which ordinary people would call

shady. A large sum of money fell to his

share, .which, however, was not of much
use, since trade was almost at a stand-

still.

While Guidance was gathering togeth-

er a somewhat useless amount of wealth,

Engineer Lieben was showing a similar

spirit of defiance, or indifference. This re-

markable courage was due to the fact that,

while revolutions were upsetting nations

and insanity was killing millions, Herr
Lieben had at last completed the discov-

ery at which he had been working so hard

for many years.

This filled him with such excitement

that a trifle like the end of the world was
simply excluded from his imagination.

Yes, he had at last perfected a more ef-

fective fuel than had ever been made be-

fore, and he had also applied the fuel to

a new external-combustion engine of his

own design.

“Now,” said his daughter, bitterly,

“we can have as much money as we need,

but we can’t buy anything with it! We
are really wealthy at last, but we shall

starve, because trade has stopped ! Even

if we could use the money which is right-

fully ours, in about a week’s time this

planet Arion, this clumsy monster from

the skies, will put an end to us all
!”

The coming disaster had another im-

mediate effect on Fraulein Lieben; fright

had dried up the literary output of the
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Grafin von Freiburg, so her secretary had

nothing whatever to do. Like thousands of

others thrown out of employment, she

had plenty of leisure in which to con-

template the approaching doom.

Engineer Lieben, as well as Guidance,

displayed some business ingenuity, but his

was of a more honest order. One day he

gathered from the press that Mr. Guid-

ance had restored the loss to his resources

due to the explosion of his Soaring Rocket

No. II, and that Mr. Guidance was seri-

ously considering completing his third

model, which was still lying idle in the

Rhineland factory.

The radio service from Munich to India

had not yet broken down, and that same
evening Henry Guidance received a radio-

gram, which read as follows

:

“HENRY GUIDANCE BOMBAY TECH-
NICAL INSTITUTE OFFER IMPROVED
ENGINE FOR YOUR SOARER NO 3

GIVES 60 PER CENT MORE ACCELERA-
TION OTTO LIEBEN OBERINGENIEUR
MUNCHEN SCHWABING KAISERPLATZ
103 DEN 16 MAI 1992”

When Guidance received this, he felt

a tremendous elation. Here was a gesture

of enterprise at the very crack of doom

!

Here was a kindred creature who was ca-

pable of proceeding defiantly with ordi-

nary business under the actual shadow of

Arion! He was so enthusiastic over this

human magnificence that he wired back at

once:

“WILL CONSIDER PROPOSITION
AWAIT ARRIVAL AT MUNICH TO-
MORROW GUIDANCE.”

Gystak was too busy collecting news to

have much time to think about the cos-

mic collision
;
there was such an enormous

amount of news, far more than any pa-

per could print.

He had written one postcard to Guid-

ance from Cairo:

“Do you know they have tramways to the

pyramids ! The Great Pyramid at Ghizeh ! Ac-
tually had trams there since 1930! This is the

last straw!”

Then Gystak had been recalled to Ba-

varia, to cover the further exploits of

Jonathan Gorstein, the jewel robber, who

had been almost too bold, and had been

nearly captured, but he had fled to

Czecho-Slovakia.

• Tremendous, pitiable struggles of self-

control took place in the soul of Paul

Grindin during the last week of Time.

The vaster and more despicable his fear,

the nobler was his restraint.

Unlike Guidance and Lieben, who con-

tinued their work as if nothing unusual

were happening, the Frenchman lost all

his interest in geology.

Thousands were giving up earthly af-

fairs, and committing suicide in the bar-

gain. Paul Grindin was far more scared

of suicide than of the blue planet, so he

dragged on a miserable existence, doing

nothing, not daring to do anything to end

it.

There were others who showed a calm

exterior while the world went mad ;
among

them were Mr. Hergesheimer, the noted

New Zealand astronomer, and his able

and skilled assistant, Mr. Dickens.

Like most astronomers at that time,

they were intensely interested in the blue

intruder from the unknown. The most no-

ticeable feature physically about Herges-

heimer was his size ; he was fat

!

When he read in a newspaper about

the remarkable new external-combustion

engine Mr. Guidance was installing in

his soarer, he muttered with a thoughtful

light in his eyes.

“Ah now, if one only had the plans of

this powerful new engine of Lieben’s, one

could make quite a lot of money !”

His assistant, Mr. Dickens, looked ex-

traordinarily young, and he was nearly as

young as he looked. Like a large number
of very clever people, he was inclined

to be slightly unstable mentally ;
his tem-

perament was artistic and excessively sen-

sitive—he had an extremely bad temper.

He had a wife, also, but unhappily, they

did not get on well together. She was
one of those modem creatures to whom a

large minimum income was an absolute

necessity, if life was to be merely toler-

able; she was luxury-loving, and an as-
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tronomer’s assistant does not get much
pay.

For a long time she had pestered him
for money he could never give, until

gradually a genuine affection had turned

to something rather different.

Even without this annoyance, Mr. Dick-

ens inclined occasionally to a slight mor-

bidness, which was actually much deeper

than it appeared. But whenever this un- -

pleasant mood came upon him, he was al-

ways aroused out of it by his wife, and

put into a worse one. She delighted to take

a petty revenge for her lack of luxuries,

and waited specially for him to fall into

this mood of wretchedness, before pounc-

ing upon him with her arguments and

naggings.

Many mental institutions suffered from
neglect. A number of the keepers, through

fear, became madder than the inmates;

some killed themselves, others were killed

in riots, and there was no one who cared

enough to see that their places were re-

filled.

During the confusion and terror, Dr.

Nacht escaped. A native of Brunsnicht,

he had been a talented doctor, but suf-

fered from an attack of madness which

developed during the night-time. It was
daylight when he did it, and he was
sane. But, at the time, the hellish blue

monstrosity in the heavens was hanging

directly overhead, as if with a symbolic

significance. Nacht, free to roam through

the chaotic countryside, looked up at

Arion with wonder and awe. Here was a

star that had come nearer to him than

any star had befope.

• Alfred Smith, the neurotic surgeon who
lived at Shanklin in the Isle of Wight,

grew more and more painfully excited as

the day of collision approached.

His wife made no attempt to comfort

him, because she was scared out of her

wits. Smith was not frightened; if he

had felt fear, he might have been

healthier in his mind. But as he stared

up at the great orb dominating the sky,

huge impulses tugged at his thoughts, and

sometimes he wept with emotion when he
was alone.

He was a materialist, and his creed was
negation. He felt no fear of death, and
this in itself was unnatural.

* * *

Hesker, the Czecho-Slovakian astron-

omer who was the first to discover Arion,

felt that he was bound to keep dignified

to the last. It was his pet, his discovery

!

It was not his part to feel anything but

pride for the blue planet, which had as-

sumed such spectacular importance in the

affairs of the world.

A new planet which he himself had

found, and which was to destroy the

world ! He made quite a stir in the Ama-
teur Astronomers Society of Koniggrat,

of which he was a member. All the other

members expressed their profound sym-

pathy, and their extreme indignation that

the new world had been named Arion,

and not Titanus.

Every member of the Koniggrat As-

tronomers Society signed a huge petition,

caused other people to sign, sowed propa-

ganda and printed leaflets, and produced

speeches and articles, in order to persuade

the Czecho-Slovakian government to urge

a serious and sustained protest against

the name “Arion!” There were massed

meetings, parades, shoutings, tub-thump-

ings, and even threats, unhappily—all in

vain.

Hesker, the Czech, became famous in

his own country. He was photographed,

filmed, written about, and written to.

Among his mail there were a few dis-

cordant letters. One young lady wrote

:

“Dear Sir : It was you who discovered

this monster Arion, whatever it is, so it

is up to you to deliver us from it. If any-

thing happens, you will be responsible.”

One of the first letters he had received

was from a film company in Belgrade:

“What offer would you accept to take

the leading male part in our new futurist

film, The Girl from Mars

?

The first se-

quence is shot three weeks from today.

Wilhelmina Toge will play opposite you.”
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To this, Hesker could not help reply-

ing:

“I regret to decline your offer, as there

will unfortunately be no time to finish the

film, since the end of the world takes

place a fortnight before the production

commences.”

• There were also some pathetic post-

cards: “I am a widow, with eleven

growing children to keep. My husband

shot himself because he believed you,

when you published that criminal rub-

bish about the world coming to an end.

What are you going to do about it?”

“Mr. Hesker, they’ve shut me up in this

asylum, and it’s really because of the

things you’ve been saying in the papers,

which made me go queer. But you’ll come
along and explain everything to them,

won’t you ; then they’ll let me out.”

Meantime, while the Grafin von Frie-

burg was nervously fingering her useless

but brilliant necklace, her secretary, Use

Lieben, was weeping because her father

would have money now, but they would be

dead before they could spend it, and

Jonathan Gorstein was reaping a burglari-

ous harvest, because the police were no

longer of any use—Henry Guidance was
rushing north-west in the Bombay-Mun-
chen soarer, to keep his appointment with

Herr Otto Lieben at Munich.

His anticipations concerning Lieben’s

new fuel and engine were disturbed by

the marvellous sight of Arion sinking in

the west. However slight, there was an
inward turmoil and trembling in his mind.

One week was such a short time!

His thoughts assumed an even graver

aspect when he recalled the second rea-

son for this hurried visit to Europe. Just

a half-hour or so after he had despatched

the telegram to the engineer, telling him
he was leaving India, his phone bell had
rung and the Indian girl operator at the

exchange had spoken to him.

He was in his room at the Institute of

Technology, seated at his desk. It was the

middle of the day, and he was very hot

a A uncomfortable, because something

had gone wrong with the cooling plant.

The operator had said : “Long distance

call from Bath, England, per wireless

telephone. Hold the line.”

• Bath! He pushed back his chair and
* stood up with anxiety, put his head un-

necessarily near the microphone.

He had only one near relation in the

whole world, so far as he knew, and he

lived in Bath. This was his cousin, Tim
Guidance, a boy of twelve, a rather pre-

cocious little man, with fiercely curling

hair, dark blue eyes, and a pale attrac-

tive face.

Tim depended upon Henry Guidance

for support. He was being kept at a school

in the outskirts of Bath, and he slept and
lived entirely in the school. Had some-

thing happened to him, and was the head

of the school about to announce the

news?
Guidance wiped his forehead and moved

impatiently. There was a confused mur-
mur of cross-talk from the speaker. The
last time he had seen Tim was no less

than eight months ago. Then he had been

in good health, though not particularly

robust. Since then Guidance had not re-

turned to England, but he had written

and received replies, usually once a week,

sometimes once a fortnight.

Although he felt no deep affection for

Tim, he would hate to have anything hap-

pen to him while he was responsible.

There came a click, a low cough, and

a voice.

“Is that you, Dr. Topler?” asked

Guidance.

“No, no—Tim.”
“Tim! What are you doing? What has

happened ?”

“Why, Uncle Henry, I wanted to call

you up, so I came to the post-office and

gave them your address.”

“What, all by yourself? What’s the

matter ?”

“Nothing, but everyone in the school

has been telling me that soon every per-

son in the world is going to be killed.

Even the teachers have been saying that.

It’s not really true, is it, Uncle Henry?
There’s been some fighting in the town.
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and half the shops are shut up, and we
aren’t getting any more lessons. We shall

have to go on rations. Can you hear me
all right?”

“Yes, yes.”

“No more trains are running on the

railway, Uncle, except once or twice a

day, sometimes. Oh, and the head’s gone
away. He got hurt in a fight. Somebody
threw bricks at the school yesterday and
broke two windows.”

“Now, don’t you worry, Tim. Don’t be-

lieve a word that people tell you. Noth-

ing’s going to happen, believe me. Are
you keeping all right?”

“Oh yes, except I feel hungry.”

“Look here, Tim, I’ll tell you what

—

I’m leaving India today, and I’m coming

to Europe.”

“Will you come and see me?”
“Yes, certainly I will. I’ll be at Bath

before the end of the week.”

“Oh, that’s fine, Uncle. Oh, Timothy’s

got kittens.”

“Timothy?”
“That’s what I called that cat you gave

me. Three kittens!”

“Well, that’s splendid. Now you
mustn’t worry . . .

.”

He wanted to reassure Tim, but he

did not see how he was to do it. He knew
the world was finished.

The Munich soarer banked steeply, and
he saw the Arabian Sea far below, roll-

ing and glittering in a light which no other

sea had reflected in the whole history of

the world.

Again he looked along the dazzling sun-

set track of Arion. His anxiety for Tim,
for someone outside himself, made him
realize, as he had not done before, just

how utter and final the coming holocaust

was going to be.

He stared at the blue ball through the

veil of sunset haze. That was the thing

whose name made men weep, go mad,

jump over cliffs.

He pulled himself together, and his eyes

grew hard and sharp.

He grasped his left wrist firmly and
grimly in his right hand and continued to

gaze out of the window, while the flat

coastline of Persia came into sight from
the north.

• By the time the soaring machine
reached the end of the Persian Gulf

and was heading for Damascus, Guidance
had full control over himself. Night was
falling upon Damascus, as they sailed se-

renely through the Syrian sky. Several

large fires could be seen, flickering and
puffing up masses of smoke, the results

of disorder and madness.

Guidance leaned back and dozed lightly.

Over the Dardanelles, the rockets were
cut out and the machine glided for a kil-

ometer or so in order to get below the

base of a cloud-bank.

He was awakened by the sound of dis-

tant thuds and whines. He looked closely

through the window, shielding his eyes

from the interior lighting. He could make
out some large ships off Constantinople,

apparently fighting. He could see the

flashes of the guns as they kicked out

their eighty-ton shells. They were not

so much shells as soaring machines, full

of high explosives. He could see and hear

them bursting, as they spread ton- frag-

ments of iron over a square-mile.

“What’s up?” he asked a neighbor.

“Oh, I expect it’s the Turkish muti-

neers. Half the Turkish navy’s gone out.”

He spent the night at the Rocket Gast-

haus, Munich, and in the morning took a
cab to 103 Kaiserplatz.

“Is this the place?” he asked the cab-

man as he stepped out, looking up at the

dark old house rather doubtfully. “All

right; don’t wait.”

He had seen a face at one of the win-

dows, so someone was in.

The door was opened before he could

ring.

“Step right in, Mr. Guidance,” said the

simple-faced Bavarian maid. Guidance

was well-known by his photographs in

The Weekly Rocketeer and elsewhere.

He stepped into the lounge, and two
people stood up to greet him. He saw be-

fore him an old man with a fresh face,

a thin nose, and slightly greying hair at
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the sides of his head, dressed in a loose

green coat, slashed so as to show the

purple shirt beneath, long tight-fitting

yellow stockings, and sandals. The young

girl was probably twenty, dressed in a

full-length white robe, white sleeves, and

white gloves, her hair concealed by a

broad-brimmed, flapping hat. She had a

rather prominent chin, the same nose ex-

actly as the man, ears like those of a

doll, and bold but restrained eyes.

The old man stepped forward and took

Guidance’s hand.

“May the sun never stop shining,” he

said, using the conventional greeting of

rocketeers, and those associated with

them.
'

“I am Otto Lieben, and this is my—

”

Use stepped forward and took his hand

in turn.

“Gutentag,” she said. “I am his daugh-

ter, Ilse Lieben.”

Her father turned and frowned.

“Oh, what’s the use of etiquette,” she

exclaimed, with a show of weariness,

“when in a few days we shall—all be

gone
!”

This was hardly tactful. They knew
that things were already finished and done

with, for practical purposes, and that they

might as well consider themselves straight-

away as discarnate souls floating in a

soundless ether. It probably did not mat-

ter in the least what anyone did. But she

did not realize that these two men had a

firm belief in the value and purpose of hu-

man dignity, and that they meant to up-

hold it, and would not be diverted by the

prospect of mere material extinction.

What on earth did she think Guidance

had come all the way from India for, and
her father had sent an expensive radio-

gram to Bombay? What on earth did she

think was the reason for this interview,

for which they had dressed and prepared

themselves with unusual care?

Although she could speak and write

several languages and could wrestle and
box and fence with skill and ingenuity,

she was not yet subtle enough to appre-

ciate such demonstrations.

• Henry Guidance sat down on the near-

est sofa and spoke tactfully and loudly.

“Well, Herr Lieben. I had a very com-
fortable flight last night from Bombay.
We were not disturbed by a single air-

pocket.”

The others sat down also, the father

feeling slightly confused, the daughter

still cool.

“I am glad to hear it, Mr. Guidance.

They say it is usually rough over Persia

at seven thousand meters.”

Lieben blushed faintly as he thought of

his daughter’s rudeness.

“But the rocket was twenty minutes

late—such service 1” added Guidance sar-

castically.

Owing to Lieben’s confusion, he hinted

delicately that this was possibly due to the

world panic, which had dislocated so many
public services. Immediately he realized

that he had referred to the forbidden sub-

ject of the coming doom, and there was
an awkward silence.

Ilse did not understand this awkward-
ness and stiffness.

“He’s a bit old-fashioned,” she was
thinking to herself, “calling a soarer a
‘rocket!’ They used to call it that, way
back in the seventies, and I heard mother

say it, but nowadays ! Still, a man who is

going to give us a whole lot of money for

father’s fuel is entitled to be as old-fash-

ioned as he pleases ! But what earthly use

it is going to be, I can’t imagine, when all

the fuel and all the soarers and all the

men and women and children are going

to be smashed into little bits when Arion

drops in on us 1 Still, he’s quite a nice

man, but too grave.”

“How soon can I see the results of

your fuel-tests, Mr. Lieben?” asked Guid-

ance, breaking the silence.

“Oh, as soon as you like, Mr. Guidance.

We will go straight away, and I will show
you the fuel laboratories where I work.

It is only a few minutes in the electric

tram. Ah, it is a wonderful fuel I have

produced ! It puts the best grade of Metel-

lex in the shade, believe me ! Light as air,

less than two grams per cubic centimetre.

Ignites from absolute zero after a bare
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seven minutes in the heating-coils. Such a

kick* Swish

f

Seventy metres per second

per second! You never saw the like!

Would yon like some coffee ?”

“No, thank you very much.”
The two men stood up, talking excited-

ly-

“Oh, before we go, I must show you
these.”

The engineer eagerly displayed the

crumbling yellow rock in its glass case,

from the Sea of Serenity, the bronze soar-

ing machine in the corner, with its stiff

curling flames, and the sketch above the

mantel of the Crater of Copernicus. Then
they went into the study, ignoring Use,

who remained on the sofa with a bored

expression. The visitor was shown some
publications and original papers, composed
by the engineer himself. Finally Lieben

pulled up his right sleeve and brought to

light some scars on bis elbow, where, two
years before, he had been caught in an
explosion which no one had calculated.

At last they walked through the front

door, Guidance finding time to speak

briefly to Use over Iris shoulder.
“Gutenmorgen f”

The door slammed and they were gone.

Use pulled off her huge hat.

“I don’t understand,” she said to the

maid, "how they can he so serious and ab-

sorbed ia such a thing, when—

”

She stopped, because any mention of

the earth’s doom caused the maid to- go
into hysterics.

“Anyway,” she sighed, "Guidance looks

as if he has caught on—-we shall die rich
!”

tier chief concern was with the domes-
tic arrangements. She was wondering if

her father was going to bring Guidance

back for lunch, or whether they would
lunch in the town.

CHAPTER IV

Riot and Death

• Guidance did return to lunch, and Use
was treated to another hour of Fuel.

They conversed, as if magnificently indif-

ferent to Doom. Use got the impression

that an introduction of that subject would

be considered extremely bad taste. Of
world-panic and world-end there was no
mention—there had been no such refer-

ence since that awkward moment in the

morning.

They went out again and came back in

the evening, and to her horror, Use heard

her father announce that Guidance had
consented to stay the night in their house.

But, to her agreeable surprise, when
they were sitting in the lounge after din-

ner, their visitor assumed quite a social

air, and even went so far as to hint at

the possibilities for a game of bridge. Lie-

ben got out the cards at once.

Use began to catch on to the atmosphere

of this affair. This was rather thrilling.

Here were three intelligent and sane peo-

ple, calmly amusing themselves at cards,

while the street outside the windows was
lit by the light of Arion! She looked at

Guidance, if not with respect, at least

with interest and curiosity, while she ob-

served her father in a new light.

She was quite moved when Guidance

began to talk casually of trivial affairs.

"I wonder if there is anything in this

dignity business ?” she asked herself.

Certainly it helped one to keep one’s head,

and even to forget that hlue disc drop-

ping from the sky.

Guidance talked about his young cou-

sin Tim. Use felt a faint sense of incon-

gruity, which she had sometimes felt be-

fore when an efficient machine-like man
of business had revealed suddenly he was
a human being after all, and had such

things as relations and personal opinions.

“Yes, Tim's the only relation I’ve got,”

remarked Guidance, puffing at one of Lie-

ben’s cigars, the leaf for which had been

obtained from rock-plants hidden in a

deep hollow in the side of the great lunar

Crater of Plato. "Just a kid, at a school

in England. I shall be running .up to see

him either tomorrow or the day after, I

expect. That reminds me—have you such

a thing as a rocket time-table I could

consult ?”

“Yes, I believe we’ve got a soarer time-

table somewhere knocking around,” fe-

plied Use, putting an accent on “soarer.”
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“Good, He’s a queer little chap, Tim.

Do you know what he did while I was still

in Bombay? He actually went to the post-

office on his own initiative, and telephoned

to me by radio-telephone!”

“Qiildren seem able to do most any-

thing nowadays,” remarked the engineer,

lighting a cigar by means of an electric

sparker. “I heard of a boy of sixteen who
stole a single-seated soarer and flew to a

height of five kilometres.”

Lieben set out on a long and wandering

reminiscence.

After that, Use decided that she must
show a brave face as well, so she began

to talk in a manner which was just a shade

too casual about the Grafin von Freiburg,

and her secretaryship, and the Sunday-
school pupil who had asked her if soar-

ing machines would ever get as far as

Heaven.

“I’ve been in several parts of the sky,”

said Guidance, “and I’ve been to the other

side of the moon and back, but I don’t re-

member striking a place called Heaven.”

Then, as if he was rather ashamed of

his flippancy at laughing at the joke, the

old engineer remarked : “It’s not because

Heaven is too far for soaring machines,

but because it is too near.”

When they had been playing bridge for

an hour and a half, they tired of cards,

and Use suggested four-sided chess. This

was a game that had been revived recently

by an Ohio Amerindian
;
the moves were

similar to chess, but all four sides of

the board were used instead of only two,

making it much mere complicated and full

of incident.

“But there are only three of us,” re-

marked Guidance.

“Oh, that’s all right. I’ll get Gersche,

our maid—she can play.”

“Fine!”

The people of the tenth decade had at-

tained a better understanding of the ways
of maids and servants ; they treated them
as if they were as good and intelligent as

any other human being. With universal

education, servants were encouraged to

join in anything they wished, were often

chosen for their social assets rather than

for their manual or cooking abilities. They
would have been horrified if they had been

treated as anything but equals.

Use went into the passage.

“Gersche,” she shouted, “leave those

dishes and come and have a game of

chess, will you ?”

• There came a clatter from the kitchen,

and Gersche appeared in the doorway.

She had a round, not too full face, wholly

Bavarian, with fair hair and pale blue

eyes. She was dressed in thick velvet

trousers, covered by a white cotton jack-

et to keep off what little dirt there was in

the electric kitchen. She also had a red

bow tie which looked startling when at-

tached to the large green collar.

She came forward with an astonished

expression on her face and a plate in her

hand.

"Frdulein Use,” she said, “how can you
expect me to play chess when we’ve got

less than a fortnight left to live?”

Use had completely forgotten that

there was a cosmic collision due in a few

days, and she was taken aback. For a mo-
ment a vivid and frightful picture leaped

into her mind, of billions of creatures

crawling and crying in the dust, carried

along helplessly on a whirling ball, and

a great jagged rock tumbling from the

skies. She stiffened with the reality and
horror of the vision; then she recovered.

To hide her passing terror, she pulled the

white dust-jacket from Gersche, and

dragged her along the passage.

“Come on; it’s no use thinking about

that,” she managed to say. “We must
try to forget, mustn’t we? We can all

feel as much as you, but—forget—for-

get—”
The two girls burst into the lounge,

almost sobbing. But the men did not

notice anything.

“Mr. Guidance, this is Gersche Prengl,

our maid from Hohenlinden.”

Guidance stood up and shook hands.

At first the girls were too distracted

to be able to distinguish bishops from
pawns, but soon they calmed down and
began to enjoy the game.
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Towards the end of the game, Guid-

ance made a false check.

“Oh, I beg your pardon, Miss—Gert-

cher,” he said.

“Gersche,” corrected Use, laughing,

and Guidance apologized again.

At the end of the game, the guest con-

fessed that he had enjoyed it very much,
and they retired for the night as the

ghostly world passed silently by over-

head, flooding the streets with unchang-

ing blue.

Next morning, Lieben spoke to his

daughter.

“Don’t prepare lunch today, Ilschen

—

we’ll have something in a cafe. Expect

us back about eighteen o’clock.”

Ilse was disappointed.

She had been so much cheered the

night before that she did not like the idea

of passing a whole day alone, except for

Gersche, whose mournful disposition was
depressing. The Grafin did not want her,

for in these days she was incapable of

thinking, so there would be nothing to

take her mind off Arion. She would just

have to wait for the dreadful hour, in

the middle of the afternoon, when the

blue world would rise and climb up from
the horizon, altering the colour of the

daytime sky, putting fear into the

very atmosphere. She knew what she

would do if she was in the house when
Arion dawned ; she would draw all the

curtains and switch on the electric gas-

tubes, to keep out the ghastly light. The
girl had done this more than once be-

fore.

When her father and Guidance disap-

peared through the front door, she de-

cided that she would visit a friend. She
could not, dare not, remain inactive.

She was fitting on her grey pill-box

hat when the door was opened again, and
in walked her father and Guidance.

“Whatever is the matter? Have you
forgotten something?”

“What do you think!’’ exclaimed the

engineer. “The tramway service is on
strike! The drivers and conductors have

stopped working—they refuse to work
any longer! Do you hear that row out-

side? There’s a free fight going on in

the next street.”

For a moment they stood looking at

one another. They were silently won-
dering what would be the dreadful con-

dition of affairs on the eve of the last

day, if things were as bad as this.

“I’ll telephone for a cab,” said Ilse, in

a disjointed manner.

• Her father came to her and spoke in

a low voice.

“Before you do that, Ilschen, I think

there’s something else you’d better do
first. Order in a fortnight’s supply of

groceries—you never know what’s going

to happen. Also a gross of candles, as it

won’t be long before the lighting sup-

plies fail. Add anything else we may need

as well. It will be wise to be prepared.

I hope to goodness the prices haven’t

risen any higher than they were last

week-end. Run along now.”

A few minutes later Ilse came back

from the telephone, which was in a room
by itself, with a door opening into the

dining-room.

“No taxis or cabs can be got anywhere
in Munich,” she announced breathlessly,

“for less than five hundred marks! It’s

dreadful
!’’

“We’ll walk,” said Lieben briefly. “It

isn’t very far, Ilschen,” he added, over his

shoulder. “It’s quite possible we may not

be able to get any lunch in a cafe, so

don’t be surprised if we come back here

early. Oh, and don’t forget to bolt the

front door. There was some daylight

looting yesterday in the Wilhelmstrasse.

Why have you put on your hat? You
weren’t going out, were you ? It’s hardly

advisable to go out alone, Ilschen.”

The girl decided to stay in and make
the best of Gersche’s company.
The men did not return for lunch, and

she was annoyed, because she had care-

fully prepared some.

At fifteen-ten promptly, Ilse and the

maid drew the curtains and switched on
the lights, so as to shut out the sight

of the sky, which was already changing

colour towards the east.
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Twenty minutes later, the lights failed

abruptly. Use looked at the fuses, but

none had blown. Gersche lit a number

of candles, and there they sat, waiting

in the faint, barbaric light, women of the

tenth decade on the eve of the twenty-

first century.

Suddenly the ground shook, ornaments

fell off the mantels, the bronze model

soarer fell to the floor and was smashed,

while every window in the house was
shattered. Waves of terrible rolling

sound poured in. Their eardrums were

oppressed; they could hardly keep their

feet and were almost senseless with ter-

ror. The candles fell over and became
extinguished.

Gersche fell on her knees and screamed

wildly.

“The end of the world ! It’s come al-

ready !”

Something heavy seemed to hit the

roof, and she began to recite the Lord’s

Prayer, very rapidly and incoherently.

Nothing more happened, so Use relit

some of the candles. They calmed down
gradually as the silence continued. She
walked slowly to and fro, but Gersche

remained kneeling on the floor, as if trans-

fixed. She was weeping silently.

Suddenly there was a thunderous

knock on the front door, but Use did

not dare to open it. Then there was the

sound of people running, some screams,

a scuffle in the street, and a man out-

side the door began groaning and shout-

ing.

To drown the awful noise, Use turned

on the radio, which was driven by a

“Long-Life Battery Plant,” installed in

the cellar.

“Transport is almost at a standstill in

the city,” said the loud-speaker. “A fire

has broken out in the southern suburbs,

covering several acres, and the firemen

despair of getting control over it. It was
started by the blowing-up of the entire

Munich Central Gasworks, apparently

due to neglect, or absence of the work-
men. It is stated that not a single por-

tion of the Gasworks or the adjoining

buildings are left standing. Two hundred

houses have been knocked flat, and
Konigstrasse, the road leading to the

premises, has disappeared. So far no sign

has been found of the Church of Theos-

ophy, which used to stand at the end

of the road. The hood of an automobile

came down in the Wilhemplatz and
knocked over a lamp-post. The top of

one of the gasometers landed two and a
half kilometers away on the main road

to Hohenlinden.

“A piece of wreckage dropped into a
village half a kilometer to the south—
it is believed to be a domestic bath. Short-

ly afterwards the upper half of a house

arrived.

“Since early this morning there has

been much looting and rioting in the

city, and many shops have been broken

into. Householders are warned to guard

their property. It is impossible to ask the

police to assist, as unfortunately, most of

the force are also engaged in rioting.

“Further reports will be issued in half

an hour, if circumstances permit.”

• It seemed to be fairly quiet outside

the house now. A sharp sound, like

the shot of a revolver, came from the end
of the street, and there was a distant

murmur, as of many people shouting,

from the direction of the city centre.

Use went fearfully to one of the shat-

tered front windows and looked out into

the street. There was nothing human in

sight, except a pair of feet covered in

muddy boots, which she could just see

by looking down at the pavement, and

as far to the right as possible. Someone
was lying on his back just outside the

front door.

The man must be drunk or dead. It

struck her that it would be an unpleasant

shock for her father, when he returned

home, to find a dead man sprawling over

his doorstep. She decided that she would

open the door and remove the body. It

was no use asking the morbid Gersche

for help; in any case, she was quite

strong enough to do it herself. She felt

no reluctance, for she had spent some
time in a hospital.
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She paused with her hand on the bolt.

It would certainly be very unpleasant if

the man was merely drunk. She looked

out of the window to see if the feet were

moving. No, they were quite still. She
made up her mind and went once more
to the door.

But she was stopped by the sound of

footsteps and voices—it was too late now.

She could hear her father, Mr. Guid-

ance, and a third unfamiliar voice.

There was an exclamation, then she

heard her father shout.

“Come on, we’d better pull this body
out of the way. It wouldn’t do to let the

girls see this.”

Ilse smiled. Her father was doing for

her what she had just been about to do
for him.

“The devil !” said the unfamiliar voice.

“There’s a table on the roof, impaled on
the chimney!”

Through the window she watched the

two boots dragged out of sight. Then she

ran back to the kitchen to rouse Gersche

from her stupor of terror.

“Quick, get up,” she exclaimed, pull-

ing the girl to her feet. “They are com-
ing back, and they’ve got someone else

with them. Make yourself presentable,

for goodness sake.”

The door-bell rang, so Ilse went to

unbolt the door while Gersche dried her

eyes and pulled herself together.

Her father and Guidance stepped in,

carrying rifles; there was a stranger be-

hind them, standing rather awkwardly
on the doorstep, and he also was carrying

a rifle. The two men held their rifles

as if they had done so all their lives,

but the third handled his differently—not

so much as if he had never carried one,

but as if he had never even heard of one

before.

He stood peeving around the shoulder

of the massive Guidance.

He was a Frenchman, in the early

twenties, with a vivid, sharply-defined

face, and bare-headed. He was a tall man,
but he did not look it beside Guidance,

who could stand comparison with the big-

gest. He was dressed neatly in a brown

leather smock with knee-breeches of the

same material, and his hair was glisten-

ing and flat.

There was something familiar about

his face, but Ilse could not place him

—

youthful cheeks, rather pale—though

paleness was no unusual sight in these

adventurous weeks—clear eyes, a nose

which was perfectly straight and deli-

cately cut, and a good-humoured mouth.

Lieben started on an attempt to ex-

plain away the presence of so many rifles,

but thought better of it, and turned

around to introduce the stranger. He
need not have bothered to explain any-

thing to Ilse, as the situation was per-

fectly clear and she was far more capable

in an emergency than her father.

“Come right in,” said the engineer.

“Use, this is Monsieur Grindin, an ac-

quaintance of Mr. Guidance. Monsieur
Grindin, my daughter Ilse.”

The stranger shook hands with Ilse,

dropping his rifle in the process.

• Paul Grindin ! She remembered him
now, for she had seen his photo in a

paper somewhere.

Guidance and Lieben left their rifles

in the hallway, so the Frenchman did not

bother to pick his up. They drifted into

the lounge, except the engineer, who
stayed behind to bolt the front door se-

curely.

When this was done, he went to the

lounge, hesitated, then returned, giving

the front door a tug, to make certain

it was fast. On the way back to the

lounge, he gave the barometer a hearty

rap in an absent-minded manner, but did

not stop to see if the pointer moved at

all.

Unfortunately, Ilse had had no time to

take away the candles from the lounge

and draw back the curtains from the

broken windows. But no one commented
upon this

;
they seemed determined to take

everything unusual for granted.

There was a rapid whispered consulta-

tion in the doorway of the lounge, be-

tween the engineer and his daughter,

while the others were finding seats.
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“Shall I pull the curtains back?” asked

Ilse. “The smashed windows will look

awful.”

“No,” he whispered, “best leave them

as they are. Perhaps when they come and

see the drawn curtains, they may think

this is a house of mourning and show
more respect for it, you see?”

“They?” asked Ilse, frowning.

“A mob of factory workers have run

mad,” whispered her father cautiously,

“and they’re heading this way. Run
along to the kitchen, will you, and ask

Gersche to make some coffee.”

When, a few minutes later, the maid

came with a coffee tray, she was half-

paralyzed by the sight of the three rifles

lying in the passage, and Ilse had to take

the tray herself.

It was a chilly evening, and they were

sitting on two of the sofas drawn up to

the fire.

“What brings you to Munich, Monsieur
Grindin?” asked Lieben in French.

“Oh, I was on my way to Paris from
Bombay, and I was not in any particular

hurry, so I thought I would remain here

for a day or two.”

Actually it was nothing of the kind,

though Grindin would never have con-

fessed it. The nervous Frenchman had
been returning to Paris because condi-

tions were very grave in Bombay, and
he thought he would feel safer among his

French friends. When he had alighted

at Munich to catch the Paris soarer con-

nection, he happened to read in a news-
paper that several serious riots had just

taken place in Paris, and that the Opera
had been sacked and burnt to the ground.

He began to reconsider his decision,

and to wonder whether he had been wise

after all to leave India. Things seemed
more or less quiet in Bavaria, or at least

as quiet as could be hoped, so he made
up his mind to stay here some time. He
took his luggage to his usual hotel, which
lay in the southern district of the city.

Coming away from there, he went for

lunch to a restaurant in the city centre,

where, by accident, he met his friend,

Mr. Guidance, and Herr Lieben.

Soon he learned that things were not

so quiet in Munich as they seemed. In

the middle of the afternoon, the three

men had been walking along a main road,

when suddenly the city was shaken by a

heavy explosion and they were blown off

their feet by a tremendous gale and deaf-

ened by a terrible sound. There seemed

to be a volcanic eruption going on to-

wards the south of the city.

Later Grindin found that his hotel had
been made uninhabitable by the Gasworks
explosion. His bedroom, together with

other important parts of the building,

had been wrecked ;
his luggage could not

be disentangled from the debris, and if

it had been possible to extricate it, it

would certainly not have been of the

slightest use.

When the engineer learned of this dis-

aster, he invited the Parisian to stay at

his house; he felt that he had to make
up somehow for the inhospitable man-
ner in which Munich had received

Grindin.

When the Parisian tried to explain his

presence in Bavaria, he was not as glib

as he might have been. For the same rea-

son that he fled from Bombay, he de-

clined to arrive in Paris. It struck him
now that k would not matter where he

went; he would not be able to escape

dangers of the world panic.

For several days now Grindin had
felt an almost continuous alarm which he

found difficult to conceal, and which he

could not annul by philosophical argu-

ments, because he did not know any.

But when he had been sitting an hour
or two in the lounge of the engineer’s

house, he felt this sense of alarm leaving

him. He wondered why this was and
tried to trace out the thread of his sen-

sations. Eventually, somewhat to his sur-

prise, he tracked it down to the presence

of Ilse, the engineer’s daughter, whom
he had never seen before in his life.

Dusk fell. It seemed curious to be sit-

ting there, talking by the weird firelight

and the five flickering candles. It was
possible to forget that, just outside the
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door, a city wa-s slowly going mad and
death was dropping from the sky.

Later Gersche came in and joined in

the conversation. Her nerves seemed to

have improved.

Remembering that the Frenchman was
a geologist, Ilse turned to him.

“I used to attend some weekly lectures

in geology at the Rathaus—

”

All conversation ceased suddenly. In

the distance could be heard a throbbing

and a roaring sound, like the voices and

the tramping of a large number of people.

Lieben motioned the words “They’re

coming’’ with his lips, and signed to

everyone to be quiet.

With incredible speed the sounds drew
near, till they were almost deafening

—

shouts, screams, stampings, blows. Not
far away there was an interchange of

rifle shots.

Then, abruptly and unexpectedly, the

noise receded. They must have passed

down an adjacent street.

“I went to a series of ten geology lec-

tures,” continued Ilse, coolly, “the winter

before last, but I’m afraid I can’t remem-
ber much of it now.”

Gersche had restrained herself while

the danger was near, but now she burst

out of the room, weeping. Ilse followed

her, and Grindin confirmed his idea that

his feeling of calmness was mainly due to

her presence, because now he felt an un-

due alarm creeping back.

Lieben switched on the radio, and they

learned that the fire in the southern quar-

ters of the city was still spreading rapidly,

and that two more had started in the

east.

No one felt like playing chess that

night.

CHAPTER V
The Last Week

• In the mountain fastnesses of New
Zealand, there was an observatory

where working conditions were main-

tained till the last.

The astronomer, Hergesheimer, and his

small staff lived alone on the eastern

slopes of Mount Franklin and they had
just received a six week supply of food

from Kaikoura. They were so far from
habitations that they could remain there,

untroubled physically by the great world

excitement, and they determined to keep

on observing the blue planet as long as

they were able. They worked in order to

preserve their sanity, not from any
thought of advancing knowledge

;
no ab-

stract principles of truth guided their pa-

tient fingers—they had nothing else to

do I

Six days from the end, at four in the

afternoon, Hergesheimer made incredible

discovery.

On the previous night, his assistant had
taken several photographs of Arion at

various times during its transit' and
Hergesheimer was working on the un-

printed negatives. After he had measured

the apparent diameter, he checked the

orbit, in order to while away another

half-hour.

Suddenly his assistant was startled to

see him running towards him, plainly in

a state of high excitement, waving a writ-

ing-pad in his hand. He was puffing and
gasping. Hergesheimer was prone to over-

eating.

“Dickens,” he cried, “look this over,

will you, and tell me whether I’m in my
right senses!”

Dickens looked at the paper curiously

and began to scribble. A few minutes

later he stood up, bewilderment on his

face.

“But these figures show that Arion’s

orbit
—

”

“—does not intersect that of the

earth ! Exactly !”

“Can everyone else be mistaken, except

ourselves? The Astronomer Royal—”
“To hang with him and the rest. Our

results agree.”

“Then this means—

”

“—There will be no collision ! Dickens,

we must see if the telegraph cables are

still working. The beam wireless was sus-

pended last week. We will operate the

cables ourselves, if need be.”
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Five hours later, the inhabitants of all

the large cities had learned the amazing

news. A man from Australia told them

that the earth would remain

!

The astronomers were indignant. Ab-
surd ! Had they not measured and checked

the orbit* of Arion a score of times ?

But that night they took fresh ex-

posures, and repeated their calculations.

It was impossible, but Hergesheimer was

right

!

A tumult swept around the world. The
orbit was no longer what it had been, but

what force had performed this cosmic

miracle? Every sect claimed that it was
their prayers alone that had done the

trick. As for the professors, they could

no longer think.

How near, then, would the blue planet

approach the earth ? At the nearest, more
than twice the distance of the moon—that

is, some six hundred thousand miles from
centre to centre. There would be no se-

rious danger, the only effect being an al-

teration in the tides, and some perturba-

tions in the earth’s orbit.

“Don’t be so sure!” said the president

of the Republic of Siam. “The orbit has

altered once ; it may alter again.”

But three-quarters of the world became

optimists, and hope predominated.

The day of doom came, and was past!

No one feared any longer. Festivals and

orgies, joyful religious meetings and
triumphal rejoicings were held in all parts

of the globe. Measures were taken to an-

nihilate the plagues and restore order.

A great storm of derision arose against

the astronomers.

They had suavely pointed out that a

planet had sprung from nowhere, and

prophesied the end of the world! Mil-

lions had perished, misery and disease had

strangled the nations, but now, when the

time had come, they said they had made a

mistake, and it wasn't the end of the

world after all ! Could scientists be trusted

any longer? Was there any more faith

in figures, or sense in science?

Three days after the “day of doom,”
the blue planet was due to arrive at its

nearest point to the earth. It grew larger

and larger until the moon could barely be

noticed, and many people could not es-

cape acute anxiety when looking at it.

When there were still two days to go
before the juncture, a strange advertise-

ment appeared in the international news-

papers, which had already recommenced
circulation. Intense excitement, derision,

and laughter, were created by this mem-
orable paragraph

:

“Mr. Henry Guidance, of the Bombay Institute of
Technology, wishes to announce that he is refitting the
Soaring Rocket No. Ill

,

for an attempted expedition to
the planet Arion. Eighteen able men are required at
once, of good scientific ability, who are willing to con-
tribute capital to the enterprise, and to share, the un-
known hardships and dangers.”

The surprising brevity of this an-

nouncement was not the least remarkable

feature.

Most people had heard of Guidance;

the story of the end of his first two soar-

ing machines was household property.

He had suffered two enormous losses

;

now, like the famous maker of airships,

Santos-Dumont, he was rising again with

untired energy. But what a daring propo-

sition ! In a few hours, hundreds of en-

quiries reached him, and he found it nec-

essary to make several statements to the

press.

Hitherto the only heavenly body that

had been reached by the soaring ma-
chines was the moon; the other planets

were too far. Here was a magnificent

opportunity; for the blue planet was only

twice the distance of the moon ! It was

just possible for a large soaring machine

to carry enough fuel and food for the

journey there and back. Guidance had

much reason on his side.

The world waited curiously to see if

the eighteen men could be found. There

was no need to fear; there were seven

hundred and twenty-three applicants.

Guidance had no time to lose ; he made
his choice, and sent the rest grumbling

about their business. It was only fair

that Hergesheimer and Dickens, of

Franklin Observatory, New Zealand,

should be included; they were regarded

as the saviours of the world’s sanity.

Hesker of Czechoslovakia was also one

of the choseii; he had a proprietary in-
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terest in Arion, though he was still feel-

ing ruffled because the blue planet had

not been named Titanus.

• Henry Guidance had an office in Pots-

dam where he received the applicants.

One of the first was a tall dark man who
presented him with papers of reference

and said that his name was Dr. Nacht.

Guidance found it difficult to refuse him.

Then there was Mr. Alfred Smith, a

surgeon from the Isle of Wight, whose
pale face had a rather convincing air;

he was accepted.

Herr Otto Lieben of Munich had to

go in order to look after his new engine,

and administer his new fuel.

While Guidance was busy looking up
references and making telephone calls,

his old friend, Gystak of the Stuttgart

Tageblatt, burst in upon him.

“Good morning, Mr. Guidance,” he

said, in his cheerful manner; “I see you
are very busy.”

“Very busy indeed, Mr. Gystak, but

never too busy to speak to you. Do you
want an article for your paper?”

“I do not belong to a paper now, Mr.
Guidance, if you will but say the word.”

“What do you mean?”
“Wasn’t I a good enough pilot to fly

the Soaring Rocket Number Two to the

moon and back? Am I not good enough
to fly Number Three to Arion?”

“But I thought you had lost your nerve

after the accident?”

“That was a long time ago! Besides,

Arion is much more interesting than the

moon !”

“Then, if you feel fit for it, I have no
hesitation in offering you the post of

chief pilot.”

“Fine, Mr. Guidance!”

The rest of that day, and the following

one, Mr. Guidance found himself dis-

tracted with the enormous amount of or-

ganization that had to be settled in a

very short time. There were thousands

of pounds worth of scientific equipment

to be bought, tabulated, and packed, and
that too when trade was still disorganized.

There was the technical crew to select,

all men of the highest ability and train-

ing. Preserved foods of every kind had
to be prepared, and a score of irritating

details. This was something more than

a pleasure excursion to the moon and
back. Emergencies had to be provided

for in advance, as far as possible
;
oxygen

supplies to last a long time had to be

taken
;
no one knew what might happen

!

In view of all this necessary arrange-

ment, and the restricted time, Guidance

could not pay much attention to the ref-

erences of his passengers, though he took

especial care over the essentials, such as

the crew.

One morning, all those who were go-

ing to take part in the flight to Arion

received a telegram: your presence is

REQUESTED AT ONCE IF POSSIBLE AT FOL-

LOWING ADDRESS 103 KAISERPLATZ

SCHWABING MUNCHEN BAVARIA GUID-

ANCE
Guidance wanted everyone to meet be-

fore the flight for many reasons, partly

social. It was certainly desirable that they

should become acquainted with each other

before leaving, and he wanted various

personal details, which he thought fit to

obtain in this way.

He decided on Munich for the meeting

place because it occupied a central po-

sition in Europe and was equal in impor-

tance to Berlin
;
moreover, it was a mere

three hundred miles from Berlin, less

than an hour’s journey by express soarer,

and only half that distance from Prague,

the capital of Hesker’s country. It would

save some time on the long journey which

Hergesheimer and Dickens would have

to undertake from New Zealand.

But the main reason was that he wished

to be there in person, because he had to

see to the transportation of Lieben’s spe-

cial fuel, which was being made in large

quantities. He did not believe in asking

anyone to do anything important, or vital

for his purpose, if he could possibly do
it himself.

Engineer Lieben had consented reluc-

tantly to the use of his house for the meet-

ing. The affair had been sprung upon
him rather unfairly, in such a manner
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that he could hardly refuse without giv-

ing offense. At times Guidance could

summon a certain impelling manner and a

persuasive voice, which was extraordi-

narily irritating but impossible to oppose,

while having the appearance of being

nothing more than a request, or even a

hint.

• It was all very well in a way ;
he wanted

to see them all together in one place,

for an hour or so, and it was not worth-

while going to any expense in the way
of entertainment. It would be time to

start spending money on them when the

day for the take-off arrived.

But Lieben took an exaggerated view

of the importance of the occasion; he

felt worried at the responsibility which

Guidance had put upon him, and it

caused a stir in the household.

As a result, there were numerous hur-

ried consultations between Lieben, his

daughter, and Gersche.

“I wonder what exactly he wants me
to provide for them?” grumbled the en-

gineer. “I’m not made of money.”

“Not yet,” retorted Use.

“Let me see—just how many will there

be, anyway? There will be Dr. Smith,

Mr. Hesker, Dr. Somebody—

”

“Dr. Nacht?”
“—And our handsome Parisian

—

”

“And the pilot?”

“That's Mr. Gystak, the journalist fel-

low.”

“The New Zealand people.”

“Ah yes, Hergesheimer and Dickens,

of course. Then the mighty Henry Guid-

ance himself, and we two.”

“That makes ten.”

“Quite enough ! Ilschen, tell Gerche to

make a note of that number—ten people,

including everybody. I wish to goodness

Mr. Guidance would let me know what
I am to do with them.”

“Why don’t you ask him, father?”

“Oh, I can’t very well do that. Do
you know anything about entertaining?”

“Hardly, seeing that I’ve never had any

practice.”

“Well, I’m not going further than cof-

fee, and perhaps wine. That’s flat. I

don’t have to be obliging to Guidance, just

because he’s going to pay me a generous

sum for my engine and fuel. After all,

I’ve earned it ! If he wants anything more
elaborate, he’ll just have to take them to

a hotel, that’s all.”

“Don’t you worry, father; I’m sure he

means it to be an informal meeting, and
it won’t last very long. With so many
distinguished people coming to our house,

there’s bound to be some newspaper men
here. We may even get our pictures in

the papers!”

“That’s true,” said Lieben, pleased at

the thought. “That reminds me—we’d

better get those upstairs windows cleaned.

They were looking very dirty this morn-
ing.”

“It may be risky anticipating our com-
ing wealth,” muttered Ilse, “but I’m go-

ing out to buy myself a new dress."

During this hubbub and bustle, Gerche

was wondering if it would be wise to

ask for a rise in wages so soon.

As it happened, the Grafin von Frei-

burg had little need of her secretary as

yet, since she had not recovered com-
pletely from her paralyzing fright at her

narrow escape from being crushed be-

tween earth and Arion, like flour between

millstones. At the most, Ilse had only to

attend an hour or two daily, to deal with

correspondence.

The girl was seriously thinking of aban-

doning the secretaryship altogether, on
account of her father’s happy success in

perfecting his fuel; but she decided it

might be premature. Also she did not

want to rush off and resign straight away,

as she felt this would be too obviously

a confession that she preferred a life of

idleness to a life of labour.

Meanwhile she had plenty of spare

time in which to help Gersche to get the

place tidy. All traces of the terrible Gas-

works explosion had been cleared up ;
new

panes of glass were in the windows
; new

ornaments had been bought to replace

those that had been smashed; the bronze
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model soaring machine, which had broken

into three main pieces, had been patched

up and stuck together and put back on
its pedestal.

Unfortunately, however, one of the

charming curling bronze flames had been

broken off, and Gersche had not been able

to find it, though she had worn down her

knee-breeches in crawling about the

lounge floor. As a result, the soarer

looked curiously bare, with one of its

flames missing.

The table that had fallen on the roof

had also been taken away.

On the morning of the day when the

meeting was to take place, Gersche

dressed herself in a brand-new and very

becoming plus-four suit. It was made
neatly in dark-brown leather, covered

with red zigzags, with voluminous branch-

ing tassels hanging from the garters. She
wore a crimson tie and large plush

epaulettes. The ensemble gave her a

charming, old-fashioned air. At the last

moment, she decided to wear an imita-

tion African sun-helmet on her head,

which added a last perfecting touch.

• The busy Guidance had imposed his

presence overnight unasked, and after

breakfast, he and Lieben set off for the

fuel laboratories. At the same time, Use
left the house as well, in order to get rid

of the morning’s correspondence at the

Grafin’s residence.

Her employer was still in bed when she

arrived and did not make an appearance

all the morning. Use went through the

letters, then returned home for lunch.

When she got back, Gersche showed her a
mysterious oblong parcel that had been

sent.

“Whatever is it?” she asked.

“I’ve no idea, Use. The man who
brought it didn’t know himself. He said

it had to be delivered for Mr. Guidance,

and there was nothing to pay.”

“Oh, well, I suppose it will have to

stay here till he comes. Not content with

using our house as a hotel, he has con-

verted it now into a left-luggage office.

Not that it matters! But we’d better

carry it into the kitchen, hadn’t we ? It’s

far too bulky to leave in the passage—all

our guests will be stumbling over it.”

With some difficulty, Use and Gersche
managed to carry the package out of the

way. This task was just finished when
the doorbell rang in a rather timid fash-

ion.

“Surely this isn’t the guests starting

to come already !” exclaimed Use. “The
meeting is supposed to be this afternoon,

fifteen o’clock!”

Use answered the ring. To her sur-

prise, there was a little boy of twelve or

thirteen standing on the doorstep with a

case in his hand. Behind him a taxi was
waiting.

He was dressed expensively in a leather

travelling suit, but his hair, which dis-

played countless curls, was uncovered to

the wind. His eyes were of a very dark
blue, while his small face was pale but

not unattractive. He looked quite at

ease, although he appeared to have trav-

elled a long distance.

“May the sun never stop shining!” he

greeted Use, precociously in English.

“Please, miss, is this a hundred and
three, Kaiserplatz ?”

“Jawohl. Yes, indeed. Where are you
from ?”

“Bath.”

“Bath?”
“Yes, I’m Tim. My name’s Tim Guid-

ance.”

“Oh

—

Himmel, are you the cousin of

Mr. Henry Guidance?”
“Well, yes, but I call him uncle. He

asked me to come here so that I can see

him fly off to Arion.” He put the accent

on the first syllable, instead of the second.

“Indeed! Yet he did not arrange to

meet you, nor did he tell us you were
coming! That’s just like him. Come right

in ! Have you paid the taxi ? All right,

taxi, you needn’t wait.”

Tim came in and removed his travel-

ling-suit, showing a blue sailor suit be-

neath.

“The cheek of him,” whispered Gersche

to Use, “telling Tim to come here, and
not letting us know !”
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Have you holiday from school, Tim?”

asked Ilse, in a friendly manner, though

she was feeling very indignant.

“Not exactly,” replied the boy. “You
see, there isn’t any school left. There was

a riot, and a lot of fighting, and it got

burnt down. There’s nothing left of it,

and I haven’t been taken to another one

yet.”

“Oh, I hope you didn’t get hurt. Did

you try to stop them from setting the

school on fire?”

“Not exactly,” retorted Tim, in a casual

manner. “As a matter of fact, it was me
who started the fire.”

Gersche coughed, and Ilse thought she

had better change the subject.

“Would you like some lunch with us

now, Tim, or did you eat on the jour-

ney?”

“No fear ! Uncle told me not to bother,

as I should be certain of getting some
here.”

“Oh! Well, then, Gersche, we’d better

have lunch right away.”

The maid took hold of the boy’s case,

to take it away, but she dropped it on

hearing a kind of squeaking noise coming
from it.

“What on earth’s that? What are those

holes in the case for?”

“Oh, that's only Timothy,” replied the

boy.

He opened the case, and out jumped
a large black cat and three kittens.

Not knowing what to expect next, Ilse

went into the dining-room, and they pro-

ceeded to have lunch.

It was not long after the meal when
the doorbell rang again.

“I hope that is Mr. Guidance and fa-

ther,” exclaimed Ilse. “It’s high time they

were back.”

Gersche went to the door and an-

nounced Mr. Hergesheimer and Mr.
Dickens.

“For goodness sake,” whispered Ilse,

“clear out Tim Guidance’s menagerie
!”

While Gersche was bundling Tim, the

cat, and the three kittens into the kitchen,

Ilse showed the two men into the lounge.

“Well, you’re the first arrivals,” she

said pleasantly. “Now isn’t that remark-

able, when you’ve had the furthest dis-

tance to come ?”

“All the way from Mount Franklin,”

said Hergesheimer. “But we always do
things slick in New Zealand, you know.”

He took off his helmet and his stiff hair

sprang up. At first sight, his eyes were

rather startling, for one was blue and

the other grey, but people soon became
used to it.

So this was the man who had saved

the sanity of the world! It must have

taken some courage to announce his dis-

covery, in the face of the opposition of

all the other astronomers— to say that

Arion was not really going to hit the

earth at all, when everybody else had been

driven mad, because they were assured it

would

!

Ilse was surprised when she looked at

his assistant, Mr. Dickens, for he seemed
so extraordinarily young, despite his pale

face and gloomy air—far too young for

a dangerous expedition into unknown
space. Yet he was old enough to have

been married some time, for so long in-

deed that he was on very bad terms with

his wife, as Use’s father had told her.

Dickens seemed to find it difficult to

attend to the details of life, such as the

casual remarks and pleasantries of other

people
;

it was Hergesheimer who did all

the talking, and plenty at that.

“Thank goodness we weren’t here a few
days ago, when all the trouble was going

on. It must have been pretty bad in the

cities. Did you get much of it here, Frciu-

lein Lieben?”

“Well, yes, it certainly was—trying."

“While we, you see, were safe and
snug in our observatory on Mount Frank-
lin with enough supplies to last ages, and
no one to trouble us!”

“You were certainly very lucky to es-

cape all the excitement, Mr. Herges-

heimer.”

Not long afterwards, Paul Grindin ar-

rived, to Ilse’s relief.

“Thank goodness,” she muttered; “at

any rate, here’s someone I know.”
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Then Mr. Gystak arrived, the former
journalist. As the little man stepped into

the lounge, he said : “Good afternoon,

gentlemen. I’m just in time, as there’s

going to be a shower. A few drops had
started to come down when I rang the

bell.”

He was right. It came on to rain heavi-

ly, and Gersche had to shut all the win-

dows. Use was annoyed, because she sus-

pected her father had not taken a coat

with him.

Dr. Nacht came ; he was a dark man
who rather frightened Use; he was ac-

companied by Mr. Alfred Smith, the Eng-
lish surgeon front the Isle of Wight,
a markedly morbid person.

“We bumped into each other at the

Soarer Terminal,” explained Nacht, in a

deep Teutonic voice.

CHAPTER VI

Final Details

• There was still no sign of Lieben or

Guidance ; Ilse was feeling “put out.”

During a particularly violent burst of

rain, which rattled loudly against the

brand-new window-panes, the overworked
doorbell gave another ring.

“Surely,” thought Ilse, “this must be

them this time.”

She opened the front door, but there,

to her disappointment, stood another

stranger in the teeming rain. He had a

face which unmistakably belonged to the

eastern side of Europe, strongly-marked,

obviously capable of expressing much
feeling, and there was real humour, a sar-

castic humour, behind those eyes.

He was wet through. His raincoat was
too thin to be of any use ;

water was drip-

ping off the brim of his soft hat, stream-

ing down his cheeks and his neck.

“I’m Mr. Hesker,” he said, hurriedly

stepping in. “May the sun never stop

shining!” he added ironically, and Ilse

laughed.

“You’re certainly wet, Mr. Hesker!

Come right in and get dried. I’m Ilse

Lieben, Herr Lieben’s daughter.”

Ah, here was a real man, the girl de-

cided, while she shook the water from his

hat—an intelligent man, with a reasonable

sense of humour.
“Himmel!” said Gersche, in an under-

tone. “Wherever has Herr Lieben gone?”
Ilse was feeling worried. Here was a

roomful of people, and she did not know
what to do with them. She walked self-

consciously around the lounge and looked

through the window at the pouring rain.

A brief diversion was caused by the

escape of one of the kittens. It slipped

through the door and raced around the

lounge, closely followed by Gersche, who
hunted it out again.

It struck Ilse that it would be a good
idea to turn on the radio. Why hadn’t she

thought of that before? She switched it

on, and the room was filled with a voice

:

“We will now play a hot number, In

a Soarer in the Blue—

”

Gersche opened the front door and in

walked Henry Guidance, flinging off his

coat. He stepped straight into the

lounge.

“Please, Miss Ilse,” he said, with

enough irritation to show that he was in

a hurry, “do turn off that radio! How
on earth shall I be able to hear myself

speak ?”

Naturally, he would have to come in

just then! Firstly, he had burdened her

with the responsibility of entertaining his

guests by failing to appear at the time he

had himself appointed; then he was an-

noyed at her for doing her best to amuse
them! Ilse was working up quite a lot

of cumulative indignation that afternoon,

in the way known only to women.
“Well, how are you, gentlemen?” con-

tinued Guidance, when the radio had ex-

pired. He wiped the raindrops front his

face with a handkerchief. “Are we all

here?” He made a rapid mental count.

“Yes, that’s fine. Everyone’s present

except Herr Lieben, but he’ll be here in

a minute or two; then we shall be able

to proceed.”

“Your young cousin has arrived from
Bath, by the way,” remarked Ilse, “and
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also an extremely heavy parcel. They
are both in the kitchen.”

“Oh, that’s fine. I’ll see Tim presently,

but can I have that parcel in here ? I shall

be wanting it shortly.”

“All right, but it’s very heavy; Mr.
Grindin, will you help me fetch it?”

“With pleasure, Mile. Ilse.”

They went down the passage and soon

reappeared, struggling with the oblong

parcel.

“Thanks very much,” said Guidance,

graciously. “Set it down here, will you,

in front of the fire?”

• Guidance stooped down and cut open

the parcel, disclosing to view a kind of

metal platform with a dial attached.

“Whatever have you got here?”

“This is a weighing machine. I want
all your weights checked up, if you have

no objection. I don’t want any slips or

mistaken calculations at the last minute,

you know.”

Once more the doorbell rang, then

there was the sound of a key turning in

the lock. This must be the engineer
;
usual-

ly he rang the bell first, then impatient-

ly unlocked the door with his own key,

before anyone could come and open it.

“He’s here at last,” muttered Ilse. “He
will be half-drowned.”

There came a characteristic knocking

sound from the hallway, as Herr Lieben

rapped at the barometer-glass.

He had done this an uncountable num-
ber of times, and what happened next

came to him as a startling surprise.

At the end of a hearty series of taps,

there was a sudden loud cracking sound.

Ilse dashed out of the lounge. Two
jagged lines crossed the misused barom-
eter-face, and the outraged pointer was
bent beyond repair. It was a calamity,

but from that moment, the engineer never

again touched a barometer, and hardly

dared to look one in the face.

“Now look what you’ve done!” ex-

claimed his daughter. “Come in and get

your wet things off
!”

The engineer obeyed without saying a

word. He felt like starting an argument,

but he could hardly do so when he was
next to a roomful of people.

Guidance was rather taken aback. Be-

sides his personal horror of birds, he had

a few other mental peculiarities. On oc-

casions he was superstitious. Here was
Otto Lieben, the man who was supplying

the very life-blood of the expedition, the

precious and almost miraculous fuel which

was to feed the tubes of the soarer, and

he had broken glass at the very moment
that the final arrangements for the flight

were commencing.

Was it an evil omen? Otherwise, why
should the glass have broken on that par-

ticular day, when the engineer must have

tapped it some thousands of times pre-

viously? Why should it have cracked at

such a significant moment, when all the

company was assembled, and within ear-

shot of it? His mind went back to a

night, seven years ago, when his brother

lay dying in Hartlepool, yet he had heard

the unaccountable ticking of the death-

watch in his private room in Bombay, six

thousand miles away.

Furtively, he moistened a finger and
traced a cross on the front of his jacket.

Gystak came up to him with a note-

book and pencil.

“Well, I'm ready, Mr. Guidance, to

take down all the details you want.”

Guidance banished the foolish super-

stition which had for a moment engulfed

his mind.

“Will everybody come in rotation and
stand on the weighing machine, please?

Mr. Hesker first? Right you are. At the

same time, I should like full particulars

of your name, age, academic distinctions,

and so on. You will easily understand

that I’m in rather a hurry, so I must
apologize for the informality.”

*

One by one they stood on the machine,

and Gystak put them all down in his book.

When it came to Mr. Hergesheimer’s

turn, the machine creaked under his

weight, which made Gystak look anxious.

Finally the pilot himself stood on the

platform and recorded his own weight.

“My featherweight is hardly worth put-

ting down !” he laughed.
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“Take care when you’re adding up
those figures,” said Guidance grimly.

“Every kilogram is going to count.”

“Don’t you worry,” exclaimed Otto

Lieben confidently, “there’ll be plenty of

reserve with my fuel!”

“Before we go any further,” said Guid-

ance, standing in front of the fire, and
addressing himself to the whole com-

pany, “I should like to read a message I

received this morning from his Majesty,

George the Eighth, King of England

!

“Here it is:

"'We note with pleasure that you are

undertaking a voyage so full of scientific

importance and human interest, and we
sincerely hope that you will bring it to

a successful and safe close.

GEORGE REX.’ ”

• Ilse felt staggered. Royal patronage!

This was a bigger thing than she had

realized.

“My word,” exclaimed Hesker, the

Czech, “we’re causing some stir, aren’t

we?”
Ilse left the room, saying that she was

going to ask the maid for some coffee,

but actually she was going in order to tell

her the news.

When she arrived at the kitchen, she

found Gersche childishly playing with

the cat, while Tim was romping with the

kittens. The maid was recalled to gravity

when Ilse informed her of the message.

Indeed, she was overawed.

“Surely I shall be able to ask them for

a rise, and, out of very dignity, they

won’t be able to refuse,” was the first

thought that occurred to her.

When Ilse got back to the lounge, she

found Guidance explaining to the com-
pany what their various duties would be

during the voyage, and during their stay

on the planet Arion, if they were so lucky

as to make a safe landing there.

He laid much stress on the many perils

they would probably encounter, and the

numerous inconveniences they would cer-

tainly suffer, and the quite likely pos-

sibility that the day of the take-off would
be the last day on earth they would ever

enjoy. Then he asked, in a too dramatic

fashion, whether anyone wished to with-

draw? If they did, they must do so at

once, because, after this moment, he
would consider the whole thing settled.

Naturally, no one answered.

“What on earth can he be thinking of ?”

wondered the engineer. “Does he imag-

ine that all these people have journeyed

to my house from all parts of the world

and haven’t yet made up their minds ?”

But Guidance was wise in having

everything quite definite and clear, when
there was so little time left before the

take-off, and when he himself was per-

sonally acquainted with so few of the

men.
An impatient ring at the front door

was heard.

“Oh, Mr. Guidance,” said the pilot, “I

expect that’s my friend from the

Muncher Illustrierte Presse. He wants

an interview, to get some particulars for

his paper. I told him you wouldn’t mind
if he came about this time. Was that all

right ?”

“Certainly, Mr. Gystak. Show him in.

The more press I get, the better for me,

and the better I like it
!”

By this time, the excited Gersche had

already let in the reporter and he entered

the lounge, smiling, with a camera in his

hand.

There were several curious things

which Ilse noticed about the interview.

The first was that the dark Dr. Nacht,

who had hardly spoken a word the whole

afternoon, kept in the background the

whole time, especially while the photo-

graph was being taken at the end of the

interview. Then Mr. Hesker slipped

quietly out of the room while the re-

porter was in the act of fixing his cam-

era in readiness to take the photograph.

These things struck her as peculiar, be-

cause she did not associate nervousness or

shyness with either of these men. Hesker

was talkative and almost jolly, Nacht

reticent and gloomy.

Another thing she noticed was that,

half-way through the interview, the jour-

nalist unobtrusively slipped a folded
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piece of paper into Gystak’s hand. It was
done so quickly that she was sure no one

else had observed it, and she was also

certain that the action had been concealed

intentionally. •

This struck her as peculiar, because she

did not associate Mr. Gystak with any-

thing secretive. She could hardly imagine

the small fellow being anything other

than frank.

At the end of the interview, they

posed in a group for the press photo,

and there were so many of them that

nobody remarked on the absence of

Hesker.

“I suppose I’d better get out of the

way,” said Ilse. ‘‘You won’t want any-

one on the print who isn’t actually going

on the flight.”

“Oh come, Fraulein,” said Monsieur
Grindin, “I am sure the daughter of our

estimable engineer should not be left out

of the photograph! You do not mind,

Mr. Guidance?”

“Not at all.”

The addition of a charming young lady

would probably increase the press-value

of the snap, so Ilse Lieben knelt on the

floor in front of the group.

• A blinding flash, and their faces were
fixed forever on the film.

“Thank you very much, Mr. Guidance,

for the time you have allowed me and
the trouble you have taken. If you will

buy a copy of the Miincher Illuslrierte

Presse tomorrow morning, you will see

the snap there, and also the account of

the interview which you have so kindly

given me. Good afternoon!”

The reporter went out, and the group
relaxed and broke up.

“These reporters are certainly very
courteous,” muttered Guidance.

“Oh,” muttered Gystak, with a bored
expression, “we have to learn those little

speeches off by heart, you know.”
“Are you then a journalist?” asked Dr.

Nacht.

“I was,” said the pilot, with unneces-
sary haste. “I used to be on the Stuttgart

Tageblatt, until Mr. Guidance accepted

me as pilot for this trip. By the way,"

he added, turning to his new employer,

“have you any objection to my taking a

small motion-picture camera with me on

the trip ?”

“How much does it weigh ?” asked

Guidance instantly.

“Oh, less than a kilogram and a half

—a mere trifle!”

The reply was firm.

“A kilogram and a half ! Well, you will

have to leave behind a corresponding

weight of your other luggage, Mr. Gystak,

that’s all! I can’t allow any particular

person any special privileges.”

“Oh, come, Mr. Guidance, think of the

scientific value of a visible record of our

flight.”

“Why,” added Grindin, “I would will-

ingly leave behind five whole kilograms

of provisions, just for the pleasure of

watching a film of our adventure, when
we get back.”

“Then,” remarked Hergesheimer per-

suasively, “supposing we meet 3ome in-

habitants of Arion, if there are any; how
interesting it would be to have living pic-

tures of them. People would clamor to

see moving views of real-life Arionians !”

“All right, I suppose it would be rather

a good thing.”

“Then, of course,” went on Gystak, in

a small voice, “there will be a further

kilogram for film reels.”

“I’ll leave some of my luggage behind,

to make up for that,” offered Hesker.

“No, no,” exclaimed the leader, “a

couple of kilograms extra won’t matter.

That’ll do. But I want you to understand

clearly, all of you, that there must be

no further pleas for anything extra at

the last moment. If everyone brings a

few pounds extra weight, it will be a

serious matter! Is that settled?”

"Alles erledigt!”

After this the general business of the

meeting was finished and the party broke

up into small conversational groups. Ilse

saw the surgeon, Mr. Smith, sitting alone,

staring vacantly at the brilliant wallpaper.

“Poor man !” 3he thought. “He looks

so lonely and gloomy ;
I must try to cheer
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him up somehow. How is it possible

that such a downcast man, with such an

obvious lack of spirits, should embark on
an adventure like this? There is young
Mr. Dickens, standing in the corner with

a look on his face as if he were suffering

an acute disorder of the stomach. I can’t

imagine what brought such people here

!

They look as though they had strayed by

accident from a funeral party. Heavens,

I feel myself getting depressed at the very

sight of them ! A fine idea the Arionians

will get of us earth people, if they catch

sight of those two. I must try to raise a

smile on their stony faces.”

She went across and sat down by Mr.
Alfred Smith.

“You are a very lucky man, Mr. Smith,

going away on such an exciting trip as

this, while I have to stay behind in this

dirty old city.”

“Have you a job here, Miss Lieben?”

asked Smith listlessly.

“Yes, I am secretary for the Grafin

von Freiburg. You must have heard of

her famous necklace, which has been

talked about so much in the press recent-

ly?”

“I’m afraid I don’t read the papers.

“Ah, if you could only see her! What
an opinion she has of herself ! The stuff

she gives me to type
!”

Her conversational bombardment was
rewarded by a gradual softening of Mr.
Smith’s manner, and she left him well

pleased. But when she tried the same line

on Mr. Hergesheimer’s youthful assistant,

she had to give up, wholly unsuccessful,

and she joined Grindin and Hesker to

thaw herself out.

Meanwhile Gystak sat down beside

Smith and began to detail his memories

of the Soaring Rockets No. I and II,

which had come to such a disastrous end.

“Do you know, Mr. Smith,” he re-

marked with much gesticulation, “it was
snowing fiercely the day Number One
took off, and the heat from the rocket-

tubes was so great that the aerodrome

became a lake with the melted snow !”

"Oh, yeah,” said Smith, sitting up, “and
did you hear the one about the soarer

which sprung a leak half-way to the

moon, and the pilot who kept the air in

by sitting on the leak?”

Gystak looked annoyed.

Ilse was surveying the -room, wonder-
ing where Guidance had gone, when she

heard excited voices coming up the pas-

sage into the hallway. Then Gersche en-

tered the lounge with a coffee-tray, close-

ly followed by Guidance and Tim, who
was laughing and holding the cat by the

neck. Guidance had two kittens in his

jacket pockets, while a third perched un-

certainly on his head.

Ilse blinked at the sight of the digni-

fied Guidance becoming suddenly child-

like.

Tim dropped the cat and ran to the

piano-stool; playing a melody with one
finger on the piano, he sang loudly a

nursery-rhyme.

Under cover of the noise, Lieben was
telling his stock jokes to Dr. Nacht.

“Yes, this old lady had just been left

a fortune, so she charted a soarer to fly

around the world. When they had been

flying a few thousand miles, she fell

asleep, and when she woke next morn-
ing, they were back where they had
started from, at the beginning of the

round! ‘Hell,’ she said to the pilot, ‘is

this all there is of it?’ Then, you know,
she went to the moon, and when they were
half-way there, the old lady shouted to

the pilot, ‘I say, open the window and
let in some fresh air! It’s getting stuffy

in here
!’ ”

“I can’t hear a word you say,” said

Nacht frigidly, “with that boy banging

away at the piano like that.”

* * *

That night, after everyone had left,

Herr Lieben went into the hallway and

stared mournfully at the broken barom-

eter.

(In the next installment of this realistic

novel, we find ourselves upon the wan-
dering world of Arion, the intruder, and

what happens there wiU thrill every lover

of science-fiction.)
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(Illustration by Paul)

They saw the humans of the microcosm crashing dark stars together

to form new molten suns.
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THE COSMIC PANTOGRAPH

By

EDMOND HAMILTON

• “Immutable law,” Doctor Robine used

to say to his classes. “An inevitable

working out of unchangeable forces

which, in the end, must spell extinction

for our race.

“We have millions of years yet, per-

haps millions of millions. But in the end,

the slow, remorseless workings of the

cosmos will destroy humanity. Nothing

can prevent it.”

He would stand there looking out over

his class with his gentle, elderly face and
thoughtful blue eyes, one thin hand raised

in an unconsciously dramatic gesture.

And as always, when Doctor Robine

made that assertion, young Gregg Felton’s

square, strong face would frown and he

would shake his big head in slow, dogged
denial.

“I can’t quite see that, sir,” young Fel-

ton would say. “The human race is pretty

tenacious and unconquerable, and by the

time that emergency faces it, it will be

able to fight it somehow.”
Doctor Robine always smiled. “You

are to be commended for your unalterable

faith in our race, Felton. And indeed man
is a wonderful fighter, who has struggled

up from brutish apehood to his present

status, and who will surely struggle

higher.

“But no matter how high he goes, there

will come a time when he must admit de-

feat at the hands of the blind forces of the

universe. When the planets are too cold

for life, when the suns have wasted away
their energies and are dark and dead, man
will meet his end, his power and craft

unavailing. It may be that someday I will

actually be able to show man’s end
”

9 In our March, 1935 issue we published

a short story by this favorite author,

entitled “The Eternal Cycle.” This tale

received much higher acclaim than many
of our‘novels and has been accepted by
our readers as a short science-fiction

classic.

We do not hesitate to say that you will

find the present yarn of at least equal
merit to “The Eternal Cycle.” It also

presents some brand-new conceptions
never before hinted at in scienee-fiction.

And we all know how rare stories like

that are.

Though Edmond Hamilton goes, at
times (as he does in this story), into the
very heights of fantasy, his work at no
time becomes illogical or unconvincing.
He makes you believe what he is telling

you, tearing down all the barriers of con-
vention and routine, but always making
things real and lifelike.

A few minutes from now you will be
entering upon a new train of thought,
inspiring, enthralling, fantastic.

The elderly astrophysicist had broken
off at that point, and none in his classes

had ever learned just what it was he hoped
to show. Most of them had forgotten all

about it in the five years since then, but

Gregg Felton was remembering it now.
Young Felton stood in the chilly dusk

of the sad November twilight on the porch

of Doctor Robine’s big, old-fashioned

suburban home. Turning up his topcoat

collar against the keen wind, he pushed
again on the bell-button beside the door.

As he waited, he took a crumpled tele-

gram from his pocket and re-read it in the

failing light, his broad forehead wrinkled

into a puzzled frown. Even now he was
not sure that he had acted wisely in an-

swering its summons.

“GREGG ONCE I HALF PROMISED AC-

TUALLY TO SHOW YOU THE END OF OUR
RACE STOP I CAN SHOW YOU NOW IF YOU
WILL COME STOP DOCTOR THOMAS ROBINE.”
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Felton thrust the telegram back into his

pocket as the door before him swung in-

ward.

He saw a familiar, thin figure sil-

houetted against the lights inside, and
heard a familiar, gentle voice.

“I knew that you would come, Gregg.

You were the only one of my pupils ever

really interested in the highest questions

of human destiny, and that is why I want-

ed you here tonight.”

Gregg Felton asked perplexedly, “But
what is it you’re going to show me, Doc-
tor? Of course, I understand that you
were speaking figuratively when you
wired that you’d show me the end of the

human race.”

“No, I was speaking quite literally,”

replied Robine quietly. And as the young
man stared amazedly, he added, “And I

am not in the least out of my head, Gregg.

You will soon see.”

He led back along the hall to an open
door beyond which a flight of steps de-

scended into a lighted basement.

“It’s down here, Gregg,” he said, wait-

ing for the other.

“The end of the human race is down
there ?” Gregg Felton asked in half-jesting

incredulity.

Doctor Robine said unsmilingly, “Not
only the end—the whole future of the

human race and the cosmos is down here.”

Felton followed him down into the

brightly lighted basement, and then

stopped and looked astonishedly around.

The big, deep basement of the old man-
sion had been thrown into one great room.
Along its walls was arranged a tangle of
high-powered electrical apparatus, motor-
generators and condensers and trans-

formers, linked by bewildering wiring.

But at the center of the room rested an
object that dwarfed all else. It was a steel

sphere thirty feet in diameter, supported

by a set of giant gimbals. The upper part

of the house directly over it had been

partially cut away to make foom for it.

Felton observed that in the steel wall

of the sphere at one point was a round
glass window, and beside the window

were the eye-pieces of telescope-like in-

struments that were set in the wall. Into

the sphere at two points ran wiring from
the massed apparatus.

He turned inquiringly to the astrophy-

sicist. “What in the world is that?”

Doctor Robine’s eyes were brilliant, but

he only answered evenly, “It is an in-

strument with which I am going to create

a microcosm.”

“A microcosm ?”

“Yes, an exact but infinitely smaller

replica of the great cosmos in which we
live. Atom for atom it will be identical

with our cosmos, but the atoms of the

microcosm will be infinitely smaller and
so the tiny cosmos they make up will be

infinitely smaller—so small, in fact, that

that steel sphere will contain the whole
microcosm.”

• Gregg Felton, jaw dropping, said slow-

ly, “A tiny replica of the whole cosmos,

inside that sphere ?” Then he burst, “Why,
it’s crazy! How on earth can you repro-

duce the cosmos, atom for atom, on an in-

finitely reduced scale like that?”

Robine asked in return, “You’ve seen

a draftsman using a pantograph, haven’t

you? You know what it is, an instrument

with two pencils—you trace a map or pic-

ture with one pencil, and the other pencil

automatically produces an exact but much
smaller copy of the map.”

“Yes, but there’s no pantograph by
which you can produce an exact miniature

of the cosmos.”

“There is, Gregg. You’re scientist

enough to know that every atom of mat-

ter in the cosmos vibrates and emits vibra-

tions of force, though some are so weak
as to be hardly discernible. The vibrations

of the different atoms differ, too.

“Well, I have set up apparatus here to

catch, amplify and transmit the whole

range of cosmic atomic vibrations! Milli-

kan has shown that such vibration can be

built up into matter, and that is what my
three-dimensional pantograph does, builds

them up into atoms exactly like those

which emitted them, only infinitely

smaller.
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“So you see, when I turn on the thing,

it will create inside that sphere a micro-

cosmos that will be an exact reproduction

of our cosmos in every atom.’’

Gregg Felton’s staring eyes searched

the other’s face, his lips at last moving

stiffly.

“By heaven, it could be done. A micro-

cosm exactly similar to the cosmos—but

what has all this to do with the end of

the human race?”

“I was coming to that,” Doctor Robine

assured him. “Being the same in every

atom, the microcosmos will have galaxies

exactly like those of our cosmos, suns and

worlds and an earth just like this earth,

and people on it exactly the same as the

people on earth now.

“Since it is the same in every atom, the

suns and worlds and peoples of the micro-

cosm must act exactly as our cosmos and

its worlds and peoples will act. You see

that, don’t you?”

“Of course,” Gregg answered. “An ex-

actly like set of conditions must produce

an exactly like set of results.”

“Precisely,” the scientist nodded.

“Only, since the space-time continuum

of the microcosm is millions of times

smaller, time will proceed at a rate mil-

lions of times faster.

“We shall see millions of years of

changes in the microcosm in a few min-

utes. And those changes will be exactly

the same as the changes our costnos and

worlds and people will experience mil-

lions of years from nozv!”

“Good God!” gasped Felton. “Then in

the microcosm we can see in advance just

what the fate of the universe and of man
will be

!”

“We can,” said Robine, his own face

illuminated with long-repressed emotion.

“And that is just what we are going to

do.”

With these words the scientist stepped

quickly to the apparatus along the walls.

As his trembling hands touched the in-

tricacies of an insulated control-board, the

ranked machines broke one by one into

life.

Motor-generators hummed, huge

vacuum-tubes silently glowed up, brilliant

violet brush sprayed from condensers and

transformers. Robine hurried to the glass

window in the steel sphere and peered

into its dark, empty interior, with Gregg
Felton now beside him.

The scientist’s hand sought a switch,

his fingers clenching tightly around its

handle.

“Watch, Gregg,” he whispered. “When
I turn this switch, the microcosm will

come instantly into existence.”

“I still can hardly believe
—

” Felton

muttered, and then he heard the switch

click.

The next moment the interior of the

sphere was no longer dark and empty,

but held a countless number of groups of

tiny points of light, infinitesimal little

galaxies of suns exactly reproducing the

mighty galaxies of the greater cosmos

!

They floated in the darkness of the

sphere’s interior, those galaxies, like di-

minutive clouds of sparks. These little

galaxies were mostly spiral in shape, like

those of the cosmos, and though they were

so tiny as to be hardly visible, there were

vast numbers of them, separated from
each other by proportionately immense

distances.

Gregg Felton, staring shakenly into the

window at that astounding microcosm,

was suddenly aware that there was some-

thing queer about the arrangement of

these hosts of miniature star-clouds. They
seemed to the eye all to lie in a fairly even

plane that was quite straight, and yet the

ends of the plane that should have been

farthest from each other were in fact

adjacent.

Doctor Robine’s awed whisper ex-

plained it. “See, Gregg! The microcosm

reproduces even the curvature of space

of our own cosmos—that is why it can

be contained inside this sphere.”

Felton, his eyes glued to the window,

said stumblingly, “Every one of those

tiny clouds of sparks a galaxy—each spark

a sun, a real, tiny sun
”

“We shall look at our own sun, our

own world, in the microcosm,” said
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Robine, turning and feverishly manipu-

lating the bulky controls of the telescope-

instruments in the sphere’s wall.

He was muttering as he worked, “These

micro-telescopes are almost as great a

wonder as the rest, magnifying to the nth

degree by using electromagnetic forces to

bend light-rays in super-refractive in-

dexes

—

“Now I’ve got it!” he exclaimed sud-

denly, his eye close against the eyepiece

of one of the unfamiliar instruments.

“Look now, Gregg !”

• Felton applied his own eye to the other

eyepiece. Instantly it was as though one

of the tiny clouds of sparks of the micro-

cosm inside the sphere leaped to vision in

immensely greater size.

Now he saw that galaxy of the micro-

cosm as though from close at hand, and

it filled the whole field of his vision. It was
no mere patch of sparks now but a great

assemblage of swarming suns and nebulae,

roughly spiral in shape and turning slow-

ly in space.

“You are seeing the galaxy of the

microcosm which corresponds to our gal-

axy,” came the rapt voice of Robine. “I’ll

show you the sun that is exactly similar

to our sun.”

Felton heard the scientist’s hand mov-
ing the controls of the micro-telescopes.

The young man’s vision seemed now to

leap at unearthly speed through the

swarming suns of the microcosmic galaxy,

toward a single sun halfway between cen-

ter and rim of the swarm.

It was a yellowish-red star of medium
size compared with the others in that gal-

axy, and as it grew larger in his vision,

Gregg saw that around it revolved little

planets.

“That is the duplicate of our sun in the

microcosmos,” Robine announced. “The
third of those planets is the duplicate of

Earth.”

“But that star’s a reddish one, not like

our own yellow sun at all,” Felton pro-

tested.

“You forget, Gregg,” said the scientist,

“that time in the microcosm is transpir-

ing at a terrific rate. In the few minutes

since we created the microcosm, it has

undergone changes that will take millions

•f years to happen in our own cosmos.

“In these few minutes, countless gen-

erations have been born and lived out

their lives and died, on the microcosmic

earth. Empires have risen and fallen,

cities been built and ruined and reduced

to dust. And the sun, growing older, has

also grown redder and less hot accord-

ing to the immutable laws of stellar evo-

lution.”

He added, “Earth must already be al-

most uninhabitable—the doom of the hu-

man race at hand. We shall see.”

Their vision closed down upon the

microcosmic Earth, spinning in black

space. The planet was covered with a

gleaming sheath of ice from pole to pole.

“You see?” said Robine. “That is the

way Earth will end, must end, and with

it mankind.”

“I don’t believe man could be beaten

down so easily,” Felton said stubbornly.

“Let’s look at the other planets, those

nearer the sun.”

Robine shifted the focus of the micro-

telescopes and their vision leaped to

Venus, only to find it too covered with ice

and barren of life.

But as the little world of Mercury came
into their view and grew larger, a tiny

sphere clinging dose beside the dying sun,

Felton exclaimed aloud in triumph.

For there on the rocky surface of the

microcosmic planet Mercury reared cities,

strange cities that were all enclosed by

transparent shields, and under which were

structures and streets and crowding hu-

mans.

“You see!” cried Gregg. “Man has

managed to reach Mercury, to build air-

tight cities in which to live there.”

“It’s but for a short time,” came

Robine’s voice. “The sun will quickly be

so cool that even Mercury won’t support

life.”

And indeed, as they watched, the sun

was reddening and darkening, so that

within less than a clock-tick, the surface
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of the microcosmic Mercury was also

covered with ice.

“You see?” said the scientist. “Man
must die with the waning of his universe.”

"They could have got from this sun

to worlds of some other star,” Gregg in-

sisted. “Look at the nearer stars.”

Robine complied, and when their vision

swung to the worlds of some of the nearer

stars of that microcosmic galaxy, they

found that, in fact, those worlds were now
inhabited by hosts of humans.

“Man, the unconquerable!” cried Fel-

ton triumphantly, from his eye-piece.

“They’re spreading out to all the stars

with planets
!”

“Though they spread to the farthest

limits of their cosmos, it will avail them
nothing in the end,” said Robine, “for

their cosmos must die finally, and they

with it.”

As the minutes ticked by, the enrapt

two men looking in at the microcosmos

inside the sphere saw a titantic epic of

human struggle and endurance, the awful

fight of future man against the blind

forces of the universe.

They saw the human hordes spread out

through the whole galaxy, settling at every

sun that had worlds and colonizing those

worlds. Finally they had planted them-

selves everywhere through their own
galaxy.

Then they began to edge out toward
other galaxies of the microcosmos, other

island-universes of stars. First they

crossed the gulf between them and the

small, nearest two star-clouds. Then with

time they reached the greater, distant gal-

axies, spread through them and colonized

them also.

The human seed that had been spawned
on Earth long ago was carried farther and
farther out into the reaches of the cosmos

—until at last Robine and Felton, watch-

ing, saw that around the whole micro-

cosmos there was no galaxy that had not

been colonized by man.
“Thus man reaches his zenith,” said the

fateful voice of the scientist. “Now watch

the coming of the inevitable.”

“They’ll find some way ” exclaimed

Gregg Felton, watching tensely.

• Now the microcosmos was changing

very swiftly. During all the time that

the human colonists had spread through

it, many of its suns had been reddening,

darkening, growing old and cold and end-

ing up as dark stars, their energies dissi-

pated.

More and more of them were dimming
and dwindling as the minutes—as the mil-

lions of millions of microcosmic years

—

flashed by. Felton saw whole galaxies

growing dim with appalling swiftness.

The microcosmos was dying, just as

the real cosmos would die aeons in the

future. Its suns had dissipated their mat-

ter and energy into mere radiation, and
only burned out embers of blackened stars

remained. It was growing dark inside the

steel sphere.

Through the micro-telescopes, Felton

and Doctor Robine saw the desperate

fight of the humans against the creeping

doom. They saw the humans of the micro-

cosmos perform stupendous feats, moving
planets from dead suns to other stars that

still had some life, crashing dark stars to-

gether to form new molten suns.

But these measures could not halt even

for a moment the colossal process of dis-

solution and death. Like a candle flick-

ering out, the microcosmos approached its

end. Inside the sphere, only a few ominous
red sparks of old, dying suns now glim-

mered in the blackness.

Then these too, one by one, went out.

Gregg Felton, unable to breathe, peering

in now through the window, saw the last

of the crimson sparks darken and vanish.

There was only blackness inside the

sphere, the blackness and death that now
held the microcosmos.

Gregg Felton turned to meet Robine’s

face, in which a strange exaltation strug-

gled with fascinated horror.

“You see?” cried the scientist. “It is the

end of their cosmos, and there is no place

else for them to go now so that the doom
they have long postponed is at last upon
them. (Continued on page 623)



(Illustration by Schneeman)

Before the Martians had recovered from their initial surprise, the Shentolian had raised

his metal tube and the silence of the city was split and sundered.
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• Again came that swift flash of colored

light across the face of the planet. It

was successively repeated in a series of

diminishing sparks that finally disap-

peared. The shadowed side of the planet

was still for a time, then from the thin

crescent which marked the daylight side,

a dark, slender line traced its way into

the darkness and burst in a slowly bil-

lowing golden cloud. Minute sparks

leaped and glowed, danced along the limb

of the planet—and the lights of a city

went out. That city’s lights had been

burning nightly for five hundred years.

The dancing sparks began in another

quadrant. Swift, stabbing flashes, a

brighter one, then a slow roll of smoke or

cloud surging up to the limits of the at-

mosphere. Another age-old city’s lights

winked and were gone.

The giant telescope picked up a slight

vibration in the thin Martian air and the

image of the planet flickered, swam wild-

ly for a moment, then steadied again.

Vraughn ic Dalfca Sconnefecot, chief as-

tronomer of the Planetary Observatory,

peering into his telescope at the bewilder-

ing and mysterious behavior of this neigh-

boring world, twitched with impatient ex-

citement at the interruption.

For six months, at least, the inner

planet had been behaving in this unnatural

manner and had aroused the intense in-

terest of the Martian observer. He had
first noticed disturbances of a similar sort

as Mars’ next inner neighbor was ap-

proaching superior conjunction. Then, as

it neared the sun and passed behind it,

observation became impossible and ic

Dalfca waited impatiently for its reap-

pearance, convinced that the unusual phe-

• The most narrow view we have ever

heard of goes to the memory of the

patent office clerk who quit his job over

a hundred years ago because “there was
nothing left to be invented.” And that

was before the invention of the electric

light, telephone, automobile, radio, and
a million and one other things that are in

use today. In fact, most of the inventions

made up to this clerk’s resignation have
been discarded by this time.

The most broad view that has come
to our attention is that held by some
scientists conjecturing that life is but a
disease, and a world in a perfect state

could not harbor life.

Science-fiction fans and author have,

of necessity, very broad views. They pic-

ture creatures on other planets as physi-

cally alien to mankind, but few writers

conceive of these aliens with equally

alien minds.

In the present novelette, in which we
are sure you will find great enjoyment,

we live next to creatures who, in some
major respects, have an alien psychology
—for they lack one of the most out-

standing emotions that is characteristic

of man on this world.

Our new author introduces his ability

very successfully with this classical nar-

rative.

nomena would have ceased before the

third planet of the sun’s family was again

visible. He was consequently not a little

surprised, as the planet passed superior

conjunction and approached its greatest

elongation affording a better and better

view of its night side, to discover that its

strange activity had not ceased, but on

the contrary, spread even more widely

over its surface.

The Martian leaned back from the tele-

scope and gazed speculatively at the

bright, rather greenish star that hung with

such deceptive calm in the clear, star-

sparkling Martian sky. For five hundred

years the astronomers of the Planetary
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Observatory had nightly watched the

lights of cities on the inner planet and

never had they seen any such exhibition

as was now transpiring on that body. For

more than five hundred years they had
known that life existed on the other

planet, but it was not until the light-con-

densing and amplifying telescope had been

developed that they had finally seen the

lights of cities. And now something of

tremendous import to the inhabitants of

those cities was extinguishing their lights.

Ic Dalfca was excited and not a little

frightened. Suppose some dread cosmic

phenomena—some rare disease of planets

—was attacking that greenly glowing

sphere. Would Mars be next? Would
those leaping sparks, those abrupt, vicious

flashes of light attack Mars next, to de-

stroy her age-old cities and leave a dead

and darkened globe to circle the sun ? The
Martian astronomer knew that the sparks

and flashes were not volcanic. Volcanoes

did not flash and stop, did not leap across

continents to burst again into short-lived,

flaming life. Nor could a meteoric shower

account for the disturbance. Meteors

would have flamed as they struck the at-

mosphere. These flashes came from the

surface.

Ic Dalfca leaned again over the view-

plate of the telescope. The green star

vanished and reappeared as a crescent

moon in the instrument. The thin cres-

cent gleamed greenly on, but in the night-

shadowed hemisphere the bursting lights

still flickered—flickered and danced over

the surface as they had done for the past

half-year. The observer rose and swung
the spectroscope into place, preparatory

to photographing the planet once more. At
that moment the radio-vision signal

buzzed and a tiny light glowed in one

corner of the darkened observatory.

Ic Dalfca, with the ease of long fa-

miliarity, made his way in the darkness

past the huge, delicately poised mass of

the telescope and switched on the radio-

vision plate. A dim light flooded in upon
the plate and cast a vague, weird illumi-

nation upon the instruments nearby. For
a few seconds the vision-plate remained

blurred, then it focused and the face of

another Martian gazed out at ic Dalfca.

® The species upon Mars which had

fought the long, bitter, uphill fight of

evolutionary progress, to stand at last on
the lonely heights of intelligence, re-

sembled a human being only superficially.

The Martian “MAN”—if etymologists

are right and the word “man” is derived

from an ancient root-verb meaning “to

know”—was about eight feet in height.

Contrary to the conceptions of Terres-

trial artists, he had no huge, bulging chest,

no wide, flaring ears or thin, pipe-like

limbs. His body was heavy and solid and

bore, as do the higher forms of life on

earth, four limbs. Also as on earth, in the

climb toward consciousness, the species

had risen upon the hinder pair of limbs,

releasing the front pair for purposes

other than locomotion. Many anthropolo-

gists claim that intelligence owes a large

part of its existence to the freeing of the

forepaws from service as locomotory ad-

juncts. This emancipation permitted the

development of hands, capable of convey-

ing to the dawning mind thousands of

facts and sensory impressions which paws
could never do.

The Martian fore-limbs had, in the

long sweep of time, evolved far from any-

thing resembling paws. In the place of

hands were long, fragile, intricate groups

of digits, each “wrist” supporting a score

or more of such digits or fingers of vary-

ing lengths and shapes. The dexterity

with which ic Dalfca controlled his

massed clusters of fingers revealed the

complexity of the motor centers of his

brain.

The head of the Martian “man” had

long ago lost all suggestion of its animal

ancestry
;

it was round in shape and heav-

ily furred, or haired, over crown, occiput,

and cheek, the long, thick fur concealing

almost completely the tiny side-closing,

double pairs of jaws. Two large eyes,

guarded by a tough, transparent, chitin-

like substance, were placed beneath the

swelling brow and a third insect-like, com-

pound eye, smaller than the other two,
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gleamed like a tiny jewel in the fur of his

forehead. The lower limbs, sturdy and

strongly made, were jointed twice and

terminated in a compact, fused pad where-

in could he traced the larger and stronger

digits of the hand, here united for nearly

their entile length.

Little could be guessed of the disposi-

tion of the organs of the body. It was
narrow near the joint corresponding to

the hip and widened slightly as it ap-

proached that of the shoulders, but a cer-

tain rigidity in its motions concealed or-

gans and muscles' entirely. This bodily

rigidity was accounted for by the fact that

the skin of the Martian, or what cor-

responded to skin, was of a hard, shell-

like tissue, uniformly reddish in hue and
endowed with but a slight amount of

elasticity. At the joints it was folded and

convoluted somewhat in the manner of a

bellows.

In the long ages of evolution on a

planet so remote from the heat-giving

sun, resistance to cold was a primal ne-

cessity, and the species best suited to en-

dure extreme cold was most likely to sur-

vive. So the skin of the Martian, the re-

sult of ages of nature’s experimentation,

was almost perfectly thermostatic. Body
heat was radiated very slowly. As a con-

sequence, oxidation was far less rapid,

very little oxygen being necessary to sup-

port life, thus admirably fitting the crea-

ture for survival in the thin, rare, frigid

atmosphere of Mars.

So ic Dalfca, standing in the dim
light cast by the vision-plate, did some-

what resemble a gigantic man, but a near-

er approach, or a stronger light, would
have frightened a Terrestrial visitor into

believing himself mad, or in the presence

of a Chinese devil. Actually the Martian

was not hideous—merely different, fan-

tastic, and unusual to a human eye.

He apparently knew the other, whose
image showed in the vision-plate, for ic

Dalfca nodded to him and spoke familiar-

ly. His speech was an intricate series of

faint clicks and clear, bell-like sounds.

“You are at your telescope late tonight,

Varb,” said ic Dalfca, with a note of

genial mockery in his voice. “I did not

think you preceptors were so diligent. Do
you know the morning leans toward us?”

The other astronomer clicked his jaws

rapidly in mock irritation. He was Varb
il Thistacan, an instructor at the ancient

teaching-centre at Bab-vir-Gratvon, one

of Mars’ oldest cities. The city was about

one hundred miles south of the Planetary

Observatory, where ic Dalfca, holding the

governmental office of chief astronomer,

was stationed. The two astronomers were

naturally frequent visitors at each others’

establishments, although ic Dalfca insist-

ed that the scholastic astronomers devoted

more of their evenings to slumber than to

observation, and always pretended sur-

prise when his friend signalled him in the

early morning hours.

“Your envy of our better equipment is

working again, ic Dalfca,” the teacher as-

tronomer replied, and together the two
friends laughed.

“What has had your attention tonight,”

asked ic Dalfca, after a few moments
conversation, “the group of binaries that

you and that southern observatory have

been concentrating on recently?”

“No.” II Thistacan became very seri-

ous. “As you know, Bab-vir-Gratvon is

working on the course to be followed by

the space-ship which the Interplanetary

Society is launching. I have been com-
puting more carefully the orbits of the

asteroids they are most likely to meet in

crossing the asteroid belt. Remembering
your assertion that Shentol, the third

planet, which is behaving so strangely, is

for that reason more worthy a visit than

Chavroe, I left my quarters tonight and

went to the observatory. Ic Dalfca, all

night have I watched your green enigma

and I am definitely opposed to making it

the destination of our space-ship. This

will be our first flight beyond our own
moons. What unpredictable dangers may
await us upon such remote bodies as the

planets is, I think, worthy of very seri-

ous consideration, and Shentol is evi-

dently in a condition of violent agita-

tion.”

“No danger is unpredictable,” inter-
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nipted ic Dalfca. “We can determine

gravity, mean temperature, and the na-

ture and density of the atmosphere. Our
explorers will land upon the planet fully

cognizant and prepared for any physical

difficulties which they may meet.”

“What, then, is occurring upon Shen-

tol,” demanded Varb il Thistacan tri-

umphantly, “which is apparently of such

serious nature as to destroy entire cities?

What are the flashes of light upon her

surface? And what is happening to Shen-

tol’s atmosphere?”

• Ic Dalfca tapped impatiently upon the

studded control board before him.

“That, my friend,” he insisted, “is what
we must know. If some set of circum-

stances of which we have no knowledge is

attacking our neighboring world, we must
discover what they are. Have you thought

that Aftwan, our own planet, may be

next? Possibly some magnetic disturbance

is responsible, induced by the tremend-

ously potent field of the sun. As it is, we
know nothing, and a visit to Shentol

might enlighten us so that we would be

prepared in the event of a like disturb-

ance here upon Aftwan. It would not be

necessary for the interplanetary travelers

to land upon Shentol. Merely to encircle

it several times should be sufficient.”

“True.” The small image of il This-

tacan looked more cheerfully from the

vision-plate. “They would not have to

land. But whatever knowledge they might
bring back would be only of academic im-

portance. We could do nothing to avert

or control a catastrophe of such magni-

tude.”

Ic Dalfca laughed. To human ears it

would have sounded like the whirring

of minute machinery. “Varb, you are a

despairist,” he said, “and you are also

timid. You may speak for Chavroe, if

you wish, but at the meeting of the Inter-

planetary League, which will occur in

three days, I shall do all in my power to

make Shentol our destination.”

“But they would not have time enough
to plot the course to Shentol,” objected

il Thistacan. “Soon it will -be receding

from us and the voyage would have to be

postponed until it had again revolved

about the sun and returned.”

“I have worked out all the computa-
tions,” replied ic Dalfca. “All that would
be necessary is the checking of them. That
could be done quickly.”

The little image in the vision plate

shook its head. “I think you will have
your way.”

“I know I shall,” replied ic Dalfca.

“Try to be present at the meeting, Varb.

I should like you to check my projection

of the course to be followed.”

The figure in the vision-plate nodded
and flicked its hand before its face in the

customary Martian, or Aftwanian, salu-

tation
;
then the plate blurred and became

dark. Ic Dalfca stood momentarily in

thought, then returned to the telescope

where he busied himself about the spec-

troscope and the photographic plate be-

hind it.

Presently he withdrew the plate from
its case, and, switching on a light set

above the observer’s seat, stared at the

spectrum thoughtfully.

“Strange,” he murmured, “strange.

Compounds of several elements not native

to the atmosphere are certainly being re-

leased into it.”

The light seemed very tiny in the huge
observatory. Darkness encircled it and
seemed to press in upon it, and huge and

very black shadows added a gloomy ob-

scurity to the ponderous mechanism
placed here and there about the floor.

Dominating all, the barrel of the telescope,

enormous and indistinct, reached upward
like a great, black bridge into the deep

blue, star-studded strip of sky which the

long, narrow slit in the distant roof re-

vealed. The cold was bone-cracking, but

ic Dalfca was unaware of it, as he was
also unconscious of the heavy silence. A
ghost of a wind, noticeable only because

of the absolute stillness, drifted across the

floor, and some flying thing, which had
wandered in, blundered about the vast

dome in melancholy confusion.

The fluttering of the flying creature

aroused ic Dalfca from thought and he
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extinguished the light and left the ob-

servatory. Outside, the level, monotonous
landscape of Mars extended away in

every direction to the dark line of the

horizon. Above arched the luminous, blue-

black sky, brilliant with stars whose light

pierced the cold, thin air with unearthly

intensity.

Phobos, the inner moon of Mars, was
climbing the western sky, and its scarred

but brilliant face shed a pale illumination

upon its parent body, revealing to ic Dalf-

ca the endless miles of nodding, reddish

grass which carpeted the flat, Martian

plain. No sign of path or roadway was
visible in all that expanse, nor did a build-

ing other than the observatory break the

level surface. Mars was very, very old,

as were her people, and her water and air

had eroded her mountains until -but a few
low, rolling hills remained scattered here

and there across her surface to mark a

gone and forgotten feature of her youth.

And now her air and water, their work
done, were following the mountains into

the all-engulfing sea of the past. Soon the

planet would attain the perfect, unchang-

ing stillness of an airless, waterless waste

where nothing ever moved but the sharp,

black, crawling shadows.

In the thin air, the glare of the inner

moon did little to obscure the light of the

thickly clustered stars
;
on earth a light

of such brilliance in the sky would have

blotted out half of them. Nor did it hide

the glow of Bab-vir-Gratvon, which, a

hundred miles to the south, sent an arch-

ing fan of light reaching above the ho-

rizon—a signal in that vast emptiness that

there dwelt Life.

Ic Dalfca, a tiny figure against the

moon-lit bulk of the towering observatory,

walked across the broad esplanade which

encircled it, and, leaning on the strangely

carven parapet, stared into the southern

sky. High above the glow of Bab-vir-

Gratvon a brilliant green star blazed

steadily, and it was at this that ic Dalfca

gazed. A huge, wingless air-liner, lights

ablaze, appeared in the north and swept
silently down upon him, following a

straight, invisible line that finally carried

it into the glow of the southern city, but

ic Dalfca seemed unaware of it. And so

the dawn found him when it burst, un-

heralded by any refractive glow, in the

eastern sky.

He turned and surveyed the now bright

and sunny landscape, sparkling redly in

the morning sunlight, and then returned

to the observatory, entering a lower floor

which contained his living quarters.

CHAPTER II

The Decision

• On a morning three days later, the

Martian astronomer ran his small air-

car from its housing in the base of the

huge observatory. His assistant astron-

omer, a young student from the school at

Bab-vir-Gratvon, and the small staff of

servants and mechanics which the civil

authorities had assigned to the Planetary

Observatory, stood upon the esplanade

and watched as the air-car ran out into

the gardens encircling the buildings. It

took off, rising steeply for a few hundred

feet, there to level off and strike a course

to the west. Smaller and smaller it be-

came, until it was nothing but a silvery,

sun-reflecting spark high in the deep blue

western sky. Presently it disappeared.

“We must focus the vision-plate upon
Thuron tonight,” remarked the assistant

astronomer, as he turned to enter the ob-

servatory. “The Interplanetary League
should be much surprised by our master's

proposal.”

Three hours later ic Dalfca, having

traversed nine hundred miles of unbroken,

lifeless plain, discerned upon the quiet

sky line, level as an ocean horizon, the

first faint hint of color other than the

unvarying red of the plains-grass. First

came a shadowy green that strengthened

and broadened momentarily until it be-

came a wide band reaching westward.

Then, as the rushing air-car swept the

miles behind, the green was under him,

mingling brokenly with the reddish grass.

It widened swiftly, replacing the plains

grass entirely, until a new, verdant vege-
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tation filled the landscape. And then one

of Mars’ rarest elements appeared. Water.

A glistening- pool flashed past beneath ic

Dal tea’s air-car and the Martian peered

down through the clear, transparent,

glass-like metal that formed the prow of

his craft, for, like all Martians who spent

the greater part of their lives upon the

waterless plains and deserts, the sight of

water in a free state and not in pipes

or containers was a fascinating pros-

pect.

More and more of such pools appeared,

sparkling and dimpling in the sunlight,

and the ground, on closer inspection, re-

vealed itself as a vast swamp. The vege-

tation became denser, the pools widened,

and presently the air-car swept across a

broad channel, hurrying southward with

the frigid waters from the melting polar

ice cap.

Ic Dalfca flung open a window, ad-

mitting a thin, icy breeze. In the direct

rays of the brilliant sun, and with but the

rare Martian atmosphere to shield it, the

interior of the air-car was getting un-

comfortably warm even for the insensi-

tive Martian. He gazed intently ahead and
suddenly, there on the horizon, stood

Thuron, brilliant, sun-sparkling, multi-

colored, its towers rising in airy and un-

substantial beauty against the pure blue

of the sky.

News that he brought some startling

proposal to the meeting had arrived be-

fore him, for, as ic Dalfca climbed from
his air-car on the landing roof of the

League’s headquarters, he was met by a

chattering group of news disseminator

operators, eager for advance information.

He pushed his way through them, speak-

ing to those he knew, but refusing to

explain what had brought him to the

meeting. Perceiving his friend Varb il

Thistacan standing near the lift which

communicated with the Hall of Debate
on the ground floor, ic Dalfca hurried

to him. A number of the officials of

the Interplanetary League, advised of his

visit, were also awaiting him, and good-
naturedly surrounded him, guarding their

guest from the still importunate news

operators until they had gained the safety

of the meeting hall.

As they entered the vast room, passing

beneath the famous doorway made of the

first ore brought back from the inner

moon—a white, lustrous metal, majesti-

cally ornamented with a symbolic group-

ing by the Martian sculptor, Zher Gwat-
verl—ic Dalfca thrust a flat case into il

Thistacan’s hands.

“The computed course to Shentol,” he

murmured. “It may be best that you have

it now.”

Il Thistacan glanced at his friend in

some surprise but said nothing.

• The Hall of Debate was a huge room

—

actually three rooms, for two ante-

chambers, lofty, vaulted naves, preceded

it, although they were separated from the

main Hall by but soaring, airy columns

and the fact that their vaults were low in

comparison to those of the Hall.

The Hall itself was circular and

domed, the central vault sweeping up-

ward until reason urged that it must fall

in upon itself. Opposite the entrance, a

speakers’ rostrum, inset in the wall, occu-

pied a quarter of the circumference, and
between the two, the members of the In-

terplanetary League thronged the serried

rows of seats.

All discussion had ended before ic

Dalfca entered, and, as he passed down
the long aisle between slender, graceful

columns of the same white metal as the

doorway, he was met by a battery of

interested, questioning eyes. Jarl vo

Spuritwan, the president or chairman of

the League, greeted him as he mounted
the rostrum, and conducted the astron-

omer to the forefront of the platform.

The attention of the audience was abso-

lute.

Ic Dalfca looked out over the attentive

members of the League. He was well

known to all of them. He had done im-

portant work in the development of their

space-vessel
;
he was one of Mars’ fore-

most astronomers. He depended largely

on his prestige among them to sway their

decision to the course he favored, for ic
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Dalfca was well aware of the awe which

the obstacles and dangers facing these

planetary navigators inspired in this

group. Take chances they would, but to

court unknown and fearful dooms was

another matter. The astronomer shrugged

mentally. He must make his argument all

the more impressive.

With but the briefest of introductions,

he began speaking. He outlined the his-

tory of the Interplanetary League, not

omitting a subtle suggestion of his own
part in that history, and pictured the tre-

mendous possibilities inherent in the suc-

cessful navigation of space. He mentioned

the difficulties that were met, and de-

scribed how they were eventually over-

come, and praised the courage of those

who were about to put the results of their

efforts to this most serious test.

The visit to the inner moon ic Dalfca

pointed out as a proof of the practica-

bility of space navigation while admit-

ting the vastly greater dangers of an in-

terplanetary flight. He then described

how the planet Chavroe, the largest planet

of the sun’s family, had been selected as

the destination of the space-ship, and at

this point broached the subject of his own
visit to the meeting.

For an hour he talked, two hours, de-

scribing his months of observation of the

inner planet, Shentol, of how he had first

noticed the eccentric disturbances upon
its surface, of its gradual disappearance

as it passed behind the sun, and of his

impatient awaiting of its reappearance.

He produced photographs of the planet

which were shown on a large screen
;
a

running fire of comment swept through

the audience as the unexplainable flashes

of light sparkled brilliantly across the

dark side of Shentol. Ic Dalfca drew
their attention to the unique and mysteri-

ous nature of these bursting lights, em-
phasizing the fact that they were found

nowhere else in the universe. His hear-

ers listened breathlessly.

“What these lights portend,’’ concluded

ic Dalfca, “to either Shentol, our neigh-

boring planet, or to Aftwan, our home,

should they appear here, we cannot say.

No instruments in our possession are

powerful enough to reveal the source or

nature of these flashes, although their

devastating character can be guessed, as

we see city after city winking into black

oblivion as the flashes approach and final-

ly encompass them. That the very atmos-

phere of this neighboring world is under-

going some stupendous alteration is ap-

parent from the spectrums which I have

shown you. To my mind, the doom that

is overtaking Shentol is of the gravest

importance not only to the inhabitants of

that world, but to ourselves as well, for

Shentol and Aftwan are of one family,

subject to the same laws, the same des-

tiny, guided by the same sun, and the

present affliction of one may well become,

in time, the fate of the other. For these

reasons, you of Aftwan, I say Shentol

should be our destination in the forthcom-

ing attempt to bridge space to a neighbor-

ing world.”

Ic Dalfca bowed serenely as a gasp

swept through the massed ranks, and

quietly sat down beside his friend, il This-

tacan.

“You had better go now,” he murmured
in the surprised scientist’s ear, “and take

with you the computations of the course

to Shentol.” II Thistacan looked at him
amazed, but after a moment got up and

went out.

Jarl vo Spuritwan had risen at the close

of the astronomer’s address, and now,

standing at the speaker’s small table,

asked the attention of the audience. The
buzz of excited conversation died down
as vo Spuritwan began speaking.

“You are exciting yourselves unneces-

sarily,” he said. “The danger of attempt-

ing to land upon this disturbed planet

would lie very great, and would suffice, I

think, to deter us from attempting the

flight, but another and even more de-

cisive factor makes it impossible. Shen-

tol has passed opposition and each day

carries it further away from us. Shortly

it will be beyond our limits of travel. The
time is far too short to permit the com-
puting of the course our projectile would
take in reaching Shentol, and we would
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be forced to wait until the planet was
again approaching opposition. I feel con-

fident that the League does not care to

postpone the flight in order to await a

favorable time for attempting a flight to

Shentol, especially in view of the un-

known dangers which would attend such

a voyage.

“Possibly a later flight might be made
to this planet, when the phenomena which

it is now apparent has moderated and our

astronauts are more familiar with the na-

ture of space navigation.”

Ic Dalfca rose to his feet. “The objec-

tion our chairman makes,” he announced,

“would be final were it not for the fact

that I have already computed the course

to Shentol in entirety, taking every pos-

sible factor into consideration.”

This threw the meeting into a fresh

burst of excitement and the high dome of

the Hall echoed and re-echoed to the

strange buzzing and whirring speech of

the Martians. Several rose to their feet,

but the comments they called to the ros-

trum could not be heard in the general

din.

® Jarl vo Spuritwan, who had been carry-

ing on a hurried conversation with

several other officials of the League, now
began calling for order, and presently the

noise subsided.

“I see no point to any further discus-

sion,” he said, with irritation. “We have

agreed that Chavroe shall be the planet

visited
; it is the largest of the planets, its

intricate system of nine moons are of

great astronomical interest, and the mys-
tery of its cloud-enshrouded surface has

long called for solution. Shentol is evi-

dently in a condition of geological excite-

ment, possibly on the point of disruption

as a planet, and the danger of even ap-

proaching it closely is incalculable. I feel

that I am speaking for the League when
I say that we do not wish to expose our

courageous astronauts to such unpredict-

able hazards.”

Several loud cries of “Shentol ! Shen-

tol 1” broke in upon him at this point and

vo Spuritwan perforce ceased speaking.

“Let us visit Shentol,” came from the

rear of the Hall, and a proposed member
of the rocket-ship was seen standing. Ic

Dalfca, with the first visible sign of ex-

citement he had shown, sprang to the edge

of the platform and raised his hand. In-

stant quiet prevailed.

“I would like to assure you,” he said,

speaking, in his excitement, too loudly,

“that disruption does not threaten Shen-

tol. The mystery of her flashing lights

has some other explanation. Dangerous,

possibly, but I think we should seek that

explanation, for the welfare of Aftwan.”
Another member of the crew of the

rocket-ship arose. “As for the danger,” he

said in a calm voice, “there seems little

choice between the two planets. Chavroe’s

enormous gravity might well prove too

strong for us to conquer
;
we might be

unable to rise from its surface to return,

and what lies beneath its cloud blanket is

as much a mystery as the bursts of light

upon Shentol. I say, let it be Shentol
!”

“And I!” “And I!” “For Shentol!”

Cries came from all over the auditorium.

Half the audience were now on their

feet.

The officials of the League again con-

ferred hurriedly, and vo Spuritwan once

more called for order.

“This thing cannot be decided hurried-

ly,” he said when the League members
had quieted. “These calculations of the

path in space which our rocket-ship will

follow must be checked. But before that,

in accordance with our procedure, the de-

cision must be put to a vote
—

”

“A vote!” cried members of the audi-

ence. “Vote now.”

Vo Spuritwan, surprised at the swift

acceptance of his suggestion, was about

to protest, but the thing was taken out

of his hands and in a short time a vote

of the opinions of the League members

was completed.

They had voted overwhelmingly to

substitute Shentol for Chavroe as the

destination of their rocket-ship.

For some little while nothing was done.

Vo Spuritwan was deep in a serious dis-

cussion with the little group with whom
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he had consulted several times previously

;

the audience had broken up into excited-

ly talking and gesticulating groups
; a

number of the members of the crew of the

rocket-ship were gathered about ic Dalfca,

questioning him about their new and mys-

terious objective.

Presently vo Spuritwan faced the ex-

panse of the Hall, and, by repeated calls,

attracted the attention of the League.

“Members of the Interplanetary
League,” he said, “one final consideration

remains which I must place before you.

In your present ardor of enthusiasm for

the unprofitable, academic, and highly

perilous solving of the mysteries of our

neighbor in space, Shentol, I beg you not

to set aside unconsidered what I will now
tell you. Norfquanquot Gralon, the presi-

dent of the Architectural Ore Distribu-

tors, has informed me that the ninth moon
of Chavroe contains large deposits of

Qualo. In return for a rocket-load of this

valuable ore, delivered at their refining

center, the distributors are prepared to

make it possible for the Interplanetary

League to construct and operate two ex-

tra rocket-ships. The precise amount of

their indebtedness to the League could

be determined later. In view of this offer

and the other objections which have been

raised, I suggest that we reconsider our

recent decision in the matter of the planet

to be visited. In return for the danger of

a visit to Shentol we gain nothing but

abstract knowledge.”

Vor Fanarb Justicod, the captain of

the rocket-ship, arose as vo Spuritwan

ceased speaking.

“There is but one answer to our presi-

dent’s request,” he said seriously. “We
are men of science, not merchants, and it

poorly becomes us to don the characters

of traders.”

There was something so final in both

the manner in which this was said and the

way the audience received it, that vo
Spuritwan realized the decision had
irrevocably been made. However, he made
one last effort. Turning to ic Dalfca, the

president said, “It is decided then. Ic

Dalfca, if you will give me your compu-

tations of the space-course the rocket will

follow, I will have them checked imme-
diately. If they are correct throughout,

our rocket may depart within a few
days.”

Ic Dalfca rose and bowed slightly. “The
computations are already in the hands of

Varb il Thistacan who is even now on

his way to Bab-vir-Gratvon where he and

the university astronomers will go over

my calculations with the greatest care.”

Turning to the League members, who had

listened to this exchange, he continued,

“There is one aspect of this decision on

your part to visit Shentol which seems not

to have occurred to you. If we are suc-

cessful in this attempt, we may be not

only of assistance to ourselves, and to all

of Aftwan, but even more probably to the

inhabitants of this other world, thus sym-

bolizing the great truth of our inter-rela-

tionship with all life, and our brotherhood

with all the children of the Sun, on which-

ever of His planets they may dwell.”

The members of the League vocifer-

ously endorsed this view, and when they

had ceased voicing their approval a Mar-

tian arose, and glancing about him, ad-

dressed them.

“It is true,” he said. “Chavroe is almost

certainly uninhabited while there is no

question of Shentol’s population. These

city-builders of Shentol are experiencing

some great and terrible catastrophe, and

the possibility that we might be of as-

sistance to them should be sufficient to

over-ride all the perils, known and un-

known, which will confront us in an at-

tempt to reach their planet. We are

fortunate to number among us one as far-

seeing and clear-thinking as the astron-

omer Vraughn ic Dalfca Sconnefecot.”

Again the members applauded and the

meeting was about to break up when vo
Spuritwan, turning to ic Dalfca, spoke to

him directly. The League members paused

to listen.

“Since you evince such nobility of

mind,” said the president, “and so much
magnanimity for a troubled world, it

seems to me that in your eagerness to

serve these stricken people you would
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wish to place yourself among the crew

of our rocket-ship and, with them, visit

the planet Shentol yourself. You have no
hesitation in urging others upon this flight

from which they may never return.”

Ic Dalfca rose and faced the League

members, making answer to them. “I

consider it a great honor to be associated

with those who form our crew,” he re-

plied, “and the traversing of interplane-

tary space is to me the greatest conquest

to which life may attain. I have already

been assigned a place on the rocket by

our captain, Vor Fanard Justicod.”

The meeting broke up in a storm of

applause and the members of the League,

talking excitedly, poured from the Hall,

ascending to the landing roof, where the

ruddy rays of a sinking sun bathed the

towers of Thuron in a thin, red-gold light.

The streets were in darkness, and as ic

Dalfca guided his air-car in a swift ascent

and then straightened out for the Plane-

tary Observatory, the last light of the

dying day gleamed like a beacon upon

the pinnacle of Thuron’s highest tower,

then faded and blinked out. The night

had come.

CHAPTER III

The Voyage

• The long, sword-like flame flashed

across a stillness older than time itself.

Where now a swift, hurtling cylinder

sped, spurred by this spouting fountain

of fire, before had been stillness complete

—an emptiness unbelievable, where noth-

ing had ever moved since eternity began

but the flashing meteors, intent on their

reasonless, endless flights through the

void, going from nowhere to nowhere.

Now, watched by the myriad, imper-

sonal stars, its sharp, thrusting prow
gleaming in the light of the sun toward

which it raced the indifferent meteors,

this shining cylinder split Chaos for the

first time in all time with reason and

purpose.

Although traveling many miles a sec-

ond, the rocket-ship, save for the passing

of an occasional meteor, might have been

standing still. Behind it the blazing stars

stood motionless, a vast curtain of glit-

tering and burning lights that swept away
above and below it, and on every side, to

infinity. Ahead was the unbearably bril-

liant disc of the sun, its corona streaming

out from it, and a little to one side was
the palely green-glowing, sun-reflecting

crescent of the planet the rocket-ship pur-

sued. And it was upon this planet that

the small telescope within the ship was
turned.

This telescope was mounted in a very

small but well equipped observatory built

just after the control room, and, upon ic

Dalfca’s joining the expedition, it had

been turned over to him. Due to the lim-

ited space of the rocket-ship, and the im-

portance of every inch of it, it had been

found impossible to carry all the appa-

ratus necessary for the light-condensing

and amplifying telescope, and thus it was
a small type similar to the terrestrial re-

fractor which ic Dalfca now used.

From the time of the departure of the

rocket-ship, nearly two weeks ago, the

astronomer had hardly left his instru-

ment, and, as they approached their des-

tination, the shortened distance more than

made up for the inefficiency of the small

telescope. And ic Dalfca was finding the

time spent gazing at the planet Shentol

well worth-while. Events upon that un-

happy sphere seemed to be reaching a

culmination, and Shentol was exhibiting

phenomena that dwarfed anything it had

produced before. Nothing within the

range of his instruments had ever behaved

in the manner of this mad planet, and ic

Dalfca was aroused to such a pitch that

even the comet-like flight of the rocket-

ship seemed a leisurely crawl.

Hour after hour the Martian astron-

omer watched the bursting and darting

lights on the dark face of the planet and

stared at the huge billows of black smoke
that rolled up to the limits of the atmos-

phere. Where before there had been a

flash, then a pause, then a second flash,

or a darting streak of light that burst,

and blazed, to die away, now the sparks

were almost continuous and entire sec-
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tions of the planet’s surface seemed in

flames.

Ic Dalfca’s excitement was contagious

and members of the crew were continu-

ally arriving at the observatory to ques-

tion him or to look for themselves at the

erratic orb. It was just after a particu-

larly virulent burst of bluish flame had

drawn a short, momentary scar across

the western limb of Shentol that Justicod,

the captain of the rocket-ship, entered the

observatory. The continuous anxiety at-

tendant on his position had drawn heavily

upon his resources, and he spoke wearily.

“The lights still flash, ic Dalfca?” he

asked, dropping into a deep chair in a
shadowed corner.

“With increasing frequency and mag-
nitude, Justicod,” replied ic Dalfca, turn-

ing from his telescope. “Would you care

to look?”

“In a moment,” the captain answered.

“I am a little tired.”

“Our ship is performing rightly?”

asked the astronomer.

“Perfectly.” The captain leaned for-

ward. “We are now traveling at maximum
speed. Your calculations are startlingly ex-

act, and we are just past half-way. When
as much time as we have already been

in space has again elapsed, we should be

entering Shentol’s atmosphere.”

“Entering Shentol’s atmosphere,” re-

peated ic Dalfca, musingly. “And then—

”

“Who knows?” muttered Justicod,

rising. “Let me see this mad world.”

® He went to the telescope and a few
moments passed in silence as he looked.

Suddenly the captain uttered an ejacu-

lation and his weariness passed as he

seized the barrel of the telescope as

though to see more clearly. In tense and
frozen silence he looked, then tore him-
self away to whirl upon the startled as-

tronomer.

“A rocket-ship!” he cried. “A ship has

left the surface of Shentol! For a mo-
ment I saw it as it shone in the sunlight.”

He turned again to the instrument as ic

Dalfca sprang to his side.

“It is! I see it again. It is very small at

this distance, but I can see the fire from
its rockets. It is sweeping upward swift-

ly.” He paused abruptly with a cry of

horror. “A light ! A pencil of light reach-

ing after it ! The ship is diving. The light

has touched it.” He paused again. “Why
.... Why, the rocket-ship is falling! It

is out of control.” For a moment longer

he stared, then slowly turned from the

telescope and looked soberly at the as-

tounded astronomer.

“What happened?” gasped ic Dalfca.

“The ship went out of control and fell

back upon Shentol,” replied Justicod.

“But what happened to it? Why did it

fall? And what was that ray of light?”

The two were silent, staring at each

other.

“Do you think we should go on?” Ic

Dalfca glanced uneasily through the

strong transparent window above his head
at the steady stars.

“Why not?” asked Justicod, but ic

Dalfca was aware that the other knew
why not.

“The danger—” ic Dalfca said, but the

captain interrupted him.

“We discussed all that before,” he said

brusquely.

“But this other ship that was de-

stroyed,” protested the astronomer. “This

strange ray of light—we did not know
of that.”

“I say go on,” said Justicod.

“But the lives of our crew—” began ic

Dalfca.

“Must be risked,” finished the captain,

who appeared to have recovered from the

unpleasant surprise produced by the fate

of the Shentolian rocket-ship. “They could

not be risked in a better endeavor. And I

think it might be well not to speak of this

incident.” And so the matter rested, and
the rocket-ship sped along its unmarked
path between the unwinking stars.

For five days—as the shining sidereal

chronometer in the tiny observatory

marked them—the disturbances upon
Shentol increased in intensity, and ic Dalf-

ca hardly left his telescope, sometimes

even falling asleep before it. The lights
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of city after city had been extinguished

so that now the dark side of the planet

lay abandoned to the insane fire of the

tremendous flashes and bursts of lights

that, during these five days, became almost

continuous. The swiftly decreasing dis-

tance between the Martian rocket-ship

and the planet Shentol brought the planet

so much closer that ic Dalfca could see,

at each glaring flash, huge, somber bil-

lows of smoke rolling muddily through

the darkened cities. The smoke and gases

in the atmosphere had grown so dense

that now, upon the waxing sickle of the

sunlit side of Shentol, they could be seen

drifting above the surface in huge clouds.

For five days the flashes grew brighter,

more frequent, rising to a flaming climax

of rippling fire, then—ceased.

Tc Dalfca could not believe it. An hour

before he had been staring at a flaming

globe swinging in space, its night side

almost as brilliant as the hemisphere that

faced the sun
;
now it lay in darkness, the

shining sunlit crescent startlingly bright

in contrast to the suddenly dark and quiet

night side. A few scattered bursts of

flame appeared here and there
;
then these

also vanished, and Shentol followed its

sun-drawn course through space calmly

and without violence.

• For hours the astronomer peered at the

nearing globe, surging majestically on

its ancient path. Unable to understand the

abruptly changed aspect of the planet, ic

Dalfca finally called the other members
of the crew of the rocket-ship and ac-

quainted them with the strangely, and,

to ic Dalfca’s mind, somehow ominously

altered behavior of the capricious planet.

After a long period of discussion dur-

ing which several cautious members of

the crew counseled abandonment of the

venture, fearing some new and more
frightful manifestation of Shentolian

madness after this period of quiet, Justi-

cod, the captain of the rocket-ship, who
had been quietly listening, arose and ad-

dressed his crew.

“There is,” he said, “in my mind, no
alternative. Whatever awaits us upon this

incomprehensible world, we must go on.

To turn back now, when we are almost
within reach of our objective, to admit
defeat and return to Aftwan as ignorant

as when he left of what activates Shen-
tol, would be a craven denial of all the

principles of our association. It would
retard the development of astronavigation

indefinitely, a hopeless, indecisive, futile

effort. Our lives, since we pierced the at-

mosphere of our planet, have not been our
own, but Aftwan’s, and our fate col-

lectively and individually is inconsequen-

tial in the face of the importance of the

rocket flight we are attempting. We are

the supreme pioneers and the symbols of

the star-reaching aspirations of Aftwan’s
civilization and intelligence. And there is

the debt of brotherhood we owe these

other intelligences upon Shentol. To deny
them our aid now, in the most desperate

need their world has ever known, is to

deny our common heritage of life. I say

the only road open to us leads to Shen-

tol.”

Ic Dalfca rose silently and stood be-

side his captain, and presently, one by one,

the crew joined them until they were all

standing.

Vor Fanarb Justicod looked about him.

“It is agreed ?” he asked. As one man the

crew raised their left “hands” in the Aft-

wanian gesture of assent. Their captain

looked long upon them, then turned to the

chief rocket operator. “Nilfon,” he said,

“begin exploding the braking rockets. We
enter Shentol’s atmosphere in three

days.”

CHAPTER IV

The Arrival

• The shrill scream of friction-heated air

mingled with and made a background

for the deep, spasmodic thunder of the

braking rockets. Water vapor, extant

even in this high, rare atmosphere, boiled

into whirling clouds of steam about the

space-ship and so clouded the ports that

the eager Martians could see nothing at

all of this new world they had entered.

On they rushed, the ship straining and
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writhing under the terrific heats and
pressures brought to bear upon it. The
rocket operators were laboring at un-

believable speed, firing series of dis-

charges from various rockets at the com-

mand of Justicod, who, tense with anx-

iety, snapped terse, quick orders from his

position at the control room port with

machine-like rapidity. This port, cooled

by a stream of cold air playing across its

outer surface, permitted some slight view

of the outside.

Other members of the crew were

hastily unscrewing the taps that permit-

ted streams of liquid air to gush over the

outer surface of the ship, which was
rising to dangerous temperatures. The
Martians were astounded at the rapidity

with which the air pressure was increasing

as they dropped toward the surface, of

Shentol. The Martian astronomers had

warned the stellar navigators of the high

pressures they would meet upon Shen-

tol, but even their maximum estimate had

already been exceeded and the rocket-

sliip was still miles above the surface.

For another hour their wild flight

through the screaming air persisted, and
even the insensitive Martians were aware
of the rising temperature ; then the giddy

rolling and writhing of the ship slackened,

and presently the temperature began fall-

ing. Gradually the thin shriek of tortured

air grew fainter and, as the rolling clouds

of steam dissolved and whirled away be-

hind them, Justicod at last drew a deep

breath. The worst was over and the ship

now under control.

As their speed grew less and less, the

stern rockets were set firing gently and
the space-ship cruised leisurely across the

face of Shentol. Space was at last con-

quered and spanned

!

And now the entire crew rushed to the

ports to peer out for a first glimpse of this

strange, mad, new world they had at-

tained, and what they beheld was prob-

ably the greatest wonder this sphere had

to offer them. They were drifting above

an ocean, and their desert-trained eyes

looked on a sight no living member of

their race had ever seen before—water

without end. From horizon to horizon

it extended, unbroken by any land, heav-

ing in ceaseless movement, foam-dappled

and wind-rippled. An unreasoning fear

seized even these science-trained tech-

nicians, and they shrank from the ports,

disturbed in spite of themselves.

They had known Shentol’s surface to

be largely composed of water, but water

as seen through a telescope from a point

millions of miles away and as viewed

from a vantage-point a mile or two above

its surface is totally different in aspect

and effect on the mind. Since childhood

they had studied maps of Shentol’s seas

and had often watched them from Mar-
tian observatories, but never had they

conceived the sight of an ocean as it real-

ly was, heaving and surging in every di-

rection beyond the reach of eyesight, as

though all stable things had been swept

away.

• For a while the astronauts were en-

gaged by their reactions to this scene

and in marveling at its strangeness. Many
exclamations and exchanges of opinions

flew back and forth. Then the problem

of the immediate future presented itself,

and the crew asked itself the same ques-

tion that ic Dalfca was then asking Cap-
tain Justicod.

“But land,” Ic Dalfca was saying.

“Where is there land? This is so vast
—

”

“We are heading toward an enormous
continent now,” replied Justicod, staring

through the control-room port. “I caught

a glimpse of it for one instant just be-

fore we struck atmosphere. It is really

two continents, connected by a narrow

strip of land, and extending from pole

to pole.”

“It is Valn-zwa-tolcaln,” exclaimed ic

Dalfca. “The northern of the two conti-

nents is the seat of one of Shentol’s

greatest civilizations. Or was,” he added.

“And we passed over a sea-coast city,”

said Justicod. “As we swept out to sea, the

clouds parted long enough for me to see

it.”

“And the inhabitants ?” asked ic Dalfca.

Justicod gestured negatively. “I had
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but an instant’s vision,” he said. “I saw

only the vague outlines of a city.”

For two hours more they sped over

the tossing wastes of water, then, faintly

along the horizon before them, a long,

dim line appeared. Excitement among the

crew flared up anew—soon, they felt, they

would come upon a city, and, even though

they would be unable to converse with

its inhabitants, they would learn some-

thing of the strange disaster that had

overtaken Shentol.

An island flashed by beneath them.

They paid it no heed, for it was a desolate

waste, torn by huge, gaping craters
;
but

that it had once harbored life they knew,

for strange and inexplicable pieces of

machinery were scattered about. Broken

and crumbled walls gave mute testimony

of buildings, long since disappeared.

The coast before them was now plain-

ly visible, ft, too, seemed a land wrecked

by some colossal disaster, its surface

scarred and rent, the vegetation blackened

and dead. It fronted the sea with a wide

strip of white beach, upon which huge

breakers surged, towering into mile-long

combers which toppled and crashed sav-

agely upon the white sand. The rocket-

ship hovered above this beach briefly

while the Martians watched the pound-

ing surf, pondering the cause of this

ceaseless activity. The general concensus

of opinion was that it was a temporary

phenomenon, probably produced by dis-

turbances of the ocean currents. The
sight of this vast area of moving water

was, however, one of the most fascinating

of all the wonders the Martians had wit-

nessed since leaving their native planet,

and they cruised along the shore-line for

several hours, lost in contemplation of

the sight. At last Justicod called them
from their staring.

“If we are to locate a city before night-

fall,” he said, “we must go on.”

Reluctantly the Martians turned their

attention from the shore and looked in-

land. Beyond the beach stretched what

had once been a fruitful and populous

region, but was now a blackened ruin. As
they rose slowly above it, they perceived

miles of roadway winding across the gen-

tle undulations of the ground, but broken

and wrecked almost beyond recognition.

Here and there, by some miracle un-

touched, stood groves of trees, gleaming

brightly green in the descending sun, and

bearing golden globes of fruit. Houses
in all stages of ruin dotted the country-

side. Far away in the swiftly darkening

east towered a long, unreal-looking range

of mountains, their snow-tipped peaks,

seeming to float in the purple of distance

and approaching night, reflecting the sun-

light with softened luster.

The sight of those roadways sent a

strange, wild thrill coursing through the

visitors. The final and complete evidence

of the activity of other, unguessable,

and cosmically alien intelligences lay

spread beneath them, mute and enigmatic.

There they were—roadways, revealing so

much and so little. What shapes of life

moved, or had moved, along those wind-

ing ribbons? What engines of transporta-

tion had used them; from whence did

they come ; to what destination had they

moved, and for what puqx>ses ?

For long such speculations held them,

then they realized what they should have

noticed immediately—the absence of life.

Like an ominous shadow, desertion lay

across that ravaged landscape. No living

thing in all that vast expanse moved but

the wind-stirred trees.

As though a cold wind had touched

him, ic Dalfca shivered uneasily. Had this

been a wilderness, a desert, or a savage

jungle it would not have seemed so empty,

but the marks of cultivation, the roads

and vacant buildings cried aloud the ab-

sence of their creators. The silence was
that of one newly dead.

• By now the rocket-ship had descended

upon a broad highway, seemingly one of

the main arteries of traffic through this

region, and, by some chance, but little

damaged by whatever terrible cataclysm

had swept the country with destruction.

The crew of the ship had gathered about

the chemist as he tested the surface atmos-

phere.
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“Tremendous pressure,” he said, turn-

ing to Justicod who was quietly watching

beside him. “Unbelievable ! The astrono-

mers will be astounded, their calculations

are so far at fault.”

“Can we bear the pressure?” asked

Justicod, and the crew waited breathlessly

for the answer.

“Easily,” replied the chemist, “after a

few moments. But there are many strange

elements in this world’s atmosphere—ele-

ments that should not be natural ingredi-

ents in Shentol’s atmosphere. I do not

understand it. Can the astronomers have

erred in this also?”

“That is unimportant now,” interrupted

Justicod. “Are these elements dangerous

to us ?”

“It is difficult to say. Some of these

gases, in quantity, would be fatal to all

life as we know it, and if they are native

to Shentol, the inhabitants must be strange

indeed. We require such minute amounts

as to make them negligible, individually.

Combined, I do not know. Besides these

gases, oxygen is present in enormous
quantities. It may have disturbing effects.”

All were silent. A rocket operator

moved to one of the posts and peered

out as though to see these obscure gases.

Far down in the ship a motor thumped
and paused, thumped again.

Suddenly, Justicod was at the exit port,

dexterously manipulating the controls. As
the inner door slid back, he turned to his

crew, who were watching him frozenly.

“Wait until I signal before any others

leave the ship,” he commanded and drew
the door shut behind him.

There was a moment of stunned quiet,

then a scramble for places at the transpar-

ent ports. An instant later Justicod ap-

peared outside the rocket-ship, moving
with labored slowness to the center of the

roadway. The crew stared tensely out

at him. Abruptly the captain sat down
upon the smooth surface of the roadway,

then streched flat upon his back. The crew

could see the rigid, chitinous skin of his

body heaving and straining as he breathed.

For five minutes or more he lay there,

occasionally gripping his chest and throat

as though in pain, and several members
of the crew made an attempt to go out to

his assistance. They were sternly ordered

back by the second in command.
Finally Justicod sat up, his breathing

quieter and more normal, and then

dragged himself heavily to his feet. He
essayed a few steps back and forth

across the roadway and eventually seemed
to be almost at ease, though he still walked

with a slight effort. At that, one of the

impatient rocket operators thumped upon
the port and Justicod looked up at them.

Seeing the unspoken request in their

faces, he nodded and beckoned them to

join him. There was a rush for the exit

port.

The captain was awaiting them, and,

as each emerged, instructed each in turn,

to lie flat at once and breathe as slowly as

possible. As ic Dalfca stretched himself

upon the roadway, he was conscious of 1

the tremendous weight of this thick,

young atmosphere. It pressed relentlessly

upon him, squeezing even his hard and
armor-like skin painfully. Nowhere on
Aftwan was there anything like this. The
deepest mines of his native planet, where
the air had seemed so close and heavy,

were as mountain heights in comparison.

He seemed to be smothering, his lungs

laboring painfully and, against his great-

est effort at control, striving wildly un-

der the bite of the thick oxygen.

Added to this was the crushing grip

of Shentol’s gravity. Under it ic Dalfca’s

body was almost three times as heavy

as upon Aftwan. He choked back a

groan as his body winced and strained

again the remorseless drag. With an
effort of will, he forced himself to stand

erect. He seemed shod and gloved with

lead, hands and feet dragging ponderously

as he moved.

Soon the majority of the crew were
moving sluggishly about. In the gather-

ing dusk they resembled a company of

weary, exhausted and hopeless men seek-

ing a resting place for the night. Their

heads and arms hung heavily and their

knees (or the joint corresponding to a
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knee) bent beneath the increased weight

of their bodies. One surprising feature of

their arrival upon Shentol, that they

afterwards discovered, was a minute

but measurable shortening of their bodies.

• It was the adventurous rocket operator

who discovered the first Shentolian.

Despite the discomfort caused by the

gravity and heavy air, this explorer had

succeeded in progressing some distance

along the roadway, and it was his shrill-

ing and excited voice that summoned the

remainder of the crew.

They made a laughable crew as they

straggled slowly toward him, stumbling

and drooping wearily, but the rocket

operator never noticed this. His attention

was fixed wholly on his find. Soon the

entire group were gathered about this

object which was lying at the side of the

road, sprawling on the short, green grass

which bordered the roadway at this point. ’

The creature was smaller than the Mar-

tians, but patterned on the same general

plan—four limbs, a body, and a head

equipped with sense organs. The two
limbs nearest the head, which was placed

upon a short neck, were more slender

and not as long as the two with which

the body terminated, and were equipped

with clusters of digits, five upon each

limb, which suggested immediately to the

Martians that the Shentolian walked

erect upon the longer and heavier pair

of limbs. The body was covered almost

completely with a brownish cloth, leav-

ing only the head and the extremities of

the upper limbs exposed. The rocket

operator leaned down and touched the

being gingerly and with no little awe
upon the shoulder, but, even before he

did so, the members of the crew knew
that the Shentolian was dead. Beside the

body lay a long metal tube, fitted at

one end with a curious wooden block.

“The Shentolian is dead,” observed the

rocket operator needlessly.

“This, then, is a Shentolian,’’ said Justi-

cod, unheeding the other, “a reasoning,

thinking being of another planet. He is

curiously like us—more than I would

have anticipated, but dead. Our sister

planet gives us a grim welcome.”

One of the crew, a chemist, who had
been kneeling beside the body, arose to

his feet.

“This Shentolian,” he exclaimed, a note

of suppressed fear or excitement vibrat-

ing in his voice, “was killed by one of the

gases we noticed in the atmosphere. This

gas has been present in quantities great

enough to suffocate him. This is proof

that the gas is not native to Shentol 's at-

mosphere.”

A silence descended upon the group

and they turned to observe their leader’s

reaction to this.

“And what of that?” demanded Justi-

cod, irritably. “We are aware that a dis-

aster of some kind has visited this planet.

This Shentolian is undoubtedly a victim.

We must expect such.”

None answered this and the group stood

silently in the deepening darkness. A
faint wind stirred, moving with small,

secretive whispers through the nearby

trees, and it seemed to ic Dalfca to bear

a suggestion of some strange, disturbing

odor. He shivered.

“Come,” commanded Justicod. “We
must return to the ship. It is almost

night.”

The rocket operator who had found

the body had, while the others had been

speaking, picked up the metal tube which

lay beside the Shentolian, and was ex-

amining it with interest. As his compan-
ions began moving away he discovered a

small curved lever protruding from the

tube. A narrow metal guard arched over

it. Curiously, the rocket operator manipu-

lated the little lever, and suddenly it

gave beneath his pressing fingers. It

sank slightly and—the still gloom was
split with a thunderous detonation and a

brilliant flame stabbed out from the end

of the tube. The rocket operator was
flung flat upon the ground, the tube leap-

ing like a living thing from his hands.

Hastily the others returned to him and
the astounded Martian pointed speechless-

ly at the deceptively quiet bit of pipe-like

metal, Justicod picked it up and tucked it
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beneath an arm. The crew drew slightly

away from him.

“Come,” he ordered, striding firmly

off toward the ship.

The last glow had disappeared from the

western sky and the blue of the zenith

was now dotted with increasing numbers

of sharp, bright stars. A planet glowed

with liquid white in the west. The Mar-
tians were looking upon their first Shento-

lian evening, and finding it far more
fraught with soft and youthful color

than their own chill, ancient home-
world.

In the morning the explorers pressed

on, cruising close to the ground and fol-

lowing the roadway, and they began to

understand the unnatural silence and still-

ness of this region. Here Death had trod-

den heavily and left a grim trail behind.

Everywhere they saw bodies—sprawled

upon the roadway as though flung care-

lessly by a giant hand, half hidden in the

grasses of the open fields, crumpled into

shapeless huddles among the trees, and
even hanging from windows of such

houses as had escaped destruction.

“A vast host has died here,” murmured
ic Dalfca, awestruck at the numbers of

the dead.

“Curious,” mused Justicod, also gazing

down upon the scene, “the lack of varia-

tion in the cloth these Shentolians wear.

Some wear grey and some wear brown
and rarely is there another color. I won-
der if it has any significance?”

As they progressed the terrain gradual-

ly altered, the fields and woodlands drop-

ping away and the buildings increasing

in size and numbers. And again the ap-

pearance of desolation strengthened.

Where the open country was torn and mu-
tilated, the eye glided over the scars,

already half-healed by the green carpet

of vegetation, but the broken walls and
wrecked buildings with their stark, jag-

ged splinters of upthrust metal caught the

glance with a mute and dreadful signi-

ficance.

The shattered suburbs drifted beneath

them—silent, still, a ghastly chaos—then

the vegetation, but for scattered parks

and squares, disappeared altogether and

the Martians found themselves at last

in a Shentolian city.

CHAPTER V
The Shentolian

• The colossal ruin that here met the eyes

of the Martians struck them dumb. Not
a building stood undamaged. Walls were

smashed flat or leaned at fantastic angles

upon sturdier neighbors. In places, splin-

tered columns were all that remained to

show where buildings had once stood.

Giant steel girders were twisted into un-

believable tangles and tremendous, hun-

dred-story skyscrapers often carried tlieir

upper floors undamaged while their lower

sections were completely gutted. In many
places fire, or some agency of terrific

heat, had been at work, and floods of

molten metal had swept through the

streets, irresistible, white-hot, leaving, as

they cooled, long strips of shining smooth-

ness, covering the horrors beneath.

Bridges, towers, elevated railways,

stood in fragments, ripped, torn, or black

with fire. One high level remained partly

undisturbed, sweeping airily across thou-

sand foot gulfs. It connected four giant

structures which, but for their stubborn,

metal framework, were entirely de-

molished. The Martians brought their

ship closer to this unique level, slipping in

and out between the ruined buildings to

approach it. It was untouched, its long,

arching, leaping lines unmarred. The very

lights which were mounted at intervals

upon the white metal of its low walls

were whole.

Peering at it, the Martians decided

it had been used for motor traffic between
the buildings, for a vehicle stood deserted

upon the broad, smooth expanse of its

surface. Its driver, apparently, had not

gotten far, for a body, sprawled face

down, lay nearby. About the body the

slick surface of the level was pitted with

many small holes.

Justicod, at the controls, twisted the

ship clear of the buildings and they swept
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in a wide arc above the city. From this

height they studied the city carefully,

using small telescopes, and cruising about

slowly.

“There is no need for further explora-

tion here,” said Justicod, at last. “No
Shentolian draws breath in this necropolis.

We will seek other cities. Somewhere
some must live.”

They proceeded south along the coast,

moving leisurely, sometimes going a few
miles inland. Once they went as far as

the range of mountains and rose above

them to see range upon range beyond,

snow-capped, silent, and seemingly un-

touched by whatever catastrophe had
overtaken the planet. Nowhere did they

find life, with the exception of insects,

which, unknown upon Aftwan, were a

complete novelty to the explorers. The
butterflies, in particular, gaudy and color-

ful, attracted the Martians, and one spe-

cies, with beautiful red and black wings,

was migrating southward, huge fluttering

flocks of them seeming to follow the slow

course of the space-ship. Migration was
known upon Aftwan, and the Martians

rightly interpreted the meaning of the

hosts of diminutive travelers.

Days passed and the Martians visited

many small towns and hamlets, and in all,

the same silence prevailed. Some were de-

serted, but in others the dead were strewn

and scattered like leaves before an au-

tumn wind. Many things the Martians

learned about the Shentolians—among
others, the surprising fact that age al-

tered their appearance (once the Mar-
tian had matured, his chitinous exterior

preserved him throughout his life as he

was, save for the chances of accident)

—

but they coidd find no clue to the cause

of the desolation spread about them.

There were no signs of volcanic activi-

ties, nor had they expected any. Volcanos

might have explained the presence of

large quantities of deadly gases, of which

they found increasing evidence, although

the gas itself had dissipated, but volcanos

could never explain the other phases of

the destruction so rampant.

Then one morning they discerned be-

yond the quiet horizon the towers and
pinnacles of a host of skyscrapers

—

enormous, soaring buildings standing in

a crowded mass, but covering a vast area.

They sent the space-ship into a steep

ascent, gaining altitude quickly that they

might perceive wholly this, the greatest

Shentolian city they had yet discovered.

From above they looked down upon it,

a breath-taking sight. They had ascended

to a great altitude and the earth lay

spread beneath—the serrated mountains,

the league-long coast line, and the vast

expanse of the ocean lay stretched out

below the explorers like a huge relief

map. A miles-long, land-locked bay here

broke the coast line and around its shores

and climbing the low, circling hills was
the city. The bay was dotted with several

small islands and joined to the ocean by

a strait. Other smaller bays and water-

ways fringed the shore line of this giant

bay.

• The explorers felt that never before

had they seen a Shentolian city—the

others had been small towns. Here the

buildings topped and peered over the sur-

rounding hills, and levels and traffic ways
leaped and arched one above the other in

amazing numbers, although few stood

now unbroken. Roadways in profusion

led outward from the city, and vast num-
bers of double metal rails, whose pur-

pose was obscure to the Martians, wound
and criss-crossed about the fringes of

the metropolis, vanishing finally in the ob-

scurity of distance, or among the east-

ward hills and mountains. Occasionally

a huge metal engine stood still and silent

upon these interweaving rails, while the

roadways were littered with the smaller

metal machines of transportation, which

the Martians had come to associate with

Shentolian travel. Over all lay the heavy

hand of the destroyer. Everything was

shattered, burnt or fused, and the central

city section in particular was a stupen-

dous mass of wreckage. They were too

high to see, but ic Daifca knew the roads

would be clogged with the bodies of the

dead.
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The explorers dropped their ship slow-

ly down upon the city, absorbed by the

sight as minute by minute more evidences

of destruction lay revealed below them.

Presently they came to rest upon a broad

square on the lowest and ground level

and near the area of greatest destruction.

From the ports of their ship they looked

out upon a scene that might have been

laid in hell itself.

The square was a veritable shambles;

Shentolians lay everywhere—all ages, in

every costume and position, singly and in

wild tangles. Over and under them lay the

debris of the buildings which bordered

the square, of which little remained stand-

ing, and the paving of the square itself

was ripped and torn, burnt and blasted

with the marks of terrific heat. Here and

there stood huge machines, inexplicable in

purpose to the Martians. There were
several which were predominantly huge

reflectors equipped with a maze of coils

and condensors, and other electrical equip-

ment. The physicist of the party judged

them to be machines for the creation and
direction of vibrations of one kind or an-

other. Others were long, hollow metal

tubes, similar, superficially, to that which

had exploded with such fire and noise

in the hands of the rocket operator, but

on an enormous scale. Many were mount-

ed upon the wheeled vehicles of the Shen-

tolians.

These machines had seemed to attract

especially the forces of the destruction

that had swept the city, for about them
the searing heat had blazed with ghastly

effect. Many of the metal tubes had fused

and melted, dripping a torrid, horrible dew
upon the Shentolians near them.

For long, completely stunned, and over-

awed at this vision of death gone mad,
the Martians stood silent, then Justicod,

their captain, aroused them.

“We will explore this city,” he an-

nounced calmly. “Here, if anywhere in

this unhappy, stricken land, we will dis-

cover what has caused this holocaust

—

and its survivors, if there be any.”

Preparations were immediately begun
for the proposed exploration, each mem-

ber of the expedition being equipped with

a small radio compass sensitized to a

special wave-length which would be con-

tinually broadcast from the ship. The
compass would, as long as this trans-

mitter was operating, give the direction

in which the ship lay; in the vast, ruin-

ous maze of the city, the Martians felt the

chance of becoming lost was very great.

Together with this compass, each explorer

carried a day’s ration of the concentrated

food which made up the principal part

of their diet and a tiny flask of water

which was more than sufficient for their

frugal need. Of weapons they had none

—violence was non-existent on their

own planet and they made the natural

error of judging others by themselves.

Neither did they expect to be imperiled

by living things in this land where they

had found no life larger than birds. The
possibility of attack by wild beasts had
been discussed before they left Aftwan
and it had been the general opinion that in

a civilization as great as that which mani-

festly flourished on Shentol, the beasts of

prey would have long since disappeared.

They were unacquainted with the greatest

of all killers.

• Weapons, of course, they did bring,

but as they believed the destruction so

rampant about them to be the result of

unleashed natural forces, titanically des-

tractive, if obscure, and expecting to

meet nothing living in the destroyed

city, they left the weapons in the ship.

Ic Dalfca made one of the small party

which headed eastward into the heart of

the city, and into the area of greatest

demolishment. Other groups made off iq

various directions, while Justicod and

several technicians remained in the space-

ship.

Hampered by the more than double

gravity and the dense and heavy atmos-

phere, ic Dalfca found travel very diffi-

cult, even on level ground. Here, in this

grotesque maze of ruins, it was trebly

so, and the astronomer soon found him-

self falling behind his companions.

Vraughn ic Dalfca Sconnefecot had
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seen his planet revolve four hundred times

about the sun
;
he was no longer young

and could not accommodate himself to

the changed conditions as readily as the

more youthful members of the interplane-

tary expedition. However, this worried

him not at all. He could not get lost, and

he found much to interest and puzzle

him as he progressed through the ruins.

The city, he reasoned, must have been

one of the last to be destroyed. Broken
metal was still bright and untarnished at

the points of cleavage and decomposi-

tion had made, as yet, little headway.

One curious condition which he noticed,

and which puzzled him exceedingly, was
that the inhabitants of the city had made
little or no attempt to flee the disaster,

of whose approach they must have

been aware. In the other cities and towns

they had visited there had been a marked
effort at evacuation, the outer roadways
being clogged with bodies, and the streets

empty but for the grey and brown clad

Shentolians whom ic Dalfca had taken to

be scientists willing to risk their lives at

the storm center on the chance of discover-

ing some salvation for their planet. Here,

however, the inhabitants had remained

in the city—a desperate gesture of hope-

lessness, thought the Martian astronomer.

Many were locked in each others arms,

and some seemed to have been struggling.

All, or nearly all, were possessed of those

enigmatic metal tubes, one of which had
behaved so disturbingly in the hands of

the rocket operator.

Ic Dalfca climbed heavily through a

broken wall and came out upon a broad

thoroughfare, free of wreckage in the

immediate vicinity. He strode laboriously

down the street, keeping to the center to

avoid the chance of falling masonry. A
gaping crater, half-filled with a ghastly

rubble, forced him once more to the side

of the street, and the Martian suddenly

caught sight of something that imme-
diately intrigued him. It was an effigy of

a Shentolian and lay beside the body of

one of the smallest Shentolians he had
seen. The Martian approached and stud-

ied the thing carefully. It was small and

brightly painted, having very red lips

and cheeks, and yellow hair. Once crisp

and snowy cloth had wrapped its body,

but it was now soiled and sadly draggled.

The little image’s limbs and head were

made, as ic Dalfca discovered as he cau-

tiously touched it, of a hard, smooth
material, while its body appeared to be

stuffed with soft cloth.

The Martian wondered amazedly if

the Shentolians had been given to fetich-

ism and picked the image up. And ic Dal-

fca received the surprise of his life, for,

as he righted the little figure, bringing its

head upward, its eyes popped open and
it said, very distinctly and mechanically,

“Ma-Ma! Ma-Ma!”
For long the old and weary visitor

from another world stood and stared

at the thing in his hand, then he very

carefully replaced it at the side of the

still little figure at his feet. Far off, a wall

collapsed, booming hollowly through the

quiet streets.

For another hour ic Dalfca made his

way through the colossal wreckage. He
climbed from level to level and invaded

apartments whose purpose was totally

incomprehensible to him. Strange ma-
chines mocked his ignorance on every

hand and once he very nearly killed him-

self by stepping into a small, empty
compartment which he took to be a closet.

He had no sooner entered than the door

slid swiftly shut behind him and the tiny

room shot skyward in a smooth, acceler-

ating rush. Panic seized the surprised

Martian and he instinctively and energet-

ically tugged at a control he discovered

in one wall of the compartment. The room
stopped rising as smoothly as it had begun

and the door slid open. Ic Dalfca lost

no time in getting out. His surprise was

great when he discovered, upon looking

from a window, that in the few seconds

in which he had been in the mysterious

room, he had soared high above the

ground level.

® As the Martian made his way slowly

down through the building, which was
no small difficulty in the more demolished
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sections, he looked into such apartments

as were in his line of descent. Even in the

higher floors he found bodies, and ic

Dalfca concluded from what he had seen

since leaving the space-ship that this city

had succumbed at last to some kind of

noxious and deadly gas, but from whence
the gas had come, the Martian could not

guess. Few of the bodies here were

damaged, although in several places some

huge projectile had seemed to have

crashed into and through the walls, des-

troying building and Shentolian alike.

Many of the floors were apparently

living quarters, particularly the higher

ones ;
others seemed council chambers,

but many others defied ic Dalfca to iden-

tify them. He climbed steadily downward,
in places through the bare framework.

Outside, the city lay still and silent in

the afternoon sunlight. Nothing moved
in all that vast expanse of tumbled stone

and seared and twisted metal. Ic Dalfca

wondered where his companions might

be. Soon, he knew, he must be turning

back
;
only a few more hours of daylight

remained.

He had just stepped through a shat-

tered doorway when ic Dalfca received

evidence of his companions’ nearness. A
flurry of excited shouting came clearly

to him from somewhere nearby. Alarmed,

ic Dalfca hurried toward the sound,

which seemed to come from a street a

short distance away. As he rounded the

corner, the Martian beheld a tableau

which brought him to a halt, astounded.

Before him, spread out in a line, and very

evidently wildly excited, stood his com-

panions, behaving in a manner that led

ic Dalfca to suspect they had taken leave

of their senses. They were advancing

slowly and gesturing excitedly, their at-

tention centered on something beyond

them. The astronomer advanced in turn

and peered between two of his shipmates

—and stood rooted by amazement at

what he saw. A Shentolian—ALIVE

—

was retreating as the Martians ap-

proached him. He was apparently fright-

ened, but even more he was enraged. He
retreated with reluctance—even, the as-

tronomer perceived, with difficulty. Ic

Dalfca gazed with consuming curiosity

at this first living Shentolian he had seen.

The creature was astonishingly dirty.

The brown cloth in which he was en-

wrapped was torn and muddy and

smeared in places with dark brown stains.

His face and hands were almost hidden

under their accumulated dirt, and around

his mouth and jaws stood a rough stub-

ble of short hair. From the streaked and

haggard mask of his face blazed a pair

of burning, and to ic Dalfca’s mind, not a

little mad, eyes.

As the Martian watched, the Shento-

lian moved again and ic Dalfca saw that

one leg dragged uselessly. The stranger

hitched himself backward a few feet and

halted again, apparently near the point of

exhaustion. He understood no word of

what the excited Martians were calling

to him, and misinterpreted their actions

completely. In his hands he held one of

the long metal tubes which seemed part

of the equipment of all Shentolians.

Again the Martians advanced upon him,

one of them calling, “We come to help

you, Shentolian. Let us take you back to

our ship and we will cure your ills.’’

The Shentolian raised the tube and

pointed it at the speaker. Again he slowly

dragged himself backward. The Martians

halted and the injured creature took ad-

vantage of the respite to lower his tube

and, using it as a crutch, hobble away
from them until he was backed against

a wall and could retreat no further. His

audience grouped themselves in a half-

circle about him and the situation seemed

deadlocked. The Shentolian was gasping

painfully and seemed far gone, but he

held himself doggedly erect, propped

against the wall, and his blazing, feverish

eyes never ceased their alert scrutiny of

the surrounding Martians.

• A Martian moved suddenly, and in-

stantly the black, circular hole in the

muzzle of the tube was directed upon him.

A feeling of uneasiness swept over the

Martians, although the significance of the

tube escaped them.
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“It is a weapon,” murmured one, and
the Shentolian’s dark, hot eyes were in-

stantly upon him. He became silent.

"Not a ray generator,” said an assist-

ant navigator.

"No, not that.”

"It might be an anaesthetizer,” sug-

gested another.

"An anaesthetizer does not spurt fire,

nor make a loud sound,” protested the

navigator, and they all became silent, re-

membering the rocket operator’s expe-

rience with the tube.

“Cannot we make him understand we
mean no harm?” asked ic Dalfca, mak-
ing his presence known.
“We have tried,” he was answered.

"He cannot understand our speech, and
he pays no attention to our gestures

other than wave us away.”

"He is dying, I think,” announced one

of the Martians.

“I don’t believe his weapon can harm
us much,” said the assistant navigator.

“There is probably as little need for

weapons here on Shentol as there is

on Aftwan. All the more dangerous ani-

mals must be exterminated. The tube is

probably a feeble toy which we can easily

overcome.”

The Shentolian’s breathing was be-

coming easier.

“It will soon be dark,” said ic Dalfca,

pointing to the lengthening shadows ; “we
must either persuade this being to come
with us or desert him. To return to the

ship in darkness would be a very perilous

undertaking among these ruins.”

The Martians nodded agreement and
began a slow approach toward the Shen-

tolian. The latter tightened his grip upon
the tube and broke into feverish speech.

“No. No.” he exclaimed rapidly. “It is

enough. You have done enough.”

The Martians halted, amazed at this

outburst, of which they did not under-

stand a word. Having begun, the Shento-

lian continued, evidently the prey of a

wild and fearful despair.

“Go away,” he cried, waving the tube

at them. “Go away, and let there be peace.

Fools ! There is nothing left. What does

it matter that I am alive, when so many
are dead? What if one is left alive?

There are enough dead! Look at them!”
He swept a long arm about him. “Yours,

too,” he continued. “Yours are dead, too.

In millions. You are mad to continue.

There is no longer any Eastern Entente,

nor a Western Alliance. You are mad to

persist. What can it matter if one lives?

The world is gone, destroyed, wiped out;

man is extinct and we are ghosts! Go
away !”

The effect on the Martians of this

wild speech, delivered in a voice of trage-

dy and with uncontrolled gestures, was
stunning. They stopped and stood staring.

The Shentolian, in the grip of his emo-
tion and forgetful of his injuries, stood

away from the wall, staggering weakly.

“I tell you, GO !” he shouted. “The
world is dead; God is dead. And we are

dead, too, or soon will be. You cannot

hide yourselves with those faceless masks
—Death will find you.”

The Martians did not move. Suddenly
the Shentolian became quiet. He looked

about the circle.

“You will not go?” he asked, almost

pleasantly. “You wish to continue to

the end? Very well. Perhaps it is better

so. Sirs, the last engagement in the final

war begins.” And before the Martians

had recovered from their initial surprise,

the Shentolian had raised his metal tube
and the silence of the city was split and
sundered by the rattling thunder of the

rifle fire.

The young assistant navigator started

and toppled slowly forward, a look of

hurt surprise in his eyes.

CHAPTER VI

The Revelation

• Justicod tramped up and down be-

side the bed on which the Shentolian

lay. Beyond it three other beds held

quiet occupants.
“—and then he put this weapon to

his shoulder and it belched fire and noise

as did the other which the rocket operator
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found, and our three companions fell to

the ground,” ic Dalfca was explaining.

“Then the Shentolian staggered and ut-

tered more of his strange speech—then

collapsed himself. We brought them all

back, although it was difficult in the

darkness.”

“It is marvelous that the Shentolian

was able to stand at all,” said the chief

physician. “He is at the point of death,”

Justicod walked to a port and gazed

out into the silent darkness. The city was

a deeper black against the soft night sky

—a lumped, jagged, grotesque blackness

faintly lit by the thin starlight.

“This city must be searched thorough-

ly,” he said. “There may be others alive.

Equip each searcher with an anaesthe-

tizer and have any living Shentolians

brought to the ship.”

The Shentolian moved restlessly in the

straps which bound him, muttering in his

delirium. His voice steadied and grew

clearer.

“No more,” he said, “not ever anymore
forever. And if no one is in the forest

when the tree falls, is there a sound ?” He
laughed crazily, then suddenly changed,

and became quiet. “Yes, sir,” tensely,

“First Battalion, sir. On the double.”

For a moment he was silent, then broke

into harsh sobs. “But it was wiped out,”

he wailed. “Wiped out to a man.”

Justicod approached and stood looking

down upon the Shentolian. “If only we
could understand him,” he murmured.
“He knows what manner of doom has

come to his planet. He knows, but

cannot tell us. I am beginning to have a

suspicion of the nature of this disaster,

but we must hear it from a Shentolian.”

“You think you know what force has

wrecked this planet?” asked ic Dalfca.

“What was it? A rain of meteoric parti-

cles? That would account for the des-

truction by heat and collision. You think

Shentol encountered a swarm of

meteors ?”

“No.” Justicod replied. “No. My sus-

picion is too terrible, too wild and gro-

tesque to present as an explanation. We

must find a living Shentolian, this one or

another if this one dies, and learn his

speech, or teach him ours, then hear

from him what has occurred. We will re-

sume the exploration of this city in the

morning.”

For two weeks the Martians combed
the ruined city—fruitlessly. Enormous
sound amplifiers were erected, facing in

every direction, and many and various

noises were traced down and investigated,

only to prove to have been produced by
natural causes or by some of the small

animals which were invading the city in

larger and larger numbers. Mile by mile

the city was gone over, and nightly an

alert watch was kept for possible lights.

The result was nothing and at the end

of two weeks, the Martians were con-

vinced that no other living Shentolian

inhabited the city.

Conditions there had also become im-

possible even for the insensitive Martians

;

the air was horribly foul, and Justicod

feared some strange plague of this un-

known world might attack his crew. The
city was now flooded with a horde of

animal scavengers—fast breeding little

animals some few of which had escaped

the sweeping death that had gripped Shen-

tol. These survivors, presented with a

vast supply of food, had burst into a

seemingly mathematical progression of

reproduction, and, free of their natural

enemies, the larger carnivorous animals,

which had failed to pass through the

ordeal as successfully, bade fair to swift-

ly purify the city.

• One morning, therefore, the space-

ship soared up between the silent towers

and into the bright, sweet light of the

rising sun, to begin the long, wandering

search that was to consume many months

and take her into every continent and

across all of Shentol’s oceans. South they

headed first, toward the tropics, where

the disturbances, as seen from Aftwan,

had not been as great. Autumn came, but

the Martians were by then well below the

twentieth parallel and perceived it only

as a period of intense rains.
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Months passed and they sought in vain

for any sign of reasoning beings. Other

species were recovering from the terri-

fic shock of the catastrophe, although a

great number of Shentol’s life-forms had

disappeared completely. Birds, in particu-

lar, were very rare. The vegetable king-

dom, however, had, in the time of Shen-

tol’s stress, clung doggedly to life and

now was experiencing a resurgence of

phenomenal proportions. In this southern

continent they were now exploring, the

Martians found many huge cities buried

beneath a waving green canopy.

A few brief months and the seemingly

eternal handiwork of the Shentolians

was lost and unknown beneath the waving,

nodding green fronds. Creepers climbed,

sent subtle, thin fingers into cracks,

forced their way steadily deeper to let

in erosion, and roots quietly groped

through the subterranean darkness, swell-

ing, bursting paving and undermining

foundations, and followed by the drip

and trickle of water. The final and su-

preme civilization of Shentol was swiftly

joining the older, cruder, forgotten civi-

lizations which the jungle had swallowed

long, empty centuries ago.

The Shentolian they had found in a

dying condition was slowly recovering

under the ministrations of the Martians.

The Martians whom he had wounded
had been quickly healed, and during their

convalescence had undertaken the care

of their starved, exhausted, fevered guest.

Having sunk until the flickering life-

spark threatened minute by minute to

disappear, the Shentolian, sustained by
the marvelous medical science of the

Martians, had at last given evidence of

returning strength.

Inch by inch the Martians had fought

to retain each slight improvement, and
finally the Shentolian, thin and pale, but

with the light of reason in his eyes, had
been pronounced definitely past all danger.

For a month he lay in his cot, his starved

body slowly filling out, his wrecked sys-

tem gradually healing. He watched, with

wide, puzzled eyes, the comings and go-

ings of his nurses. Once or twice he es-

sayed to speak to them, but was made to

understand he must be quiet. The Mar-
tians were not yet ready to take up the

task of establishing communication.

Later, when he was permitted to leave

his bed and took his first faltering steps

about the space-ship, the exchange of

vocabularies was begun, and the Shen-

tolian learned the sounds by which his

hosts identified their various utensils.

The Martians, too, were learning their

guest’s language, and as the latter gradual-

ly extended his activities, the exchange

became more and more rapid. Most of

their conversations were carried on in the

speech of the Shentolian, as it was al-

most impossible for him to reproduce

the sounds they made, while the Martians

had much less difficulty with his.

The question that had first occupied the

Shentolian to the exclusion of all else

had been that of their identity and from
whence they had come, and when their

origin had finally been made clear to

him, he had gone off to a window-seat

and, for a long afternoon, sat staring

silently down at the waving green tree-

tops gliding by beneath him.

Later they conveyed to him that they

were seeking others of his kind, and he

shook his head hopelessly. When they

pressed him, and supplied him with maps
they had gathered, he directed them from
point to point where he thought some
few might still be living. Month by month,

patiently, they wandered on, visiting city

after city. Some were totally destroyed or

drowned in green jungle. All were dead

and silent, with the silence of complete

cessation.

• They came to the narrow southern

tip of the continent, a bleak, grim,

storm-harried cape, rock-bound, surf-

beaten, thrusting unyielding ridges out

into the tumbling, icy waters of the grey

polar seas, and bore on into the frozen,

white wilderness of the south pole. Here
small, ridiculous, wingless birds watched

their passage with pert interest. Once
they observed a wrecked machine and a

few lost, lonely, and deserted buildings.
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Turning east they worked their way up
through a vast, luxuriant continent where

they saw huge herds of animals, either

replenished in numbers by a relatively

few survivors, or untouched by the catas-

trophe. And here they met their first

impasse. In places, particularly near the

equator, this continent was one vast,

teeming jungle, and occasionally the Mar-
tians on watch reported, as they glided

slowly above the leafy curtain, sudden

glimpses of furtive movements on the

ground below. Whether these were signs

of reasoning beings or not they could not

determine. Upon landing, nothing was
found.

The Shentolian explained that this

continent had once been the home of a

vast race, comprising millions of indi-

viduals, but that if any remained alive,

they would be only the most uncivilized

of savages—creatures so remote from his

world as to be totally unaware of it, and,

in the deepest wilderness, possibly un-

touched. This concept of civilization and

savagery, extant at the same time upon
the planet, struck the Martians, whose
single race had advanced in unison, as

monstrous.

Justicod began the questioning of the

Shentolian, and bit by bit, in the presence

of his tense, absorbed audience, he built

up a picture of his world as it had been,

and its history. Meanwhile they pressed

on, crossing an inland sea and entering

a region where the destruction passed be-

lief. The very face of the earth seemed
altered. This place they hurried over.

A year passed and another enormous
continent was explored from east to

west, north to south. Towering moun-
tain ranges, vast northern swamps, deserts,

plains, rolling hills, all passed beneath

the tireless keel—a medley of civilizations,

amazing the Martians with their range

and variety. There were sunny agricultur-

al areas—now left to drift back to the wild

—great stately cities, lonely villages high

on craggy mountain flanks, harbors, road-

ways, and^ in the eastern continent,

strange, colorful cities with houses, many
roofed, weirdly built, weirdly destroyed.

Once they came upon an ancient wall,

huge and broad, and followed it for many
empty miles, while the Shentolian told

of his history.

Turning westward again, the Shen-

tolian told them of an island, or small

continent, just off the coast, which had

been the center of a vast empire.

They entered it from the north, creep-

ing slowly southward to its heart, and

beheld that which transcended anything

they had ever seen before. Here civiliza-

tion had flowered, surpassing that of

Mars as Mars surpassed that of the huge

jungle-clad southern continent. Industry

had made its home in this little continent,

and for mile after mile the space-ship

cruised over mine and factory, interluded

with once pleasant parks and wood-

lands. But Destruction had trod heavily

everywhere.

In the capital city they landed, in a

wilderness of crumbled stone, smashed

and flattened buildings, and rusted metal.

Their short excursion through its ruins

brought them before what had once been

a great building. A long, wide flight of

stone steps remained, and in the midst

of this flight, upon a heavy stone block,

a sculptured animal reposed.

Its massive head upflung, it gazed in

somber dignity at the wilderness of ruins

before it. A savor of old majesty, of an-

cient splendor, clung to this stone beast,

as it stared with high-held head at the

end of its history, and the Martians stood

to look at it.

“What is it?” asked Ic Dalfca of the

Shentolian. He, too, gazed at the figure,

his hands nervously twisting together.

“The British Lion,” he replied, at

last.

• In spite of its destruction, London had
given much to the Martians in the

way of books (which the Shentolian, to

continue using the Martian term for the

terrestrial, was teaching them to read)

and machinery. All available space in their

ship was being utilized for the storage of

such cargo, and they finally concluded

they could carry no more. Mars itself was
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again approaching opposition with the

earth, very nearly two years having

elapsed since they had first streaked down
through earth’s atmosphere, and the Mar-
tians determined to begin their return

journey, meeting their planet in space as

it swept around its orbit toward them.

They had now a vague picture of the

history and accomplishments of earth’s

people as told to them by their guest, al-

though much of it was incomprehensible

to minds so alien, but the cause of the

final scourge, of so much importance and
curiosity to the Martians, had been avoid-

ed in their discussions. Justicod had given

orders that the Shentolian was not to be

questioned about it until he, Justicod, was
ready to question him, and the Shentolian

himself not only made no reference to it

in their talks, but seemed actually to avoid

the subject.

Now, however, Justicod felt it time to

have his suspicions verified or proven

wrong and, therefore, on the eve of their

departure for Mars, he assembled the

crew in the control cabin and addressed

the Shentolian, who had watched in as-

tonishment as the entire crew filed into

the narrow room.

Briefly Justicod outlined the events that

had fostered this visit to Shentol, told of

the Interplanetary League and of the rea-

sons for which Shentol had been selected

as the planet to be visited. The Shentolian

listened in growing astonishment as the

flashing lights which the Martian astron-

omers had seen on Shentol were de-

scribed.

“And so,” concluded Justicod, “this dis-

turbance upon your planet was the pri-

mary factor in the society’s selecting it

as the destination of our ship. We felt it

to be all-important for us to discover the

nature of your catastrophe in order to

guard against a possible like visitation

upon Mars. Or, if on too grand a scale

to control, we of Aftwan wished to be in

a position to foresee any approaching

destruction of our planet in a similar man-
ner. We might then have sufficient time

to escape it. So now we ask you to ex-

plain, insofar as you are able, the forces

that have laid waste your world, and de-

stroyed the civilization that flowered

here.”

Once or twice during this oration the

Shentolian had made as if to speak as his

astonishment threatened to exceed his

control, but then he grew calmer, and
when Justicod finished, stared silently at

them, turning to look at each in turn.

They watched him eagerly.

“And do you of Aftwan,” he finally

asked, “not yet understand the nature of

Shentol’s catastrophe ?”

For a moment, none answered ; then the

captain, Justicod, spoke. “I think I do,”

he said slowly.

The two stared silently at each other,

alien, utterly different, yet reading in each

other’s bearing confirmation of their

thoughts.

“Planetary suicide,” concluded Justicod,

his words falling deliberately in the tense

silence. “You have destroyed yourselves.”

For a moment the earthling faced the

tones of accusation which the Martian

could not keep from his voice, then he

slowly bowed his head, turning the palms

of his hands outward in a helpless gesture.

“It is true,” he said. “We have de-

stroyed ourselves. Set utterly at nothing

the thousands of years of civilization’s

slow climb from savagery, the million

years of striving upward from the beast.

We have finally repudiated all of Man’s

nobility and intelligence, and in a last mad
welter of maniacal hatred, flung ourselves

at each other’s throats like the beasts we
ultimately are. On the eve of a civilization

that might have reached out to the stars

themselves, we have flung life and the

glory the future promised away from us

as though it were of no account. The ape

has finally triumphed.”

“What—” interrupted ic Dalfca.

“War,” continued the Shentolian, mus*

ingly. “Always has earth known war.

You of Mars have no word for it in your

vocabulary. You cannot understand. You
are all of one race; you have no nations

nor the cursed, murder-breeding idea of

nationalism—to kill men, your own specie,
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with whom you have no quarrel, whom
you don’t even know. Always it has been

so on earth. First man against man, then

tribe against tribe, and at last nation

against nation. The history of earth is a

history of warfare. Kings and conquer-

ors, greedy for power, or covetous of ma-
terial wealth, have drenched the pages

of all earthly histories with blood.

“Nations have fought for dominion
over other nations, have stamped out

whole races and invented all manner of

horrible engines for the killing of citizens

of other nations. They said, when civiliza-

tion at last entered its highest phase, when
kings and emperors were gone, that war-
fare had ended with one final world war
that ended in our year one thousand nine

hundred and eighteen. They said it was a

war to end war, but they forgot the finan-

cial kings and emperors. Wars have been

profitable to them, and they have always

fostered them. Some made vast fortunes

by manufacturing the engines of war, and

these men in particular have done their

best to make wars, have nurtured race

hatreds and national jealousies.

“Their callous, brutal greed has known
no boundaries, their propaganda en-

circled the globe, and finally they incited

two great races, the white who dwelt

mostly in the western hemisphere, inhabit-

ing the continents of Europe and the

Americas, and the yellow, who came from
the east, from the vast continent of Asia,

to fall upon each other in a war tran-

scending anything we had known before,

and involving every nation on earth.

“They attacked each other with every

weapon they could, command—with ex-

plosives, with gas, and with disease. No
form of death was too horrible or in-

human to be utilized, and all of the tre-

mendous forces of our civilization were
thus perverted to its destruction. Vast
fortunes were piled up by the manufac-
turers of these weapons who sold their

ghastly wares to both sides, sneering at

the mania of patriotism which they them-
selves had created. Still they were too

stupid and short-sighted to foresee that

the monster they had made, that was de-

vouring the world like a flame, would
surely and inevitably engulf its authors

as well. Merrily the holocaust tore along

its mad path of destruction.

“The toll of Death became fantastic.

Cities were wiped out in a night.”

“We saw them,” murmured ic Dalfca,

awe-stricken, unconscious that he spoke.

“All business stopped,” continued the

Shentolian, deaf to the interruption.

“Trade and transportation collapsed and
world-wide famine walked with the other

deaths.

“Then we discovered we had poisoned

the air; the atmosphere of our planet,

steeped in the gases we had loosed upon
each other, was death to us.

“The war barons became frightened.

Their own safety was threatened. They
saw society sinking to extinction around

them. And they tried to stop it. They re-

fused to manufacture any more explo-

sives. They destroyed what they had and
killed the germs in the bacteria-shells.

Wildly, in a panic of terror, they tried to

stop it. But it was too late

!

"The warring races laughed at their

efforts. They had huge stores of weapons
they could still draw on, and they were
mad with the lust of murder, lost to rea-

son or fear. The war went on to the end

—till in a last titanic burst of murder
both races exterminated each other and
Mankind sank back through the centuries

to—to Oblivion.

“You know the rest. You’ve seen the

world
;
you’ve walked through our dead

and desolate cities. This is the end of all

human history.

“And I do not think the cosmos,” con-

cluded the Shentolian, speaking almost

in a whisper, forgetful of his audience,

“will see our like again.”

A long silence ensued. The Martians

stood quietly, lost in this tremendous
tragic drama revealed to them. Then ic

Dalfca spoke, very softly, to himself.

“For five hundred years we watched
them,” he said, “the lights of cities we
shall never see again.”

( Continued, on page 624)



( Illustration by Winter)

With a mad leer he took up the syringe and plunged it into the old man’s arm.
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THE SEX SERUM

By H. O. DICKINSON

• I think that my vanity is forcing me to

write, although I know as I set down the

words in this almost illegible handwriting

that it will get no farther than the bottom

drawer of my desk. Yes, it will be for-

tunate if it ends there, for I am a very im-

pulsive person and the wastepaper basket

is nearby.

But when I reflect, it seems hardly fair

—back to myself and all those people who
were cheated out of the answer to a first-

class mystery. Consider too that eminent

man, Sir John Norton. I think the satis-

faction he would derive from this manu-

script would more than compensate him

for the inconvenience caused by striking

out at least one case from his latest vol-

ume: “Unsolved Mysteries of the Twen-
tieth Century.”

I have read his fourth problem, “The
Manor House Murders,” with a smile

upon my lips and that aloof and superior

feeling which comes to a man who knows
the truth. And why should I not smile?

It is the only reward I will ever obtain

from my knowledge. For you do not real-

ize that I am the only person alive to-day

who knows the real solution of a crime

which baffled, and is still baffling, a whole

country—a unique position to be in, you
will agree, and one that arouses all man’s
latent vanity.

I have kept the secret for a long time

now and no one would suffer from the tell-

ing of it—not that I think it would be be-

lieved, but it will pass as another of one

of the more fantastic and imaginative

theories that have often been advanced as

explanations of a mystery which has for

so long defied logical solution.

And again, further excuse for my vain

and babbling tongue. Unusual stories are

the fashion these days when every nor-

• What makes a male, and what makes
a female human being?
Science, so far, has not been able to

solve the mystery. It is known, how-
ever, that during the first weeks of con-

ception, the human fetus (unborn child)

is neither female nor male; it has the

characteristics of both male and female.

Only later on the predominate sex begins

to develop, and at birth usually the child

is either male or female, but not neces-

sarily always. There are even exceptions

here, and not so infrequently it is im-

possible to tell whether the child is male
or female because it may be both—the

so-called hermaphrodite types.

Sooner or later, science will discover

means by which it will be possible to

change human characteristics, as to sex,

at will. As a matter of fact, science is

coming nearer to the solution every day.

You will find the present story—an en-

tirely new solution in science-fiction

—

particularly absorbing, because there is

no question that in the future it may
happen. It is the first time that this

subject has been used in science-fiction,

and we congratulate our English author

for having brought to us not only a nov-

elty in science-fiction, but a masterful

story as well.

KmHBnBH^onn
mal plot has fallen the prey of the mod-
ern literary mass-production machine,

dealt with as a cow does its cud—chewed,

twisted, turned about, contracted, re-

versed, dished up in a thousand different

ways, then swallowed in disgust. And now
it turns, with despairing howls, to Frank-

ensteins, covered freaks, and mummified

horrors for its sustenance.

You remember the Mount House mur-

ders, non-existent reader ?—the strange

disappearance of both Professor Neville,

the famous biologist, and his daughter

Jeanette. Then there was the finding of

the dead and battered body of an old

lady in Neville’s study and the half-dead

body of a young man, since thought to

be the Professor’s son, lying by her side.
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Perhaps, too, you recall how young Ar-

nold Gilmour, Jeanette Neville’s fiance,

wandered into the local police station with

a mad look in his eyes and a week’s beard

upon his face, muttering monotonously

that he had killed a man.

It was in the quiet summer weeks when
there was no news, and how the papers

feasted on it. What a mystery ! What a

murder ! There was no apparent reason or

motive for it. The whole country waited

with a pleasant thrill for the trial of Gil-

mour when they hoped the truth would
come out. But it never did, and you could

almost hear a national cry of rage and ex-

asperation when a warden walked into the

young man’s cell one morning and found

him hanging by his braces from the barred

window. Whatever his other crimes, they

thought this most unsportsmanlike, and
not playing the game and they received lit-

tle consolation from saying he was mad.
There were many questions to be an-

swered, and the theories advanced were
as ingenious as they were far from the

truth. But as Sir John points out in his

book: “After careful consideration, there

seems to me to be no sane motive for the

murders. Any question of money we can

rule out to a certain extent, for Gilmour
had just previously experienced a consid-

erable improvement in his financial posi-

tion. And apart from this fact, the girl

he was shortly about to marry was known
by everyone to be the Professor’s sole

heiress. The question of fading love or

jealousy too can be ignored as it is ob-

vious that Jeanette was devoted to him.

“And where did the old lady come
from? She had never been seen about the

Mount House before, nor had she ever

been observed either in, or passing

through the village. The same applies to

the half-killed youth. It was unfortunate

that we could obtain no information from
him. His life hung in the balance for many
weeks and someone should have been re-

buked for their carelessness in allowing

him to disappear from the hospital one

morning in the simple way he did. I re-

gard this as most significant. The youth

from his marked resemblance to the pro-

fessor was thought to be his son, but it

was never known that Neville had a boy,

neither was he ever heard mentioning Iris

male offspring.

“Things bring us to a most important

question: where did Gilmour dispose of

the bodies of Professor Neville and his

daughter? The police dug around Mount
House for weeks, but not a trace of the

bodies has been found to this day.

“I have considered many theories to ac-

count for the above questions, but each

one of them leaves many loose ends and
only serves to make other points even

more inexplicable. So, from the very

small amount of evidence we have at our

disposal, it is obviously foolish to specu-

late and I am afraid that it must forever

remain one of the greatest unsolved mys-
teries of the present century.”

No, Sir John! Even in that you are

wrong. Your mystery is solved, but only

to this white paper and the confined space

of my bottom drawer. And there, if

you but knew, you could find it!

CHAPTER II

Determination

• It all happened on a very fine day in

June, and as Arnold Gilmour walked

through the village on his way to the

Mount House, he knew that life was good.

The sun caressed him
;
the clean sweet

air exhilarated him. He smiled happily at

the village children, and deplored his too

self-conscious nature that prevented him
from giving them pennies to buy the col-

oured sweets they so much coveted, with

wistful eyes and small noses stuck against

the little shop window.

His excellent spirits moved him to

whistle with the birds when he had left

the village behind him, and in all that

flowering countryside he neither felt nor

saw the slightest warning that the days

of his young life were nearly over, al-

most before they had begun.

For Gilmour the day was of special im-

portance, and it seemed only right that the

weather should be in sympathy with him.

He had worked and waited a long time
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for this hour. At last he was able to ap-

proach old Professor Neville with some-

thing that looked like solid achievement.

Never before had he been in such a posi-

tion, and so the old man had been able

to keep him from the girl he loved. Keep-

ing Gilmour’s poverty as his trump card,

Neville selfishly played upon his daugh-

ter’s sweet nature and harped constantly

upon his love and loneliness until Jeanette

was becoming distracted between her love

for Gilmour and that of her father.

There was no doubt, Gilmour reflected,

brilliant man though Neville was, when it

came to his daughter he was mad—stone

mad

!

On every question but one, his man-
ner to the young man was kind arid

fatherly. But often when Gilmour would
timidly broach the question of love and

marriage with Jeanette, the Professor’s

attitude became bitter and mildly fanati-

cal. He would ridicule the idea, and if

pressed further, would mutter darkly of

the tragedy of his life when he found that

his child had been born a girl instead of a

boy, and finally he would wind up with

taunting Gilmour on his poor position and

his inability to take and support her—un-

til he had driven the young man into a

very frenzy of achievement.

But now things were different, and
Arnold smiled to himself when he thought

of the last time he had been to the Mount
House. Before he left, he had told Jean-

ette, not too hopefully, of his expectations

in the near future, and to encourage him
she had agreed to leave her father and
marry him as soon as he succeeded.

This was a fortnight ago; he had not

heard from her since, nor had he written.

In his determination to succeed, he had
been strong and he had been silent. He
had worked with a steady patience until

he had amazed himself at his own strength

of mind. But as he neared the Mount
House, he knew that he was weakening.

His love and the things he had done were
burning him up with sheer suppression.

He could restrain himself no longer, tie

must hurry to Jeanette and tell her of his

cleverness like a small boy running home

from school with his first prize and
knowing he will be rewarded with the

fond and joyful adoration of his mother.

Then suddenly he controlled his impa-

tience and decided on another course. He
had held out so far, and he could hold out

a little longer. He would follow up his

luck with more. He decided to see Pro-

fessor Neville first and boldly acquaint

the old man with his intentions while his

triumph was still fresh and giving him
confidence. There was nothing he lacked

now : he had both the love of, and the

power to take the scientist’s daughter. He
had spiked Neville’s guns; there was
nothing he could object to, and if he did,

he would only open Jeanette’s eyes to the

fatherly love that was merely stubborn

selfishness.

Gilmour found Neville in his study

deeply engrossed in peering down into his

microscope, but he was immediately

greeted with such a benevolence and
warmth of spirit that the young man felt

most disconcerted. For a moment it took

all the resolution out of him, for it is hard

to be delivering fiery ultimatums to a man
who is all friendliness and solicitude.

“Well, my boy,” said Neville, turning

to his microscope after the preliminary

greetings were over, “I am certainly

pleased to see you about the place again;

we’ve missed you these last few days, you
know.”

Gilmour mumbled his thanks and tried

to screw up courage enough to get down
to business. He was feeling a slight back-

wash from his previous confident humor.

There was something about this lean man
with the cold gray eyes that scored him
and made him feel very young and rather

childish.

Suddenly Neville looked up from his

work. “You should congratulate me, Gil-

mour,” he said, with a slightly sarcastic

smile. “Since you were here last I have

completed the work of a lifetime and

made one of the greatest discoveries ever

granted to science.”

He was in a confidential and talkative

humor. He rose from his seat and walked

around his desk.
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“I intend to publish it shortly,” he con-

tinued, “but as you are one of our most
intimate friends, I think it is only fair

that you should be amongst the first to

know about the discovery which will alter

the destiny of mankind. Sit down for a

minute.”

Arnold sat down and tried to look in-

terested. Inwardly he cursed himself for

his lack of courage—he should have stated

his business right away, but now his reso-

lution had ebbed and he had let himself

in for a lecture on biology.

Anyway, he reflected philosophically,

Neville would be easier to deal with after

he had had the pleasure of unloading a
pile of his pet theories. Nothing could put

him in better humour, so Gilmour curbed

his impatience, and as he resigned him-

self to the inevitable, he pondered upon all

the things men will do for love.

CHAPTER III

The Sex Gland

• “I think I have told you before of the

work and the experiments I have been

making in that fascinating study—sexol-

ogy,” said Professor Neville amiably.

Arnold nodded, with a lack of interest

quite unnoticed by Neville who was seal-

ing down to his subject.

“Well now, my boy,” continued the

older man enthusiastically, “I have

brought my experiments to a conclusion,

with results such as were beyond my wild-

est dreams. I will tell you of this shortly,

but first, so that you will appreciate my
discovery, I must give you a brief idea

of the workings of the sex machine.”

Without realizing it, Neville relapsed

into his lecture room style and addressed

Gilmour as though he were a roomful of

students.

“You may be aware,” he said, “that the

reproductive organs of both human sexes

are built upon a common type. Take an
obvious example : the male has rudi-

mentary nipples although he will never
suckle his young.

“It is possible to go through the whole
system, part by part, and show how the

male and female correspond. Now the

early embryo has a generalized system,

one that is of neither sex, but containing

rudiments capable of developing into

either male or female form.”

The Professor paused thoughtfully
;
he

had to choose his words and avoid be-

coming too technical. “It would take too

long for me to tell you what determines

sex,” he continued, “so I will be content

with saying that it is the appearance of a

tissue which injects certain secretions into

the blood of the embryo. These substances

affect the body, and by enlarging some
of the parts and retarding the growth of

others, makes them develop into the char«

acteristic type of one sex or the other.

But, and this point is most important, just

because the subdued organs are not en-

couraged in their growth we must not lose

sight of the fact that they are still there.

Lying dormant, they are never called

upon, except in one case in many million,

while the whole cycle of life is completed.

“However, to return to this secretion.

It now logically follows that its sex de-

termining powers not only affect the body
physically, but mentally. For instance, we
have the more gentle and motherly in-

stincts of the female as against the way
of the male. Differences of instinct are

too obvious to point out. Do you follow ?”

“Perfectly, but I don’t see your point,”

answered Arnold, now thoroughly bored

;

physiology was not his hobby.

For a moment Neville’s eyes gleamed.

“To some very strange and wonderful

facts, my boy,” he said impressively, “I

have shown you that before the accident

of sex occurs, for accident it is, Nature

lays down the physical and mental parts

of both sexes. The scales are evenly bal-

anced. It is like a two-way switch
;
it needs

but the injection of a minute quantity of

fluid and we have either male or female.

“Now, during experiments, other scien-

tists have found that by grafting certain

organs of a chicken to a rooster, the re-

sults have been surprising. After a short

time, a cock has ceased to crow, its comb
and spurs have fallen away, and it has

acted in every way like a normal chicken.
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“This threw new light upon my in-

quiries and led me to think that there is

still some secretion at work, perhaps, hav-

ing to preserve the permanence of one

sex. I worked upon this for a long time

and met many problems. As the embryo
readies maturity, does Nature still have to

dominate the latent organs it formerly re-

jected? Suppose, and I have found that

this is what does actually sometimes hap-

pen, she should lose control of these or-

gans. The switch would then be thrown
over to the other side, and it would not

be long before the sex of the person would
change completely, and quite naturally,

without pain or consciousness
!”

The Professor paused, and with a look

of quiet pleasure upon his face, he re-

lapsed into profound thought. Gilmour
shifted uneasily and brought him back to

earth.

“But enough of this,” he said apolo-

getically. “I am sometimes apt to forget

that I am not holding a scientific dis-

course. Let me tell you of the results of

my work. You know, perhaps, that the

study of ductless glands and internal sec-

retions is one of the youngest, and at the

present time, one of the most fruitful

branches of physiological research—most
fruitful, for it was here that I found the

answer to my questions.”

Neville’s voice dropped abruptly and
his eyes gleamed with a strange light. No
longer was he calmly discussing an ab-

struse scientific question. Almost trem-

bling with excitement, he came up to Gil-

mour and bent over his chair, speaking
quickly right into his face.

“The key to the problem was found in

a hitherto unsuspected ductless gland ! I

found it ceaselessly discharging into the

blood a secretion to control the sex. There
it is, a thing like thyroxin, pituitrin, ad-
renelin; and without it our sex could

change with the seasons. Yes, young man,
after years of exhausting research I found
it—the sex gland, a gland of my discov-

ery. The Neville gland, I’ve named it. But
wait—I’ve done much more than discuss

the gland—look at this
!”

• The Professor turned to his desk, and
Gilmour could almost hear him pur-

ring with joy as he opened a drawer and
produced a small phial, such as are used

by chemists. It was corked and contained

two or three drops of milky-white fluid.

With a trembling hand, he held it out for

the younger man’s inspection.

“Look at this,” he breathed reverently

;

“Six times I tried to isolate the secretion

of the Neville gland. Each time I failed,

but the seventh time I did it. Can you im-

agine what this drop of fluid will do,

Gilmour ?”

“No,” said Gilmour, visibly impressed

by the old man’s emotions.

“No, you couldn’t, young man
;
it is be-

yond ordinary imagination. After isolat-

ing the secretion, it was easy for me to

prepare this serum—a mixture that will

neutralize it.”

Neville stopped and took a deep breath

;

his face shone with triumph and he

seemed to grow three inches. “Inject this

serum into a female and it will neutralize

the secretion of the predominant sex. The
switch is turned over. Freed from the

tyrant, the seedlings of the dormant sex

will quickly stir to life. Look at it, Gil-

mour !”

He put the phial on the desk, and stood

looking at it in an attitude of worship.

“The Seventh Serum,” he whispered. “A
drop in the blood stream and in three or

four days it will completely change a

woman to a man—both physically and
mentally.”

It was his last sentence that confirmed

Arnold’s suspicions. At last Neville’s bril-

liant mind was beginning to fail

!

“Good Lord, that’s rather hard to be-

lieve, Professor,” he said skeptically, and
was immediately sorry that he had been

so tactless.

“Hard to believe, but nevertheless quite

true,” answered Neville coldly. He re-

turned the phial to the drawer in silence,

and Gilmour knew that his remark had
finished the discussion. Neville was an-

noyed
; he disliked unbelievers and men

who questioned his learning. As Gilmour
watched the professor fiddling huffily at
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his desk, he decided to get hack to busi-

ness. He had wasted enough time, and he
had already upset the professor; to ruf-

fle him a bit more would not do much
harm.

So he screwed up his courage and with

all the defiant aggressiveness of youth, he

informed Neville of his altered position

and his intention of marrying Jeanette as

soon as possible. Then he stood back to

await the outburst.

CHAPTER IV

A Change of Sex

® The effect was far from what Gilmour

had anticipated. This time there was
no smouldering fury, no crushing bitter-

ness. Neville leaned back in his chair,

smiled, and became friendly—almost be-

nevolent again.

"Hm, hm, I see, Arnold,” he said

thoughtfully, then in almost fatherly

tones, “and though I quite understand

your desires, I am afraid they are no

longer possible.”

“No longer possible,” repeated Gilmour

in a puzzled voice, then he became sud-

denly pale. “Why not ? Has anything hap-

pened to her?” he cried, rising from his

chair, alarmed at the hidden meaning of

the words and stricken with all the grim

forebodings of a man very much in love.

“Dear me, no,” chuckled Neville as

though enjoying a private joke of his

own. “Calm yourself. Have you ever

thought, Gilmour, that Jean may no
longer be in love with you ?”

“Oh, that’s ridiculous,” said Arnold im-

patiently and very uneasily. He was tiring

of the old man, and his hate for him was
rapidly returning-. Neville had disturbed

him ; his fortnight away from Jeanette

seemed years. He wanted to find her and

hear her whispered reassurances. “Ridicu-

lous, and for Jeanette alone to decide,” he

said, turning towards the door. “Please

excuse me, Professor, as I would like to

let Jeanette know that I have arrived.”

“Very well, my boy,” said Neville still

in amiable tones, “you will find Jean in the

laboratory. But remember, should my

opinion be correct, I think that you will

both be the best of friends and nothing

would please me moreso, as I have the

greatest respect and affection for you,

Arnold,” and with a faint smile upon his

face, he returned to his microscope.

The sun shone brilliantly on bottles and
instruments when Arnold entered the lab-

oratory. He went into the room quietly,

intending, to surprise his sweetheart, but

his face fell when he saw no sign of her.

There was only a young man, evidently

an assistant of the professor’s, working at

the end of the long room, and too occu-

pied to notice Gilmour’s entrance.

Arnold’s temper rose as he left the lab-

oratory and went over to the Mount
House. He was annoyed to find tire place

quite devoid of servants or gardeners. It

irritated him
; it made the place feel like

a huge deserted ship. He searched in every

place where he expected to find Jeanette,

and it was only when he reached their

favorite spot—the Rose garden.—that he

remembered that his glance around the

laboratory had been so brief that Jeanette

may have been bending behind a bench or

in an alcove when he looked in.

He retraced his steps to the laboratory.

This time he walked boldly in and dis-

turbed the young man at his work.

He looked around at Gilmour with a

shy smile upon his face, and with a slight

shock Arnold saw that his features were

so like Jeanette’s that he may have been

her brother.

“Hello!” said the youth uncomfortably.

Gilmour greeted him with the impa-

tient suspicion one always has for newly

turned up and previously unmentioned

relatives. Then he brusquely asked if he

knew anything- of Jeanette’s whereabouts.

For seme reason this question seemed

to unnerve the youth, and' it had the effect

of jerking Gilmour out of his temper; a

slight wave of fear passed' through his

body, a vague hint as though his subcon-

scious mind had already detected some
unnameable tragedy.

“Tell’ me,” he said, gripping the boy’s

arm. “What's wrong with this damned
house to-day? I’ve searched the whole
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place and there’s neither man nor beast

about. Answer me, do you know where

Jean is?”

There was silence for a moment; the

youth was looking at the bench and Gil—

mour became suddenly sick when he felt

the boy’s arm tremble in his grasp. He
knew then that there was horror in this

house—horror beyond all human under-

standing.

The youth turned and looked him full

in the face,

“Arnold i” he whispered, and in the

boy’s eyes Gilmour saw the vanishing of

his dreams—the submerging of a soul, the

last few ripples on the water, then a glassy

calmness reflecting back his own features.

The fight was won and lost.

Gilmour’s mind seemed to shake from
its moorings. He was dimly conscious of

Neville and his serum, slowly released his

grip and crumpled against the bench.

“Oh, God !” he groaned with a little

sob, and all the age of his ancestors was
upon his face. He looked up and down
the long room and licked his lips.

“Jean, my darling,” he said simply.

“Why did you do this ?”

“Oh, Arnold,” cried the youth with

pity. “My poor Arnold, I thought father

had told you.” He raised his hand to

caress Gilmour’s face and Arnold shud-

dered when he drew it back halfway with

the shamed smile a man has at displaying

affection for another of his sex.

“My God,” moaned Gilmour tragically

;

then in frenzy of agony he seized his for-

mer sweetheart. “Heaven help me, can’t

you understand? This is horrible; have
mercy on me. What has the swine done to

you, my love? Tell me, Jean. Talk to me!
Oh, God, I’m going mad,” he cried, for he

was aware of conflict in the youth’s face.

The last remnants of his former sweet-

heart fought to relieve him of his tor-

ture. But soon it passed and the stranger

had conquered. There was no response

to Gilmour’s pleas. There was no one but

a youth who pitied him, but with all

man’s lack of understanding for a friend

in love, he only dimly knew the reason for

his emotion.

• Suddenly Gilmour stopped. “You are

not Jean,” he said, and with a little

grunt of hopelessness, he ceased his out-

burst. From out of his haggard face his

eyes turned with the look of a dumb beast

whose whereabouts are strange and terri-

fying. Then ignoring the others, he fell

against the bench and sobbed like a child.

Jeanette, his sweetheart, who used to

smile up at him with blue eyes full of

love, sweet promise of heavenly days

—

she had gone, gone where no man could

find her, wiped clean away into nothing,

dissolved in the Seventh Serum!

He became as a child; his brain col-

lapsed at the utter horror of it all. Death

was natural
; it could be understood in its

frightful, final way. But this was like

searching in infinity. He could not find

her even in the deepest tombs of earth.

She was no more. She had been swallowed

in frightful inaccessible nothingness! He
shuddered and sobbed while the creature

who had been his sweetheart looked on
with a piteous and puzzled expression

upon his face.

After a while, Gilmour’s grief passed

and his brain burned dully making him in-

capable of much thought. His body
seemed as if part of it had been blown
away. He almost felt a3 though he could

reach down and feel the hole inside him-

self. He regained his composure and sur-

veyed the young man with bitterness and
hate upon his face.

“The Seventh Serum,” he said slowly.

“So Neville knew what he was talking

about, and he got a son after all. Tell

me how he did it.”

The boy told him readily, and as Gil-

mour listened, he saw how true Neville’s

theories were. Jeanette’s former girlish

curves had gone
; a young man just reach-

ing maturity stood before him. The shoul-

ders had broadened, the chest was flat.

His voice was deeper, and Gilmour shiv-

ered when he saw that the boy’s face had
been shaved. But the change was not yet

really complete, for he still had an air of

femininity about him, little ways and
habits that he would soon lose.
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The Professor had been very thorough

with the excuse of being deeply engrossed

in some experiment, and not wishing to

be distracted, he had packed off all his

servants. Then without Jeanette’s con-

f

GIRL TURNS INTO BOY

Henriette, 16, to Become

\

Legally Henri.

LILLE, Franee, Aug. 18 <U. P.).—
J

Henri Acces, 16 years old. "paw- I

dered his upper lip today to con-

ceal a budding mustache, donned a

dress and prepared to sing in the

church choir at Lens.
He hopes next Tuesday, howevet,

{

to obtain legal permission to be-
j

come a boy, and shed forever the f

ski-ts he has worn all his life as
J

Alice Henrietta Acces. In time he
|

hopes to marry.
A growing tendency of Henri-

Henriette’s soprano voice in the
j

Lens choir roused suspicions which
r led to an examination by experts,

j
|
They decided Henriette had become I

Henri. 1

The decision was announced yes-
terday. Henri celebrated by bor-
rowing a pair of his father’s trous- '

ers for temporary use, smoking his 4

.first cigarette and making plans to
]

encourage, rather than to conceal,
the sprouting mustache.
On Tuesday he plans to go to the

j
town hall and have the sex space I

on his birth certificate changed
]

from female to male. UrttiJ then he (

is legally a girl.

Dr. Henri Minne, the family ph; •

sician, confirmed to the United
j

Press today that Henriette had j

undergone a metamorphosis.
“Henri's masculiniity Is unques-

tionable.” said Dr. Minne. "I shall
|

recommend an operation to make
the metamorphosis complete.**

Manhood for Girl Dwart
Sought in Surgical Test

Dayton, Pa., Aug. 18.—In one
of the strangest and most daring
experiments ever attempted by
modern science, a surgeon's knife
this Fall will seek to transform a
dwarfed farm girl of 20 years,
afflicted with a- sex deformity since
birth, into a normal young man.
The girl is Clara Schreckengost,

second of ten children in the fam-
ily of C. W. Schreckengost, farmer
in the hill contry above Dayton.
When she was bom doctors ex-
amined her rare malformity and
said she could never live mote
than three years..

She lived, but she grew into an
awkward, undersized creature, who
became so well known in the rural
community that a. humane society
heard of her not long ago.

Operations Planned.
Physicians from a Pittsburgh

hospital studied her, and decided
that only by an operation which
would change her sex characteris-
tics could she be turned into a

normal being. Two preliminary op-
erations have already been per-
formed, and she will undergo the
principal one in October.

If it is successful, the doctors
say, Clara will take on the sexual
aspects of a man, and will grow to
average height and strength. Her
parents have already decided to
change her name to Clarence after
the operation.

Traits Are Feminine.

For all her unusual deficiencies,

Clara shows feminine traits and in- 1

stincts. She prefers dresses to
overalls, and she’s rather take eare
of the young farm children than
work In the fields.

Pittsburgh specialists who have
studied Clara's case declare that it

proves definitely something that
science has long sought to estab-
lish—that sex is not the unchange-
able trait that it has always been
believed, and that occasionally it

|

can be unmistakably altered by an
operation.

sent or knowledge, he had given her the

Seventh Serum.
As Neville had said, the transforma-

tion had been quite painless. Jeanette had
changed almost without being aware of it.

She had waked one day with the

mind of a man, and then to him he

never was a girl. The very idea was
ridiculous; he could not even imag-

ine the thoughts of the opposite sex

!

“And now you’re a man; you
can’t love me, not being a girl. Be-

ing a man you may not even like me.

Hell, what nonsense it is !” muttered

Gilmour, brooding with the blue

flame of a Bunsen reflected in his

eyes.

Then he lost control of himself

again.

“But you must come back, Jean-

ette !” he cried aloud to himself. “I

cannot live like this, my darling.

Where are you? Night and day it

will torment me forever. Oh, God,

let me see her again 1” He sobbed,

and turned suddenly to the youth,

his face drawn and his eyes full of

hate. “You don’t understand, do
you? You’re a man! You don’t

know what it’s like to have your

sweetheart robbed like this— just

taken away to nowhere.

But you must turn back

;

you are not a man. You
were born a girl—don’t

you see?” With an in-

sight born of despair, he

read the other’s thoughts,

and the smouldering heat

in his head seemed to

burst into flames and the

hole in his body grew

wider.

“I know that it seems

mad to you, changing

yourself to a girl. But

you can; you must! I

will do it. The swine will

not rob me of my sweet-

heart. Oh, Jeanette,
Jeanette, my darling

;

please come back to me.”
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He cried piteously, and with the look of

a hungry animal, he made for the door,

but he was stopped by the youth who was
alarmed by the look upon his face.

“What are you going to do ?” he asked.

Gilmour turned upon him with a snarl.

“Stay here,” he said, “and don’t inter-

fere. I’m going to try to bring you back.

Do you think I can bear this? You are a

man, and if you are one much longer, you
unnatural thing—I’ll kill you!”

CHAPTER V
The Trial Subject

• Neville was still at the microscope

when Gilmour appeared at the study

door, and he was too deeply occupied in

his work to be aware of Arnold’s pres-

ence, until the latter walked up to the desk

and stood looking down at him, cutting off

the light. Then he glanced up and sat

back as if he had been shot, for he looked

into a face that almost froze the blood in

his veins!

Gilmour was bending over the desk,

his body hunched and stiff as though it

laboured under a mighty load. The skin

was drawn tight upon his face ; it seemed

as though his skull was showing through,

and his eyes burned and held in them all

the hate in hell.

The Professor breathed deeply.

“Why did you do it, you swine?” asked

Gilmour in a very low voice.

The scientist’s mouth twitched, the aid

of wisdom left him, his eyes turned slight-

ly, and he suddenly became a mad old

man. There was a pause, they looked at

each other, then Neville laughed, a long

thin laugh of triumph.

“Why did I do it?” he repeated, and
cackled. “Why ask me that ?” he screamed,

his insane mirth turning to fury. “Did
you think I was going to sit back and let

you rob me of her? You fool! Don’t you
know that I’ve watched over her and
loved her all these years, and dreamt and
worked for the Seventh Serum and a son?

Pah! you idiot! Do you think any fool

could come and claim her ?—dictate to me,

threaten me just because he thought he

loved her. So do I, and she’9 my child.

Had she been a boy, I would never have

been troubled by stupid oafs and idiotic

love! A son I wanted to carry on my
work, pile fame upon fame and put our

name amongst the mighty !”

Neville’s face was white with passion.

“But nature cheated me,” he shouted,

“and gave me a useless daughter, to be

robbed of by fools like you, had I not

spent half my life prying into her secrets.

I vowed I would have a son, and now I’ve

got one. See, with my brain I cheated Na-

ture and robbed you—the robber. Now
go, young man. You have never been in

my scheme of things, and there are many
more women to share your foolish love

!”

The old man stopped, breathless and

exhausted with his emotion. Gilmour

maddened him; he thought the younger

man was making an unreasonable fuss

over nothing. To Neville the matter was

not anything out of the ordinary. He had

spent too long dreaming of it. It was only

the achievement of his work. He wished

to sit back and enjoy watching the results.

Arnold Gilmour was done with, an irrita-

tion ended. He had explained to him. The
fellow could not love a man

;
he must un-

derstand and clear out decently.

But in the gaining of his desire, Neville

had sacrificed more than half his life-

time
;
he had lost his sanity

!

Gilmour had listened to the professor

in silence, seeming to be unaware of the

old man’s rantings. But at the last few
words, he grinned mirthlessly and moved
around the desk.

“No,” he said, very softly, two inches

from the scientist’s face. “You’re wrong;
there’s only one girl for my ‘foolish*

love.”

Then the storm burst; Gilmour’s body
trembled with fury and Neville quailed

before him, for Arnold’s wrath seemed

of the gods and outraged Nature. Like

the elements unleashed, it swept around

the room. It battered Neville down into

his chair and lashed into the very windows
of his soul, plumbing his innermost

depths. It uprooted all his senses, stripped
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him of all reason—overwhelming him

with a blind panic and fearful terror.

“You madman,” Gilmour cried, his

voice almost a scream of contempt. “Look

at me ; see, I’m almost as mad as you are

—driven mad with what you’ve done. You
swine, to think that you could take a soul,

banish it from heaven and earth ! It wasn’t

yours to tamper with
;
Jeanette had given

herself to me, to me only, and now you’ve

murdered her and left that creature whom
you call your son. Oh, you may have got

away with it all right, but you forgot

something, you mad old fool,” he snarled.

“You forgot me, and my love for her!”

Gilmour’s voice dropped to a whisper.

“Listen, Nature is going to trick you like

she did before, because you are going to

bring Jean back to me.”

“That I’ll never do,” muttered the old

man viciously.

“Yes you will, Neville,” hissed Gil-

mour. “If you don’t, I’m so mad now that

I’m going to kill you. See, just like this;

oh, it’s so easy.”

With the grin of an imbecile, Gilmour

brought his hand up and his fingers en-

circled the Professor’s throat. Neville’s

eyes bulged with terror, but he could offer

no resistance, for he was hypnotized by

a madness greater than his own.

Gilmour leered as he tightened his grip

;

then the scientist screamed chokingly.

With his senses failing, he suddenly real-

ized that here was no bluff
;
he was look-

ing into the face of death itself.

“Don’t,” he sobbed. “I will
;

I swear I

will.”

“Good,” said Gilmour. “Somehow I

thought you would,” and with a chuckle

that sounded like the last rattle of a

corpse, he released his grip. He opened

the drawer into which Neville had placed

the Seventh Serum, and took out the phial

with a look of deep loathing upon his face.

“Here,” he said, curtly. “Change her

back, and be quick, for every time I think

of it, my brain goes funny and I want to

kill you.”

“That is of no use now,” answered Ne-

ville soberly. His approach to the gates of

death seemed to have brought his sanity

back to him. “The smallest grain of that

would kill him now—

”

“Don’t say ‘him’!” screamed Gilmour,

with a sudden burst of passion, “I tell

you it’s her, Jeanette. Why won’t that

do; it did well enough at first. Don’t try

to fool me—or, by heaven, you’ll be

sorry.”

“Try to be calm,” said Neville, his age

increasing with the minutes. “I told you

that this serum was for neutralizing the

secretion of the female. I need a slightly

different formula for the male. Try to

compose yourself, and I will prepare it.

Don’t worry,” he said, reading the other’s

thoughts, “I will not fail you, for just now
I am beginning to understand the great-

ness of my sin.” And with a sigh that was
more a groan, he commanded Gilmour to

leave him while he worked.

• During the hours that followed, Gil-

mour prowled in and out of the Mount
House, carefully avoiding the labora-

tories, or any place he might meet the

youth. To Arnold he was a thing of hor-

ror—a living tombstone, a strange mon-
strosity that played upon his sanity.

There were many things to remind him
of Jeanette and he spent the hours torn

between spasms of passionate rage and

deep grief. As the sun was setting, he

wandered into the rose gardens and stood,

hunched and lonely, breathing in the

magic air of the sweet June night. He
could hear the last song of the birds, and

the mysterious sounds of twilight, and he

thought of Jeanette with hopeless eyes

and a pale drawn face. A strange foulness

and a great emptiness had come into his

life. He felt barred from these simple, nat-

ural things of earth. His dreams, so fine

and big at dawn, were shattered. He
turned and cast a look of fear at the black

pile that was Mount House. He was alone,

very, very much alone. The building was

a sepulchre. He sat amid the roses and

sobbed out his heart in an agony of black

despair.

At last he rose, shivering, and returned

to the house.

Professor Neville was in the labora-
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tory, and Arnold was relieved to find the

old man alone; he would not have faced

the boy without losing his self-control.

“Well ?” he said to Neville.

“There it is,” answered Neville briefly,

and he pointed to a hypodermic syringe

upon the bench. “There is just enough of

the serum in that to turn a man to a

woman, but I am not quite sure of it. You
must understand it is the first I have made
and I have no subject to test it upon.”

“Why does it need testing?” asked Gil-

mour with great suspicion. “You know
what the last lot did.”

“Quite so, but I would never think of

injecting my daughter with this serum un-

til I first know the consequences. You
must wait until tomorrow, when I will

promise a suitable subject.”

“Oh, no you won’t,” snarled Arnold,

his face a mask of fury. “Hours to me are

hell ! How do I know what you will feel

like tomorrow? If you want a subject so

much, I’ll find you one now.” With a mad
leer he took up the syringe and, almost

before Neville was aware of his inten-

tions, he had plunged it into the old man’s

arm ! “You will be the subject, you
swine !” he cried, laughing like a man who
is losing his reason. “Now you can study

the effects very closely and at the same
time see how you like your damned
Seventh Serum.” He leaned against the

bench laughing hysterically.

“You fool
;
you don’t know what you’ve

done,” gasped Neville, half sobbing, his

face grey with terror. “Get out of my
way !” he shouted, clutching at a bottle

upon a shelf near Gilmour’s head.

But Arnold saw his intention.

“I know what I am doing,” he said

viciously, “and now you’ve got it, you’re

going to keep it.”

He followed up his words with his fist,

and with one blow he laid Neville uncon-

scious at his feet.

“When you wake up, old man, I don’t

think you will be Professor Neville,” he

muttered, and gathering the scientist’s

body up in his arms, he left the laboratory

and made his way to Neville’s bedroom.
There he laid the old man upon the bed,

and stood for a moment looking down at

him, then left, carefully locking the door

after him.

CHAPTER VI

Tragedy

• Four days and nights had passed since

Arnold Gilmour had locked the pro-

fessor in his bedroom, and as dawn came
upon the fifth day, Gilmour stood brood-

ing through the kitchen window with

deep-sunk eyes.

He seemed to have aged a score of

years since the day of his arrival at the

Mount House. He stood with bent body

and unshaven face, a different being from
the young man who had walked through

the scented gardens with life and love in

his -heart. Those days to him were years

ago, if they ever had been at all

!

Since the beginning of the nightmare,

he had had but a few brief snatches of

sleep in which he awoke suddenly with a

pounding heart and a great fear for his

sanity. His brain ached with the usual

never-ending monotony, and as he

thought of the past few days, he knew that

there was madness somewhere.

The first night he had spent huddled

over a small fire in the servants’ kitchen,

drinking coffee and smoking endless ciga-

rettes. The next morning he had seen

Jean ; he refused or could not think of her

as a boy. The youth had appeared, fresh

and cheerful in the early morning, and had

become surprised and pained at Gilmour’s

attitude. Arnold had tried in every way to

reach some last remnants of his former

sweetheart—but he could not. It was im-

possible, ridiculous, humiliating. He was
talking to a man, and while the younger

Neville was quite aware and fully remem-
bered his former love for Gilmour, he now
had the mind of a man. He sympathized

with Arnold, but felt no regrets for the

love that was gone
;
indeed, he was too

enraptured with the novelty and the possi-

bilities of his new life to consider Gil-

mour’s torture deeply. Inwardly he re-

garded his female existence and his love

for Gilmour as rather a foolish joke which

was now over and should be forgotten.
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He had inquired about his father, and
was concerned about his abrupt manner
the previous night, and it became obvious

to Gilmour that the youth was beginning

to regard him as a nuisance, and made him
feel like a man who has overstayed his

welcome.

It was after the youth had been to Ne-
ville’s bedroom and returned, suspiciously

demanding the key from Gilmour, that

the latter had overpowered him, and with

a strength that Arnold never had before,

he carried him to the highest room in the

house and locked him in.

The days that followed he spent like a

watching beast, prowling between Ne-
ville’s room and that of the boy’s. Some-
times, as on the second day, he would sit

outside the Professor’s bedroom and lis-

ten to his cries from behind the door. Des-

perately the old man fought against the

effects of the serum
;
piteously he grov-

elled under the door and begged his

jailer to see reason. But Gilmour would
not even speak to him; the most he would
do was push scraps of food and water

through the slightly opened doorway.

As for the young Neville, he had
wasted his energy storming around the at-

tic and moaning, much alarmed for the

fate of his father, until Gilmour had be-

come impatient and half-strangled him. It

was only by Arnold suddenly remember-
ing that he was choking the body of his

sweetheart that he stopped. But it quieted

the youth and afterwards he took the

food that Gilmour gave him and some-
times humbly asked for books to while

the time away.

The third day there was silence in Ne-
ville’s room and when Gilmour pushed the

food in, he saw only a thin hand reach

out to take it.

The next day Arnold had an idea, and
going through the servants’ quarters, he

found a room which he knew belonged to

the absent housekeeper. After a few min-
utes, he came out with a sardonic smile

upon his face and a bundle of clothes un-

der his arm.

These he pushed into the room with the

daily supply of food. But no hand ap-

peared to take his offerings, so he gently

closed the door and sat upon the floor, lis-

tening through the keyhole, his features

like that of an animal and fixed with a

wolfish grin.

And now, as he stood in the grey light,

brooding through the window at the dew-
covered rose trees, he resolved to bring

this madness to an end. He felt calmer
and more sober than he had ever been

since the first horrible day. Shortly he

would bring Neville from his room and
see how the serum worked. He feared this

and it made him fidget nervously. Deep in

his heart he had long since regretted his

rash deed, but his determination to make
Neville suffer as he was obstinately over-

ruled his reason.

As long as he lived, it would do the

scientist not to play with other people’s

bodies again, thought Arnold bitterly.

Then despite the weariness of his soul, he

became more cheerful as he made his

plans.

He had great faith in the professor’s

scientific powers. It would not be long be-

fore Neville made another injection of the

serum, for the youth, and then Jeanette

would return to him once more. He
glowed inwardly; it was as though life

flowed back to his bones when he thought

of this and his face became almost young
again.

As the morning came and the sun rose

in the sky, stirring the gardens to life and
all their scented glory, Gilmour brewed
himself some coffee and after nibbling a

little food, he made his way up to the attic.

At first he avoided Neville’s room, for

he had an idea of making the younger Ne-
ville see, too, just what he had suffered

before sending his horrible and unwanted
maleness back to the place from whence
it came.

Arnold knocked upon the door, then

half opened it. “Come out,” he ordered

harshly; he had no name for the boy. “I

want you!”

A short interval elapsed before the

youth emerged cautiously, and with the

air of one who humours a madman, he
enquired the reason for the disturbance.
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Gilmour chuckled mirthlessly, “Come
and see,” he answered, “come and see

what the Seventh Serum does ; as a stu-

dent of physiology, you'll be very in-

terested.”

The youth made no reply but followed

his one-time sweetheart to Neville’s room
with a puzzled look upon his face.

Arnold raised his hand to knock upon

the door, but suddenly his courage failed

him, and he turned to Neville’s son with

a wicked leer upon his face.

“Your father is in there,” he said, “and

I have not seen him for four days. I think

he is ill; go in and see what is wrong.”

• He unlocked the door, pushed the boy

in, and quickly closed it after him. Gil-

mour was frightened of the Seventh

Serum. It made his brain rock. He walked

tO' the end of the corridor and waited with

his heart beating uncontrollably.

After a short time, but a space that

seemed like ages to Gilmour, the youth

came out of the room. Arnold looked

around at him fearfully. He was leaning

against the wall like a man stricken with

some frightful horror. Then he saw Gil-

mour and slowly came up to him. There

were tears on his cheeks, and murder was

in his eyes.

“You devil,” he muttered thickly.

“That’s not my father. What have you
done to him ?” he shrieked hysterically and

hurled himself at Gilmour.

But with all his rage, he was no match

for Arnold and after a short struggle the

latter held him face downwards upon the

floor. And as the boy’s wrath died away
in sobs, Arnold’s heart turned within him.

Despite the close cut hair, there was some-

thing about those shoulders that was
vaguely, lovingly, familiar

!

When the youth had calmed down a lit-

tle, Gilmour questioned him about Neville.

But he seemed dazed and unable to com-

prehend ! He would only mutter and keep

repeating that his father would come
shortly and see them in the study.

So there they went and waited, regard-

ing each other sometimes like two animals

of different species. To Gilmour the boy

seemed to alternate between two per-

sons
;

he would become very like his

sweetheart and then he would change sud-

denly to a man and smother Arnold’s fool-

ish impulse to take him in his arms.

At last Gilmour trembled violently as

he heard footsteps approaching the study.

The youth turned his gaze to the window
and, fascinated with his horror of the

work of the Seventh Serum, Gilmour

stared fearfully at the doorway.

When Professor Neville entered the

room, he cried out aloud with horror and

feared for the last remnants of his sanity.

He stared fixedly at the creature before

him and saw that Professor Neville was
no more. He had gone the way of his

daughter
;
his place had been taken by a

mannish looking old woman whose clothes

swamped the thin frame. She stood in

the sunlit study, a mixed expression of

benevolence and irritability upon her

wrinkled face.

Gilmour rose shakily to his feet.

“Professor Neville?” he said dully, at

a loss for both words or actions. This was
worse, more real than the first trans-

formation which he never actually wit-

nessed. His sweetheart had just disap-

peared
;

it was as if she had met with an

accident or was very ill. Shortly she would

discard the youth’s unpleasant form like

a wrapping of bandages and come back to

him with all her love. But this, he recoiled

shudderingly, it was the devil’s work
right under his very eyes.

The old woman croaked at him with a

shaky voice and chided him as she would

a young child talking nonsense—while all

the time the young Neville sat motionless

and indifferent staring out of the window.

Gilmour led the professor over to the

desk. The microscope and all Neville’s

notes were still there. She looked at them
with disgust as Gilmour urged her to

make another dose of the Seventh Serum.

He babbled pitifully
;
he talked of his

need for Jeanette; he implored her to sit

down and restore them all to sanity only

dimly aware of what or whom he was ad-

dressing.

( Continued on page 625)
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WORLD OF THE MIST

By

LAURENCE MANNING

PART TWO
Conclusion

WHAT HAS GONE BEFORE:
• As tlie story opens, we find our three friends,

Cogger Brent, Wadsley Billing, and Trench,

who tells the story in the first person, discuss-

ing the possibilities of the existence of an-

other set of dimensions, co-existent with our

universe—whereby two things can exist in the

same place at the same time, though non-exis-

tent to each other. They decide that only

neutron, which is solid proton and therefore

millions of times denser than any element,

would be effective in warping space with its

enormous density enough for anything to pass

from one universe to the other. Neutron can-

not exist upon the earth, because it would fall

instantly to the center of the world, as though
rocks and metal did not exist. The three men
get together, and with the fortune belonging

to one of them they build the first space-ship,

planning to go into space to look for some
neutron in some small body that had broken

out of an exploded sun, the only logical place

where it could originate. After a short search,

not without exciting incident, they finally locate

such a body, though it is only a few feet in

diameter. Poking a tube through the body, they

are able to perceive a peculiar glow that did

not exist anywhere in our universe, and they

plan to take part of the ship’s outer hull to

form a ring, through which they can pass into

the other universe. This is necessary, they learn

—for to plunge into the neutron would mean
certain death. Contact with the neutronium
caused an absorption of electrons that destroyed

the elements we know, and Cogger lost a fin-

ger in finding this out. At the last minute,

Trench loses courage and convinces the others

that it would be suicide to go through in any
case, for they could never get back. Just at this

time, the ship, which was traveling in an orbit

around the earth, starts falling toward the

ground, and the huge ring surrounded by neu-

tronium with it, below. The only way they can

save themselves from a crash which would re-

• We suppose that the first installment

of this short novel in our last issue

did not contain a great deal of the story
itself, but acted rather as an introduction
and tried to convince the reader of the
possibilities of the astonishing occur-

rences to follow in the conclusion.

And when we say astonishing, we
don’t mean just barely astonishing. Any
of our regular readers must admit that

Laurence Manning has never “let them
down,” and you will find that he has
not changed this course in the present
yarn.

To call the ideas put forth here “un-
usual” would be like calling Hades a
“warm” place. It is Mr. Manning’s be-

lief that any world of another dimen-
sion, out of our universe altogether,

would really be alien, in every sense of

the word. “Different,” “strange,“ “odd,”
“unusual,” or any other word we use
every day to describe something out of

the ordinary we come in contact with
hardly conveys the meaning of “alien,”

as applied to science-fiction themes.
Here we find all the thrills and excite-

ment you could ask for, and at the same
time the logic and originality required

in our New Policy.

suit in instant death for all of them is to

plunge through the ring into another universe.

As we leave Part One, the ring has almost hit

the ground and the ship is about to plunge

through it. Now go on with the story:

CHAPTER V

Truly Alien

• This nonsense about a dying man see-

ing all his past life in the half-second

before his life ends—well, I thought it

must be true. Time is a relative thing. A
second—an electron in one second makes
a hideous number of complete revolutions

about its proton. To it, no doubt, if it

could think, each revolution would seem

as important as that of our earth going

693
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around its sun. I saw through my tight

shut eyes vivid snatches of school days—

-

little incidents I had completely forgotten.

As I flinched from the certain imminent

crash that would flatten myself and my
friends into unrecognizable pulp, I found

that, although thought seemed too chilled

by terror to flow freely, there was ample

time in one second for long trains of des-

perate wishes and fears. Surely it could

not be more than a second ? I counted the

pulse roaring its beat into my ears—how
fast coidd a heart beat? But I had counted

ten! Twenty! Thirty!

I opened my eyes, unbelieving, and saw
Cogger’s pale face lit by a rosy glow that

came through the port-holes. It was the

face of a man snatched from Hell and

thrust bodily into Paradise ! The lips were

parted as in ecstasy and his eyes—once

before in my life I saw that look in a

man’s eyes. It was years ago on a visit

to Monte Carlo and the man—a French-

man—had just won two hundred thou-

sad francs at roulette. Uncomprehending-

ly I glanced at the port-holes, but through

the quartz I could make out nothing but

a light reddish illumination. Could Cogger
see something I could not ? But what
could there be to see? We had been rush-

ing straight down to our deaths and

—

nothing had happened! Wad was at one

port-hole, his face pressed to the glass.

My reason told me indignantly that we
were all three of us dead, but something

kept whispering into my mind that what
had happened was a lot more mysterious

and unusual than that. Then I thought of

the bullet that had failed to come out of

the other end of a ten-foot pipe, and with

an inarticulate cry of half-belief, I

stumbled to a port-hole to stare out.

All about me as far as I could see was
practically nothing! This nothingness was
of a light rosy tint and extended to in-

finity. But at the bottom of the glass, far

to the rear of the “Space-steed” was what
I suppose might be called land. It was like

a dark plain and in it sparkled and pulsed

a faint glimmering light. As I looked, it

was rapidly receding—for all the world

as though our vessel were rising up from

it! Yet how could that be possible? Less

than sixty seconds ago we had been rush-

ing down towards the earth. There had
been a short burst of rocket fire to drive

us even more rapidly to destruction, as I

imagined. Now we were rising again and
with no change of direction! And as this

mysterious earth drew further and fur-

ther away, I noticed that it grew fainter

until at last the rosy color came between
my eyes and the mystery. I saw that we
were travelling at high speed, not through

nothingness, but through some sort of

mist.

At last I found my voice. “Cogger!" I

demanded hoarsely. “Wad! Both of you
tell me what .... where .... what
in God’s name has happened to us ?”

And then I heard Cogger sigh incredu-

lously and saw him in the half-light come
toward me among the spider-web of rop-

ing. Wad chuckled at his window and
turned toward me. “Cogger,” he said,

“what do you make of it? D’you notice

that we have weight again?”

“Yes .... a bit puzzling, too,” he

replied. “Of course, this mighty red stuff

outside may be a sort of gas—must be.

It’d slow us down as we plowed through
it, I suppose, at our speed. That must be

the answer, Wad, for the pull is toward
the nose of the ship.”

“Yes, but we’re leaving that black plain

behind at full speed. D’you suppose it has

no attraction for us?”

“In Heaven’s name, you two,” I

shouted, “tell me what it all means
!”

“Oh, come, Trench, you know we’ve

burst through into some other set of di-

mensions, surely?”

“I wondered,” I muttered, passing a

hand bewilderingly through my hair. “Of
course, we must have. Then you actually

had the luck to hit the earth right in the

middle of the ring of nuclear matter, Cog-
ger? That must be it, of course . . . .

but Good God, wliere are we going? And
where are we?”
Cogger laughed aloud. “Where,” he re-

plied, “is a word we shall have little use

for, I’m thinking. Where in relation to

what? We’ve not a thing to go by—no
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sun or moon or stars—no up or down, ap-

parently. By the way, I wonder how fast

we’re going?”

‘‘But how can you tell,” I retorted sar-

castically. We’ve nothing to judge by!

Fast in relation to what ?”

“This mist outside—don’t be sarcastic,

Trench; you haven’t the wit to carry it

off. Hop over and take a look at that air

speedometer, will you?”

I did, sullenly enough, and was almost

indignant when I perceived that it read

900 miles per hour. I called out the read-

ing. Wad grunted, by way of reply, “And
how about the pressure gauge—-can’t tell

anything without that.” Our instruments,

of course, were outside the hull and only

the dials showed inside. The air pressure

outside, I observed, was a little less than

ten pounds to the square inch. “And much
good may it do you,” I added.

“H’mm—a sea-level speedometer, isn’t

it?” muttered Cogger. “Well, I figure

roughly a quarter of a mile a second—no

use being more accurate for the present,

but I’ll note down the readings. We'll take

’em again in ten minutes.”

Wad, meanwhile, was examining the

fuel gauges. “Everything seems normal,”

he reported. “We can get along for six

months or a year with this oxygen supply,

if we don’t have to use our motor.”

I was stupefied and half out of my mind
with the situation in which we were
placed. I could not understand how those

two could calmly set about their duties.

“Do you realize,” I said hoarsely, “that

even if we keep alive for a year—which I

doubt—we can never escape? Never! We
can never again see a human face or hear

voices. We’re as good as dead this min-

ute !”

Cogger laid a hand gently on my arm.
“Easy, lad! Take it easy! Best lie down
for a minute and get your nerves calmed

a little. Think, man, think! How much
better off were we back on the earth?

When we were born we were sentenced

to die after a period of years—probably

not more than sixty. You’ve lived a good-
ish few of them—lots of men die at

twenty, remember! Now you find that

you’re near the end—well, what of it?

You might have had malignant cancer and

have been sentenced by doctors—you
might have fallen out of bed any night

in all your safe comfortable life and

broken your precious neck ! And as for

human companionship—you’ve got your

two best friends—Wad and myself. Use
a little philosophy, lad !—and reflect on
what we have done !” His voice grew ex-

cited. “In all history nothing that remote-

ly approaches thi? has been done by the

human race! We’re the first. What if we
do die? We’ll have seen and learned some-
thing that—well, there’s no telling how
important it may be. Moreover—don’t

give up the ship ! I don’t see just how we
can get back to our particular scale of ex-

istence—but who says we may not find

a way in half a year? Even in a month?
First, let’s find out what sort of a place

this is and what laws of nature govern it.

After that, we’ll be in a position to do
some planning. The only chance we do
have, I must say, lies in keeping our eyes

open and our brains at work!”

• It was sickeningly hot in the cabin

—

but the metal nose of the vessel was
no longer glowing. As I sank into my cot,

I called Cogger’s attention to this fact.

He nodded. “Our speed was reduced by
about half—somehow,” he said thought-

fully. “Only thing I can think of, it took

speed as well as that ring of gravitation

to break our old dimensions. Of course,

you can’t have something for nothing, so

our speed vanished—somewhere. Funny
thing, though, that there was no shock

!

However, let’s thank Heaven for pres-

ent mercies. It’s time I took another speed

and pressure reading. You lie still a few
minutes.”

I tried to, but the instant I closed my
eyes my panic left me and with it my
despair. I realized that I was enormously
curious all of a sudden—and hungry to

boot! I promptly sat up again and ex-

claimed “By Jove!”
“What is it now, fellah?” asked Cog-

ger.
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“I begin to get the idea—and I’m all

right now, Cogger,” I replied meekly. “I

want to help—I can get some food, at

least. I say, this is going to be a bit ex-

citing, isn’t it ?”

“Hurrah !” shouted Wad from his ob-

servation port. “Trench is beginning to

see things the right way! Exciting, you
call it! And how! Shades of Newton!”

I have tried to give in some detail the

above events. They were the first ten min-

utes we spent in the “Fourth Dimension,”

as I call it. Wad points out that it may
be the tenth or, more likely, a combina-

tion of any three of the ten possible di-

mensions. Cogger just grins, and says he

prefers to call it the negative existence,

though he admits that to limit the possi-

bilities to two—positive and negative—is

perhaps needlessly conservative. Just for

one thing, he wants to know where the

purple glowing liquid is that we saw
through that pipe. It wasn’t what we
found when we crashed through. Is that a

third existence?—one that awaits explor-

ers who can travel with the speed of light ?

But I’m far ahead of my narrative.

Cogger’s second reading was taken and

out came the slide-rules and pencils. He
and Wad decided that we were losing

speed rapidly—but in a puzzling fashion,

for the mere presence of gas at known
pressure outside would not fully account

for it. They took a third reading and a

fourth, and still the discrepancy was
there, and “perhaps that black landscape

is helping to pull us back,” suggested

Wad, whereupon Cogger looked worried.

And then, after about three-quarters of

an hour, we began to get into thinner “at-

mosphere.” Our view extended for hun-

dreds of miles, as nearly as we could

guess. There was nothing to see except

the thinning rose-tinted mist, but this grew
so attenuated at last, that it seemed to

be open space. In a few minutes we looked

clearly and unobstructedly for thousands

of miles. There was nothing to be seen

except a distant reddish glow which

bounded every horizon.

“You know what it looks like?” de-

manded Cogger. “Looks like the inside

of a gas bubble. We’ve come almost a

thousand miles, haven’t we? Well, on a

guess, I’d say that the gas walls of our

bubble are a thousand miles thick and that

this space inside where we are looks

about a thousand or two thousand miles

across.”

“By the way, the pressure outside has

dropped to nothing,” observed Wad from
the instrument board.

"If we only had one visible fixed point

to navigate from!” sighed Cogger.

But we hadn’t. An hour went by during

which it was difficult to tell whether our

speed was steady or lessening. We could

not have told whether we might not evert

be standing still. Two more hours passed

in the blankness of that existence. There
was light outside from the distant walls

of rosy mist—but it was faint and nebu-

lous. Only the extreme clearness of the

intervening distance made it visible to us.

The inside of the cabin was pitch black

except for the faint reflection from our

faces. We ate food in silence and ever

and again our eyes sought something on
which to rest. I never realized how com-

fortable it is for the eyes to settle upon
definite objects—I assure you it is as

tiring to look upon nothing as it is to

never sit down. My gaze would return

shudderingly back to the gloomy interior

of our vessel, like that bird that returned

again to old Noah in his Ark, because

there was no other place to rest the soles

of its feet.

Then Wad announced that, since we
had no means of knowing how long it

might be before we arrived anywhere, two

of us must sleep while the other kept

watch. I volunteered first watch, being

sleepless anyway, and the others strapped

themselves into their cots and left me to

my thoughts. It was a weird watch I kept

—looking at nothingness and watching

for something to appear. Any Something.

At the end of my four-hour vigil, it

seemed to me that the wall of rosiness

behind us was slowly coming closer and

I awoke Cogger.

He listened to my report in silence and
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then turned on the small flashlight to

examine the gyroscope he had set going

to record our direction. The light woke
Wad and they both sat around and argued

the possibilities for a while. I prepared

a meal and was thinking of going to sleep

when their excited voices from the ports

called my attention. “What’s up?” I

asked, with a yawn.

“Look now ! There’s no doubt about it,

Wad,” Cogger was saying.

“Nope! Sure enough. Come here,

Trench; we’re travelling back toward the

place we came from.”

I came quickly enough, and even as

I got to the glass, I could see that we
were again entering the mist. Cogger re-

ported excitedly that there was an at-

mosphere outside of a pound to the inch

and “going up!”

“Great Guns, man !” shouted Wad.
“Wings! Wings! Hurry!”

Cogger gave him one look and then the

two of them scrambled like mad-men over

to the lever that was designed to push out

the aeroplane wings with which the ship

might glide to earth. It struck me that

there was no earth to land on, but then I

remembered that black, mysterious, light-

shot landscape we had risen from and I

hastened to add my strength to theirs.

After a minute of straining, we succeeded

in opening the lever completely and lock-

ing it in place. Cogger at once made for

the controls that guided the ship in at-

mosphere and Wad mopped his forehead

and peered out into the pink opacity in

which we fell.

“Near thing, that! If we’d failed, we
should have had to chance a power land-

ing and no hope if it went wrong this

time—to say nothing of using up all

the oxygen we have to breathe for the

next few months!”
“Air speed five hundred miles an hour

—pressure eight pounds !” called Cogger.

And as he spoke, he moved the controls

and my knees gave under me as the ship

answered the helm. “Don’t know where
we’re going,” he said, “but here we go!
Keep a sharp watch, you two !”

® For an hour we plunged in a swift

glide through the thickening foggi-

ness. Strain our eyes as we might, we
could see nothing below us. Cogger,

from the controls, called out instrument

readings occasionally. Our speed dropped
slowly to less than two hundred miles

an hour and the atmosphere outside in-

creased in pressure to twelve pounds.

Then Wad and I saw a thin black pillar

a few hundred yards ahead and shouted

warning together. The ship banked sharp-

ly and bore to starboard of the thing so

that we got a close view. It was extraor-

dinary. I judged it to vary from one

foot to ten feet in thickness and it rose

interminably out of sight above us. But
that was not a sufficient surprise, though

a pillar of black glass (as it appeared)

might seem to require explanation. The
thing that made us catch our breaths and
rub our eyes in bewilderment as it flashed

past us was that scarcely fifty feet below

our level the solid pinnacle ended abrupt-

ly in mid-air ! There could be no mistake.

We could see it quite definitely. Our ex-

clamations and descriptions so intrigued

Cogger that he brought the “Space-steed”

around in a complete circle and we again

approached the thing lower down. Right

beneath the jagged and incredibly unsup-

ported base of the pinnacle we soared and
Cogger breathed a sigh of amazement.

“Mystery number one for the new
life !” he said.

I immediately expostulated that the

pink gas outside and the black landscape

far below us somewhere were mysteries

as well, but “No !” said Cogger, shaking

his head decidedly. “A landscape argues

merely that matter has a surface—gas of

any color is entirely within the laws of

nature. Only when a law of nature is defi-

nitely broken are we faced by real mys-
teries. That pinnacle should fall—would
in any planet of our set of existences, so

far as we know. Here it stays up in the

air ! How? Why? No gravity? Well, we’re

falling—or I think we are. Why we and
not it?”

“Maybe .... maybe its hanging
from something above it,” I hazarded.
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Wad grumbled ponderously and spoke

up: “Nonsense! We’ve been up there.

There’s a universe of pink gas surround-

ing emptiness. Any support that dam’

pinnacle might have would be local

—

though it might be as much as a mile dis-

tant, Cogger. Not likely, but remotely pos-

sible—a sort of cantilever on a pillar with

that thing hanging from the end of one

arm. Let’s cruise around to make sure,

for we’ll need to be mighty dead certain

of any new natural laws!’’

We circled about in mile-wide spirals

for twenty minutes before I saw some-

thing dark show in the distance. I lost

sight of it again instantly but Cogger
swept the “Space-steed” about for a few
minutes and it came into view once more.

Here was what we saw—a solid mass of

what seemed like black glass, shaped like

an elongated potato, having support

neither above or below! Wad and I

clutched the window and stared as long

as we could keep it in sight.

“But it can’t be true !” I gasped.

Cogger's laugh rang out in the dim
cabin. “You prefer to doubt your eyes,

Trench?”

“No .... but perhaps .... oh, per-

haps it has just broken loose from above
and it’s falling. How could we tell ? May-
be we’re falling faster than it

!”

“H’mm ! That would be even more ex-

traordinary! More likely it is lighter in

weight than this pink gas outside and is

rising
!”

And then, at last, there came in sight

below us the flat boundary of “landscape.”

But to our amazement, it was now all a

glowing white. Nearer and nearer it ap-

proached and we judged we were two
miles above it and falling slowly.

“Air’s denser outside,” said Cogger
curtly. “Almost seventeen pounds to the

inch. Speed’s dropped to a hundred and
fifty—that’d be landing speed for this

ship back on the old earth!” And the in-

terior of the cabin was now brilliantly

lighted from the reflection of the great

white glow beneath our vessel. Here was
puzzle upon puzzle.

But we had no time for mere observa-

tion—what we wanted was a level landing

place and a little to our left as we glided

down I observed a milk-white sea! Wad
came over at my call and together we ob-

served the long parallel rollers that swept

slowly against a flat shore. The extraor-

dinary thing was that water, shore and

all flooded out milky light—for all the

world like a pane of frosted glass. The
“Space-steed” lands normally at a high

speed. We much preferred water to land,

since the liquid would break the force of

impact, although permanent built-in land-

ing wheels projected slightly from her

hull. We chose a strip of quiet “water”

near the beach and Cogger manoeuvered to

bring us down fifty yards from shore. He
circled out and around and we felt the

ship swoop and then level off. In another

second she would touch the white water

below.

But instead, there was a grinding jar

and a shock that threw us violently from

the windows. Even Cogger was hurled

from the controls. Through the hull we
could hear a steady scraping sound and

could feel the ship sliding along sideways

!

My shoulder felt as though it had been

dislocated, but I felt it tenderly and was
relieved to find it only bruised. Wad was

groaning softly in the bow of the ship.

Cogger was silent.

What could have happened? Had we
hit a submerged rock? But there was no

feel or sound of water about it at all!

Even as I knelt there I felt another jar

and the ship became steady, save for a

monotonous pounding on one side of the

hull. I stumbled over to Wad and dragged

him to his cot. He was bleeding from

the nose and I staunched this with cold

water as well as I could and went to

Cogger. I found him mumbling vaguely

to himself and sitting up rubbing his head

where it had struck the hull. Him too I

got on a cot and bathed his head, finding

a large swelling above his right ear. He
said he felt sleepy and this alarmed me,

for I had visions of brain concussion. I

immediately fetched the brandy, pouring

half a glassful out and making him drink
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•it. After that I persuaded him to stand up

and walk about, which he did unsteadily

for a few minutes—but whether this was

due to the blow on his head or the strong

spirits, I could not decide. He was soon

feeling better., though he complained of

a headache, and no wonder !—after all we
had been through.

Wad, I decided, had broken his nose

and cut his lip. He was still unconscious

and I took advantage of this to examine
his mouth and found two front teeth

broken. I removed them with my fingers

and sprayed the gun with adrenalin from
the medicine kit, leaving him to recover

his senses when he might.

Cogger was peering out of the port-

hole. “Well, Trench,” he said, “this is

the greatest mystery yet—or I think so.

That stuff out there isn’t even liquid. It

can’t be. If you are through with Wad
for a minute, just slip on your space-suit

and step out there. I want to see a sample

of this ocean!”

“Not liquid !” I exclaimed, staring out

at the long vista of waves sweeping to-

ward us. “Nonsense! I’ll go out and get

a sample with a bucket or I’m crazy as

you seem to be
!”

“Well .... you may be right, but

you’d better take along an axe as well,

fellah, for I’ve been watching it for the

last five minutes and if it is water it’s the

queerest stuff I ever saw by that name !”

I got on my suit and entered the vesti-

bule, which was on the landward side of

the vessel. Here was a vista of glowingly

white plains—unbroken as far as the eye

could see by tree or shrub—a few round-

ed hillocks provided the only variety to

the deadly level. I climbed down and felt

it hard as rock beneath my feet and

stooped curiously to examine it. I took the

axe from my belt and struck lustily at a

slight prominence, hoping to pick up a

sample, but the axe rebounded violently

without leaving the slightest mark. In-

deed, the violence of the rebound was
amazing and I almost lost my grip on it.

Rather doubtfully I walked around to

the stern of the “Space-steed,” noting

with relief that there were no more than

a few dents in the solid hull. Now
stretched before me the “sea” and I had

my first shock, for the level of the “water”

was a good three feet above the land ! The
waves struck and rolled doivn to the

shore, finally rippling back up the short

slope to make ready for the next wave ! I

stood entirely still for fully three minutes

staring at the thing before I could make
up my mind that I was seeing correctly.

Then I reached forward and touched a

wave as it came down. My forefinger in-

stead of getting wet was pushed violently

back by the “water.” I remembered Cog-
ger’s amazing notion and was suddenly

convinced. The axe was the only way to

obtain a sample of this strange “ocean!”

I struck suddenly with all my might at it

and the axe rebounded so violently that

it flew back over my shoulder and (my
hands gripping tightly) made me lose my
balance backward so that I tumbled full

length on the painfully hard ground. My
helmet rang like a gong with the blow and

when I climbed back onto my feet I de-

termined to let Cogger figure this thing

out for himself, if he wanted samples.

I spent a few minutes examining the

position of the ship. She lay now several

feet down the slope from the “ocean” and

seemed steady and safe for the present

No damage of a serious nature had

occurred so far as I could see until I

thought to examine the landing wheels.

Then I observed that these had been

broken clean off and were entirely

wrecked. The ship’s hull close by showed

severe dents. Thoughtfully I paced back

to the vestibule and re-entered the vessel.

Wad was sitting up holding a hand-

kerchief to his face and mumbled his

thanks to me for my ministrations.

“Where’s your sample, Trench?” asked

Cogger. I told him of the seeming im-

possibility of obtaining any and he

whistled, his eyes suddenly large. “And
you say the ocean is higher than the

land! Wh-e-em! But there is gravity

here—I can feel it!” and he stamped his

feet on the cabin floor. “Not a great deal,

maybe. Let’s try the spring scales.” He
busied himself a minute with apparatus
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and then whistled loud and long again. “A
quarter of an ounce in five pounds! I

say there. Wad, you get well dam’ quick!

Gravitation about one-three-hundredth of

earthly gravitation. Water runs up hill.

Black pillars stay up unsupported in the

sky. Land and water are both hard as

glass and strong as steel. Light comes
from underneath the ground. Here’s a set

of puzzles to stagger a man!”

CHAPTER VI

Shapes and Mist

• Wad was feeling well enough to go out

and take a look, so he said, and in a

few minutes we all three were standing

outside looking about us. We again were
amazed at an ocean that failed to flood

down on a shore lower than itself. Cog-
ger stood close to the upward slope of

“water” and suddenly started climbing

it. He slipped back twice and then beck-

oned to us to aid him. We pushed him up
as best we could until he stood on the

crest of a “wave” and started to climb

down into the trough beyond. But the

wave broke on the beach and he came
tumbling at our feet. Wad thereupon drew
his automatic and fired three shots at the

wall of water two feet from the muzzle

of his weapon. We watched closely and
saw the lead spread out in a sheet where
it struck, without penetrating the least

fraction of an inch! Thereupon Cogger
signalled to us to come away.

He led us “inland,” if such an expres-

sion may be used in so outlandish a scene.

We gazed about us with interest that, in

my own case, was vaguely uncomfortable

and more than a little fearful. Flatly

rolling downward, the landscape descend-

ed to a rounded depression and stretched

away featureless thereafter. But as we
walked over the hard, unyielding surface,

we found many minute irregularities. In

one place there were thousands of round-

ed hollows a few inches deep. We all three

of us studied them. It seemed to me that

they looked most of all like a boulder-

strewn bank of clay I remembered in my
youth. I had pulled away the small bould-

ers to roll down the bank and the cup-

like holes left were for all the world like

these I looked at. Cogger knelt down with

the glass of his space-helmet only a few
inches from the ground and when he stag-

gered to his feet again he turned to Wads-
ley and pressed a fist into his palm, re-

moving the fist and holding out the

cupped palm significantly. Quite evidently

he had been impressed with the same
thought I had.

We walked along a few hundred yards

more until we reached the bottom of the

slope and here we saw the first of our
“pipe-holes,” as I thought of them. They
were almost circular and sank down ver-

tically out of sight. Two were a mere
three or four inches across, but fully a

dozen, scattered at three or four yard in-

tervals, were twice as large. What they

could possibly be was more than I could

imagine. Were they, like worm holes, oc-

cupied by some form of living thing?

Cogger lay down to thrust his arm shoul-

der deep into one, but shook his head and

got back on his feet, having evidently

found nothing. The faintly pinkish at-

mosphere seemed to give a reddish hue

to the cavity, which was lit by the dif-

fused light that seemed to permeate every

solid substance in this mad existence. I

peered down the largest, and thought I

could make out (thirty feet or so down)
a branching of the hole into two smaller

ones. But it seemed entirely empty.

More and more puzzled, we walked

on and circled a gentle mound to see on
the other side of it a fan-shaped spray of

black glass standing two feet high. It

seemed not only to have sprouted from

the ground, but to be a part of it—made
of the same monotonous material. At one

place it was less than a sixteenth of an

inch in thickness, and Wad, who carried

the axe, hunched his huge shoulders and

swung a terrific blow at the frail film. It

would have killed an ox—that blow!

What saved Wad was the fact that I was
standing close beside him. The axe re-

bounded exactly as violently as it had
struck and I felt Wad’s body strike

mine and we fell to that hard unyielding
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ground together. I felt a sharp pain in

my side and groaned into my silent hel-

met. When we had got back to our feet

I stared in disbelief—the fragile sheet of

black glass had not been in any way
affected

!

Cogger placed the muzzle of his gun

close to it and pressed the trigger. Lead
sprayed out sideways where it struck and
flew off. Yet the sheet was ridiculously

thin to have such resistant properties!

Wad shook his great helmet and tramped

on, we following. We passed several

groups of the mysterious deep holes and

came at last—on a mounded hillock

—

to a raised flat table, the surface of which

appeared to be water. We could see the

ripples play across its five foot width, just

as if blown by some sudden breeze. Cog-

ger set the example of reclining against

the slope, so that our heads were right

beside the little “pool." We stayed

here some minutes and I fell into a deep

reflection upon all we had seen. I had a

vague feeling that it was all very logical

and that the explanation was a simple one

—yet for the life of me I could not imag-

ine it. There was something vaguely fa-

miliar about it all, yet where could I have

seen or dreamed of such a dead, monot-

onous landscape? For that was the chief

characteristic of it all—the complete and

entire absence of life.

Then I felt Cogger’s hand strike my
shoulder sharply and I glanced at him.

Wad and he were staring fixedly at the

ground directly before my eyes and Cog-
ger’s finger pointed. I looked at the edge

of the “water” and saw where the land

sloped down from it—something moving 1

It was a hole, an oblong hole rounded

at both ends, perhaps half an inch wide

and an inch long. Very slowly and stead-

ily this hole moved down the slope, the

sides expanding and coming closer to-

gether with a steady waving motion as

it moved. And then I noticed the inside

of that hole and shouted aloud into my
helmet, almost deafening myself. I was
looking at the inside of a snail! There

could be no mistaking those characteristic

spiral taperings—the thing was incredible,

perhaps, but absolutely true! Then came
the most extraordinary part of our whole

adventure. The three of us stood up and

looked about us and Cogger started back

toward the “Space-steed”—started and
then paused. His arm stiffened in a ges-

ture and we followed the direction. I saw
on the smooth dark surface a hole sud-

denly yawn—not two yards from me—

a

long narrow hole that vanished almost at

once to appear again three feet nearer.

It ivas the exact shape of a human foot!

In stifled awe I watched the footsteps

appear and disappear until they mounted
to our table of “water.” Then two hand

impressions showed on the bank and a

mouth-shaped hole showed in the surface

of the “water.” Down into the opening I

looked and could clearly make out the

rounded contour of the back of a human
head—the sides and bottom being formed

of the same glassy material as the rest

of the fantastic landscape, and shot with

the glow of life that pervaded everything.

The hole vanished and the footsteps went

away in the direction they had come—the

three of us remaining rooted to the spot

with astonishment.

I looked around and saw that Cogger
and Wad had already started back to the

ship. I badly needed to talk about what

I had seen and followed them hot-foot.

We climbed into the vestibule and. once

inside the cabin with our helmets off,

burst into a babel of exclamation and in-

quiry. But we all knew, in a general way,

what must !>e the only possible explana-

tion—it was the implications behind that

solution of the mystery that excited, as

indeed they might. Cogger succeeded in

getting our attention by holding his hands

above his head and shouting. “Let’s calm

down,” he said, when we were silent.

“This has to be thought out thoroughly.

Probably we have all the facts we need

to determine the laws that govern nature

here—from them we must invent a means
of escape, if one exists. Trench, be a good
fellow and get paper and pencil—we’ll

write down our findings so we can study

them more carefully.”

I hesitated, for it seemed rather a need-
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less thing to do. “Our lives depend upon
what we decide, you know,” put in Wad
suggestively. I hastened to equip myself

as the recording angel of our fate and
there was a minute of silence.

“Number one,” said Cogger slowly,

“by passing at high speed through a

great gravitational field we have bent

earthly dimensions to the breaking point

and translated ourselves into some other

set of three dimensions.” Wad nodded.

“Number two: In this new dimensional

existence, physical laws seem to depend

upon our old world—solids there are

empty here; space and atmosphere there

are translated here into one consistent

glassy solid through which light passes

. . . . eh?”

“Whoa there !” said Wad nervously.

“That’s jumping at conclusions, isn’t it?”

“The human foot isn’t enough?”
“Well—perhaps .... yes, I think

there can be no other explanation. It’s a

sort of inside-out of the old world we
were born in.”

“Isn’t it more like a mold?” I put in.

“When I was a boy we used to cast toy

soldiers in lead—the snail we saw, you
know, I’d like to have poured melted lead

into him. It would have come out per-

fect !”

“Let’s finish number two on paper,

Trench,” said Cogger. “You’re right about

the mold, of course, and I’m coming to

that. Let’s say: item, a cave under the

earth is represented here by a lump of

glass standing in the air. If the cave has

no opening to the surface, then the lump
of glass stands here without visible sup-

port. That covers those things we passed

in gliding down here, you see.”

“And the fact that you can’t chip off a

piece ?”

“That adds right on to number two

:

item, the solids in this inside-out world

are immovable from this world, but ex-

tremely pliable, instant and liquid as re-

gards the motion of their counterparts in

the old earth.”

“That is, the air?” nodded Wadsley.
“Well, now, that takes care of the ocean

that is not water. How about the light

that comes up through the ground here ?”

“Item—no, I guess we should make
this Number Three : This substance which
is immovable and yet liquid transmits

light from the old world we have left

—

from one set of dimensions into this!

(Keep quiet, Wad, and look out that

port-hole and you’ll see the light is strong-

er far off to the West—it’s our old sun
showing through. ) This seeming solid that

looks like glass and is present only where
earthly solids are not, must, for sake of

a better name, be called the ether!”

Wad swung about, his face express-

ing the utmost curiosity. “You ....
“you mean it, don’t you. Cogger? It’s

almost too good to be true—I had a wild

idea it might be, but I wanted you to say

so first. God, this is adventure for you, eh,

Trench !”

“I thought the ether was—well, just

something invented—not really there.”

® Cogger grinned. “Right!” said he. “It

was argued that something must exist to

carry light through space, for one thing.

They called it ether for convenience. Now
here, Trench my boy, we are puzzled by
the way holes move around—by solids

that are supported in air by nothing we
can see. Know what we do? We reason

that there must exist a substance that per-

mits such things to happen. For conve-

nience sake we’ll call the substance mat-

ter !”

I grinned ruefully back at him. “I get

it all right,” I replied. “And you mean
that the world we left is locked through

the dimensions with this world, so that

the ether has an effect on matter and mat-

ter has an effect on ether—then the thing

that passes across the dimensions is what ?

Light?”

“Light, and maybe radio waves—we
must tune in on London and New York
when we get around to it. Yes, and more
than that—position itself is dictated on
this ether-world by the position of things

in the matter-world. Position, of course,

is just a reading in three dimensions. All

three evidently pass to this world in the

form of static forces, or something of the
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kind. Yet we have dimensions here—three

of them, too, and they seem about the

same as ever. I’m not sure how far this

simple theorizing will take us ... .

Well, never mind ! Let’9 check up on this

as far as we’ve gone.”

Wad called out from the port-hole, “Not

much checking up needed ! Compass says

it’s west over there. Well, the light’s

leaving here and moving in that direction.

The ship’s chronometer ought to be set

to about sunset (if we knew the latitude)

and then let’s see how many hours to

dawn. But I can guess the answer be-

forehand; not much doubt you’re right,

Cogger.”

He stood staring sadly out of the win-

dow and the light threw his cheek into

high relief. I could see the muscle quiver

at his jaw. As for myself, I do not pre-

tend to be made of iron. The sudden rea-

lization that we were once more in touch

with the old familiar world was a blow

—

a shocking blow. There is nothing, I be-

lieve, more terrible than a familiar thing

in a new dress. A human being who has

become a maniac is more frightening and

shocking in every way than the strangest

of devils. I gasped all at once. “We could

find our way to where New York is,

couldn’t we?—and stand on Broadway
and see—not the people, but their insides,

down below the surface. We might even

go. to a show on Broadway—in a theatre
!"

Cogger laughed without any mirth at

all.

Wad stared out of his window. “And
we couldn’t talk to them, nor make them

see us—no matter how much we needed

to. But we could see them, after a fashion

—we could see where they were. That’s

all. We never will see men again—nor

trees nor rivers nor cows—nor the sun

coming up of a summer morning. I

.... I wonder .... ghosts, perhaps,

feel as we do—if there are any ghosts,

that is . . .

I went to the other window. It faced

“east.” that is, toward approaching dark-

ness. The misty atmosphere spun away
into the distance and the glow of light

fell on it with strange effect, making it

seem almost solid in spots. As I stood

there, I noticed that the mist was no

longer all pink, but assuming faint tints

of pearl and purple. Moreover it seemed
in vague motion—a swirling meaningless

blur that increased each moment. The
ground had now lost all light and

stretched dark and glassy out of sight. It

was a strange dusk and a touch of pity

for myself brought water to my eyes. I

thought I was seeing things that could

not be there and rubbed iny hand against

the lids and looked again. No, it was there

all right—a green tree ! Or was it a tree ?

Even as I looked, the branches streamed

slowly away and left a telegraph pole,

complete with cross-bars and insulators!

As I gasped at this, a low hill rose up be-

side it, grassy and gentle and on it two
broad bushes grew and spread.

My shout of disbelief brought. Wad
and Cogger to my side and, breathless,

we watched the whole landscape assume
character. For it was a landscape—trees

and shrubs and hills and (away off) a

great mountain with a snow cap. And
animals were moving about there! Then
a small hill close beside us humped up
and the mist of which it was formed

streamed out into a great neck on which

perched an absurd little head. A huge

dinosaur moved on ponderous legs ! Its

neck fell slowly to the ground and be-

came a man—dressed in the slit doublet

and ruffs of Elizabethan days. His whis-

kers were in perfect trim and his hand
toyed daintily with a sword that swung
from his belt. He minced along a few

steps until the head sank soggily into the

shoulders and the body down into the legs

and the whole became a moss covered

boulder which rested quietly on the

ground

!

We could not speak—my own throat

was so dry I only croaked when I tried

to. For twenty minutes we watched the

maddest insanity we had ever dreamed.

Two elephants charged together and be-

came a tree with a mushroom head ; cliffs,

gorges and mountains were constantly

shifting and rolling in all directions—with

trees and animals sprouting unconcernedly
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all over them. But to us the most startling

thing of all were the human beings. We
saw savages with tremendous jaws and

long arms that almost touched the ground,

Russians, Italians, Chinese of all ages

and costumes—Americans in modern
dress—-men and women. Horses and

carriages, oxen, a locomotive and, for a

second only, what was evidently an auto-

mobile. But over every shape was an un-

realness. It was as if they had been

molded in wax and the wax was constant-

ly melting.

Then gradually the shapes grew dim

and vanished. We stared out over the

darkness, faintly pink. We rushed to the

westward window, but here nothing

could be seen but the distant glow—now
very faint—where the light was receding.

I was trembling violently and stood star-

ing stupidly at my feet when Cogger

handed me a glass of brandy. I downed
it and felt better. Cogger lit the cabin

lights and laid out food.

“Come, you two !’’ he said sharply.

“Nothing ever existed that didn’t have a

natural explanation. We’ll solve this

business, never fear. I’ll admit it looks

pretty queer just now, but it will seem

simple enough, I’ll bet, when we under-

stand it!”

We ate a little food and felt better. No
one talked of what we had seen. Some-
how, there was absolutely nothing to be

said. We eyed one another rather sullen-

ly and after a while climbed into our

cots. The others were silent, probably

asleep. But I found my side pained me
where I had it in my fall that day. No
matter how I turned and twisted the pain

was present and penetrating. I felt hot

and feverish and got myself some water

which I mixed with canned lemon juice

and then lay down and shut my eyes de-

termined to sleep.

Perhaps I did. I like to think so. For
if what happened were not a dream, then

I do not quite know what philosophy of

fife I should hold. But it was a dream,

all right—it makes no sense otherwise.

Here is what happened

:

• I seemed to be floating in pink mist,

upborne like a chip in water. The mist

below me was rolling and shuddering into

shapes and colors as it had the evening

before in actuality, but now the shapes

stayed longer and in some way I could

understand what it meant. That tree there

was formed of pink mist which had for

many hundreds of years been pressed

into that shape inside a real tree down
under the dark glassy ether floor. The
real tree, perhaps, had died, fallen artd

decayed so that the mist had been released

into the general atmosphere. But upon

occasion it remembered the tree shape and

assumed it again, perhaps out of habit?

I was not sure, but one thing was certain

—all this mist was intelligent! It knew
I was looking! All the shapes—animals,

reptiles, mountains, vegetables, and other

forms of created matter—they all ob-

served me. I felt that they were discussing

me, in some wordless way and wondering

what I was. I felt thin wispy hands and

branches trail over my features as I

lay there helpless—they were examining

me

!

I tried to shout out for help, but could

not. Instead, I found myself awake on my
cot and bathed in cold sweat. I got up, my
side one great throbbing pain and Cogger

awoke with a grunt. “Good God!” he

said.

“What’s the matter ?”

“Been dreamin’, I guess. What are you
up for?”

“My ribs hurt—might have smashed

one today. What .... what were you
dreaming, Cogger ? I had a nightmare my-
self *”

“Eh ? Let’s look at the ribs ! . . . . m’m
.... yep, one’s broken, I think. What’ll

we do for it? I’ll bandage it and trust to

luck, I guess—nothing else to do. Hurt
much, old lad ?”

“A bit .... go easy on that bandag-

ing. But what did you dream ?”

“All nonsense .... about the mist,

you know, and the things we saw in it.

And you?”

“Say, Cogger! Did you? So did I!

Good Lord, do you suppose .... ?”
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Cogger laughed. “Don’t let your imagi-

nation run off with you, fellah
!”

And then Wadsley gave a choking

scream and sat up wild-eyed. And he’d

been dreaming, too, he said. The three of

us brewed a brandy punch and sat up to

wait for dawn. We talked .... as

much as we dared. It was a curious con-

versation, for none of us really said a

thing he thought until at last Wadsley did

it.

“This mist,” he said. “You know, Cog-

ger, it’s intelligent!”

Cogger grunted and I gasped.

“Has to be ! How else could it remem-
ber and again build up the form of earthly

things? You’ll admit those forms we saw
weren’t just coincidence?”

“Oh .... I suppose so. But don’t

jump at conclusions, now! A mirror

shows pictures of things it has seen—so

does a camera. Neither one is intelligent.

This mist—well—it may have a mechani-

cal explanation, too.”

“Pretty far-fetched and besides ....
just what did you dream, Cogger?”

Cogger was silent, his lips compressed

firmly. “Let’s not go on with this!” he

said. “First, I want to get out that radio

of ours and rig a detector tube to vibra-

tions, like a phonograph. Then we’ll put

the vibrator against this black stuff out-

side and see if it really is ether. After

that .... well, then we can start talk-

ing some more.”

He set to work at once, with the cabin

light dimly glowing, and Wad helping

him. I watched dawn through the port-

hole—if you could call it dawn, that is.

There was no sun—only a pinkish glow
to the east and then an occasional streak

of white light showing in the black glassy

ground. Finally the ground began to show
white and I knew that in another set of

dimensions the sun had risen. I glanced

at the other port just then—facing west

—

and saw suddenly once more those fami-

liar and outlandish shapes we had seen

at dusk. The light was growing stronger

and by the time the three of us had our
noses pressed to the glass the visions were
fading and day had come.

“H’m ! The shapes only appear at dawn
and dusk,” I commented.

“And only on the side away from the

light, if you’ve noticed,” added Wad.

“Reminds me of something .... oh,

yes! Ghosts are supposed to vanish at

dawn— at cock-crow. Curious, isn’t it?”

“Balderdash!” said Cogger, pressing

his lips tightly together. He resumed work
on the radio,

CHAPTER VII

Slim Chances

• Cogger had the radio ready an hour

after breakfast. We all put on space-

suits and went out to try it. It was a sim-

ple arrangement—a weighted magnet
hung from a metal rod. The rod rested on

the solid “ether.” Any vibration in the

ether would “lag” in translating itself to

the hanging magnet. Exactly the same
thing is done in a phonograph, where the

needle vibrates against the “lag” of the

heavy needle arm. The vibrations were

translated into current which went

through the radio tubes and came out the

loudspeaker as sound. Only we used head-

phones wired to our helmets.

And as a matter of fact, they did just

that. Squeals at first, then a telegraph

station was turned in and the dot-dot-da-

dot came through like a thunderclap.

“Must be some little station close by,” I

thought. Cogger turned the tuning dial

and presently we caught some queer jar-

gon in the low wave-lengths. Sounded
like ships talking to each other. After

a few minutes we caught some music—

-

faint and distant—but we couldn’t make
out the station. Cogger picked up his appa-

ratus and took it back to the ship, we
following.

“We won’t get much until tonight,” he

said. “The hull of our ship rests on the

ground and we should be able to tune in

right here inside the cabin. Meanwhile,

our point’s been proven—no doubt of it.

This black landscape is the ether and it

is outlined and given positions by matter

which we can’t see or feel—which exists
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entirely in another set of dimensions. So
what?”

“Well, let’s get out that paper and

pencil and see how far we can go,” sug-

gested Wad, and I nodded. We read it

out loud together, the three points. “One
thing’s left out, at least,” I said. “We
feel some sort of gravitation here. I

weigh about a pound, I suppose. Does
gravitation go through all the dimen-

sions ?”

“It’s a good point,” nodded €ogger.

“Of course it can’t be gravitation. I sus-

pect it must be the centrifugal effect of the

earth’s rotation. We are somewhere near

the tropics, I’d judge. I noticed palm
trees just before we plunged through.

Well, at the equator, centrifugal force

would be about one-three-hundredth grav-

ity. Of course, it works ‘up’ from the

earth, but to us that means ‘down’.”

“But centrifugal force .... would
that act the same way as gravity?” I

asked, never having thought of it before.

The others pointed out to me that this

strange similarity was the basis of the

Einstein theory of space and time.

“Now that settles all our points—ex-

cept the main one,” said Wad bluntly,

and looked at Cogger as if for argument.

He sighed in answer.

“This mist, eh ? All right, let’s try and
see where we can come to. There’s pres-

sure here. That mist would be forced

into every crack that exists in the ether.

In other words, it would assume every

shape that exists in our own world—tree,

animal, rock, no matter. Once in, it

couldn’t get out until the shape melted

down, until the animal died and decayed,

or the tree fell or the rock tumbled down
the mountain into the water. Before that

happened it would be imprisoned in a

certain shape, perhaps for years and years

—even centuries. We’ve seen that it can

remember the shapes and re-form them.

So, I suppose, it has some kind of intel-

ligence. Yet, remember, the stuff is a gas

and you’d think it would be all one unit

—not capable of forming separate en-

tities.”

“All right,” said Wad. “but if it’s in-

telligent, then it’s alive. Live things must

have food. What’s it live on? There’s

nothing here—no matter, at all—only the

ether and the pink gas itself.”

“Mightn’t it live on light?” I asked.

“All it really needs is energy to perform

work, and it seems to perform precious

little work, so it shouldn’t need much
energy.”

“Well—let that pass. It’s likely, any-

way. You know what’s really in my mind?
This stuff, inside everyone, can’t be seen

in the other world—well—the world’s

full of legends and superstitions about

ghosts and souls . . . .

”

His voice trailed off. Cogger looked

up and grinned. “So this pink stuff is

soul, eh, Wad? One great big soul for

birds and beasts and .... mountains as

well as men. Maybe so. Never thought of

a mountain with a soul. And as for men,
they’re supposed to lose their souls when
they die. This stuff would stay there as

long as the body didn’t decay.”

I shifted my feet uneasily. “Bodies

that were buried or burned would have the

gas mixed with all the other gas here,”

I pointed out. “And take the case of your

mountains—why, there are savage tribes

that pray to mountains!”

“And so what ?” grinned Cogger, look-

ing quizzically at me.

“Nothing!” I hastily responded. “It’s

all tommy-rot, of course. Still . . . .

there it is, you know. This pink stuff is

inside a man for sixty or eighty years.

It’s intelligent. Probably it would get to

understand everything a man does—might

even read his thoughts and try to control

them .... but I don’t see how we’re

going to find out.”

“Of course, intelligent gas is a possibi-

lity, I suppose,” mused Cogger. “It

wouldn’t understand speech, for that’s

a mighty cumbrous way of conveying

ideas between grossly material humans.

Thought itself is electrical, perhaps—un-

less it’s chemical. At the best, this gas

might have means of conveying thought

or of reasoning upon observation. Proba-

bly an electrical means—though that’s
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sheer guessing. The point is, really, how
to find out .... tim!”

“Only one way, it seems to me,” said

Wad. “We can’t contact ’em physically

—

so we’ll have to do it mentally or not at

all.”

“What do you mean—dreams? I

asked, and the other two stared at me.

“Well .... you may be right at that!”

said Cogger in a surprised tone of voice.

“We all three dreamed last night, didn’t

we? It’s barely possible that we dreamed
what the misty stuff wanted us to ... .

we can try that tonight. Each of us write

down what he dreamed and compare them.

In the meantime .... you and I, Wad,
had better be getting to work.”

“What doing?”

“Well .... it might be nice to leave

a record back on earth of what we have

seen and found here .... frankly, there

doesn’t seem much chance of our getting

back, does there?”

Wad and I were silent. I had not

thought of it in the excitement of the

last few hours—but the unpleasant truth

was there, right enough. “How’ll we get

it through?” I asked. “Radio?”

Cogger nodded. “We have a small five-

pound sending apparatus. Needs some
current, but we can spare a little fuel and

oxygen, I guess. It has to be fixed over,

though, so that it makes physical vibra-

tions. We can have it ready by tonight, I

should think. There’s nothing else to do,

is there? Nothing to see outside—I can’t

even think of a possibility of our return-

ing, just at present. Maybe something will

occur to me later on—can’t tell ! Cheer tip,

Trench !” and he grinned at me. “We can’t

more than die, can we? What are you so

glum about?”

I grinned back as best I could. “Just

the same,” I said “while you two are

working on the radio, I’ll spend a few
hours exploring .... there might be

something, you know.”

® I got into my suit and stepped down to

the black ground. I had with me a com-
pass and determined to make quite a walk

of it. The first mile was over familiar

ground; after I passed the little pool I

was in new territory. But the same mono-
tonous landscape seemed to stretch away
to eternity wherever I looked. I passed

many rounded hollows filled with “pipe-

holes” which I knew to be knolls thickly

set with trees. I came once upon a flat

place with square trenches and knew I

stood in the street of some jungle village.

On I walked, but when I turned around

to look, I could see the high rim of the

“ocean” in the distance and the little dot

that was our space-vessel.

At last I came to a sharp depression

of really enormous size. It was a mile or

more across and looked like the inside

of a cone. Far below me I saw the point,

dimmed in thick pink fog. The cone was
pulsing slowly and for some minutes I

puzzled before I guessed that this was a

volcano and that lava was rising and
falling in its pipe—ready to run over,

perhaps. The sight fascinated me and I

watched it for many minutes. Then I no-

ticed a strange thing: In the center of the

great valley there was a spot where the

thick mist kept away. It was clear there

and after some study I decided that the

clear spot was shaped like a ring. It

might have been about fifty feet across

and perhaps ten feet thick. It was an ex-

traordinary sight and I determined that I

should report it to Cogger, though what
it could signify, I did not know.

Some hours had passed since I had left

the ship. I began to feel hungry and no-

ticed that the light blazing whitely from
the black ground (I cannot seem to

describe the effect—the ground remained

black, even though the light shone from
it) had moved considerably westward. I

turned about and started for the ship. My
suit seemed lighter than when I had

put it on and I found walking easier. In

an hour I was close to the ship and my
side had begun paining me seriously once

more. I climbed up into the vestibule and

shut the door.

Inside, I took off my helmet and started

to remove my suit when it tore between

my hands. “Damn!” I said. “How did

that happen?”
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Cogger looked up and came over to feel

the stuff. His face grew serious. “Why,
it’s paper thin!” he exclaimed. “How
come ?”

“I don’t know,” said I.

Cogger brought another suit and com-
pared it with mine very carefully, saying,

not a word until he had done. “Well,” he

said, “no more trips outside for us, I’m

thinking.”

“Why?” asked Wad, looking up from

the radio set.

“This pink soul of yours seems to like

’em! It’s eaten almost through Trench’s

suit
!"

“That’s queer .... you don’t suppose

it eats the hulls of space-ships, do you?”

I was over to the porthole in one pan-

icky instant and peering down at the thick-

ness of the hull that showed there. I

couldn’t be sure, but it seemed to me it

was thinner than it had been. Cogger

frowned. “The outer door of the vesti-

bule was three-eights steel, wasn’t it?” he

said thoughtfully. “Get into my suit, Wad,
and take a ruler.”

In three minutes the door opened

again and we helped him off with his

helmet. He looked at us one after the

other, very soberly. “Not quite a quarter

inch left!” he said significantly.

Here was a new danger—imminent and

rather terrifying. It drove all other

thoughts out of my head. I felt physically

ill and lay down on the couch for an

hour’s rest—rib or no rib. I imagine I

dozed, for the next thing I knew I heard

voices.

“Station WX2X, Penang” said a voice,

and I started up and stared about me.

Cogger held up a microphone and spoke

crisply into it: “Rocketship ‘Space-steed’

calling-—can you hear us?”

“Repeat that—did you say Rocket-

ship?’

“I did,” said Cogger. “And is it good
to talk to the earth once again

!”

“Tell it to the marines,” said the voice

wearily. “God knows its hot enough and
dry enough here at the lighthouse without

spoofing. Who are you? WX7X?”

Well, Jellicoe, you know the rest of

that conversation. Cogger talked to you
and Wad talked to you and at last I

talked to you and I started sending over

this tale. I hope you’re writing it all down
and that you get it back to my lawyer

in New York—you have the name and

address, God knows we checked and re-

checked that often enough. It’s been

two days and nights since we first spoke to

your station. Cogger says we can’t down
the story and last night and tonight I’ve

spent reading it to you—hope I’m not

speaking too fast. Lucky thing you know
shorthand, Jellicoe!

Now, I’ve just time to bring the story

up to date. Things have been happening

the last two days. We dreamed that night

after I’d been out exploring—wrote our

dreams down the next morning after we’d

looked out at the mad shapes in the dawn.

This mist might have sent us all the same

dream—or it might be pure coincidence.

But we dreamed the same thing, all three

of us. We dreamed of hunger! An empty
world, black and lifeless, with no food

left. Nothing left but a mind in the mist.

And suddenly a shiny metal space-ship

landed and the hunger had something to

hunger for and we saw the trailing ten-

tacles creep and creep on the metal hull

—

that got thinner and thinner as we looked.

There were .... other things ! . . . .

never mind them. Never mind anything

more now, for I’ve only a few minutes to

dawn and Cogger will turn off the power

then.

I remembered that next morning—yes-

terday—to tell Cogger about the volcano

and the ring of clearness set in the mist.

His jaw dropped six inches and his face

lighted up like a lamp. “Why .... why
we’re as good as saved!” he shouted.

“Wad! Did you hear what Trench said?”

“I heard .... but don’t be so quick

on the trigger. I suppose it’s our ring of

nuclear matter—fatter and less dense than

when it left us. But unless it is right at the

surface—the very exact surface of the

earth—it would be no good to us. Sup-

pose we plunged through it and found

ourselves back in our own familiar world.
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but right in the middle of a boiling vol-

cano !”

“Of course, of course!” said Cogger

impatiently. “But don’t you see, man? It

is what has started that volcano! When
it landed, the land was flat. Now there’s

a volcanic cone half a mile high there

and the lava bubbling in it. Don’t you see

what has to happen ? That ring is going to

be spewed out again
!”

“H’mm ! Hope you’re right ! But even

so, we’d have to reach it just precisely at

the moment it was spewed out, as you
put it. That’d take some fancy navigat-

ing!”

“Oh, well, that's true enough . . . .

oh, man ! The thing that has me going is

the fact that we have a chance—any old

chance at all! We aren’t hopeless any

more.”

Of course, I didn’t understand what
they were talking about and had to have

it said in words of one syllable (scientifi-

cally speaking). The idea is simply that

if we can plunge at full speed through

that ring just as the ring leaves the volca-

no, perhaps we shall be again translated

back through the dimensions and will find

ourselves sailing up with the smoke
and lava through the open air. After that

—well let’s hope we land in the water,

and softly. Let’s hope anything ....
but a few hours ago we didn’t have any-

thing at all to hope for and I’ll confess,

even if it does sound like a wild scheme

to you, it looks darned attractive to

me!
So maybe we’ll see you soon, Jellicoe.

By the way, is there a new and active

volcano anywhere near Penang ....
anywhere in the Malay Peninsula? *

Cogger is calling to me to turn off

the set, old man. We’re going to move
the “Space-steed” over to the edge of the

valley—volcano to you—where we can

be ready to take off any minute. Well

.... so long, old man, signing off!

•Note: I reported what had been in all the news dis-

patches of the last week: that an island off the coast
had suddenly produced a huge volcanic cone and
temblors had been felt. The island is within ten miles
of the lighthouse, here.—Jellicoe.

Don’t forget to send this report to New
York and look for us if there’s a volcanic

eruption on that island ! Signing off

!

EPILOGUE

•I laid down the last sheet of the manu-
script and straightened my back. Jelli-

coe was up above putting out the light, I

suppose, for the sun was rising like a

big round furnace across the water.

Presently he came down and looked at me
in silence.

“Well?” he said.

“It’s a wonderful yarn,” I remarked.

“Is any of it true, by any chance ?”

“Some of it—at least! Come here!”

Plis hand pointed to the north across the

water. “Can you make it out at all? Just

a faint bit of it? That’s the volcano that

erupted three weeks ago .... you must
have heard of it? Quite an earthquake

went with it.”

“I was on the water of China,” I re-

plied. “Wait, though, I did see a mention
in a Singapore paper when we landed.

Wrecked a coastal steamer, didn’t it?”

Jellicoe nodded. “That’s the one. I felt

this whole light shake—about three in the

afternoon, it was. Of course I rushed to

look and the whole top of the volcano

seemed to go up in the air and spread

out into a mushroom of smoke. That’s all

I can swear to, but . . . .

”

“But what?”

“Well .... I think I saw something

else. It looked like a silvery sort of ship

.... or maybe an artillery shell. It

gleamed for an instant as it shot up and

out of sight westward. Over there,” said

Jellicoe and swung his arm across the

straights toward Sumatra, invisible on

the horizon.

“Of course,” added Jellicoe savagely,

“what could I do? I couldn’t leave the

light and .... would you have, even if

you could ?”

I thought a moment and scratched my
head in honest doubt. “Damned if I

know!” I replied. “Well .... frankly,

no I wouldn’t ! It’s too far-fetched. Of
course, you heard nothing since?”
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“Nothing,” said Jellicoe and sighed.

“Nor likely to,” he added.

That should have been the end of the

yarn. Perhaps it was, in a sense. We
talked about it at breakfast. I remember
asking Jellicoe, “Suppose those three

chaps really were on the level ....
suppose they had come down somewhere
in the water near Sumatra, perhaps.

What’s over there?”

“Nothing at all. The quickest way back

to civilization would be right here to Pen-

ang,” he replied.

“How?”
“Oh, native boat—a proa, maybe.

They’ll cross the straights easily in

weather like this—and for money
enough.”

I stood up and looked over the open

railing. “There’s a native boat coming

this way now,” I remarked. “Way off

there—see it?”

Jellicoe was at my side in one leap,

and I felt his body tense as he stared.

Then he laughed. “Can’t help thinking

impossible things,” he grunted. “We’d
best have an eye-opener, if you’ve any of

that good liquor left.” I had and we did.

An hour later I made my farewells and

climbed down to where my skiff was
hauled up on the shelving rocks. Jellico

came down with me. We both noticed that

the proa was coming closer in the faint

steady breeze. I couldn’t help seeing the

thoughts show in his face and laughed.

“Why not leave your blessed light for

half an hour,” I suggested. “We’ll run

over and look at that sail and then I’ll

run you back here—just for fun, you
know.”

I don’t know what made him agree. I

believe he risked the loss of his position,

but perhaps it wouldn’t have been much
of a loss—wouldn’t have been to me, I

know ! Anyway, the whole amazing chap-

ter of incidents fitted together like a plot

that had been laid out in advance. It

wasn’t believable—only it happened, you
know. We shoved off and after half an
hour’s sail, we could make out three na-

tives on the boat and one of them waved
to us. We went right up and Jellicoe

talked to them in whatever outlandish

tongue Malays use. I heard him gasp
after the first dozen words. “Good God !”

he said. We sailed closer and I looked over

her gunwale.

There were two white men lying on
the boards at the bottom. One was small

and emaciated. The other was a big man
with his head in bandages. The Malays’

jabbered at them and the big chap sat

up and looked at us. He licked his lips

as though they were dry and I saw that

the hair had been burned off his head.

The little man beside him was quiet, for

the flies were on his face and not a muscle

quivered. Then the native jabbered some
more, though the white man didn’t say

anything. Jellicoe turned to me.

“They say the little man is dead and

they want to throw him overboard, but

the big man won’t let them. They say we
must take them both out of their boat

or they’ll kill the big man and throw them
both over. They say that it is bad to have

dead men on a ship and they’ll pay back

the passage money.”
“That’s lucid enough,” I replied. “Let’s

get them aboard, then.”

It was only a moment’s work, for the

three Malays seemed anxious enough to

help. The big white man almost fell into

the water—seemed to have no idea of

what was going on—and had to be lifted.

Then they threw his companion’s body

down beside him and the proa sheered off

and swooped out of earshot.

“Who are you ?” I asked our new pas-

senger.

He made no answer. “Maybe he only

speaks Dutch,” said Jellicoe and tried

him in that language, but without any

result. He just stared at us and at the

water. Then his eyes fell on his companion

and he burst into slow gentle sobs, his

shoulders heaving, but no tears showing

in his eyes.

Our skiff finally reached the rocks by

the lighthouse. Jellicoe and I got out and

started to lift the smaller of our two
guests. He was light and motionless, but

his large friend was neither. After a

stupid staring he bellowed at us and
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seemed determined to “rescue” his com-
panion. We soothed him, between us, and
once more picked up the body of his

friend and so into the shelter of the

light. He wasn’t dead, as yet—we found

his heart beating, though his back had

been severely burned and something

seemed to be broken inside. We greased

the back and laid him in cold compresses.

Then we turned to the large man who
had been rocking back and forth in a

chair and down the throat of that one we
poured a half-pint of raw whiskey—my
last. He dropped into a slumber that

stayed with him for twenty hours.

Not until then did I dare look at Jelli-

coe’s face. “You .... it couldn’t very

well be ... . then .... could it?”

He laughed uncomfortably. “Non-
sense!” he said, but he didn’t mean it.

“I suppose we ought to get them to the

hospital on shore, eh ?”

“It’s the only chance for the little

fellow,” replied Jellicoe. “Besides, you
don’t want to miss your connections at

Singapore.”

I stayed that night at the light. In the

morning we go.t together our things and

Jellicoe decided he would desert his

post—life and death, y’know, said he

—

and come with me to Penang. We found

the smaller of our patients still uncon-

scious, though resting a little easier. The
large man roused at once and staggered

to his feet. He stared at us a moment and

then, quietly enough, “Where am I?” he

asked.

“Near Penang—on the light. I’m Jelli-

coe.”

“Jellicoe! Why you’re the . . . .
” He

stopped abruptly. “Do you—er—use a

radio ?”

I could feel the muscles in my right leg

trembling with suspense and stamped my
feet to control it. Jellicoe’s eyes glistened.

“Yes, and I’ve heard some queer things

over it in the past few weeks !”

“I’m Trench,” said the stranger and
held out his hand. “By the way .... I

don’t seem to remember coming here

.... is my friend Cogger Bent here

too? And Wad .... no, Wad’s dead

—

poor old Wad.”
We stopped him and fed him breakfast

and took him down to the boat and cast

off. When the main sheet was hauling

fair and the skiff had a bone in her

teeth, we let him talk once again, and I

got the end of the story.

“We waited two days at the brink of

that valley,” he said. “Our hull was only

an eighth of an inch thick at the last. Then
the ring of clear space that showed in

the mist had moved down almost the

very bottom of the conical valley. Cogger
said we’d have to chance it while we had
any walls left at all—for the mist was
eating into them steadily, you know. Well
.... we took off, rocket’s roaring, and

got height. Then we plunged down faster

and faster, straight for the tip of the

depression where the ring showed like

a crystal. We struck true—right in the

center of the ring and there was a scrape

and a jolt that .... well, it knocked

me out for a half-second and when I

opened my eyes there was sunlight hot

in our portholes. Just for a moment we
soared, then we fell into the sea—what a

jolt! Knocked me out again. The water

brought me to, water in the cabin and
rising! Wad was near me and I tried to

rouse him but his head was loose on
his neck and .... I knew what that

meant. He’d broken it. I got Cogger,

though. He was up against the hissing

metal hull—it was red hot before we
struck the water. There was a two-foot

tear in the ship’s side and we squeezed out

and started swimming. Cogger screamed

all the time—water on his burns, you
know. Then when he stopped screaming,

we were close enough to shore so that I

could drag him the rest of the way.”

His head drooped and he muttered

something tiredly. Then he fell asleep

and was still asleep when he came to

dock. We hired a native litter and they

trotted him off to the hospital without

waking him. As for Cogger, he vanished

in another litter and Jellicoe and I after

him in a rickshaw.
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At the hospital they shook their heads

over Cogger but thought he “might do,

if he was born lucky.” I found I must
leave that to make my connections at

Singapore and I never saw any of them
again. Jellicoe promised to write me at

New York later on, but he never did.

After a long wait, I wrote him instead.

Just yesterday, to complete the whole, my
letter has come back, the envelope all

marked up with such notes as “Removed”
“Try Sumatra,” “Unknown,” and “Un-
claimed.” So I don’t know what to make

of the whole thing—I had a wild idea

that I might have been hoaxed, until I

thought of the burns on Cogger’s back.

But nothing has appeared in any news-

paper or magazines

—

nothing! And if

true, the affair deserves headlines a foot

high ! Should anyone be able to throw

any light on the mystery, will he be so

kind as to write me? And if these lines

reach the eyes of you, Jellicoe, or Cogger

Bent (if he lived), or Trench—well, you

might let a fellow hear from you after

he helps save your life!

THE END
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THE COSMIC PANTOGRAPH
By Edmond Hamilton

( Continued from page S59)

“Just as that same doom will be upon
us and ours millions of millions of years

from now ! Our race too will see its cos-

mos die around it and will be unable to

flee its doom ”

He stopped suddenly, he and the

younger man listening, startled. A dim
whining hum, growing louder, was
audible.

“That humming !” exclaimed Robine.

“What—”
“It’s in the sphere !” cried Gregg Felton.

They whirled toward the window,
peered into the dark interior of the sphere

that held the now-dead microcosmos.

For a moment they could see nothing

in the darkness inside. Then, by the light

that entered through the window, they

glimpsed metal shapes inside, poised in

space inside the sphere.

They were metal cylinders a foot long.

Thei'e were scores of them inside the

sphere, and they were every second

growing larger.

For a moment the two men stared in,

petrified, at the growing cylinders. Then
as Gregg Felton saw them more closely,

he understood, and uttered a wild cry.

“Robine, those cylinders are ships!” he

yelled—“ships of the people of that micro-

cosmos, and they’re trying to escape from
their dead universe up into this cosmos,

by growing larger
!”

“Get away, then !” cried the scientist,

his face deathly white. “When they grow

a little bigger, the sphere won’t be able

to hold them, and there’ll be a terrific ex-

plosion——

”

He grabbed the arm of the stupefied

Felton and dragged him up the stairs and
burst with him out of a door into the

chilly night. Hardly had they done so

when they were thrown from their feet by
a tremendous explosion in the house be-

hind them.

They staggered up to find that the big

old mansion had been wrecked by the con-

cussion. In the starlight they could see

that in the wreckage lay the remains of

the sphere, mere fragments of twisted

metal. And mingled with them were other

fragments of metal and tiny bits of bloody
flesh.

Robine said dazedly, “The remnants of

the microcosmic refugees who tried to

grow up into this cosmos ! Their cosmos
and they are gone now, but God, what a
magnificent attempt to escape the death

of their universe
!”

“I said that man is unconquerable !”

cried Felton. “That’s what we’ll be doing,

we men, millions of years from now when
our own cosmos dies. We’ll try to reach

another cosmos, a greater one, just as they

did.”

Fie motioned up to the bright stars.

“There must be such another universe,

one beside which ours is infinitesimal, and
when the need comes, we’ll reach it and
conquer it. We too, someday, will leave

our microcosm.”

THE END
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I % is discussed in the pages of EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND MECHANICS—

features, articles, and departments written in an interesting, and non-tech-
nical vein. Also plans for construction for the handy-man.in

'V'
Everyday Selene© and Mechanic®

NOW ON ALL NEWSSTANDS
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MARTIAN GESTURE
By Alexander M. Phillips

(Continued from page 587 )

EPILOGUE

• The Shentolian stood at a window and
looked back at the earth he was leav-

ing. A round ball, gleaming in the sunlight

except for the narrow scimitar of dark-

ness that marked the edge of night, it

floated quietly and seemingly without mo-
tion in empty space.

He, too, in the speeding space-ship,

seemed motionless, and time had no mean-
ing here in the still profundities of the

eternal void. From here, the earth ap-

peared the same as it had always been

and gave no sign of the tragedy for which
it had so recently been the stage. Only to

the astronomer, ic Dalfca, did the un-

broken darkness of earth’s night-side have
a sad significance.

As the Shentolian stood gazing at the

earth, he was presently joined by Justicod,

who stood beside him, towering above the

smaller Shentolian. Hesitantly, Justicod

placed a hard paw on the other’s shoulder.

The Shentolian smiled his appreciation

of the Martian’s sympathy.

“And we came to help you,” Justicod

said, sadly, “if it were in our power.”

“You came too late,” the earthling re-

plied. “I am the last man—the last man.”
“Perhaps not,” argued Justicod. “We

have not explored all of your world. We
have really seen but a little. There may
be others living somewhere, somehow.
Others may have escaped asyou escaped.

When we return again, we will stay

longer. We will search everywhere, and
you shall direct us to the remote islands

and deserts where some may have lived

on.”

“You will return again?” asked the

man, eagerly. “You will go back to earth

and take me with you?”
“Of course,” the Martian answered.

“And we will search till we find those who

most certainly are still living, somewhere.
You yourself must know of places we
have not visited—places where men lived,

which were remote and unlikely to have
been much affected.”

“Yes.” The Shentolian was once more
alert, his face bright with hope. “Yes. The
islands of the South Pacific. Thousands
and thousands of islands, many of them
inhabited. Set in the ocean, thousands of

miles from land, the atmosphere could

not have been badly affected by poison

gas, and only a very few of the larger

islands were attacked by the warring na-

tions. Most were too small and isolated

to be bothered about. Men must be still

living on those islands, at least. I am sure

of it!"

The change in the Shentolian was pro-

found. He stood erect and stared once

more back at the bright, sun-reflecting,

green globe of earth, not sadly this time,

but with hope and a dawning vision in his

eyes. Justicod put an arm about the

man’s shoulders.

“I, too, am sure of it,” said the Mar-
tian, “and we will go back again, and
from that remnant together we will build

a new, proud race of man that will again

come into his ancient heritage, the green

earth. We of Mars will not let this new
race forget the power, and intelligence,

and glory that has been Man’s. We will

help our younger brothers until once

again we see, through our telescopes, the

night side of earth blazing with the lights

of many cities.”

The Shentolian gripped the other’s

hand hard.

“You are good,” he said.

Together the two stood and watched
the green sphere as it slowly receded from
them, slowly grew brighter as the scimitat

of darkness slipped, prophetically, from
its face.

THE END
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THE SEX SERUM
By H. O. Dickinson

(Continued from page 601)

She would have none of it; she was

confused and harassed with his talk. She

looked around for glasses, a typical flus-

tered old woman. She found none and

turned upon Gilmour like an old cat; she

spat and wailed. She would have nothing

to do with science any more. It was silly;

she had never really understood it any-

way
;
she wanted to go out into the garden

to see the roses

!

It was then that Arnold Gilmour went
completely mad! For one brief fleeting

moment he saw the mistake that he had
made. Neville had altered more than

physically. The Serum had swallowed up
his man’s instincts and with it all the

science. He looked into the mind and eyes

of an old woman, and what had she to do
with science and such things?

In that instant Gilmour knew that he

would never see his girl again. The world
was mad and he was mad

!

With the cry of a homicidal maniac,

he seized the microscope and crashed it

upon Neville’s head, and before the

younger Neville was aware of what had
happened, her skull was crushed to pulp.

Then Gilmour turned with the sound of

an animal to deal with the youth. The

madman hurled the instrument at him,

striking him upon the head, and as the

youth fell to the floor, Gilmour dashed

from the room.

Down the sweet country lanes he went
with wild eyes, talking to himself, the

specks of foam at the corners of his

twisted mouth sticking in little bubbles on

the bristles of his five-day-old beard.

It was in this state that he arrived at

the village, and to the horror of the in-

habitants, wandering into the best room
of a little cottage that was the local police

station, babbling childishly that he had
killed a man.

* * *

And that, patient reader, solves the

mystery of the Mount Murders and eases

my soul.

Are there any more questions you
wish answered? Stop, I anticipate you.

Who am I ; how do I know this ? How are

you to believe that it is the truth?

Ah well, you will dig to the roots.

I am James Hazlewood, the established,

I flatter myself again, physiologist, and
if it is relevant, happily married, the

father of two fine children .... I was
once Jeanette Neville,

THE END

WHAT IS YOUR SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE?
Test Yourself by This Questionnaire

1. What process may be called "the key-note of all existence”? (See Page 520)
2. What inner planet has a very eccentric orbit? (See Page 628)

8.

When did the famous Black Death spread over Europe? (See Page 630)
4. How many people were estimated to have died during the Black Death? (See Page 580)

6.

What is a microcosm? (See Page 566)
6. Describe the artist’s pantograph. (See Page 556)
7. Do all atoms emit vibrations? (See Page 556)
8. What is the etymological definition of the word “Man”? (See Page 562)
9. How does walking erect, on two feet, effect intelligence? (See Page 562)

10. Give the name of Mars’ inner moon. (See Page 565)
11. What is a hermaphrodite? (See Page 589)
12. Have there been cases where a person’s sex was doubtful for a while? (See Page 596)
18. What is neutron? (See Page 603)
14. What is a “lag” in the phonograph? (See Page 616)
16. Tell what you know of the Luys mirror. (See Page 627)



Science Questions

and Answers
T HIS department is conducted for the benefit of readers who have pertinent queries on modern scientific

facts. As space is limited, we cannot undertake to answer more than three questions for each letter.
The flood of correspondence received makes it impractical, also, to print answers as soon as we receive
questions. However, questions of general interest will receive careful attention.

THE ASSOCIATE SCIENCE EDITORS OF WONDER STORIES
are nationally-known educators, who pass upon the scientific principles of all stories.

ASTRONOMY
Or. Clyde Fllher, Ph.D. LL.D.

Ouritlor. Tbe American Museum of Nat-
ural History.

Professor William J. Luyten, Ph. D.
University of Minnesota.

ASTROPH Y9IC8
Donald H. Men/oJ. Ph.D.
Harvard College Observatory.

AVIATION
Lt. Col. William A. Bovan, B.8., M.S., M.E.
Air Corps Reservo, Professor of Aeronau-

tical Engineering, Iowa State College.

Profossor Earl D. Hay, B.S., M.S., M.E.
Hoad Department Mechanical and Indus-

U-ial Engineering and Professor of
Aeronautics, University of Kansas.

Profeasor George J. Higgins,
B.S., Aero. Eng.

Associate Professor of Aeronautical En-
gineering, University of Detroit.

Professor Felix W. Pawlovrski,
M. & E.E.. M.8.

Department of Aeronautical Engineering,
University of Michigan.

Professor John E. Younger.
B.8., M.S., Ph.D.

Department Mechanical Engineering,
University of California.

BOTANY
Professor Elmer G. Campbell
Transylvania College.

Professor Margaret Cloy Ferguson, Ph.D.
Wellesley College.

Professor 0. E. Owons
Oregon Agricultural College.

CHEMISTRY
Professor Gerald Wendt

Editor. Chemical Reviews.

ELECTRICITY
Profeseor F. E. Austin
Formerly of Dartmouth College.

ENTOMOLOGY
William M. Wheeler

Dean. Bussey Institution for Research in
Applied Biology, Harvard Univenrtty.

MATHEMATICS
Profossor Waldo A. Titsworth, 8.M.

Alfred University.

MEDICINE
David H. Keller, M.D.

PHY8IC8 AND RADIO
Lee deFcrest, Ph.D. 8c.

PHYSICS
Professor A. L. Fltsh

University of Maine.

PSYCHOLOGY
Dr. Marjorie E. Babeock
Acting Director, Psychological

Clinic, University of Hawaii.

ZOOLOGY
Dr. Joseph G. Yoshioka
Yale University.

A Correction

The illustration in our August department showed
the human circulatory system. In the caption it was
stated that “blood leaves the heart via a large artery
known as the aorta from the left ventricle.” Some
cf our readers may have noticed that, in the illus-

tration, there was no connection of the aorta to the
left ventricle. This was an error of the artist that
the editor failed to recognize. He made both sides

of the heart identical, when they are not, in reality.

The vessel leaving the left ventricle should have
been the aorta.

Relative Speeds

Editor, Science Questions and Answers:
The following question has caused me a lot of

thinking. I would be very much obliged if you will

Straighten me out.
It has been known that an object in motion may

have its velocity measured only in relation to an
apparently stationary body. In other words, an auto-
mobile traveling forty miles an hour in a westerly
direction is becoming separated from its starting
point at that speed providing, of course, that the car
ami its starting point were traveling in relatively
the same direction and velocity in space at the time
of the starting. Hut, in relation to the sun, he is

traveling approximately eighteen miles per second.
Right ?

Now if an interplanetary rocket-ship were to travel
at a rate of ten miles per second from the earth and
when it became entirely free of the gravitational
pull of the earth the motor was shut off, allowing
the ship to drift at ten miles per second relative to
the earth, a large asteroid or meteor appeared beside
it and travelled in exactly the same direction and
epeed as the rocket. Now the ship would be traveling

0 miles per second relative to the asteroid, but still

going ten miles per second relative to the earth.
Could he not turn on his power and travel ten miles
per second relative to the asteroid, therefore twenty
miles per second relative to the earth? I mentioned
the asteroid merely as an example. What I am driving
at is—why couldn’t a rocket-ship travel at an enor-
mous velocity once in outer space if its rockets ran
continuously, since motion of an object is measured
only in relation to an apparently stationary body

;

and since the earth and Mars are moving in rela-
tively nearly the same direction, I believe that a
rocket could travel to Mars and other planets with
greater speeds than most science-fiction authors have
their ships travel. Some rockets have a top-speed of
so many miles per second in outer space. How do
they arrive at such conclusions?

John T. Ickes,
Los Angeles, Calif.

(We know that all speeds are relative. You have
probably heard of the illustration in which we find a
fly walking on the forehead of a man who is walking
in the aisle of a train speeding across the surface of
the world—which world is racing through space
around the sun, the sun itself traveling in its own
course through the universe—and the entire universe
is most likely moving someplace also. For all practical
purposes, we must figure cur speeds, as long as we
live on the surface of the earth, in relation to the
earth, taking it to be stationary. The ancients believed
that the heavens moved around the earth.

The only catch in your argument for the infinite
speed of the rocket-ship is that r.o fuel known today
would even take one off the earth—enough cannot be
carried. Of course, it is only logical to suppose that,
before very long, some fuel more powerful than any-
thing yet known will be developed that will allow
interplanetary travel with rocket-ships. The members
of the American Rocket Society feel very confident
that this will someday be accomplished, but right
at present they are only attempting to get one off
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the ground and rise into the air for a few miles—
that’s the first step.
Once a rocket ship left the proximate gravitational

field of the earth, it would travel at a steady speed
without the aid of propulsion. This is not figuring in,

though, the attraction of other celestial bodies it would
be subject to. With rockets blasting away full time,

supposing the ship had enough fuel, the ship would
constantly increase its speed and theoretically there is

no limit to the speed it could attain, except that of

light. It would take a very long time, however, for

the ship to work up any speed approaching that of

light. The top-speeds that authors use in their stories

for rocket-ships we may take to be the result of

conserving fuel.—EDITOR.)

could already tell the size and distance of stars

through the use of the interferometer, illustrated in

our last Issue. Simply, the thermocouple, which you
will find pictured on this page, is a conjunction of two
metals that are sensitive to radiant heat, such as we
get from the stars, soldered together at one end, with
the free ends connected to a galvanometer. When the
soldered end is heated, the needle on the galvanometer
moves. The improved radiometer, a further develop-
ment of this idea, is in common use today. This is so
sensitive that the heat radiated from a man’s face
could be recorded through the air at a distance of a
half-mile! At 2,000 feet, a candle moves the needle
to 67 mm. and the human face to 25 mm. Knowing
the candle-power, it was relatively simple to deter-

COPPER IRON

HEAT IS

RECEIVED HERE

The Luys Mirror

Editor, Science Questions and Answers :

I wonder if you can give me information concern-
ing the development of the Luys mirror—a device
first used at the Salpetriere in Paris to induce
hypnotic sleep.
Where can I procure this useful device? Ia^ there

any written matter that explains the working principle
of such, etc. ?

I would appreciate any information you could give
me on that subject. M . Herman.

New York. N. Y.

(The principle of the Luys development is a series

of mirrors suspended above a person, who is prefer-
ably lying down. These mirrors revolve in such a
fashion that they glitter with reflected light. This has
a hypnotic effect and will easily put some people to
sleep. You could probably make a simple affair of
this kind yourself. Further information might be
found in the library.
You might recall that Festus Pragncll, in our recent

novel, “The Green Man of Graypec,” uses this idea
throughout his story. He had an entire race sub-
jugated through the use of these mirrors and post-
hypnotic suggestions. Hypnotism is a science with an
infinite field for experimentation and investigation.

—

EDITOR.)

The Thermocouple

Editor, Science Questions and Answers :

I know that “thermo” means “temperature.” I’ve
reasoned that out myself from the word “thermometer”
—a meter for measuring temperature. With the same
reasoning, I can see that the “thermocouple” has
something to do with heat also. Would you tell me
just what this instrument is and what it is used for?

P. Coast,
Los Angeles, Calif.

(The thermocouple is an instrument first applied to
astronomy by Sir William Huggins many years ago.
At the time he made the first of its kind, astronomers

mine the heat of distant stars. The interior heat of

many of these is estimated at over one million degree*
centigrade—a figure impossible to imagine. In com-
parison. the temperatures we live in are practically

absolute zero.—EDITOR.)

Cosmic Rays in Spaco

Editor. Science Questions and Answers
In your magazine for August, 1932, you described

an asteroid called “198£ HA.” Also, you stated that

if a person gave a jump he would go out of its

sphere of gravity and become as a planet himself
and follow an orbit around the sun. Auguste Piccard,
the balloonist, claimed that a new motor was most
essential for a rocket-ship, but, if we compare the
earth with “1982 HA” then, once the rocket-ship
emerged from the earth’s field of gravity, it would
follow an orbit around the sun. This. I believe, would
be a greater problem than the motor.

Another problem that gives me a lot of trouble
is that of communication between planets. The popu-
lar theory is that some substance in the sky reflects

the radio waves which are caught by the radio
antenna. Scientists claim that the higher we go,
the more cosmic rays we find and this makes the
air a better conductor of electricity. Would not this
form a condenser with our antenna and in the same
way these cosmic rays could act as a condenser to
be used in interplanetary communication.

Arthur Auslanmuk.
Scranton, Pa.

(The danger of rocket-flying you hint at. between
planets, has already been nsed in many of our stories.
A rocket-ship leaving the earth would be inclined to
form an orbit around the earth and would need power
to break this orbit, which would only be inclined to
imprison the ship at a certain height, a few thousand
miles, above the earth. Once the ship has passed this
paint, the danger of falling into an orbit around the
earth is very slight. Some of our stories have con-
cerned space-voyagers being caught in this manner.
We do not know what you mean about the cosmic

rays forming a condenser. Ultra-short waves will go
beyond the Heaviside layer, which deflects all other
wavelengths back to the earth.—EDITOR.)



WE have now enrolled just seven members under
the one thousand mark, as this is being written,
and we will announce who our Member Number

One Thousand is in the next issue. This member, as
you know, will receive a full line of League essen-
tials and a subscription to Wonder Stories, total
value of several dollars, absolutely free of charge.
In the future, every thousandth member will receive
these free gifts, and those whose numbers fall on
the hundred marks will be given a free subscription
to the magazine. The organization now has twenty-
four organized Chapters in this country and abroad
and dozens of others in the making all over the
world. An application blank for our readers who
have not yet joined will be found in another part of
the magazine.

ORGANIZED CHAPTERS
There are organized Chapters of the League with

regular meetings in the following cities. Addresses
will be furnished by Headquarters upon request to
members who would like to join some local branch.

Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Lewiston, Ida. ; Erie, Pa. ; Los
Angeles, Calif. ; Monticello, N. Y. ; Mayfield, Pa.

;

Lebanon, Pa. ; Jersey City, N. J. ; Lincoln, Neb. ;

New York, N. Y. ; Philadelphia, Pa. ; Oakland, Calif.

;

Elizabeth, N. J. ; Chicago, 111. ; Tacoma, Wash. ; Aus-
tin, Tex. ; Leeds, England ; Millheim, Pa. ; Blooming-
ton, 111. ; Belfast, Ireland; Newark, N. J. ; Narborough,
England ; East New York, N. Y. ; and Darien, Conn.

PROPOSED CHAPTERS
Every member of the League who possibly can

should belong to some Chapter—one of those in the
“Organized Chapters” list above, or in the list to

follow. If there is not a Chapter located near you,
you can start one yourself. Simply write in to

Headquarters and we will send you complete infor-

mation. To join one of the Chapters mentioned here,

just ask us for the complete address of the one you
are interested in and we will put you in touch with
the local Director. We have active members in the
following cities who would like to organize Chapters

:

Akron, O. : Bacolod, P. I. ; Bakersfield, Calif. ;

Baltimore, Md. ;
Belleville, N. J. ; Belmont, Mass. ;

Bessemer, Ala. ;
Boston, Mass. ;

Bronx, N. Y. ; Buffalo,

N. Y. : Caldwell, Ida.; Cape Town, South Africa;
Christchurch, Nfew Zealand ; Clarion, la. ; Danville,
Va. ; Denver, Colo. ; Des Moines, la. ; East Orange,
N. J.

,
E. St. Louis, 111. ; Elmira, N. Y. : Far Rock-

away. N. Y. ; Flint, Mich. ; Hammond, Ind. ; Hono-
lulu, T. H. ; Houston, Tex. ; Hull, England ;

Indianap-
olis, Ind. ; Johnson City, Tenn. ; Johnstown, Pa.

;

Kenmore, N. Y. ; Lakeport, Calif. ; Lawrence, Kan.

;

Liverpool, England ; London, England ;
Lovell, Wyo.

;

Mnncelona, Mich. ; Mercedes, Tex. ; Milwaukee. Wis. ;

Minneapolis, Minn. ; Moline, 111. ; Oklahoma City,
Okla. ; Quincy, Mass. ;

Rockdale, Tex. ; Sacramento,
Calif. : St. Louis, Mo. ; San Diego, Calif. ; San Fran-
cisco. Calif. ; Seattle, Wash. ; Shanghai, China ; South-
all, England

; South Amboy, N. J. ; Springfield, Mo.

;

Staten Island, N. Y. ; Sydney, Australia ; Warren,
Wyo. ; Washington, D. C. ; Wichita, Kan. ; Winfield,
Kan. ; and Yonkers, N. Y.

The SCIENCE
FICTION LEAGUE

—a department conducted for members of the international
Scihncb Fiction League in the interest of science-fiction
and its promotion. We urge members to contribute any
items of interest that they believe will be of value to the
organisation.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS:
Forrest J. Ackerman
Eando Binder
Jack Dahrow
Edmond Hamilton
David H. Keller, M. D.
P. Schuyler Miller
Clark Ashton Smith
R. F. Starzl

Hugo Gernsback,
Executive Secretary

Charles D. Hornig,
Assistant Secretary

CORRESPONDENCE
All members are free to use this column with a

limit of six insertions per year per member. Members
are warned against (juestionable mail that their in-
sertions may bring in from outsiders. Due to Itie fact
that the column for this particular issue is being
prepared during the middle of the vacation season,
there are no entries this month. Send in yours now
if you want to communicate with other members
that have similar tastes. Let us know just what you
are interested in, the age and sex of those you want
to write to, and where they should live.

SECOND TEST RESULTS
Following is a list of the members of the Science

Fiction League who passed our Second Science
Fiction Test, published in our July, 1935, issue, with
the marks they received. The list is chronological,
according to the dates the tests were received at
Headquarters. The twenty-eight names in the list

were awarded First Class Membership. Twenty-nine
tests were received—which is not to be considered
bad in view of the fact that the First Test was pub-
lished just six months before the Second—one of
which failed to make the passing grade of seventy
per cent. This member will not be mentioned in this
department, though he has been awarded Active
Membership for his efforts in this matter. The new
list of First Class Members, to be added to the
forty-one who passed the First Test last winter,
are (member number follows name) :

Clay Ferguson, Jr. (929) 88%
Howard Copeland (493) 75%
Donald V. Allgeier (400) 90%
Howard Round, Jr. (938) 89%
Jim Blish (820) 72%
Edgar A. Hirdler (883) 77%
Robert E. Booth (691) 86%
Herbert E. Goudket (684) 94%
Jos. Enloe (943) 78%
Florence Reider (516) 74%
George W. Greene (880) 86%
LeRoy Christian Bashore (567) 95%
Charles Nafziger, Jr. (946) 87%
William S. Christoff (472) 94%
Raymond M. Hood, Jr. (900) 78% .

Raymond P. Mariella (18) 97%
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Ammon Young (675) 88%
Robert J. Binder (662) 74%
William H. Stanbery (902) 98%
Oswald Train (861) 92%
Allen R. Charpentier (639) 80%
Milton J. Latzer (728) 90%
Henry Lewis, Jr. (682) 81%
Robert A. Madle (955) 86%
J. C. Starr (956) 78%
Philip S. Hetherington (735) 96%
Olon F. Wiggins (140) 94%
Jack Schaller (81) 80%

You will notice that Raymond P. Mariella received
the highest grade, 97%, followed close behind by
LeRoy Christian Bashore and Philip S. Hetherington
each with 96%—the latter of these two, by the way,
submitting the only test from a foreign country,
England—and Donald V. Allgeier, Herbert E. Goudket,
William S. Christoff, William H. Stanbery, Oswald
Train, Milton J. Latzer, and Olon F. Wiggins follow

up with marks between 90% and 94%. Similar tests

to this will appear in every January number of
Wonder Stories to enable new members, those who
failed in earlier tests, and others who did not enter
previously, to earn their First Class Memberships.
All those whose names appear in the above list,

together with the other forty-one First Class Mem-
bers, can become Ace Members, the highest honor
a member can attain, by writing to Headquarters
for details or referring to the information in our
January, 1935, issue.

We have tabulated the personal opinions that the
test-takers were requested to give in Part Six of the
test, and find the results as follows

:

Of the twenty-nine entries, Dr. David H. Keller
once again wins the honors as favorite author with
six votes. Dr. Edward E. Smith comes seoond with
five votes, John W. Campbell next with four, and
Edgar Rice Burroughs follows fourth with three in
his favor. Three authors tie with two votes each

—

Laurence Manning, Richard Vaughan, and Stanley
G. Weinbaum. A. Merritt, John Russell Fearn, Jack
Williamson, and Stanton A. Coblentz have one vote
each, and one member has no favorite author.
John Carter wins by far as the favorite character,

with six votes, the second favorite, Richard Seaton,
tagging behind with three. Knute Savory, Hawk
Carse, Taine of San Francisco, and Professor
Jameson tie with two each. Characters who received
one vote each were Tony Drake, George Gower, “Ham”
Hammond, Tweel, Colonel Marsh. Norman Winters,
Old Faithful, and Tumithak. Four test-takers had
no favorite characters.

Outside of the fact that four members put down
“The Exile of the Skies” as their favorite story and
“The Skylark of Space” and “The Man Who Awoke”
each received two votes, members could not agree
on their favorites. Sixteen stories received just one
.vote each. They are: “Brigands of the Moon,” “The
Master Mind of Mars,” “The Voyage of the Asteroid.”
“Twilight,” “The Monster Men,” “Old Faithful,”
“Robur, the Conqueror,” “Skylark Three,” “In-
vaders from the Infinite,” “The Treasures of Tan-
talus,” “The Ship of Ishtar,” “Beyond Pluto,” “The
Brain-Eaters of Pluto,” “Paradise and Iron,” “The
Skylark of Valeron,” and “The Wreck of the Aster-
oid.” Five have no favorite stories.

Only two members are undecided as to whether
science-fiction has a promising future or not. The
other twenty-seven who took this Second Test are
confident that it has.
While Dr. Keller won as the favorite author, Edgar

Rice Burroughs is the author of the favorite charac-
ter, and Richard Vaughan the writer of the best-
liked story.

After the tests were graded, sheets were sent to
each one who took the test, individually listing the
correct answers to those questions missed by the
articular member, so that each 'could know where
e was in error. This we have found more advisable

than giving all the correct answers in these columns.
The latter procedure would not only take up a lot

of valuable space in the magazine, but would pro-
vide a great amount of diversified information which
would not be fair to those who take future tests—it

would make it too easy for them.
There were many “catch” questions in the test

that members had to be on their toes to answer
correctly. One of these appeared in the Seventh Part.
We asked “When was the first passenger rocket
service started 7” The answer, of course, is that it

hasn’t been. The last one in this section asked which
state in the union has the shortest surveyed boundary.
Without giving it much thought, most of the entries

listed Rhode Island, and only one had the correct
answer—New Jersey.
The twenty-first question in the Second Part was

poorly worded, we regret. We stated that most
science-fiction is published in “blank,” leaving a choice
between London, New York City, Chicago, and Los
Angeles. Though the correct answer is New York,
we should have said the science-fiction was edited
there. As a matter of fact, most science-fiction is

published outside of New York, and members who
remarked on this fact were given full credit, along
with others who answered New York City. Similarly,

in the true and false section, we mentioned that
J. Harvey Haggard wrote the “Space-Guard” stories,

when it should have been “Earth-Guard.” Likewise,
a couple of test-takers corrected us on number ten of

Part Seven. We asked “What is a protozoa 7” when
it should have been “What is a protozoan?” Protozoa
is plural.
''How many satellites has Venus ?” was another

catch question (Part Seven, Question 11). Venus,
of course, has no known satellites. Many members
answered that the earth has a circumference of 8,000
miles, in the next question—mistaking the word
“circumference” for “diameter.” The one requesting
the popular nick-name for Mars referred to the
planet and not the War-God. This was in the science

section and should refer to science.
We’d like to let you read some of the essays sub-

mitted in Parts Five and Six.
In answer to the first section of Part Five, Clay

Ferguson, Jr., up-and-coming young science-fiction

artist, tells how he came to read science-fiction

“Ever since I can remember, I have been an imag-
inative sort of chap. Even in my early youth, as I

look back on it, I was always dissatisfied with ‘things

as they are’—or were, if you will. I have always
wanted to improve things around me, therefore my
thoughts often turned to the future with the accom-
panying speculations as to what was in store for man.

“Consequently, when a school pal of mine loaned
me a copy of one of his ‘science-fiction’ magazines,
I was immediately lost head over heels in it. Not
having any financial income at the time, I couldn’t

buy my own, so I used to practically beg him to

bring me more of them. I carried on this borrowing
practice through junior-high school and high school.

“As I remember it, I got my first glimpse of a
acience-fiction magazine in about 1929. The earliest

stories I can remember are ‘The City of the Living
Dead’ and ‘The Universe Wreckers.’ I don’t have a
copy of the former story, but I was extremely happy
to run across the same city in Laurence Manning’s
*Man Who Awoke’ series recently. After I had bor-
rowed and returned a few copies of my friend’s
magazines he began to lose interest in science-fiction

and began to buy the magazines less frequently. But
when he did buy them, he read them, then GAVE
them to me. You can imagine my delight in beginning
a science-fiction library. After we reached high school
he stopped buying them altogether so I just HAD
to buy my own. Ever since then I have always man-
aged to scrape up enough money to buy ‘all three’

every month. I remember the first magazines I ever
bought. They were Amazing Stories for June, 1981,

with that ‘powerful’ story, ‘The Power Planet,’ by
Murray Leinster, and Wonder Stories for June,
1931, with that most excellent story by Charles
Cloukey, ‘In the Spacesphere.’ Those were the days
of REAL SCIENCE FICTION.”

“I have had little trouble in getting my friends
interested in science-fiction,” writes Donald V.
Allgeier in answer to the second section of this

part, calling for his friends’ reactions to science-
fiction. “My trouble lies in remembering who I loaned
the magazine to so that I can get it back. Seven
or eight of my friends have read my collection of

science-fiction books and have cried for more. I took
‘Ralph 124C-41 Plus’ to high school and had to spend
most of my time putting off prospective buyers and
borrowers. I refused to take chances with it and
loaned it only to a favored few, who were very
enthusiastic about it.

“My magazines make wider rounds. My younger
brother is almost as rabid a fan as I. When I run
across a really good story, I like to share it with
someone and so I let him read it. Our opinions often
differ, but in the main we agree. He picks up a
magazine and reads it through. I read first the
stories which appear to be the most interesting. Some
of my friends of the other sex also borrow from
me and enjoy good science-fiction.
“My next door neighbor is a frequent borrower. A

boy younger than myself and one a little older are,
however, my most successful converts. They have
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read all my science-fiction and have got some for
themselves. To them, science-fiction is always new
and always engrossing. And so it is to me.

“I have loaned many copies to another friend in

return for Argosies. He prefers those stories which
are carefully worked out and contain tenable theories.

To the best of my knowledge, only one close friend
of mine doesn’t care for science-fiction. He enjoys
an occasional movie of that type, even reads a story
or book once in a while, but much prefers other
literature. My parents do not read it. But my circle

of friends is largely composed of science-fiction en-
thusiasts.”
The favorite science-fiction author of Howard

Round, Jr., as shown by his essay in the first section
of Part Six, is Laurence Manning. He says this about
him

:

“I believe that he hasn’t received the amount of
praise he deserves. Mr. Manning is not limited to
wild, adventurous interstellar voyages as are Camp-
bell and Smith, nor to the bizarre as is C. A. Smith,
nor to the shorLshort as is Nevins. He can do every
type of work with just as much excellence. Further-
more, every field he enters he does the topmost work
in. For example, no interplanetary stories can com-
pare with his ‘Asteroid’ tales and no time-travel
story can compare with ‘The Man Who Awoke.’ He
has the ability to construct a lively, human tale and
can conceive many most original plots. Campbell
couldn’t have equalled his ‘The Elixir’ or his *The
Living Galaxy.’ C. A. Smith couldn’t have written
a tale better than ‘Caverns of Horror’ despite his

large vocabulary- Manning can do such things and
I hope he will continue to do so.’'

Jim BILsh tells us who his favorite science-fiction

character is in the second section of Part. Six

:

‘‘My favorite character was, and still is, although
he no longer appears in science-fiction, Anthony
Gilmore’s steely-eyed, two-fisted adventurer. Hawk
Car3e. I suppose his cowboyish cast affects my childish
mind, although I pride myself on having higher
intelligence, but his lightning draw, his flashing
attack, his ever-ready ray-guns, all contributed to

the ‘terrific kick,’ as ray favorite author so aptly
puts it. which the colossal, soul-stirring, flaming tales

of Elliot Leithgow, Ku Sui, and my hero which flowed
so remarkably from Mr. Gilmore’s pen, gave me. His
plots, while a little ‘wild-westernish,’ were scientific

and had such a great effeet upon me that I was
drawing diving space-ships with blue and orange
pencils in school for days after reading one of his

stories. Hawk Carse !”

Herbert E. Goudket, prominent member of’ the
SFL, lets ns know which story is his favorite in his

essay for the third section of Part Six

:

“My favorite story of science-fiction is the original
peak of space stories, or to enlighten those who have
other ideas, ‘The Skylark of Space.’ In this master-
piece of space-traveling, a plausible beginning is to
he had. Step by step the plot is built up. Everything
is done in a manner possible for anyone to under-
stand. When the point of space-traveling is reached,
it is done in a manner quite possible, not, mind you,
the way others do it. There is no impossible traveling
at so many thousand light years per second ; there
is no improbable traveling via the fourth, fifth, and
even sixth dimension. The goal of space-traveling is

reached, and after an interesting and comprehensive
trip, the travelers return to Mother Earth. I am
sorry to state that whereas some of the present
stories are as well-written and perhaps better explained,
the authors botch the job by allowing the characters
to do impossibilities. No thing is impossible to their
characters. They travel faster than even human
thought can conceive, they use ether dimensions (of

which little is known), they take a piece of wire,
some iron, and fashion rays and disintegrators ; they
use machines of sixth and millionth orders (by the
way, what do they mean by orders ?—commands ? )

.

None of this or any other absurdities are contained
in 'The Skylark of Space,’ which, to my mind, at
least, is the best and my favorite science-fiction
story.”

Has science-fiction a bright future? Jos. Enloe
leaves no doubt in his essay to cover the last section
of Part Six :

"Listen !—if we fans thought that the publishing
houses of science-fiction were going to close, the
editors would receive enough mail to provide con-
fetti for King George's Jubilee! Who knows, we
might even start a march to New York to demand
that we get our monthlies and other novels. Hear
ye, movie producers—harken to this warning and
give us some sclence-fictio-n films lest you find your-

selves besieged by a bunch of us carrying deadly
ray guns, or something.

“Seriously, it has a bright future because people
are interested in the future of science, and even
though the stories themselves are speculation, there
seems to be much truth in them.
“Then there is the other side, the one of people

tired, of reading other kinds of fiction who can turn
to these stories and they will taste like dessert after
such.

“I am for more science-fiction movies, and more
books on science-fiction in the public libraries. In-
cidentally, I’m for another quarterly (I can’t get
them here and I heard that you stopped printing
them—’stoo bad!).
“As long as there are three or more science-fiction

magazines published, I feel sure that the competition
will be strong enough so that we will get the beet
along that line.

“Also orchids to Wonder Stories for the founding
of the S.F.L., which is one of the biggest steps in the
progress of science-fiction since the birth of H. G.
Wells.
“Long may science-fiction live!”
In our next issue we will print a few more, of the

best essays submitted in the results of this test.

Many are of real value and will be appreciated by
other members. Along with this we will give you
some of the amusing “boners” found on some of the
tests.

THE BIBLIOGRAPHY
You will remember that our famous author and

Executive Director in the League, P. Schuyler Miller,

suggested some months ago the compilation of a
grand bibliography of science-fiction to include
fantasy that has appeared in magazines and books
as far back as we can penetrate. Mr. Miller, along
with Mr. J. O. Bailey of Chapel Hill, North Caro-
lina, is composing his share of the work, and other
members have sent in their lists of science-fiction
stories for this item. If you know of any out-of-the-
way science-fiction, send us the names of the stories,

authors, magazines, or books in which they ap-
peared, and a few words concerning the nature of

each story, so that we may know it is science-fiction.

Your aid in this matter will be appreciated and
credit will be given you. Many members have already
sent in small lists. Among those are LeRoy Christian
Bashore, Oswald Train, the Leeds, England Chapter
of the League, etc.

CHAPTER NEWS
You will notice a new entry in the “Proposed

Chapters” heading in the beginning of this depart-
ment for South Amboy. The volunteer director, John
Weir, wants members from both South Amboy and
Perth Amboy, also from other surrounding small
towns. If you live in that particular part of Middlesex
eounty in New Jersey, please ask Headquarters to

put you in touch with Mr. Weir.

Due to the fact that Mr. Thurston, one of the
most active members of the Stamford Chapter, is

absent this month, the first official meeting of said

Chapter is being postponed, as the Director does iiot

feel that it would be right or proper to officially

start the Chapter business without him. Unofficially,

however, the Chapter is very active in its drive for

new members, and it hopes to have many of these

at the first meeting. We are sorry that we cannot
answer Mr. Lowndes’ request by sending him a list

of our subscribers in and around Stamford, but our
subscription department tells us that such things
just can’t be done.

“The Brooklyn Reporter,” famous voice of our

Brooklyn Chapter, is being suspended for the sum-
mer-—during July, at least—but the August number
will be exceptionally fine. In an advance sheet from
this issue, we find many interesting latest science-

fiction news flashes, chief among which is this:

“Most important of all in the field of events this

month was the unofficial meeting of the SFL held

at the offices of Wonder Stories on June
>
28, at 8 :00

p.m. Certain members of the Chicago Chapter were
expected, but most unfortunately Mr. Dellenbaek met
with a minor accident that held them up and the
trip had to be temporarily postponed. Arrangements
had been already made, so Mr. Hornig got together
on last minute’s notice quite a galaxy of fans and
authors.” Chief among those present were Frank B.
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Long, Philip J. Bartel, Fletcher Pratt, Kenneth
Sterling, and Laurence Manning—all well-known
New York science-fiction authors. There were also

over a dozen fans and members of the League there.
Beer, soda, sandwiches, etc., were served at 9 :00

o’clock and the party broke up around 10 : 15. Each
one present was permitted to take home with him
one large original Paul illustration. The meeting was
quite a success, despite the absence of the Chicago
members.
Maurice K. Hanson, director of our Nuneaton,

England, Chapter (Number 22), informs us that
the meetings are well under way and that American
members, along with those of his own nation, can
secure copies of the Chanter bulletin by writing to
him, care of Mrs. Brice, Main Rd., Narborough,
Leicestershire, England. The Chapter is keeping the
science-fiction published in England under a careful
survey, which was further discussed at their July
third meeting. At their first meeting on June 2Gth,
1935, when only two members were absent, nothing
really vital was brought up. Later several decisions
were made as to the frequencies of meetings, the
chapter library, eto. There will be a minimum con-
tributory dues of 4d per month. D. A. Jacques will
assist Mr. Hanson in directing the Chapter. The
Chapter journal will contain articles on science-
fiction and science in general, and will have a few
pages devoted to the Nuneaton Chapter Itself.

The first meeting of the Newark Chapter took
place on June 28th, at which time it was decided
to hold future meetings every Friday night at 7 .30.

A dues of five cents was decided upon, which fund
will be used to buy back numbers of Wonder Stories.
Stories and authors were discussed at the first meet-
ing, along with the possibilities of the science in
science-fiction.

At the fourth meeting of the Bloomington Chapter
a new member joined, John Meyers. Informal meet-
ings will be held weekly, with the regular twice-a-
month meetings. The photographs of the Chapter
will not be taken until later. After the meeting, the
Chapter members held a picnic in a local park.

Raymond Peel Mariella, prominent Philadelphia
member, has moved to Wheeling, W. Va. We know
that Mr. Mariella’s removal from Philadelphia will
be a great loss to the Philadelphia Chapter.

For the month of June, the East Penn Chapter
in Millheim, Pa., was not formally active, due to
school activities crowding out the club functions.
However, during the first part of July they held a
reorganization meeting at the home of Mr. Frank,
the Assistant Director, who will take charge of every
other meeting, due to the fact that the Director,
Glenn Aumiller, cannot always be present. The
Chapter has decided to buy all good science-fiction
books published from the fund secured by dues. A
scientific discussion on “Religion and Evolution” was
held later in the meeting.

GENERAL ACTIVITIES

Many members have reminded us that next April
is the tenth anniversary of magazine science-fiction.
Just ten years ago April, 1936, Hugo Gernsback
Issued his first all-sclentifiction magazine. The latest
member we have heard from about this is Arthur
Kazerman, who suggests that some author write an
article on science-fiction for general distribution to
celebrate. We’d like to do something on science-fic-
tion’s tenth birthday as an organized literature, so
we will appreciate receiving comments and sugges-
tions from other members. What do you think is the
best way we can celebrate this event? Please write
in and let us know.

Magin M. Policioe reports excellent results from
his insertion in the correspondence column, having
received many letters, including some from Aus-
tralia.

A new publicity suggestion comes from Lewis F.
Torrance of Winfield, Kan. After a careful explana-
tion to his librarian, he was allowed to place sheets
of paper containing pep talks for science-fiction and
the League pasted to the back covers of science-
fiction books. He haB noticed that, for instance,
“After Worlds CoHide” has been taken out of the
library about forty times in less than two years.
It is very likely that most of those who read the
book do not know of the existence of science-fiction
magazines, and so Mr. Torrance's pep sheet will
acquaint all those who take it out in the future.

together with other books of fantasy. He suggests
that other members try to place similar science-
fiction sheets in the science-fiction books of their
local libraries, and Headquarters must agree with
him that it is a most excellent plan.

Oswald Train, active Pennsylvania member, has
submitted one hundred and ten questions for the
Third Science Fiction Test to be published in our
January, 1936, issue. We want, to thank Mr. Train
for his cooperation and we promise to use many of the
items.

NOTICES
Members who would like to form local Chapters

need only have three members to secure their Char-
ters. After the Chapter is organized, members will

come in more quickly.

There are no dues or fees of any kind conducted
by League Headquarters.

We urge all of our members and readers to send
their names to E. C. Reynolds, 3235 Vi Descanso Dr.,

Los Angeles, Calif., telling him that they will be
willing to support any new science-fiction movies
that may be produced in Hollywood. These petitions
will be submitted to the studios.

Members of the Science Fiction League can se-

cure discounts on current science-fiction books by
writing for them to the publishei’s requesting, as a
member of the League, the discount such persons are
due.

There are still several members who have not claimed
their certificates. If you cannot call personally at our
office for it, send fifteen cents to cover handling and
mailing costs. You will find it necessary to have a
certificate in order to enter any Chapter, and for

other times when identification is necessary.

Headquarters has prepared a four-page leaflet

adopted from our editorial in the May, 1934, issue of
Wonder Stories which outlines the rules and pur-
poses of the League, with an application. These will

be provided free of charge to those who wish to join

and have not already done so, or to members who
want to convert others. Please send a stamp to cover
mailing cost.

Due to lack of space, the number of pages allotted

to the Science Fiction League department has been
reduced. Much of the material repeated month after

month has been omitted, and will be in future issues.

If there is anything we have not made clear, or If

you desire further information concerning the League,
just write in to Headquarters and we will do our
best to enlighten you.

SUGGESTIONS
Here are a few advance suggestions of how you

can help the Science Fiction League:

(1) If you wish to form a local Chapter of the
League, get a newspaper to print a notice in the
society or club section. They will do this free of
charge and it will aid you in securing many members.

(2) Send to Headquarters all the suggestions that
you believe will improve the Science Fiction League
and its activities. You may have some valuable ideas
that will greatly aid the cause of science-fiction. This
department will appear monthly in the magazine and
will be used as the voice of the members and execu-
tives, 60 do not hesitate to use it freely.

(3) If you are a student in high school or college,
try to form a Chapter of the League in the building,
with students as members. Most educational institu-
tions allow for clubs of all sorts and would be pleased
to harbor one more, especially one with standards as
high a3 the Science Fiction League. These school
Chapters will be treated in Headquarters as any other
Chapter. In order to form a Chapter of the League,
send your name to us with those of all other members
who wish to form the Chapter and the name under
which the Chapter will be known. We will send you
an officially signed certificate, confirming the existence
of the Chapter with its number.

(4) Try to write editorials propounding the merits
of science-fiction in general and place them in your
local newspapers. Stress the fact that science-fiction
is educational and broadens the minds of the readers.

If you have not as yet joined the League and wish
to do so, you will find application blanks in another
part of the magazine.



T N this department we shall publish every month
A your opinions. After all, this is your magazine
and it is edited for you. If we fall down on the

choice of our stories, or if the editorial board
_

slips

up occasionally, it is up to you to voice your opinion.

It makes no difference whether your letter is com-
plimentary, critical, or whether it contains a good.

old-fashioned brickbat. All are equally welcome.
All of your letters, as much as space will allow,

will be published here for the benefit of all. Due
to the large influx of mail, no communications
to this department are answered individually un-
less 25c in stamps, to cover time and postage, is

remitted.

The Slithering Horror

Leviticus Wilmington Postlethwaite, D.T.G.

Awestricken, I gazed at the hideous monster that

was crawling out from behind the blue boulder.

Little by little, it slowly came into view, until finally

I coukl see its entire horrible form. The ghastly

thing—partly squamose and partly rugose—had ten

slimy tentacles and a pair of formidable claws, and
two large, protruding green eyes which seemed to

cast a peculiar, weird, hypnotic spell over me. I

watched with horror as the thing whipped a tiny,

green creature into its cavernous maw with a snaky
tentacle, in a single swift, darting movement.
Then it turned its attention towards me. I re-

coiled with terror as the monster fixed its two
horrible green orbs on mine. Under the power of

their enchantment, I seemed rooted, to the spot.

Slowly—ever so slowly—the monster slithered towards
me. My will appeared to be submerged in that of the

thing and I lost all volition. And the monster slith-

ered on
! .

.

I waged a frenzied, agonized mental struggle, and,

at length, by dint of a most turbulent contortion,

I wrenched my mind from the psychic grip of the

thing. But still the monster slithered on

!

I experienced an impulse to flee, but relentlessly

quelled it. Perhaps this action was foolish, and
perhaps I might have had occasion to regret it

;

however, I was rather dazed and my mind was not
functioning properly. And—with an awful slowness

(as if it would never reach me)—the monster slith-

ered on !

Came a sudden interruption. Someone was speak-
ing: “Say, are you in love with that darn fish?

You’ve been staring at it for the last half hour, and
we haven’t got all day to waste. Besides, they’ll be clos-

ing the Aquarium soon.”
Editorial Offices : We wish to thank you for

letting us read the enclosed manuscript even though
we are u-nable to use it in our magazine.
The return of the manuscript does not necessarily

imply lack of merit. Many other things affect the
decisicn, adaptability at this particular time being
one of the most important.

An Analytical Reader

Editor, Wonder Stories :

The August Wonder Stories is the strangest one
I’ve seen yet. Take a look at these statistics and you’ll

see what I mean. There are four short stories. Of
these, four are dimensional stories. Of these, two are
time-traveling stories, and one of these and one of
the others have the same basic thesis, which happens
to be the same as that of a story in another magazine.
Besides this, three of the stories have the same end-
ing, that of the verson going back for more adven-
ture, which, by the way, dates back to II. G. Wells’
“Time Machine.”
Let me give you my impressions as I read each

Story.
"The Reign of the Reptiles” started off with a

bang, degenerated into an ordinary time-traveling
6tory, and then flopped flat when the author started
to explain the method of time-traveling. In the first

place, time rate distortion is not new, and it will

only put you into the future, and not into the past.

As I read “The Worlds of If,” I agreed with the
editors that it was a marvelous story—another feather
in Weinbaum’s cap. But—one little ghost of a sus-

picion kept following me throughout the story. Didn't
the main idea sound something like Nat Schachner’s
“Sideways in Time” ? In fact, van Manderpootz even
admits it

—“I travel across time, sideways !” More
about this later. However, I want to congratulate
Weinbaum on being one of the few authors besides
Smith and Campbell who fully realizes the possibilities

of relativity and atomic energy. I don’t know whether
Weinbaurn believes it or not, or whether it is only
in the character of van Manderpootz, but just because
the method of time-traveling mentioned is possible,
it doesn’t mean time-traveling in general is im-
possible.

Though “The Man With the Four Dimensional
Eyes” sounds something like ‘‘The Man With X-Ray
Eyes,” the story itself was original and quite enter-
taining.
“The Branches of Time” was very good and quite

thought-provoking. However, doesn’t the basic idea
there sound something like “The Worlds of If” and
“Sideways in Time”? The idea of all three stories

is that, besides, our own time, there are other times
existing alongside of our own. But—and here is the
funny thing about it—the three stories, instead of
merely copying each other, are actually supplements.
Each expresses the problem in its own way, and
when reading each story you don’t get the idea of
plagiarism, ‘but merely of the same idea developed
along the authors’ personal lines. So by reading all

three stories one can get an understanding of the
problem which is not possible with but one story.

So I hope you understand that I am not panning
you for it, but actually praising you for two very
exceptional stories, “The Worlds of If” and “The
Branches of Time.” They’re the best stories that
have been in Wonder since “The Eternal Cycle” and
“Exile of the Skies.”

Since I’ve written so much above I’ll have to cut
my criticism of Frank Dannbacher’s letter short. I

don’t like to be a wet blanket, as I know that Mr.
Dannbacher meant well, but I must say that he will

have to think harder than that to get an original
theory over the rest of us. I had that theory myself,
years ago, and then found out that several stories

had been written about it. Also, he chose the wrong
story to use as an inspiration. I consider “Into the
Infinitesimal” the most scientifically inaccurate story
I have ever read. All size stories are pretty tall, but
this was the worst.

As for the scientific criticism of the letter, here
are a few things that could be considered. In the
first place, what are “negations” ? I have never
heard of them, and I happen to be a student of
chemistry myself. As for his comparison of the
atom with the solar system, the solar system happens
to have nine planets, besides thousands of asteroids,

and the number of electrons in an atom range from
one to ninety-two—planetary electrons, that is. Also,
it is not exactly right to compare the nucleus of an
atom with the sun, because the nucleus is usually
composed of several separate particles, whereas the
sun is only one. However, this is only according to
the “solar system theory” as Dannbacher calls it. He
says it is the one with which science is mostly
familiar. As a matter of fact, that is the theory

632
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with which the public is mostly familiar. In the

inner circles of science the wave theory holds sway.
However, the main theory of the solar system and

other solar systems being merely atoms in a greater
system is quite logical. It is only the minor details

in which Mr. Dannbacher made his mistakes. Per-
sonally, I believe in the theory myself.

You know, this is the first good scientific argument
I’ve had in Wonder for a long time. I like them,
as it puts bubbles in your think tank.

Talking about bubbles, my mind is positively

frothing over with them at the present time. I have
been reading some of the Campbell and Smith stories

for the nth time, and my mind is full of colossal

energies, titanic rays, and terrific forces. By the way,
when are we getting some stories by those authors ?

If they don’t come soon, the way I feel now. I’ll

write one myself. In fact, I am writing one. but I

got into such a problem with relativity that I’ll either

have to let it lay or ask Einstein about it. And I have
proved my ability to use big words in a certain short

story I had in Fantasy Magazine recently.

Milton A. Rothman,
Member S.F.L. No. 34,

Philadelphia, Pa.

(Your letter shows that you have a remarkable
analyzing power of science-fiction, and the results

on the August issue are very interesting. Of course,

the first thing for an editor to look for in a story

is, “Can the reader finish the story, put it down and
eay, ‘That was an excellent yarn!’’’ Wo try not
to get too many stories on the same theme in one
issue.
The new theory in “The Reign of the Reptiles”

was not time-distortion, of course, but the method
in which the human race came into existence.
The only thing about “The Man With the Four

Dimensional Eyes” that sounded like “The Man With
X-Ray Eyes” was the title of the story.

You’d be surprised how few basic ideas there really

are.
Good luck with your future literary efforts. We

hope to receive them for our consideration—but don’t
think that your “ability to use big words” is going
to help any. The best authors have simple vocabularies,

and we are trying to keep $2.00 words from our
pages anyway.—EDITOR.)

A Royal Pill Roller

Editor, Wonder Stories :

Since you gentlemen ( ?) published his serene
highness’s letter with the accompanying censure of

his humble and obedient servant, I have been
ewamped with letters, telegrams (mostly collect),

cards, etc., condoling or condemning me further,
until the possibilities of answering each one per-
sonally are well-nigh hopeless. Is this a conspiracy
to topple the already staggering finances of poor old

Sir Doc ? My ill-favored estates and sadly depleted
treasury are at hand and ready any time Tucker
feels in the confiscating mood, but to be so plagued
by underlings and lackeys ; this is unbearable.

So, my friends, allow me here to thank you for
them kind woids you have said about me, and phooey
on youse other guys, one and all ! You see, I did
not realize that any flags were being waved at all.

My secretary, who wrote the letter, was temporarily
color-blind. (I was at the same party and was
completely paralyzed. She’d have been, too, if she
hadn’t come late as usual and gotten the tail end
of things.

)

As to his majesty, let Tucker remember that piHs
can sometimes be werry werry nasty, and that I,

his royal pill roller and sole physician of the royal
court, am the only person who knows his needs
and can care for them. Wollheim had his Hornig,
Kaletsky his rejection slip, and Tucker may profit

by their example

!

Concerning the voting coupon in the current issue,

you have it right opposite the SFL section. I know
that I do not want to cut out any part of that,
and I’ll wager that other members feel likewise.
Couldn’t you make it a double-barrelled thing? (Per-
haps you could have the most popular story, etc.,
on the other side—as if the editor didn’t have any-
thing else to do! Yeah, that IS kinda childish.) Why
not put your monthly “pep” editorial on the other
side of it ; then we can cut it out without losing
anything. (No disparagement intended. I know from

MY years of editorial experience that it’s a habit
easy to form and hard to break. But the loyal fans
don’t need it, and the ones who do wouldn’t bother
to cut out a voting coupon anyway. So there you
are.)

As to my ideas on that subject: go easy on the
biological monstrosities and forget about the scien-

tific detectives. There are plenty of the one in other
mags, and the latter are many. As far as the rest

go, we can trust you. (We may as well!)
Cheer up, though. I have to buy two other stf

mags if I want anything to really find fault with.
The only things I have against Wonder Stories are
purely personal reactions which other readers wouldn’t
see at all. gm poc Lowndes,

Darien, Conn.

(We’d like to know what the good Sir Doc’s per-
sonal prejudices against Wonder Stories are. But
seeing that he is Knite of the Oblong Table and Royal
Pill Roller in the Palace of the Dictator of the Society
for the Prevention of Why Are Staples in Scientific-

tion Magazines, we’d better back out of the argument
while the backing is good.—EDITOR.)

April “Not So Hot”

Editor, Wonder Stories:

It has taken me one full month to find the time,
and the mood, for writing to you. Not only to
write, but to complain (groans).

First, I shall complain about things in general. I

have noticed of late that you are putting shorter and
shorter stories into the magazine. I personally think
that few short stories can equal the lengthy, full of

science stories of the past. Although I have enjoyed
several of the Bhort stories you put in, there are but
one or two which I actually think you should have
put in. Among these are Weinbaum’s stories. (Where,
by the way, is the sequel to the sequel?) Many of
your stories have little, if any, science in them. Give
us some science-fiction.
Now to get down to the April issue. Not so hot,

though I would rather not say so. Mr. Bartel’s story
sounded more like a coffee ad than a science-fiction

story. His first story, original and new, I enjoyed.
But this was old*stuff to me when I read it. It was
only different in plot. I should think it is pretty
easy to write a science-fiction story if you may in-

vent your own vitamins and materials. I could prob-
ably write one myself. Collier’s story wasn’t so bad.
Neither was Brotman’s, although it wasn’t so scienti-

fic and had conveniently made-up materials. Man-
ning’s story was also good, but where’s the science?
“In Caverns Below” was, or rather, is a good story
although a bit too much of a satire. Looking over
the magazine again, I find I have skipped over the
one and one-half pages of “Phantom Monsters,” by
Kraus. Six of fifteen questions were asked in this

story, but yet it was not long or scientific enough
for me. I also forgot the “Insect World” by Gardner.
This is a fairly good story, although too short, and
the old complaint which I am getting tired of re-
peating.

I will now let up pressure in the magazine and
jump on the letter-writers (am I a grouch!) May I

choose Stuart Ayers as first victim ? There should be
science, as I mentioned above, in science-fiction stories

plus realism, and not only realism. Then, these guys
Perry, Schaller, and, I believe, Wollheim. Science is,

as I read in some letter, international ; foreign stories

are often better than domestic ; German stories are
often best, and the Germans arc not all bad : I’ve
seen importing companies with N.R.A. signs, and I

doubt whether Schaller buys only American products.
So there

!

I agree with R
;

Frederick Hester. The moon, I

read somewhere, is not safe from falling on the
earth ; at present it Ls flying away, but soon gravity
will bring it back, in several thousand years. You
eay that the ball, in your illustration, will not fly

away. This does not mean it will not hit your hand.
I am now closing (smiles and sighs of relief) but

I shall return, so beware ! Apologies for my miscon-
duct

* Harold Ewbn,
SFL Member 421,
Bronx, N. Y.

(We rarely have two issues of Wonder Stories alike
in succession as far as the lengths of stories go and
the types of material used, so we can easily observe
and analyze the reactions of our readers. An issue
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that completely displeasee you will be claimed one
of our very best by someone else, and also the other
way around. We try to keep as much science in the
stories as possible without having them become bor-
ing to those of our readers who are not too much
scientifically inclined.

—

EDITOR.)

A Critical Reader

Editor, Wondbr Stories :

I have a few remarks to make and I take this
opportunity to do so. My remarks will live up to my
standard, being, of course, incomprehensible, un-
constructive and perchance unethical. Well, anyway,
here goes (nothing).

First—about this reprint question which has been
temporarily shelved. Take the dang thing off that ac-
cursed shelf and dust it off be-cuz I want reprints.
Here’s the nature of the reprints that I want, or
should I say request? Only reprint famous firsts—if

you can find them. In case you don’t comprehend.
I’ll illustrate. Reprint the first time-travel story ever
written. Reprint the first interplanetary story. Re-
print the first story dealing with alien invaders and,
of course, this is what Mr. Ping Pong is so fond of.

Reprint the first story telling of the changing of the
baser metals—usually lead into gold—but this is

pretty old stuff.

Do you see my point?—or do I have to stick you?
Of course, before reprinting a story, you will take
into consideration what Mr. Lenard set forth in the
February issue in “The Reader Speaksr” (a lot of
fans have been abusing the latter word).

Second—I agree with Mr. Bob Tucker about the
pulling of the staples out of science-fiction maga-
zines. BUT—what can you use for a substitute? The
substitute mentioned in your answer to Mr. Tucker’s
letter in the February issue is an unlikely one. as is

Mr. Tucker’s own suggestion in the latest issue of
your Hon. Competitor. By the way, Mr. Tucker, let

me ask an interrogative. Is this SPWSSTFM a lot

of foolishness written for a laugh, or are you serious,
with the intention of removing staples and substituting
whatchamaycallits ? Ed., what do you think: is he
doing this just to get the “lime-light” and magazine
space or are his intentions honorable?

Third—the illustrations

—

terrible. I wonder how
often you put a natural background on your cover?
I’ll answer that—once in a coon’s age. Lookit the Jan-
uary issue—why the yellow sky? On the February
issue—why the red one?—is there a fire someplace
which has reddened the sky? The March issue was all

right (begrudgingly). The April—all right. I sup-
pose; but those green musky depths don’t seem musky
to me— it’s vivid. If water’s like that. I'm a hlpo-
jamaratis (no cracks). And then May—a yellow sky
or background again. I think Paul don’t give a damn
about the backgrounds. One time he decides to make
it red, then green, then yellow, etc. He never takes
into consideration the picture and then draws the
background accordingly—hell, no. What’s the matter
with a blue sky? I think I know what's the matter.
Maybe blue paint casts more and in order to keep
the little Pauls in footwear. Mr. Paul must economize
and keep his budget balanced properly, hence very
little blue.

Fourth—I liked your answer to J. R. Ayco’s letter
in the May issue

—“we don’t care who writes them
whether it’s William Shakespeare or Maimie Zilch”

—

that was good. But I think Mr. Ayco meant that he
liked to read stories by these authors because he likes

their particular style and wit in which they express
themselves.

Fifth—your competitor has got the jump on you
in regard to the editorial departments. They actually
answer fan mail I—while you charge two bits for an
answer. How come? You’d better hire a couple of more
hands to answer letters or still better, enlarge “The
Reader Speaks.” How about it? Give it about ten
pages in every issue. “The Reader Speaks” is 50% of
the reason why I buy W.S.—believe it or not—take it

or leave it.

Sixth—I agree with you in the May issue in regard
to. Forrie’s letter. He is the scientifictionist. But I

think Jack Harrow should get a distinction too: he’s
an old fan. By the way, what is Hoy Ping Pong? Is

his distinction the scientifictionut?

Seventh—how about returning to large size? If

your income permits, do it ; if you don’t, I’ll quit
the mag inside of a year—that’s a promise. If you’re
in doubt as to whether it would be advisable to return

to the large size, publish a ballot and let the readers
vote. How’s about it?
Think of the elevation and distinction you’ll have

over the other mags. You’re equal in stories, but with
the large size, Wonder Stories will reign supreme as
it did in bygone days, days that will never bo
equalled—never ....

Eighth—say. about that cartoon strip—do we get
it? I think it would be a very unique novelty. And
how about some funny stories, some comical ones?
“The Celestial Visitor” wasn’t bad_jn this regard. I

suppose, though, that if I want one. I’ll have to
write it myself, because those authors of yours couldn't
crack a grin for fear they’ll never recover. I stated
something to that effect in my previous missile—if

you will recall .... Also remember the Jackson In-
stitute .... Heh .... heh ....

That’s all, soaks. ~ _ TRort. J. Binder,
SFL Member 662.
Milwaukee, Wis.

P.S. Do you know the League’s damned indepen-
dence is hurting us fans? Why don’t the S.F.L. take
up a monthly collection and then use this money to
buy the old science-fiction movies and send ’em on a
tour of all the Chapters. How does it sound?

(First—we are afraid that if we reprinted the
first interplanetary story ever written, etc., as you
suggest, someone would come forward with one that
had been published years before, and then wouldn’t
we look silly?
Second—we believe that Dictator Tucker intends

to bind the new Wonder Stories with flavored life-

savers instead of staples—at least, that’s the latest
news from the front. Of course, this would be im-
practical. One of the editors is a fiend for life-savers
and we fear he would eat up all the staple-stock. It
is easy to tell that the SPWSSTFM is sincere in its

attempts to dethrone the wire staple by their latest
mimeographed bulletin. It presents many good argu-
ments against this metal menace, despite the fact
that the bulletin itself is bound with a veritable string
of wire staples I

Third—so we have natural backgrounds on our cov-
ers once in a coon's age, eh? A pretty short-lived
coon, we’ll say—about three months. You ask us
what is the trouble with a blue sky. The only trouble
is that it is always the same color, and to have a
blue background every time we show a sky, which
is most of the time, would become kind of monotonous,
don’t you think?—and readers would be doubtful
whether or not the new issue was out the first of the
month by merely' glancing at the cover, unless it was
in full view, as it rarely is. Paul has no control
whatever over the background colors of his covers.
He is told by the editors what colors, to use. and the
poor fellow has to comply with their desires.
Fourth—we’re glad you liked our reply to J. R.

Ayco.
Fifth—we feel that it is much better to answer

fan mail via these columns than through the mail.
It is just as much work for us one way or the other,
but we think it is better to let all of the readers see
our replies in addition to the original letters. We
have enlarged “The Reader Speaks” department re-
cently.

Sixth—Hoy Ping Pong is known as the scientific-

tionut, upon his own request. In fact, he coined the
word himself.
Seventh—we are certain that the shape of the

magazine can mean little to the real science-fiction fan.
After all. what are you reading the magazine for?

—

the stories, of course, and they would be no different
if the magazine were in the old large size. Our policy
would remain the same.
Eighth—you will notice a great many “humorous'*

stories in the magazine. In fact, we sometimes fear
that we print too many of them—sometimes two or
even three in an issue—that number containing “The
Celestial Visitor,” for instance. We have a few of
this type on hand at present, including those of
Stanley G. Weinbaum.—EDITOR.)

“More and More Pleased”

Editor, Wonder Stories:

The issue for April was on the whole excellent. To
begin with, the cover was exceptionally fine, though
illustrated for a poor story, or shall we call it a story?
The idea of “Phantom Monsters” was all right and
could have been written into a thrilling adventure.
One man could have gone down and another followed.
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With their microscopic eyes, they might have mistaken
each other for giant beasts. Perhaps a fish might come
along and add to the excitement. As it was, it could
hardly be called a story. But the poor stories were
outbalanced by “The Elixir of Progress.” The author,
Philip Bartel, has improved greatly over his last

story, “Twenty-five Centuries Late,” and has made a
masterpiece of this one. I see he has borrowed some
ideas from his first production.

After reading it, I became so enthused over the
idea that coffee would cure Btupidity and awaken
dull minds that I brewed some. The result—this letter.

You can judge the effect of the coffee for yourselves.
I will talk coffee to all my friends and especially my
Latin teacher. Perhaps he can find something exciting,
something pleasant in Caesar. Oh, but perhaps he
does not have a sense of smell like the wife of Burke-
Cliffe. Ah’s me

!

I wish you would not publish any more poems.
They all are so tiresome and are amateurish.
Of the four short stories. I liked “A Suitor by

Proxy” the best. “The Insect World” second, “The
Prophetic Voice” third, with “The Missing Hours”
last, mainly because of the ending. The flashlight that
flashed hypnotism was as unscientific an idea as has
yet appeared. The first part of the story was excel-
lent and I was hoping for a dramatic climax when
all that came was a flashlight and a shifty-eyed crook.
“The Prophetic Voice” consisted of only an event
and a theory. But it was written well and, for my
part, I accept the theory principally because a for-

mula was given for suspended animation. No one
without a regular course to follow would or could
give that. Perhaps it was a mad scientist. A good
chance for a sequel.
“A Suitor by Proxy” is the burlesque of the year,

so far. I liked the story very much, but one a year
is enough.

I am more and more pleased with Wonder Stories
as I read from issue to issue. So far this year, the
stories have excelled the last quarter of 1934. Wonder
Stories came to me yesterday when I was laid up
with a cold. After one reading and one night of
thought, I awake and presto, changeo ! My cold is

gone. Is Wonder Stories a tonic? Well, anyway, I

like it better than the ones the doctor gives (except
David H. Keller) and I recommend it to you for trial.

I’ll sign off till the next issue arrives. Good luck
to the SCIENCE Fiction League.

Jean Thomas .

SFL Member 759,
Youngstown, O.

around Paul. Frankie can’t hardly even draw a human
to look like one. They look more like Martians. Please
don’t fire Paul though, because I’d hate to think of
his family starving to death just on account of ME.
To make you feel a little bit better after all that

brick-tossing, I will say that, in my opinion. Wonder
Stories has any other stf. mag. (that I’ve ever
read) beat so far, that W.S. can’t even be compared
with the others. But watch out ! Am. S. is rapidly ad-
vancing !

You must think I’ve got a lot of nerve to ask a
favor of you after running you down so, but will

you please print a list of dates such as follows : When
you changed from large to small size, vice-versa

:

when Air Wonder Stories first came out; when
Science- W. S. first came out ; when you changed to

16c size, vice-versa ; when Hornig became secretary
or whatever he is; and when Air Wonder and Science
Wonder combined to make Wonder Stories. If pos-
sible, please give volumes and numbers, as well as
dates. Now ain’t I got a noive ? I’m esking you ?

Just the same, no matter whether your covers arc
too loud or whether Paul is no good, you will notice
I sent in $2.00 for a year’s subscription several weeks
ago.
"In Caverns Below” was excellent. Why doesn’t

Coblentz write more stories with as much humor in
them ? And please don’t accept any more stories from
him until he writes a sequel to “In Caverns Below.”
Look out ! Another brick-bat coming ! Why have

so few stories in each issue? Only 3 complete stories

and 2 serials in the February, March, and May issues !

The April issue had just the right amount in it.

DO YOU HONESTLY BELIEVE THAT THREE
COMPLETE (and I must say, short ones at that)
STORIES ARE WORTH $ .25? You say you are
having a drive for new plots. All right, that’s FINE.
But why not give us a good ©1’ interplanetary story
once in a while?

While I’m kicking, I might as well say that I believe

that either Broadway, Broadway Engraved, Modern-
istic, or Gallic would look much more futuristic for
the titles of the stories than just the plain San Serif,

Koble, Kable, Continental, or whatever you call it.

Well, I guess this is enough for one letter, probably
even five or six, so I’ll quit. If you don’t print this

so it might possibly wake up some of these absent-
minded “Paul-worshippers,” I’ll fulfill my threat about
the ray machine.

Rov Test_ jR->
S.F.L. Member No. 417,
Los Angeles, Calif.

(Your intelligent letter certainly proves that coffee

reduces a person’s stupidity, and we all have plenty
of it at times. Now, the African savagee don’t
drink coffee, and they’re not very intelligent, are
they? You’d better not let your Latin teacher see
that crack about him if you want to pass your course.
One reader stated that Wonder Stories acted as

a dope. To you it is a tonic. To others it is an in-

toxicant. We should have an advertising slogan
something like this: “When you’re feeling low, don’t
dope yourself ; when you’re run down, don’t take
a tonic ; when you’re melancholy, don’t poison your
system with liquor—let Wonder Stories do it!”

—

EDITOR.)

Anti-Paul

Editor, Wonder Stories:

The April issue was O.K., but why on Luna did
Paul draw a cover picture of so short a story? That’s
a very awful much bad mistake. The March and
April covers had a dark background, though, thank
goodness. Why not have more dark backgrounds?
I’m getting so sick of these loud, flashy, eye-paining
covers that I swear I’m going to build a ray ma-
chine which will turn all loud colors into dark colors.

Now I know you’ll say that loud covers attract atten-

tion. Sure it will ; it can be heard a mile off, but
when people see such a mixture of colors as that,

they^re scared to buy the mag.
Now for another mud-ball. (Brick-bats as you

call them.) PAUL. H-r-r-r-rumph ! as Colonel Marsh
would say. What’s so good about Paul? Many of the
readers praise him, but I think that is only because
he or 6he saw several others say Paul was magni-
ficent, so they told themselves Paul was good, and
then they tell you. I know I used to think Paul was
pretty good, until one day, I thought to myself, "JUST
WHAT IS SO SWELL ABOUT PAUL?” and I

couldn’t find a single answer except machinery. BUT,
take a look at some of Elliot Dold’s drawings of

machinery. There’s a fellow who can walk circles

P.S. All those who want to join the A.S.F.S.P.L.C.S.
F.B. (American Science Fiction Society for the Pre-
vention of Loud Covers on Science Fiction Books)
please write to me for their membership cards. Please
enclose 3c stamp. Now, Hornig, don’t say I forgot to

give my address, because it’s printed on my letter-

head, at the top.

(It was not a mistake when we gave Paul a short-
short story to illustrate for the cover. Stand aghast,
as we tell you that we did it on purpose! We don’t
care how short the cover story is so long as it makes
a good cover. Perhaps our loud covers do chase away
some people—but that type would be chased away
anyway after reading one issue. If they can’t stand
the covers, they certainly can’t stand the contents.

It’s a good thing you told us not to fire Paul after

you gave him so much abuse. We were just about
ready to put him on the bread-line.
Answering your questions : the large format was

used for Wonder Stories until the October, 1930, issue.

From November, 1930, to October, 1931, the present
small format was used. Large size was resumed for
the issues dated November, 1931, to September-Octo-
ber, 1933, and the small size was brought back with
the number for November, 1933, and is still being
used, as you can see. The price was 25c per copy
since the beginning until the May, 1935, number, ex-

cept for the five issues between November, 1932, and
March, 1933. With the June, 1935, issue, the price
was again dropped to 15c, where it shall remain. The
first time the price was dropped, the magazine was
also eut down as to contents, but this did not happen
the second time. We are now giving you as much for

15c as you previously got for your quarter. A sister

magazine named Air Wonder Stories was published
from July, 1929, to May. 1930—eleven issues, and the
first year of Wonder Stories, June, 1929, to May,
1930, bore the name Science Wonder Stories. Volume
One, Number One was dated June, 1929, and each
new volume begins with the June issue. Example

—

the June, 1935, number was Volume Seven, Number
One. Charles D. Hornig took over the work of David
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Lasser as Managing Editor on August 7, 1983, and
was made Assistant Secretary of the Scibncb Fiction
League upon its formation in early 1934. Aib Wonder
Stories and Science Wonder Stories were combined
into the Wonder Stories of today with the June,
1930, number.
You ask us if we believe that three complete

stories are worth 25c. Remember that over half of
the issue was composed of serial, and you must cer-

tainly figure that in the bargain. Now that the maga-
zine costs only 15c, you are receiving A-l stories for
something between 2c and 3c apiece, with an average
length of over 10,000 words. Are you getting your
money’s worth?

—

EDITOR.)

More Space for Spare

Editor

,

Wonder Stories:

In reply to R. J. Amran in the May issue, you
answered his request for more interplanetary stories

by saying they must abide by your new policy. If “A
Suitor by Proxy,” ‘‘The Missing Hours,” ‘‘The Moan-
ing Lily,” and “The Living Machine” are typical of
your new policy, then you’d better head back toward
the old “hack” days pronto.
Are “Warriors of Space,” “The Rescue from Jupi-

ter,” “The Evening Star,” etc., to be considered
typical examples of the old “hack” days ? If so, I'd

prefer to have the mag devoted exclusively to them.
You say these stories are still appearing with

nauseating regularity in other magazines. Then how
about doing a little nauseating yourself?

Schneeman’s illustrations are poor ; if Paul can’t

do all the illustrating, then by all means get a new
artist, preferably Wesso, to assist him.

Paul’s covers are up to his usual high standard,
but how about another artist doing one occasionally?
A little variety would be welcomed.
That illustration over the contents page may be

symbolical, but is certainly doesn’t improve the ap-
pearance of the mag any.

Please give us stories by authors who understand
their subjects, the old-timers of the Science Fiction
field. I’d like to see stories by Dr. Smith, Campbell,
Jr., John Taine, P. S. Miller, Nat Schachner, Mur-
ray Leinster, Harl Vincent, and Frank K. Kelly.

They all turn out swell stories, though the same
can’t be said about some of the authors now writing
for you.

Several issues ago you mentioned something about
reprinting “The Blind Spot." Do you intend doing
anything definite about it? I for one hope you do.

I’d much rather see the space now used by the
“Science Questions and Answers” and the Science
Fiction League given over to another story.
Come on, Ed., can’t we have more interplanetary

stories ?

Is the story “Between Worlds” by Garret Smith,
you published some time ago. still available?
To sort of even up for all the brick-bats I’ve

hurled, I’d like to say that “In Caverns Below” is

one of the most amusing and interesting stories I’ve
had the pleasure of reading in a long, long time.

J. Connell.
Lowell. Mass.

(We certainly have no grudge against the inter-
planetary story—in fact, we like them best of all. But
we’ll be hanged if we’ll follow in the footsteps of others,
giving our readers interplanetary stories just because
they are about apace, regardless of constant rehash
of ideas. You may as well read three or four of the
old stories over hundreds of times. We would rather
receive a space-story that is acceptable than any other
kind, and are greatly overjoyed when we do. In fact,
we have the better part of a dozen interplanetary
stories on hand awaiting publication right now. by
Hamilton, Manning, and others of your favorites. Just
watch for them.
The complaint in your sixth paragraph can be

withdrawn, anyway. We are sure that the new
contents page, which is minus the illustration, will
please you.
We do not have any definite plans right now re-

garding the reprinting of “The Blind Spot.”
We are certain that our other readers will not

agree with you that the departments for science and
the League should be withdrawn to make room for
another story. This latter department, in particular,
is very essential to the growth of the Science Fiction
League. We have, however, recently limited the space
for it to four pages instead of six or eight. This can
be offered as a compromise with you.

You can secure a copy of Garret Smith’s “Between
Worlds,” which we reprinted aB a Science Fiction
Classic in a separate book several years ago, from
our subscription department for the price of fifty

cents. It is still in print.
Thank you for your kind words about Coblentz’a

serial. We are sure that he will appreciate them.

—

EDITOR.)

Postcard Criticism

Editor, Wonder Stories:

Tell Stanton A. Coblentz to get a new plot, or

—

or something ! Nearly half of every issue has been
devoted to his latest repetition of the hero-thrown-
into-a-strange-world.-foliowed-by-much-satire. plot.

A. Gnaedinger,
SFL Member 598.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

(Perhaps the editor's sense of humor overrules hU
reason, but “In Caverns Below” struck him as a
very amusing and enjoyable yarn, as it did many
of our readers who have written in about it. If you
understand present social conditions throughout the
country and the world, you will certainly appreciate
Coblentz’s satire.

—

EDITOR.)

IFS a Joke Book

Editor. Wonder Stories:

The March issue of Wonder Stories is very good,
especially Laurence Manning’s story, “The Prophetic
Voice.” His style is so distinctive that I find it pos-

sible to recognize his works by the title of the
story.

If you do not watch out, W.S. will degenerate to a
Science Fiction Joke Book, as nearly every story in

this issue is satirical or burlesque in nature. How-
ever, they are all excellent stories, but I would like

to see some more serious stories.

Robert H. Anglin.
SFL Member 538.
Danville, Va.

(You will find plenty of serious stories in this

magazine. One of our issues was overbalanced, con-

taining three humorous or satirical stories, but we
will try to avoid this from being repeated in the

future.

—

EDITOR.)

Couldn’t Stand It

Editor, Wonder Stories :

For the past three years I have been reading your
magazine and never before had any reason to com-
plain. Don’t use the waste paper basket yet (please).

I am not going to criticize the mag.
Mr. H. Dennis Wilson’s letter was the reason for

my first and probably the last letter to W. S.

I think that Winter is, if not the best illustrator

in your magazine, one that can be rated A-l.
I do not want to start any argument with Mr.

Wilson, but when he asks: “Is there any possibility

of you dropping Winter . . . .
” well, I just

couldn’t stand it without a protest.

Mr. Wilson might not have stopped to consider
that he is not the only one who reads W. S. and
that someone else might like Mr. Winter’s work !

I do not write letters to have my name in print,

so I’ll not sign my real name—-but, in case any one
should want to answer my letter, I will be glad to

send my name and address.
Since I started writing letters, I want to say a

few points for the mag itself. On the April number,
I liked all the stories except “The Missing Hours”
which I thought very poor, but all in all, your mag
Is o.k. Give us some more stories by Keller, Manning,
and Binder. Rycaomb Ariednabs.

Chicago, I1L

(We are sure that Winter will appreciate your
defense of hb work. There is no doubt that he is

a very fine artist, though there is some fault in
everyone’s work.

Signing a pseudonym to your letter certainly proves
that you are not out for publicity, but we would
like it much better if you would sign your real name
in any future correspondence. We wonder if your
first name is Marie?

—

EDITOR.)
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“Bad Dreams”

Editor, Wonder Stories :

Pardon me if I quote a bit ....
‘‘Try This On Your Hair 15 Days” “Enjoy the

Thrill of Sex and Love,” “The Forbidden Secrets of

Sex are Daringly Revealed !” “A. Baby In Your
Home,” “Sane Sex Life,” “Sex Life In America,”
"Hooey ! !

!”— Oh ! Please excuse that last quotation

—

it’s my own, and it just seemed to fit into that trend
of thought ....

Please, dear Ed., heed! Is Wonder Stories a
bibliography of sex books and quack medical litera-

ture? Or is it possible that you feel a reader of
sufficient intelligence to comprehend the science in

some of your stories really enjoys offers to teach him
all about sex, how to make love, etc. ?

I fully realize that you need ads to keep your
magazine going. Ah, woe ! Many’s the time I’ve gone
searching for the illusive things in an effort to keep
a second rate weekly news sheet on its feet. But why
do you have to run such awful things?
A few ads, from better known and more “respect-

able” firms, such as you display at the front of the
mag, should enable you to put out a publication of
higher quality without extra expense—a higher type
magazine in which the larger, more prominent busi-
ness houses would be proud to place their adver-
tisements.

I might quote, as a rather far-fetched example, the
rapidly popularizing “men’s magazine,” Esquire.
What firm would not be overjoyed to place an ad in
that publication, for a reasonable amount, where
it will be noticed by thousands of high class men
and women who enjoy such a superior magazine?
Now don’t get me wrong. I’m not suggesting that

you hire a high paid staff of technical experts, ad
specialists, lay-out men, typographers of the first

rank and all that, with expert artists (no offense,
Paul, old sock) who will adorn an 11x14 200 page
slick paper affair with rotogravure illustrations in
color from posed photographs, although I have often
dreamed of such a stf magazine. All I ask, and I’ll

wager the entire scientifictionist (apologies to Acker-
man—is it copyrighted?) world is directly or in-
directly in accord with me—all I ask is that you
switch your stock to either a better grade pulp or
poor grade gloss, which lafter, I understand, is
almost as cheap as the grade of paper you’re using
now ; that you replace at least some of those sex ads
(revolting things, now, aren’t they, Ed.?) with some-
thing less horrible ; that you trim those gol-derncd
edges, as all but one of your readers demand, and
have demanded ever since you stopped trimming them ;

and that, in short, you raise the appearance of Won-
der Stories above the usual run of Super Horrible
Tales, Doctor Giblet and his Cut-Throats, Stories of
Blood, Vampires and Ghosts, and all the rest of
that stuff, y’know.

_
Of course, I don’t expect you to do this. Not

right away, at least. We’ve been after you so long
that it’d give me heart failure if you were to make
all the suggested changes at once. However, I’m mad
at you on several points, so I hope it gives you
bad dreams.
Even if you never put out a good magazine, I’ll

keep on reading your old Wonder Stories as long as
you continue to publish it, as I have for the past
ten years, at least. Not Wonder Stories for ten
years, of course, but your publications.

Vaguely, I remember the first stf story I ever
read in any of your publications. “The Living
Death,” I believe—in that old "magazine of yours
that could be recognized on any newsstand by its

gold cover .... remember? Those were the good
old days, when Doctor Hackensaw was at his peak,
and space-travel and time stories were something new
and glamorous. I can still feel the bitter disappoint-
ment I experienced when Commander Byrd crossed
the Ice Barriers in Antarctica, and found only more
Ice and snow instead of the promised oasis abounding
with a prehistoric civilization and monsters and
plants of the same era. I can still see Dr. Hacken-
saw’s friend in a steel cage that strained, on the
end of a chain, against the attraction of the mcon.
Ask Paul if he remembers that illustration.
Now, to stretch this thing out a bit longer, and

take up more of your time, I’d like to argue about
a statement in your “Science Questions and Answers”
of two or three months ago, regarding robots. You
claim that robots have so far never appeared in the
shape of a man. This was all in a question about
“Alpha.” Td like to say that Alpha is a fact, and
that he does look like a man in armor. He has
been on exhibition at the Chicago Century of Prog-

ress Exposition, and could be seen at various other
places in the eountry, even here in Los Angeles. He
can answer certain set questions, stand up, sit down,
move bis arms, legs, and head, and can fire a pistol
with mechanical accuracy. So much for Alpha, and
I’m ashamed of yon, Ed., for making such a mistake.
And so, having nothing else to do, I’ll close this

letter with the plea by a reader who has followed
your development step by step through the years,
that you try and improve the looks of the magazine
of yours .... _ TT ,,

D. H. Green,
SFL Member 96

;
Los Angeles. Calif.

(You will note that many of the “sexy” ads are
now no longer in the magazine. If those remaining do
not appeal to you, why, just pass them by. Some-
body else may be interested in them. We <are not
selling you the ads—they’re thrown in free, and re-

member that they help to pay for the magazine. The
editors have no control over the advertising and
cannot dictate to the publishers.

We’re sorry that we can’t act on your request for
us to have some bad dreams. What makes you think
we have any time for sleep ?

In our “Science Questions and Answers” we made
the statement that an automatic robot device does
not have to be in the shape of a man—that there are
thousands of machines in use that do not take this
form. In fact, the robot, in the shape of a man, is

only made like this as a novelty. We have seen, in
photos and “real life,” dozens of robots that look like
men for many years. The local Radio City "Music
Hall, the greatest theater in the world, recently used
Alpha, the one you mentioned, to announce the num-
bers in the stage production, just as a novelty.

—

EDITOR.)

Scientifilm News
Editor, Wonder Stories :

Contents intact, but cost cut to 15c ! Now that’s

a buy, says I.

Stanley G. Weinbaum’s Paracosrnasterpiece stand-
ing alone would be worth 15c of any collector's money.
(Winter’s illustration for it is quite acceptable.) To
include, then, “Seeds From Space” with that superla-
tive shadow-world story “Pygmalion’s Spectacles,”
guaranteed tfie issue. Manning’s intelligent-tree tale
I consider quite his best “Stranger Club” narration
of the last two or three accounts.
“Death From Within,” fair. You will forgive me

if the scientifilm-ending to "Mystery of the
seemed obvious to me before completing the story,
being a Scientificinemologist by profession. I pre-
sume the conclusion was a surprise to many, how-
ever ; I still remember the last minutes of Nevins
Ill’s “Emotion Meter,” which were fanny in first-

rate manner.
What I have read of your new serial, “Waltz of

Death,” to date, is plenty interesting. I approve of
a science-angled murder-mystery now and then for
variety.
Have your readers heard H. G. Wells’ “Man Who

Could Work Miracles” is to be produced for the
screen?—about Colin Clive (the creator of “Franken-
stein” and sequel) in that electrical-npparaitustory
of fantastic advance surgery, “Mad Love”? of
“Murder by Television” and an amazing number of
other futuristic films ? All the details are contained
monthly in Fantasy Magazine, the mirror of the
science-fantasy world, whose address is 87-36—182d
St., Jamaica, New York. _ _ .

Forrest J. Ackerman,
Scientificinemologist,
San Francisco, Calif.

(You can’t fool the editor with those coined
words. He can pronounce every one of them like a
radio announcer.

—

EDITOR.)

Send Your Letter In To:

“THE READER SPEAKS”
—and give us your views



Something NEW!
WEATHER

FORECASTER
AND

HUMIDITY
TESTER

“HYGROSCOPE”
The Ace of Weather

Forecasters

WHEN placed in a well-ventilated room or in the fresh air. the
HYGROSCOPE foretells coming weather conditions from eight

to twenty-four hours in advance. It also accurately records outdoor
humidity, and when placed inside it gives the humidity within
the house or room.
The HYGROSCOPE is automatic, self-adjustable, simple Amer-

ican-precision made. It cannot get out of order at any time. The
dial measures 2%", is enclosed in a G" round hardwood case, with
either walnut or mahogany finish. It is attractive for desk or
living room.

OUTSIDE DIAL FORECASTS WEATHER
Fair—rain—or changeable is indicated on the outer dial when

the HYGROSCOPE is placed in a well-ventilated room or out-of-
doors. If indoors, place the instrument near an open window.

INNER DIAL SHOWS THE HUMIDITY CONTENT
The HYGROSCOPE also acts as a hygrometer. Numbers on the

Inner dial indicate the degree of humidity present in the air and
in artificially heated rooms.
SEND YOUR ORDER NOW! Got your HYGROSCOPE today.

Your remittance in form of check or money order ^
accepted. If you send cash or unused U. 8. Postage ga
Stamps, bo sure to register your letter. Also
specify if you prefer the HYGROSCOPE in Wal-
nut or Mahogany. Postpaid

SPORT BINOCLE
Adjustable.

The first time an ADJUSTABLE Sport Blnocle has been offered
at this low price ... it is just what the baseball, fight, race and
other sport fans have boon awaiting ... a GOOD blnocle at a
low price! The frame of this sport binocle is of special lightweight
aluminum alloy, dcslgnod for strength and flexible at the bridge
where, for Individual cases, adus'.ment may be necessary for perfect
alignment and fit. All black finished. 2% power magnification, fine
quality lenses, highly ground and polished. objective lenses,
large ocular lenses. Each lens holder Individually focused. Com-
fortable fitting bridge and skull tomples. Comes in leatherette case
with strap handle. Rush your remittance at mice for one of those
new SPORT BINOCLBS.

GRENPARK COMPANY
99 Hudson Street - - New York, N. Y.

MAIL THE COUPON BELOW
!

^

GRENPARK COMPANY WS-10-36
09 Hudson Street, New York. N. Y.

Enclosed you will find my remittance of $ for which
Bend mo at onco, POSTAGE PREPAID:

HYGROSCOPE at $2.00 each

( ) Walnut ( ) Mahogany

SPORT BINOCLE at $1.98 each

Name • •••

Address *

City State

(Send your remittanoo in check or money order. If your letter con-

tains cash or unused U. S. Postage Stamps, be sure you register it.)

When answering advertisements, please

THE SCIENCE FICTION
SWAP COLUMN

A department for the buying, selling, and
exchanging of fantastic literature. Only ads
of this nature accepted. Rates 2c per word. No
discounts. Cash should accompany all orders.
Advertisements to appear in the November
issue must be received not later than September
4th. Send all communications to Wonder
Stories, Swap Editor, 99 Hudson St., New
York City, N. Y.

FOR SALE

SELLING OUT! Dirt cheap. Ten copies for only $1.00,
postpaid. Pick from fifty different dates. This is head-
quarters for all science fiction magazines. Harry Weiss-
man, 168 West 21st St., New York.

FANTASTIC literature. Cut prices. Send want list.

(Books, magazines bought.) Swanson, Coleharbor,
N. D.

MIRACLE STORIES, Marvel Tales. Amazing, Wonder,
and Astounding Stories. Reasonable prices. Send for
list, stamp appreciated. Anthony Bazalo, 1868 Fair*
view Ave., North Bergen, N. J.

COMPLETE SETS of Fantasy Magazine, Scoops,
Marvel Tales, Unusual Stories, Fantasy Fan—stories,
sketches, serials by A. Merritt, Otis Adalbert Kline,
H. P. Lovecraft, Edward E. Smith, C. L. Moore—all

your favorites ! Out of print elsewhere. Free price
li3t and bibliography. S-F Syndicate, 609 West 26th
St., Austin, Tex.

WANTED

IF YOU ARE a collector of fantasy fiction, you will
want to use this section to secure the stories, maga-
zines, or books that are missing from your set. Take
advantage of our ultra-low rates

!

EXCHANGE

USE THIS SECTION if you have anything that you
would like to trade for science and fantasy fiction, or
if you have fantastic literature that you would like
to exchange for something else. Only two cents per
word.

Western Fans ! ! !

Don’t Miss

FRANK C. ROBERTSON’S
BOOK-LENGTH NOVEL

“SILVER ZONE”
IN THE OCTOBER ISSUE OF

DOUBLE ACTION WESTERN
MAGAZINE

COPIES NOW ON SALE
mention Magazine Rbadurs' Group



JOKES •SONGS -TOASTS
and how to make over 300

HIGHBALLS • COCKTAILS!
Here's a humorous book with a bit of usefulness

added to it. It is really the largest, authentic book
on bartending which tells the host how to mix
several hundred delightful drinks—cocktails, high-
balls, rickeys, cordials, and other concoctions.
Every man fond of entertaining guests at home
will find this book handy and popular at social
functions.

A BIG “HIT” EVERYWHERE
This "new guide, "THE PERFECT BARTENDING HOST

AT HOME," contains over 15 old-time favorite drinking
songs and dozens of toasts, jokes, wise-cracks, and witty
remarks, it is a book which affords many hours of enter-
tainment and amusement.

There are over 50 illustrations which offer plenty of
amusement for readers.
"THE PERFECT BARTENDING HOST AT HOME"

will be mailed directly to you if you enclose 25c in stamps
or coin.

GRENPARK COMPANY
99WS Hudson Street New York City

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements in this section are inserted at the cost
of twelve cents per word for each insertion—name,
initials and address each count as one word. Cash should
accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by
a recognized advertising agency. No loss than ten words
arc accepted. Advertising for the November, 1935, issue
should be received not later than September 5th.

FOREIGN STAMPS
FREE—4 VALUABLE FRENCH OR PORTUGESE COLONY
stamps with each packet of 125 different foreign stamps (no
U.S.). Many excellent values. Send 20c in coin or stamps.
W. S. Nussbaum, 2300 Ocean Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

ECZEMA
Also called Tetter, Salt Rheum, Pruritus, Milk Crust,
Water Poison, Weeping Skin, etc.

FREE TRIAL
Don’t neglect it! Don’t give up— !

Try a week’s free te6t of a mild,
soothing guaranteed treatment,

which for 30 years has been giving Eczema sufferers their

“First Real Night’s Rest.” Write today—a postal will do.

Address DR. CANNADAY, Eczema Specialist,
108 Park Sq., Sedalia, Mo.

Banish the craving for tobacco as
thousands have. Make yourself free
and happy with Tobacco Redeemer.
Not a substitute, not habit forming.
Write for free booklet telling of in-
jurious effect of tobacco and depend-
able. easy way to relievo
the craving manymen hava.

NewellPharmacaECo.
Dept, 113 St. Louis, Mo.

FREE
BOOK

CONTROLS £•£S2
An effective treatment against disease of Blood.
Used for 60 years. Home treatment. Hundreds
of Testimonials. Whatever the cause, however
far advanced, write for Free Book.

JOHN STERLING REMEDY CO., Dept. 206, Kansas City, Mo.

New List of Best Selling

n.** POPULAR
BOOKS

Amazes ReadingWorld!
Over two hundred million of these
books have been sold in the past
twelve years, but judging by the
way in which these new titles are
being purchased, it is expected
that another very large number
will be sold before long. Read
over the new list at once, check
off the titles you want to read
and order your books immediately.

Here Are the Book Titles:

Take your pick of
the books listed in
this advertisement at
the rate of

$1 for 20 Books
Add lc per book for

postage. Canada and
foreign price, 7c per
boob, delivered.

NO ORDER FOR
LESS THAN 50c

ACCEPTED.

7
78

1143
1174
1340
1351
1431
1473
1503
I5G4
1555
1726

1017
1587

1333
1435
1479
1534
1553
1563

1987
1506
1525
1543
1547
1579
1723
1724

1299
1448
1445
1514

SILF IMPROVEMENT
How to Get a Liberal Education by Yourself
Hints on Public Speaking
How to Prepare Manuscripts
How to Write Business Letters
How to Get a Job
How to Get Ahead
How to Read Proof
How to find What you Want in a Library
How to Use Effective English in Speech Writing
How to Overcome Seif -Consciousness
Rules for Success in Business
How to Think Creatively

best fiction
without Benefit of Clergy— Kipling
Amazing Loves of King Carol

HEALTH
Common Sense Gf Health
Constipation: Its Correction
Correction of Underweight and Overweight
How to Test Urine at Home
Beneficial Exercises for Nervousness and Indigestion
Tli a Marvels and Oddities of Sunlight

SOCIAL PROBLEMS
Racial Intermarriage
How Capitalism Developed
Menace of Modern Prison
Is War Inevitable?
How Can We Wipe Out the Crime of War?
How Newspapers Deceive
Amazing Career of Al Capone
Next World War: How It is Being Prepared.

SCIENCE
Origin of Life
Character Reading from Faces
End of the World
Famous Inventions of Edison

184
202
890
1450
1452
1510
1522
1536
1617

1448
1508
1533
1710

PHILOSOPHY
Strange Primitive Beliefs
Survival of Fittest
Nietzsche’s Epigrams of Power
Do We Live Forever?
Does Life Spoil Accident cr Design?
Epicurean Doctrine of Happiness
Why We Write Like Human Beings
Facing Death Fearlessly
Evil of Error

MISCELLANEOUS
Broadway Gangsters and Their Rackets
Facts About Poisons
Famous Infant Prodigies
Magie of Numbers

HOW TO ORDER
List books desired by numbers on coupon ; order at

least 10, and enclose money order, check, currency, or
stamps.

Science Publications, 97-W Hudson St., New York, N. Y.

SCIENCE PUBLICATIONS WS-10
97-W Hudson Street
New York, N. Y.

I enclose $ for the books listed by number below, at
20 books $1.00, plus lo per book for carriage.

A Corresponding Club. Why
/A I be lonely? Join the greatest

cIub in America. We have
a mate for you. Many wealthy. Strictly confidential.
Particulars free.

P. O. BOX 54, 31st 6t. Sta., Detroit, Mich.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE
NOTE—Always add lc per book for packing, handling, and car-
riage; otherwise we must ship express collect.

When answering advertisements, please mention Magazine Readers’ Group



Crystal Radio Detector 25c
COMPLETE WITH CRYSTAL

W
RECEPTION POSITIVELY GUARANTEED
This Detector is a complete radio in itself, as it is

possible to fiet reception with it alone, provided
you are within 25 miles of a broadcasting station
(or up to 100 miles under very favorable conditions). All
you need is an aerial and an ear phone and you are all set.

It is completely assembled and wired, all ready for use. It

has two posts, making connection much easier, also making
it possible to make changes quickly. Everything complete,
including the stand, crystal cup, arm with catwhisker and
necessary screws, an ultra sensitive crystal of the finest

grade, two terminals for wire connections mounted on hand-
some base- EVERYTHING COMPLETE FOR ONLY
25 CENTS POSTPAID. Send coin or stamps. Every set
tested and reception positively guaranteed.

JOHNSON SMITH &C0., Dept.623,

BOYS! THROW YOUR VOICE
^.1 Into a trunk, under the bed or

anywhere. Lots of fun fooling
teacher,policeman or friends.

THEVENTRILO
a little instrument, fits in the
mouth out of sight, used with

above for Bird Calls, etc. Anyone can use it.

Never fails. A 64-page Book on Ven-
triloquism and the Ventrilo. ALL FOR 10c POSTPAID,

9

THE ART OF DANCING
Learn the Carlo) Continental, Rhumba,

Kiss Dance, Etc.

CENTS 1.
'

Postpaid V \

LEARN TO DANCE THE LAT-
EST STEPS. Be popular this
season. Really good dancers are
always admired—always popular
guests. Partners welcome them
eagerly. With the aid of this book
you can learn the newest, smartest
steps without a teacher and be-
come a dancer who is sought after.

After following the instruct ions in
this new book you won’t need
to make excuses when the
dance music starts. Besides
you'll get lots more fun out of

•arties and dances. If you want to
some a perfect dancer, learn to

donee at home this new, easy way.

WHAT THE BOOK TELLS: How to
develop poise and control, how to im-
prove your dance steps, the art of holding,

how to walk to music, how to lead,
how to do the latest Fox Trot Steps,
Natural and Reverse Turns, the
Reverse Wave and Change of Di-
rection Stops, the Quickstep, sway-
ing to music, how to waltz, Back-
ward Changes, how to do the Con-
tinental, the famous Kiss dance, the
Manhattan Dance, the College
Rhumba, the Carlo, the Veyo, etc.,

etc. Nearly 100 illustrations are
given, and everything ismadesoplain
that you’ll be dancing before vou
know it. PRICE 25c POSTPAID.

JOHNSON SMITH & CO.
Dept. 623 RACINE, WIS.
A copy of our NEW CATALOG mailed on receipt of 10c..or the De

Luie Edition with cloth binding 25c. Bigger and bettar than ever. Only
book of its kind in existence. Nearly 600 pages of the latest tricks in
magic, the newest novelties, puzates. games, sporting goods, rubbei
tamps, unusual and interesting books, curiosities in seeds and plants,
etc., unprocurable elsewhere. RemO try Com. MoneyJOrder. or 9temps,
lor all articles listed above. R tn Check, add 15c tor exehahge. Can-
adian money and rtemn-, and BrWstt P. O. Orders trocar*ed-

LEARN JIU-JITSU
DON'T BE BULLIED. Learn to protect your-

prlf under any circumstances without any
weapons whatsoever. Jiu-Jitsu has been

proved to be the BEST science of
self-defence ever invented. Jiu-
Jitsu, moaning ••muscle-breaking,”
is the Japanese method of physical
training, and has been practised for
three thousand years. It has
long been acknowledged as the most
wonderful of all systems, giving
power over an adversary that
counts for more than strength.
Anyone well trained in Jiu-Jitsu
can meet and defeat the fistic

einert at all points. This book Rives the fullest Instructions

enabliuR you to learn Jiu-Jitsu in the privacy of your own
home. Fully Illustrated PRICE 25c Postpaid.

JOHNSON SMITH & CO .. Dept. 623, Racine, Wis.

Learn to be a Tap Dancer
Why envy the easy rhythm and fascinating grace ol

Steo’n Fetchit. Fred Astaire ami others? Now you can
k
ovlp u '

lcarn to tap dance in ONLY »> HOURS
i by a new. simplihed course of lessons by
i Prof. Hawley Wilson. No special ability
needed
Be smart! Learn tap dancing. Every-

body’s tapping. The whole town is

tapping. Learn to beat out a tune
with your feet. Hostesses love
It. Friends adore it. It's fun and
you'll thoroughly enjoy the lessons.

Besides, tap dancing is not only an in-
vigorating and entertaining accomplish-
ment, but it Is also an invigorating and
health-giving exercise for making the limbs

supple and giving a “springy" feeling of fitness
to the whole body. It promotes slimness

—

nature's way, without pills, drugs or dieting.
I Here is what some of our readers say:

‘ . wonderful benefit. Thank you for add-— Ing tap dancing to my accomplishments.”:
And another: “My friends were amazed. I dare not recom-
mend vour course for fear of competition.” PRICE 25 cents.
JOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept. 62J, Racine, Wis.

Plortririan with Illustrations for mak-
jy tlULIMU.dll

ing Batteries. Dynamos.
I Motors. Telegraph apparatus. Telephone. Lights,

__jBells, Alarms, Coils, “Wireless" Current Reverser,
Electric Engine. Radio, etc. Price 10c Postpaid.

BLANK CARTRIDGE PISTOL
REVOLVER 25c
STYLE f

*
50c

Three new models now
"

nut. 25c, 50c and
51.00. Well made
and effective. Modelled on pat-
tern of latest type of Revolver.
Appearance alone enough to scare a
burglar. Takes 22 Cal. Blank
Cartridges obtainable everywhere.
Great protection against burglars, tramps,
dogs. Have it lying around without the
danger attached to other revolvers. Fine for 4th of July,
New Year’s, for stage work, starting pistol, etc.

SMALL SIZE 4 In. long 25c. MEDIUM SIZE
5 In. long 50c. LARGE SIZE 6 in. long 51. CO.
BLANK CARTRIDGES 50c per 100. HOL-
STER (Cowboy type) 50c. Shipped by Ex-
press only not prepaid. Big novelty cataloo 10c.

JOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept. G23, Racine, Wis.



at our Lowest SPOT CASH PRICES
Guaranteed, speciallyselected super values from ourvast

stocks of beautiful, genuine jewelry! As 'AMERICA'S
LARGEST MAIL ORDER CREDIT JEWELERS", we offer

them to you on credit at our lowest spot cash prices.

$1.00 IS ALL YOU NEED NOW! TEN MONTHS TO PAY
Send only $1.00 and a few personal facts such as age, occupation, etc.,

(if possible mention 1 or 2 business references). All dealings strictly private

and ^confidential. We do not make direct inquiries! No embarrassment! No
arrival! We ship promptly ail charges pre-paid.C. O. D. to pay on

TEN DAYS FREE TRIAL
You be the sole judge! If you can surpass these values anywhere simply

send back your selection and WE WILL PROMPTLY REFUND YOUR
DEPOSIT. If fully satisfied after trial period pay only the small amount
stated each month.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Every ring or watch is sold with ROYAL'S written gold bond guarantee
— backed by 40 years of fair and square dealing. Buy now .to^ avoid the big Xmas rush! Order by mail the Royal way and SAVE! Both

Now Only

10 Certified ~~T
Genuine Diamonds ^—-~-

KJ-2 . . ! VDawn ol Happiness” — exquisitely
matched engagement and wedding ijing ensemble
of beautifully .engraved and milgrained 14K
Solid White Gold. The specially selected, dazzling
genuine blue-white, center diamond in the en-*
gagement ring is made even more beautiful by
the 2 brilliant diamonds on each side; 5 expertly
matched genuine diamonds in the wedding ring.

Both co-mplete for only $42.50

—

$4.15 a mo.
IF PURCHASED SEPARATELY

KJ-2A .. Engagement ring alone; $29.76—$2.88 a mo,
KJ-2B . . . Wedding ring alone: $15.50— $1.45,a mo.

s
j
A75 2 DIAMOND BAGUETTE

Now I 9 Only $1.88 a month
KJ-8 . . . Elegantly styled, modern, genuine.
Baguette wrist watch at' an amazingly low
price. The streamlined white lifetime case is

set with 2 brilliant, genuine diamonds and
fitted with a fully guaranteed and dependable
movement. Smart, link bracelet to match.
S29.75 value specially offered at $19.75. Only
$1,88 a month.

Both for

Only $2.88 a month

KJ-1 . . "America's Darling" — a,

most beautiful betrothal ensemble in
14 K Solid White or 14K Solid Yellow
Gold! The luxuriously hand engraved
engagement ring is set with a certified.

(Specially selected dazzling, genuine
blue-white diamond of maximum
value. Wedding ring is exquisitely
hand engraved to match. State choice
of whiteoryellowgolcl Both complete
t'or $29.75 only $2.88 a month.

Only $2.37 a month*

BUI OVA "Miss America” Baguette
KJ-9 . . BETa V VS most popular Baguette
at LulQva - lowest price. Daintily engraved;
guaranteed BpEOVA" radio time” movement.
Lovely, matched bracelet. Only $2.37 a mo.

Just $2.35 a mo. |

KJ-5 . . . Elegantly
styled square prong •

***^-^
engagement ring of 14K Solid White or Yellow
Gold set with dazzling genuine blue-white
center diamond and a matched diamond on
each side. Beautifully n\ilgrained. Only $2.35
a month.

Complete

Only $1.88
a month ,

Only $1.88 a month
JL Genuine Diamonds

K- 3. . . Special value in Gentleman’s
ha lsome initial ring of 10K Solid
Ye sw Gold set with 2 fiery genuine
d'u; muds and 2 solid White Gold ini-

tia on genuine black onyx. Specify
iir <>ls desired. Only $1 .88 a month.

17 Jewel
WALTHAM

Outfit

KJ-4 . . . Another amazing Royal
value! The famousWALTHAM—
one of America's greatest-watches now offered
at this specially low price. Handsomely engraved.
12 size white lifetime case; factory guaranteed,
accurate and dependable 17 Jewel WALTHAM
movement; complete with engraved knife and
chain to match. All for Si’9.75 — Only $1,88

The BULOVA SENATOR—15 Jewels

EDCC T» I
New 32 pase

1 i»LE Adults* catalog JS9B
Featuring hundreds of
money saving specials in
certified first quality gen-
Mine diamonds, watches,
jewelry and silverware jy, l|Wi
Oil ROYAL’S liberal Mm iW
•T RN PAYMENT IHH
: ‘LAN. Send for copy Mk.zKfMsSgSm
l 'day.

Atlncrica's Largest oBasmimam
M'ail Order Credit Jewelers

KJ-7 . . . Bulova gent's wrist watch at Bulova's
lowest pricel Handsome. Bulova, quality white
case. 15 Jewel B-U-L-O-V-A movement, fully

guaranteed to give dependable service. Link
bracelet. Only $2.38 a month.

<JMuM-Vs.pt. 60-Z



THESE *2m NEW BOOKS
OFFER YOU SPARE-TIME
READING PLEASURE
Hero are two books which offer ft few Itourg of pood reading. If you
are Interested in stamp collooting, then without Question you will
find many interesting points in this book. On the other hand, if

you want to learn the fine points about social life, the book on
etiquette should bo your selection.

HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS
By Ralph A . Kimble

In HOW TO COL-
LECT STAMPS the
author has made a
unique contribution
to the permanent lit-

erature of philately.
It is the purpose of
this book to fill tii«
demand for a basic,
non-technlcal and
comprehensive course
of instruction de-
signed to teach the
beginner and medium
collector, regardless
of age. those point*
essential to becoming
a well informed stamp
collector.

This excellent vol-
ume contains lf>0

pages — slae 6x9
inchee. It regularly
sells for (2. 09 at all

booksellers. N O W.
you can buy this book
at a special price.
... it Is sent to
you postage prepaid.

98
'

100 POINTS IN ETIQUETTE
AND 101 DON’TS

By K. H. and M. B. H.

He right in all the
small things of life,

and the big ones will

take care of thcra-
6olvee. This little

book gives you tho
fcly^t-cuts to good
manners in every walk
of life. There are a

lot more faux gas
which you make every
day which this book
will tell you how to
correct quickly.

This fine bool; of

128 pages has been
telling regularly for

11.50. Get it NOW
at a special saving to
yourself. Sent post-

paid for

49
'

Order either one of
these books today.
Send your remlttanco
by check or money
order (register letter if it contain* cash or unused U. 3. postage
stamps.) Books are sent to you. l*OSTAGE PREPAID.

GRENPARK COMPANY
99 Hudson Street Dept. WS New York. N. Y.

A B C Shorthand
IN TWELVE LESSONS

HIGH SCHOOL, college, or teclmi-

cal students who have at their

command a practical, an easy and
efficient method of taking down lec-

ture notes have a marked advantage
over those who must set down all

notes in longhand. Not only do you
get far more from the lecture when
it is delivered but when examination
time comes a review of a word for
word transcript of each lecture is the
finest kind of preparation for success-

ful passing.

Takes But a Short Time
to Learn

Whereas it takes about two years
to learn conventional shorthand
methods, A. B. C. Shorthand can be
mastered in from twelve to fifteen

hours’ study. Convince yourself of

this fact by examining a copy of A.
B. C. Shorthand now selling for only
$1.00 postpa’d. You risk nothing, for

if it does not prove to be satisfactory

in every way you can return it and
your money will be cheerfully re-

funded.

ONLY $1QQ

SCIENCE
PUBLICATIONS

97-W HUDSON STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y.

SCIENCE PUBLICATIONS WS-1035
97-W Hudson SL.
New York, N. Y.

I enclose SI.00 for which please pend me • copy of
A. B. CL Shorthand. I understand that my money will be
refunded if the book does not prove entirely satisfactory,
(Enclose $1.25 from countries other than U. 8. and Canada.)

Name

Address

City State

(Send remittance In form of check, money order,- cash or
unused U. S. postage 6tampe. Register letter If It contains
currency.

)

When answering advertisements, please mention Magazine Readers’ Group


